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Abstract 
In the first half of the 1900s, Queensland faced problems similar to those across the 
rest of Australia. These problems included how to populate the unpopulated regions, 
and have farmers produce sufficiently so that communities could develop around 
them. This same period coincided with major changes in agrarian methods brought 
about by the advances made in science. New techniques existed in seed selection, 
fertilisation, crop rotation and tillage, along with dairy stock selection based on milk 
and cream testing. In Queensland many primary producers were loath to change the 
way they had farmed, and been taught to farm, by their fathers before them.  This 
problem needed to be addressed and the education system was seen as the vehicle to 
facilitate this change. 
Prior to 1917, the Queensland Department of Public Instruction offered little 
differentiation between the subjects taught to pupils in remote or rural communities 
and those in the larger regional locations. All children in Queensland could secure a 
State scholarship to secondary school if they had the ability. However, if the children 
did not live within convenient distance of a State run institution that provided this 
secondary education, then attendance at these schools dictated leaving home. The 
expense this involved prevented many successful scholarship candidates from rural 
districts pursuing a secondary education. Considerable thought and effort went into 
evolving a new type of school capable of providing opportunities for children in rural 
communities to continue their education beyond the higher primary classes whilst 
incorporating a curriculum that would provide training more directly aligned with 
their future vocations. 
In January 1917 this concept became a reality with the establishment of Nambour 
Rural School, a uniquely equipped primary school teaching a distinctive curriculum. 
This was the first Rural School in the State and over the next three decades twenty-
nine schools followed the Nambour model. At the height of the scheme, in the late 
1930s, there were twenty-eight Rural Schools spread along the Queensland coastline 
and the border with New South Wales. Each of these was located in prime fruit-
growing, dairying or agricultural regions and each operated as a central school for 
the surrounding district schools, teaching domestic, commercial, agricultural and 
vocational classes. The Rural Schools provided the potential for children from over 
three hundred Queensland schools to attend classes aimed at better preparing them 
for a life on the land. Moreover, they taught the children and adults of rural centres 
citizenship; they created a ‘rural hegemony’; and built a sense of community that 
enabled and empowered people to stay on the land.  
This thesis demonstrates through extensive archival examination and historical 
narrative that the Rural School experiment was intended to create a Queensland 
yeoman capable of settling and becoming primary producers in the sparsely occupied 
portions of the State. The intention was to have graduates aid State development and 
through their generational occupation of the land stave off hostile foreign interests.  
It brings to light for the first time the details leading to the instigation of the scheme 
and the motivating factors that led to the experiment. It compares the Rural Schools 
to national and international attempts at agricultural education in the early 1900s and 
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some recent innovations within Australia and Queensland to reinvigorate interest in 
agricultural vocations among primary and secondary schools. 
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 Introduction 1 
Introduction 
Starting at Nambour in 1917 and for the next four decades, thirty Rural Schools 
were established across Queensland with the primary purpose being to turn boys into 
farmers, or the tradesmen required to support them, and girls into the homemakers 
that these farmers needed as wives and mothers for the next generation. Effectively 
the Department of Public Instruction took boys and girls and created the new 
Queensland yeomanry. 
Throughout the late nineteenth century and through to the middle of the 
twentieth century a marked feature of Queensland’s development policy was the 
push for closer settlement.1 The socio-political ideal was to create ‘a new class of 
agrarian yeomanry of independent family farmers in Queensland.’2 Driving this ideal 
was the desire to halt rising levels of urbanization and develop the northern and 
western regions of the State.3  
Unless closer settlement is made prosperous so that people may be 
distributed throughout the country, Australia will never succeed. 
Approximately 30,000 boys reach working age in Australia every year, and a 
large proportion of these must go on the land.4 
Additionally, closer settlement was seen as the means to break the 
‘squattocracy’. Surprisingly it was the first Queensland Parliament, dominated by 
pastoralists that set the process of closer settlement in motion. They saw settlers as a 
means of cheap casual labour and a necessity if roads and rail lines were to be 
developed. Consequently, in 1860, the parliament passed three Acts that formed the 
beginnings of Queensland’s Closer Settlement policies.5 It was acknowledged that 
the pastoralists, whilst economically more viable than smaller agriculturalists, did not 
                                                 
1  W. Ross Johnston, A Documentary History of Queensland (St. Lucia: University of Queensland 
Press, 1988), pp. 197-202. 
2  David Bruce Cameron, "Closer Settlement in Queensland: The Rise and Decline of the Agrarian 
Dream, 1860s-1960s," in Struggle Country: The Rural Ideal in Twentieth Century Australia, ed. 
Graeme Davison and Marc Brodie (Melbourne: Monash University ePress, 2005). 
3  Johnston, A Documentary History of Queensland, pp. 197-202. 
4  ———, A Documentary History of Queensland, p. 202. 
5  W. Ross Johnston, The call of the land: a history of Queensland to the present day (Milton, Qld.: 
Jacaranda Press, 1982), pp.52-54 | Charles Henry Wickens, Official Year Book of the Commonwealth 
of Australia for 1929. Vol. 22 | P. J. Skerman et al., Guiding Queensland agriculture, 1887-1987 
(Brisbane: Dept. of Primary Industries, 1988). 
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encourage the growth of towns and infrastructure around them due to their relative 
independence.6 Queensland, like the rest of Australia, employed a variety of methods 
to encourage closer settlement, including land Acts, grants, immigration settlement 
and soldier settlement schemes: all with their own historically recorded 
shortcomings.7 
Foremost amongst the difficulties in Queensland was the problem Greg Logan 
documented as ‘Man-Physiography Dissonance’. Simplistically put this is the 
incompatibility between those settling Queensland and the physical geography of the 
State. It is well documented that the settlers immigrating to Queensland, mostly 
European, were ill prepared for the different farming conditions; moreover, they 
failed to adapt to the new land in which soil conditions, rainfall, temperature and 
natural hazards could vary significantly in less than a few kilometres. Further 
compounding this ‘dissonance’ was the resistance from the settlers to accept change 
through agricultural education; the tendency for the majority being, when faced with 
hard times or impending failure, to stick with the old ways from the old country.8 
                                                 
6  J. C. Sim et al., "Thematic Study of the Cultural Landscape of Queensland," in Investigating 
Queensland's Cultural Landscapes: CONTESTED TERRAINS Series, ed. Jeannie Sim (Brisbane: 
Queensland University of Technology, 2001). 
7  The following works provide an excellent overview of the attempts made within Australia and 
particularly Queensland to promote the Closer Settlement ideology. Jeremy Burchardt, "Editorial: 
Rurality, Modernity and National Identity between the Wars," Rural History 21, no. 02 | John D. 
Black and Charles D. Hyson, "Postwar Soldier Settlement," The Quarterly Journal of Economics 
Vol.59, no. 1 (1944) | Cameron, "Closer Settlement in Queensland." | Ken Frost, "Soldier settlement 
after World War One in south western Victoria" (Deakin University. School of Social and 
International Studies, 2002) | Murray Johnson, "'Promises and Pineapples': Post-First World War 
Soldier Settlement at Beerburrum, Queensland, 1916-1929," Australian Journal of Politics & History 
Vol.51, no. 4 (2005) | Johnston, A Documentary History of Queensland | Monica Keneley, "Land of 
Hope: Soldier Settlement in the Western District of Victoria 1918-1930," Electronic Journal of 
Australian and New Zealand History  (2000) | Beverley R. Kingston, "The Origins of Queensland's 
'Comprehensive' Land Policy," Queensland Heritage Vol 1 no. May (1965) | ———, "The Search for 
an Alternative to Free Selection in Queensland 1859-1866," Queensland Heritage Vol 1 no. 
November (1966) | Marilyn Lake, The limits of hope: soldier settlement in Victoria, 1915-38 (Oxford 
University Press, USA, 1987) | J. E. Murphy and E. W. Easton, Wilderness to wealth: being a history 
of the Shires of Nanango, Kingaroy, Wondai, Murgon, Kilkivan, and the Upper Yarraman portion of 
the Rosalie Shire: 1850-1950 (Brisbane: W. R. Smith & Paterson, 1950) | Allan Rost, "World War 1 
soldier settlement: government attempts and some private contributions," Journal of the Royal 
Australian Historical Society Vol.94, no. 1 (2008) | Leslie E. Skinner, "The Days of Squatting Acts," 
Queensland Heritage Vol.3, no. 6-8 (1977-1978) | Richard Waterhouse, "The Yeoman Ideal and 
Australian Experience, 1860-1960," in Exploring the British World: Identity, Cultural Production, 
Institutions (Melbourne: RMIT Publishing, 2004) | David Bruce Cameron, "Closer settlement in 
Queensland," Struggle Country 1, no. 1 (2005). 
8  Greg Logan, "Man and the land in Queensland education 1874-1905: agricultural education as a 
solution to man-physiography dissonance in colonial Queensland" (MEd, University of Queensland, 
1985), p. 21. 
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Queensland’s Department of Agriculture, dubbed ‘the tired Department’ by the 
press, provided little help to the small scale agriculturalist.9 They were restricted in 
their operation by economic depression; a series of droughts and floods; and 
predominantly concerned themselves with assisting the industries of most economic 
value. The knowledge they could provide came from State farms and whilst these 
could provide general scientific advice on the new concepts such as irrigation, 
fertilization and crop rotation, albeit, to a largely unresponsive audience, they could 
not provide specific agricultural advice pertinent to local communities.10  
The introduction of the ‘new education’ in 1905 saw the Department of Public 
Instruction inject itself into the agricultural education arena through the 
implementation of Nature Study to the curriculum. Then a change of guard for the 
department elevated John Douglas Story from Chief Clerk to Undersecretary. He 
expanded the Department’s involvement in agricultural education in 1910 when he 
appointed James Stubbin as Queensland’s Teacher of Agriculture. Both of these 
initiatives experienced their own successes with some advances made, however 
setbacks still prevailed and five years later the State was no closer to realising its 
expansionist ideals of townships growing around successful small-scale 
agriculturalists. 
Stubbin and Story consistently sourced solutions to this problem; internally, 
nationally and from overseas. Stubbin toured Tasmania, Victoria and New South 
Wales in 1910, then Story, followed by Stubbin, toured New South Wales and 
Victoria in 1914, assessing the successes and shortcomings of each State’s attempts 
at agricultural education. Both men read extensively and kept newspaper clippings 
concerning any initiatives around the world pertaining to education in agriculture and 
over a period of four years, between 1910 and 1914, a plan was developed and 
refined for a systemised approach to agricultural education in Queensland. 
                                                 
9  "Agriculture: A Tired Department. A Government's Dilemma; Political Influence versus 
Reorganisation," Queenslander (Brisbane, Qld.), Saturday 23 May 1903, 46 | "Agriculture: A Tired 
Department. A Laissez Faire Policy," Queenslander (Brisbane, Qld.), Saturday 24 January 1903, 215 
| "'A Tired Department': Does it Serve its Purpose!," Queenslander (Brisbane), Saturday, 22 
November 1902, 1162, 1163. 
10  Greg Logan, "Primary schools or 'little state farms'? J.D. Story and the economic role of experimental 
agriculture in Queensland state schools, 1900/1920," History of Education Review 26, no. 1 (1997) | 
Skerman et al., Guiding Queensland agriculture, 1887-1987, pp. 16-18 | Logan, "Man and the land in 
Queensland education", pp. 51-53. 
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In February 1914, the Minister for Education, James W. Blair, whilst advising 
the Minister of Agriculture, John White, of the intention to form a Faculty of 
Agriculture at the University of Queensland, intimated his department’s intention to 
assume the dominant role in agricultural education for the State. Blair stated;  
The general tendency in all nations is at the present time away from 
extensive to intensive agriculture; and it is universally known that intensive 
agriculture must be based on accurate knowledge and on the results of 
experiment and research.11 
By 1916, Story had formulated a three-tier Education Department approach to 
agricultural education. At the pinnacle was the University’s Agricultural Department; 
this was to be supplied with agrarian minded students from the State high schools, 
which in turn would be fed through the newly conceived Rural Schools; the model 
for these to be Nambour Rural School, which opened in January 1917. 
The Rural Schools were the first of their kind in Australia and arguably the first 
in the world. They formed the base for the State’s systemised agricultural education 
plan and consequently were paramount to the success or failure of the whole scheme. 
Story made this abundantly clear when he stated;  
The Rural School is an important experiment in education which the 
Department is making; upon the result of that experiment will depend very 
largely the future organization of Agricultural Education in this State. 
The importance of this ‘experiment’ is shown in the tone taken by Story when 
questioned over the appointment of an assistant teacher to the school. Story made it 
perfectly clear decisions concerning Nambour Rural School were not answerable to 
any Advisory Committee, the Public Service Board or the Governor-in-Council and 
that the sole authority rested with his department, subject only to ‘the supreme 
control of the Minister’.12 
The stated objectives for the establishment of Rural Schools were, to provide 
the children with a means of further education; instruction of a utilitarian nature, that 
was to be ‘suited to the character of the community’ the child lived in; to provide a 
                                                 
11  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 997824, Queensland University various-establishment of a 
Department of Agriculture. 'Memorandum on a Faculty of Agriculture in the University of 
Queensland'. 27 February, 1914. Minister of Education, James W. Blair to  Minister for the 
Department of Agriculture, John White. Unless stated otherwise, ‘department’ refers to the 
Queensland Department of Public Instruction. 
12  ———, Item ID. 16777, Administration file, Nambour State Rural School. 'Re Temporary 
Appointment of Miss Meredith to the Rural School at Nambour'. 8 June, 1917. 
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level of instruction that would result in more intelligence being applied to 
agricultural life; and to train children in trades the country townships required to 
flourish.13 
Effectively the State, through the Department of Public Instruction intended to 
train children for the betterment of the State, but not just as farmers; these children 
were to be instructed in all the techniques previously set aside by their parents. 
Moreover, Rural Schools were to engage in extensive agricultural experimentation so 
as to assess the viability of crops and stock under specific local conditions. They 
were in effect, ‘little state farms’, and intended to test the best means and methods 
necessary to provide a quality agricultural life for the boys and girls they trained.14 
Nambour Rural School’s first head teacher, Thomas Grenier Fisher, on 19 
November 1915, clearly outlined the State’s ultimate motivation for the agrarian 
training. ‘The ideal community’, Fisher asserted; 
Is one in which a proper proportion of the inhabitants are connected with the 
primary industries. All food and clothing come directly or indirectly from 
the soil. The congestion of enormous numbers of people in capital cities is 
neither a benefit nor a blessing to a community; and it is quite certain that 
the State which most successfully solves the problem of how to keep a due 
proportion of her people on the land as primary producers, living happy, 
prosperous and contented lives, is laying with a firm and ample base the 
foundations of her national existence.15 
This primary producer, happy, prosperous and contented, staying on the land in 
generational succession, hardly described the lifestyle of the average farming family 
settling under the policies of closer settlement in Queensland in 1917. This was an 
idealised farmer, succeeding at intensive agriculture after embracing the new 
scientific methods. The State desired a yeoman class and utilised the Rural Schools 
to indoctrinate and mould boys and girls to produce one. However, in doing so, they 
provided the graduates of the Rural Schools with an education above and beyond 
what was previously available to the majority of rural children. 
                                                 
13  ———, Item ID. 16777. Rural Secondary School; Nambour-Objects of its establishment. 
14  The phrase 'little state farms' was first used by Logan. It appears to be a quote from an archival 
document, though this is unclear from his citations. Logan, "Primary schools or 'little state farms'?" 
15  Thomas G. Fisher, "The Rural School: its aims and advantages," Chronicle (Nambour), Friday, 19 
November 1915, 4. 
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A YEOMAN 
Employing the term yeoman to describe the class of students graduating from 
the Rural Schools may require clarification. Consequently, it seems prudent to 
explore the etymology of the term and how it applies to this thesis. 
 According to the American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, a 
yeoman, as well as being a US Navy rank and used to describe a ‘lesser official in a 
royal or noble household’ is also ‘a farmer who cultivates his own land, especially a 
member of a former class of small freeholders in England’. A yeoman is also 
characterised as ‘a diligent, dependable worker.’16 Encyclopaedia Britannica 
provides a similar definition, noting the use, from the Middle Ages, to describe 
landholders occupied in the cultivation of their own land.17 
In English farming, past and present (1912), Rowland Prothero, utilising a 
quote from a ‘Suffolk Gentleman’ in 1689, not only defines a yeoman as a free-hold 
owner farmer, but as a man possessed of a certain set of qualities. ‘At the 
Revolution’, he writes; 
There existed a race of Men in the Country besides the Gentlemen and 
Husbandmen, called Yeomanry, Men who cultivated their own property, 
consisting chiefly of farms from forty to fourscore pounds a year… the Pride 
of the Nation in War and Peace… hardy, brave, and of good morals.18  
This raises the notion that these yeoman farmers served a dual purpose, that of 
primary producer and as defender of the land they farmed and ultimately the shire, 
county, state or nation to which their land belonged. This use of yeomen to serve as 
the rank and file for a ‘home defence force’ led in 1761 to the establishment of the 
Yeomanry, the name given to the volunteer mounted troops of the home defence 
army of Great Britain. Prothero’s work also highlights the stability provided by the 
yeoman classes through generational land ownership.19 The Oxford Companion to 
Local and Family History confirms the use of the term yeoman, from the 13th 
                                                 
16  "yeoman." The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, (2004), 
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/yeoman 8 March 2010. 
17  "yeoman." Encyclopedia Britannica, http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/yeoman 8 March 2010. 
18  The Revolution referred to is the 1688 English Revolution often called the Glorious Revolution. | 
Rowland E. Prothero, English farming, past and present. (New York: Longmans, Green, and 
company, 1912), p. 292. | Rowland Edmund Prothero, 1st Baron Ernle MVO, PC (6 September 1851 
– 1 July 1937) was a British agricultural expert, administrator, journalist, author and Conservative 
politician. 
19  Prothero, English farming, past and present, pp.81-83, 291-297. 
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century, to describe an agriculturalist who worked land that was freehold. Later this 
included those holding land through tenures of copyhold or leasehold. A yeoman was 
a more successful farmer than a husbandman, but this differentiation varied 
regionally. By the early 20th century both husbandman and yeoman were 
incorporated into the more generalised classification of farmer.20 
The term carried across to the Australian vernacular with the same 
characteristics still applicable. In the 1830s, Western Australian Governor Sir James 
Stirling sent a despatch to Secretary for State for the Colonies Sir George Murray 
G.C.B. stating; ‘the young settlement was progressing with a slow yeomanlike 
steadfastness.’21 The connotations of farmers called on, when required, to defend the 
homeland persevered in the Antipodes as well. In 1916 the Light Horse remaining in 
Egypt were complimented with a Camel Corp formed with some Yeomanry  and 
New Zealanders and became known as the ANZAC Mounted Division.22  Many 
contemporary authors have pointed to the use of the yeoman ideal to promote closer 
settlement policies within Australia. Graeme Davison in Struggle Country states that 
thousands of Great War ex-servicemen were offered the opportunity to become 
‘soldier-settlers’ in what was ‘the boldest attempt since the free selection movement 
of the 1860s to realise the yeoman ideal in Australia.’23  
 David Cameron’s view is that within Queensland, ‘the socio-political 
objective of closer settlement was to create a new class of agrarian yeomanry of 
independent family farmers.24 Monica Keneley adds that technical advances in 
agricultural practices, through the application of science to farming, further 
encouraged belief in the yeoman ideal. ‘The success of technical advances in 
agricultural practices created the optimistic impression that the limits to intensive 
farming had been overcome.’25 Despite this optimistic view, it is a matter of record 
                                                 
20  "yeomen." The Oxford Companion to Local and Family History  (2009), 
http://www.oxfordreference.com/views/ENTRY.html?subview=Main&entry=t266.e1993 8 March 
2010. 
21  Statistician of New South Wales, A Statistical Account of the Seven Colonies of Australasia, 1899-
1900., eighth issue (Sydney: William Applegate Gullick, Government Printer, 1900). 
22  George Handley Knibbs, Official Year Book of the Commonwealth of Australia for 1919. Vol. 12. 
23  Graeme Davison, "Country Life: The Rise and Decline of an Australian Ideal," in Struggle Country: 
The Rural Ideal in Twentieth Century Australia (2005). 
24  Cameron, "Closer settlement in Queensland." 
25  Keneley, "Land of Hope." 
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that the yeoman ideal of intensive agriculture, framed by the closer settlement 
policies and administered through the immigration and soldier settlement schemes, 
failed to produce the desired results.  
To facilitate change in Queensland, a model Rural School was established at 
Nambour in 1917. Over the next four decades a further twenty-nine Rural Schools 
were established across the State. The primary purpose of these schools was to 
induce, educate and empower their pupils to become successful settlers. Effectively 
they took boys and girls and created the new Queensland yeomanry. 
This successful agriculturalist, a strong, morally superior individual, a 
nationalistic citizen, willing to defend his land and country, whilst steadfastly 
building an asset worthy of generational occupation—this yeoman farmer—is 
precisely what was desired by those framing Queensland’s expansionist policies.  
As males and females were both utilised by the State in the creation of the 
desired yeomanry the term and its derivatives are used to describe either or both as a 
collective. The use of compound words to describe both sexes, whilst not common 
place in contemporary writing, it is still acceptable. This is especially true in period 
pieces, and in some situations they remain the only viable words to aptly describe the 
situation.26 
In Old English the word ‘mann’—now in modern English ‘man’—referred to 
any human being of either sex. Old English had wholly separate words for ‘male’ 
and ‘female’. A male was defined by ‘wer’. Although this is no longer used in 
modern English it is still seen in the compound word werewolf, meaning ‘man-wolf’. 
A female was indicated by the term ‘wíf’ meaning woman, and is still in use as wife. 
Further evidence of the original gender neutrality of ‘man’ is seen in the common use 
of the compound words ‘wermann’ and ‘wífmann’. Wifmann eventually evolved into 
modern English as woman, while wermann fell out of use.27 Pam Peters notes in the 
twentieth century, the generic meaning of man declined, evolving as a term for males 
instead of all humanity, but it still survives in the examples ‘mankind’, ‘everyman’, 
‘manhole’, and ‘manslaughter’ to name a few, and remains in some uses of 
                                                 
26  Pam Peters, The Cambridge guide to Australian English usage, 2nd ed. (Port Melbourne, Vic.: 
Cambridge University Press, 2007). 
27  Oxford English Dictionary. Online (2010). 
http://dictionary.oed.com.ezp01.library.qut.edu.au/entrance.dtl 9 September 2010. Term Accessed; 
'man, n.1 (and int.)' 
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compound words the only viable means of identifying both genders.28 Although the 
use of man as a suffix to represent both sexes is now mostly seen as archaic, for the 
purpose of this thesis the term ‘yeoman’ and its derivatives are to be considered 
gender neutral unless specifically noted otherwise or made gender specific by the 
surrounding text. 
PURPOSE 
The Queensland Rural Schools were selected for this study for a number of 
reasons. Primarily, they form an important facet of Queensland’s and Australia’s 
educational, social and agricultural history, a history that has never before been 
explored beyond a passing mention as part of broader studies.  This is not totally 
unexpected as it is widely acknowledged by scholars in the discipline of Australian 
history of education that Queensland’s educational history is under-researched in 
comparison with other areas of Australian education. Relatively few historical 
analyses of Queensland education exist. Ezra Wyeth produced Education in 
Queensland in 1955. This provides two separate entries of just a sentence or two in 
reference to the Rural Schools.29 In 1975, the Department of Education published 
Hector Holthouse’s Looking Back: The First 150 Years of Queensland Schools. 
Designed as more of a celebratory publication than a referenced history, the book 
provides a few pages of cursory information on the existence of Rural Schools.30 
Greg Logan provides a little insight into the background of the Rural Schools. In 
1997 Logan published ‘Primary schools or “little state farms”?’ in the History of 
Education Review. In this article Logan outlines the impact of J.D. Story’s role in 
Queensland’s agricultural education between 1900 and 1920. Logan finishes the 
article stating; 
Apart from the work of individual teachers and schools, there were the direct 
economic influence of such specific developments as the establishment of 
Rural Schools from 1917 and the Home Project Club Scheme, established in 
1923. The early decades of the twentieth century yield ample evidence of the 
                                                 
28  Peters, The Cambridge guide to Australian English usage. Note; Placing a comma after the last item 
in a list is still a divided issue and still unresolved. Peters recommends the use when it is necessary to 
the clarity of the list. For consistency I have used it in all cases.  
29  Ezra Robert Harding Wyeth, Education in Queensland: a history of education in Queensland and in 
the Moreton Bay District of New South Wales (Melbourne: Australian Council for Educational 
Research, 1955), p.179. 
30  Hector Holthouse, Looking Back: The first 150 years of Queensland schools (Brisbane: Department 
of Education, 1975), pp.128-130. 
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formation of a significant direct link between school agricultural work and 
the development of the State's agricultural industries. 
This call from Logan for further investigation into Queensland’s agricultural 
education and particularly the Rural School scheme formed the major motivating 
factor for the selection of this thesis topic.31 Logan again provided some excellent 
background material in 1999, with a biography of James Clement Stubbin in the 
History of Queensland Education Society’s Soldiers of the Service Vol II: More 
Early Queensland Educators and their Schools. In the same volume his biography of 
John Douglas Story also makes a contribution to the topic.32  
A 1980 study A History of Australian Education by Alan Barcan devotes a full 
paragraph to Queensland’s Rural School concept and states; ‘by 1927 Queensland 
had fourteen rural schools which combined primary work with manual training of a 
vocational kind’.33 Given the scheme had well and truly run its course with all thirty 
Rural School having started and completed well before 1980; this statement clearly 
underpins the need to research this area. 
Possibly of greater concern is the neglect to mention the significance of the 
Rural Schools in several theses, each of which would have greatly benefitted through 
having access to a significant study in this area. David Green’s ‘The Growth of State 
Controlled Vocational Education in Queensland under Leonard Morris, 1909-1938’34 
has no mention of the Rural Schools or their significant contribution to vocational 
education during this period. David Bruce Cameron’s 1999 thesis ‘An Historical 
Assessment of Economic Development, Manufacturing and the Political Economy in 
Queensland, 1900 to 1930’ provides a multi-faceted account of Queensland’s socio-
economic growth in the first decades of the 1900s, an account that would have 
benefitted from knowledge that another contributing factor to Queensland’s growth 
was the success of small scale agriculturists through the establishment of the Rural 
                                                 
31  Logan, "Primary schools or 'little state farms'?" 
32  Greg Logan, "James Stubbin: The Zealous Teacher of Agriculture, 1910-1926," in Soldiers of the 
Service Vol II: More Early Queensland Educators and their Schools (Brisbane: History of 
Queensland Education Society, 1999) | ———, "The 'Atlas' of Queensland Education,' 1900-1923: 
His rise to power, values and administrative style, 1900-1923," in Soldiers of the Service Vol II: More 
Early Queensland Educators and their Schools., ed. Eddie Clarke and Tom Watson (Brisbane: 
Church Archivists' Press, 1999). 
33  Alan Barcan, A history of Australian education (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1980), p.256. 
34  David Green, "The growth of state controlled vocational education in Queensland under Leonard 
Morris, 1909-1938" (PhD, University of Queensland, 1986). 
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Schools, whilst Kaye Tully’s examination of Western Australia’s pre-vocational 
education within the State’s primary and secondary schools fails to acknowledge the 
existence of the Rural Schools or their innovation in education.35 This is despite the 
Rural Schools being a topic of keen discussion at conferences for the Directors of 
Education for several years from 1916.36 This oversight may be attributed to Tully’s 
reliance on Barcan for the examination of comparative pre-vocational education in 
the other States.37  
Finally, Berenis Alcorn, in her thesis, details the factors determining the 
development of the communities in the Maroochy Shire. She mentions the Rural 
School at Nambour but fails to fully acknowledge the significance of the school as 
part of the ‘systems approach’ she emphasised development hinged upon. As Alcorn 
states; 
Although none of the variables of transportation, economy, political 
decision-making and human agency can be discarded, by the same token, 
neither can they be utilised as independent factors to explain the evolution of 
the cluster of towns. A systems approach which incorporated the integration 
of all the variables in a state of interaction had to be used to adequately 
explain the complex process of the formation and development of a cluster 
of towns in the Maroochy District.  
At the Rural School children were educated in the skills to ensure their best 
chance at prospering on the land. This knowledge filtered its way into the community 
and aided in the development of the region. Consequently the Rural School warrants 
more attention than the few paragraphs Alcorn devoted. This oversight was further 
compounded in the same author’s 2008 PhD thesis addressing the changing cultural 
landscape of the Maroochy region. Although the Rural School is noted, the cultural 
impact of this type of school and particularly Nambour as the first of these schools is 
completely overlooked. It is this dearth of knowledge concerning the Rural Schools 
and Queensland educational history that this study will address.  
                                                 
35  David Bruce Cameron, "An historical assessment of economic development, manufacturing and the 
political economy in Queensland, 1900 to 1930" (PhD, University of Queensland, 1999) | Kaye 
Leolene Tully, "Useful schooling: an examination of pre-vocational education policy and provision in 
Western Australian government primary and secondary schools between 1893 and 1972" (PhD, 
Curtin University of Technology, 2000). 
36  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 664470, Directors-General of Education Conference file. 1916 | 
———, Item ID. 664471, Directors-General of Education Conference file. 1918 | ———, Item ID. 
664472, Directors-General of Education Conference file. 1924 | ———, Item ID. 664473, Directors-
General of Education Conference file. 1926 | ———, Item ID. 664474, Directors-General of 
Education Conference file. 1928. 
37  Tully, "Useful schooling", p.15. 
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CONTEXT 
This thesis focuses on the relationship between education and agriculture for a 
period approximately between 1905, when agricultural education was introduced into 
the Queensland primary school curriculum and 1958 when the Rural Schools 
program ceased. Consequently, the primary source material needed is reposited at the 
Queensland State Archives. Additional primary source material was accessed 
predominantly from the John Oxley Library, Maroochy Shire Heritage Library, 
newspapers from the period and the Queensland Education Office Gazette. The thesis 
is primarily a qualitative work employing the principles of the historical method to 
locate, retrieve, analyse and synthesis data from these locations and supported by a 
range of books and journal articles written during the time being studied through to 
the current period. Consequently the argument is based on a review of the literature 
and archival material available from the period. This will offer new evidence through 
the review of material that has not previously been researched and will provide a new 
interpretation based on this evidence.38 
THESIS OUTLINE 
The introduction has provided a background to the topic and intimated at the 
theoretical underpinning of the thesis. It states, Queensland was driven by the push 
for closer settlement and through the use of the education system utilised country 
children, with the approval of their parents, to create the farmers the State needed. 
Secondly, it outlined the use of the term yeoman and why it was purposely selected 
to describe the class of citizen the State attempted to create through the use of an 
agrarian based curriculum. Finally, the use of this term and how it is applies in 
regards to gender were explained and justified. 
Chapter 1 provides in-depth analysis of the background to the thesis topic. It is 
divided into three main themes: compulsory education; agricultural education and 
land settlement; and the global pressure driving change in each. The section on 
compulsory education provides the reader with an understanding of the genesis of 
thought surrounding compulsory schooling within the discipline of History of 
Education and the progression of theoretical understanding in the field to the present 
                                                 
38  Whilst data is considered the plural of datum, the use of data as a singular to describe a collection is 
now accepted by many style manuals including The Australian Government Style Manual (2002). 
Peters, The Cambridge guide to Australian English usage, p. 196. 
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day. The second section details the attempts made to expand settlement in 
Queensland through settlement Acts, immigration settlement and soldier settlement 
schemes in the first decades of the 1900s. The final section outlines the need to not 
just occupy, own or lease the land, but to settle vast portions of the State and 
establish communities rather than pastoral holdings. These three factors form the 
major impetus for the Rural School experiment. 
Chapter 2 details the development of agricultural education leading up to the 
introduction of the Rural Schools. The life of James Clement Stubbin, the State’s 
first Teacher of Agriculture, is documented. Stubbin forms the common thread for 
the exploration in the agricultural education endeavours up to, and including, the 
Rural School experiment. It was through Stubbin and articles in the Education Office 
Gazette that the Department of Public Instruction attempted to create a ‘rural 
hegemony’. The Gazette, from 1911, regularly ran articles under the heading 
‘Agricultural Section’, designed to influence the attitudes of the teaching staff 
towards a more scientific approach in agriculture, whilst Stubbin provided farming 
families with region-specific knowledge and skills so that they might have the 
‘happy, prosperous and contented lives’ the State required them to achieve in order 
to fulfil its desired ideals of closer settlement. This rural hegemony depended on the 
‘spontaneous acceptance’ of the rural communities and this failed to materialise in 
early efforts and only eventuated with the introduction of the Rural Schools. An 
exploration of the period leading up to the beginning of the Rural School experiment 
is imperative not only as an historical examination but also to provide insight into 
what was unique in the Rural Schools that allowed them to gain the widespread 
support of the farming communities. 
Chapter 3 presents a detailed narrative on the first five years of the Nambour 
Rural School. Nambour was the only Rural School through the majority of this 
period and this time was utilised to test and prove the concept before further Rural 
Schools began. As such, Nambour is treated as a model school for the twenty-nine 
Rural Schools that followed. Consequently, it is fully explored and with the 
introduction of other Rural Schools, only remarkable occurrences or the differences 
between these schools and Nambour are addressed. 
Chapter 4 is an examination of the next four Rural Schools to open. This 
provides an insight into the development of the Rural School as a scheme rather than 
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an experiment. During this time changes were made to the scheme generally and in 
some cases specifically to accommodate the expansion of the Rural Schools. The 
Inspectors’ reports are examined to ascertain the work being conducted under the 
new curriculum and the difficulties that presented in the process. 
Chapter 5 thoroughly investigates the home project clubs. These clubs were 
inspired by the 4H clubs in the United States and were trialled in Queensland Rural 
Schools from 1923 before being disseminated to primary schools across the whole 
State. The association between the Queensland project clubs and the 4H clubs is 
examined in conjunction with the global diffusion and variants of the concept.  This 
historically positions Queensland on a world timeline for the education of primary 
aged pupils in agricultural education. The home project clubs were an integral 
component in the plan to provide a link between the agrarian curriculum of the Rural 
Schools and the home life of country children. 
Chapter 6 continues the examination started in chapter 4. Exploring the 
opening of seven further Rural Schools offers insights into some of the difficulties 
faced in providing a central school teaching an alternate curriculum and the measures 
taken to circumvent or mitigate these problems. The chapter concludes with an 
analysis of the vocations followed by the ex-pupils of the three largest Rural Schools. 
Based on figures supplied to the department in 1925, this data provides some 
indications of whether the Rural Schools were fulfilling their purpose and keeping 
the rural children ‘on the land’. 
Chapter 7 consolidates the information provided in the thesis and places it in 
context with some broader themes. The financial constraints of the period and how 
they impacted the establishment and staffing of the Rural Schools is discussed. The 
chapter also looks at the changes made to training staff for the schools by better 
utilising Gatton College and how the use of the college as a high school completed 
the missing link in the department’s plan for a systemised path in agricultural 
education. Queensland’s Rural Schools filled a void in the education of country 
communities and as they progressed in development more than a curriculum 
separated them from the standard State school. Some of these unique features are 
again highlighted before the consolidation section addresses why the need for these 
schools diminished and the scheme dwindled away. This chapter then addresses the 
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question posed by this thesis: What drivers led the Queensland Department of Public 
Instruction to instigate an agrarian focussed curriculum at selected primary schools? 
NARRATIVE VERSUS THEORETICAL 
A narrative style of presentation has been adopted with both explicit and 
implicit theoretical connotations interspersed throughout the thesis. This is 
particularly relevant when the history being presented is a previously unexplored 
arena.  Narrative provides an effective means of ensuring the reader has sufficient 
knowledge of the events in order to comprehend how the theory applies, as Joan 
Burstyn states; 
Theoretical analyses are most useful when they are used in conjunction with 
strong narrative skills, because unless readers have in mind some knowledge 
of the story that evolved, they will be unable to grasp the significance of any 
theory to the particular events of the time.39 
Lawrence Stone voicing the dilemma facing historians since adopting the methods of 
sociological theorists or statisticians states; 
Disillusionment with economic or demographic monocausal determinism 
and with quantification has led historians to start asking a quite new set of 
questions… questions which inevitably lead back to the use of narrative.40 
Stone insists the return to narrative provides critics with the ‘evidence to show that 
the examples were typical, and not exceptions to the rule’.41 More recently, David 
Carr reviewed the range of criticisms levelled at narrative, and whilst conceding the 
narrative history will always be subject to revision as new data is uncovered, he 
concludes, ‘narrative is a valuable and useful implement for understanding human 
action’.42 Burstyn however does not advocate narrative without theory, believing that 
‘theoretical analyses are most useful when they are used in conjunction with strong 
narrative skills’.43 This position is supported by Bernard Bailyn and aptly summed up 
in a Herbert Butterfield quote, ‘Where history is both a story and a study, one may 
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gain a profounder insight into both the ways of men and the processes of time’.44 
Possibly the knowledge to be gained from the continued argument over the use of 
narrative is that it remains a ‘common-sense mode of explanation’ and if historians 
abandon it purely because it does not fit the scientific mould ‘we had better have 
good reasons for doing so’.45 
THE HISTORICAL METHOD  
It is no easy matter to tell the truth, pure and simple, about past events; for 
historical truths are never pure, and rarely simple. And the process of 
historical truth-telling itself is even more intricate than the truths which 
historians tell. Every true statement must be thrice true. It must be true to its 
evidence, true to itself, and true to other historical truths with which it is 
colligated. Moreover, a historian must not merely tell truths, but demonstrate 
their truthfulness as well. He is judged not simply by his veracity, but by his 
skill at verification.46 
David Hackett Fischer, in this remark, summed up not only the changing 
viewpoints history may take, as new interpretations are written or artefacts bought to 
the light of day, but also the values historians must place on their work if it is to be 
considered academically suitable as a secondary source.  Moreover, in the latter 
portion of the remark, he outlined the essential ingredients of methodologies and the 
need for historians to detail the method used in coming to their findings. This he said 
should be done in such a fashion, that those reading can be convinced the author was 
honest and rigorous in the construction of their narrative, and if need be, justify the 
decisions they made.47 
Ask a scientist to explain the method used in obtaining their findings and a 
detailed systematic account can be provided. Sadly the same does not apply to many 
historians, as Gary Ianziti stated; ‘Historiographical practices tend to vary across the 
profession. They also tend to be controversial and remain to a large extent 
uncodified’.48 This does not mean however that there is not a method used. Ianziti 
explained;  
                                                 
44  Bernard Bailyn, "The challenge of modern historiography," The American Historical Review 87, no. 
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There exists among professional historians a tacit consensus regarding the 
conventions that govern processes such as peer review, thesis examination, 
and other forms of evaluation. Issues covered by such conventions include 
the use and abuse of primary source materials, legitimate vs. illegitimate 
readings of evidence, and the rules of engagement that inform critical 
scholarship.49 
The guide to these conventions is the use of an appropriate method and despite 
many historians having a ‘just do it’ attitude, when it comes to research they do 
employ a method. The method used is aptly labelled the historical method and in 
every aspect, it is as systematic in its approach as any used within the sciences. So 
why do some historians feel, or express, they use no method and just ‘get on with it’. 
Look deeply enough at most historian’s works and you will find the aspects of the 
historical method; external and internal criticism of primary sources and the 
synthesising of data to form small working hypothesis, that through further 
investigation are proved, modified or abandoned. Starting with the history 
undergraduate degree and continued through postgraduate studies, and beyond, the 
three step process of external criticism, internal criticism and the synthesis of data 
belonging to the historical method are developed and honed to the point that the 
historical method is inherently the skill set of the trained historian. These skills 
however are, in the majority, not taught but gained through a process of osmosis.50 
So how will the historical method help achieve the ‘skill at verification’ that David 
Hackett Fischer described?51 
External Criticism 
Lester Stephens, in Probing the Past, posed the fundamental question asked by 
the external criticism process; ‘Is the source authentic?’52 To find the answer to this 
question according to Stephens requires us to examine the document in question, as 
Gustaaf Renier described, from the ‘outside’.53 Reiner avoided the temptation to 
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explore the ideas ‘inside’ the document, wanting to know first; when, where, and by 
whom the document was written. If any aspects needed for this external confirmation 
of validity are missing, it falls upon the researcher using scholarly techniques to 
provide them; for without them Edward Hulme cautioned, ‘we cannot be sure of the 
worth of a document'.54 Fortunately, for documents reposited at the Queensland State 
Archives, archivists have already carried out much of this process. At the 
Queensland State Archives, records are maintained or restored to ‘original order’. 
That is, the order in which they were created and used. If the archivist is unable to 
ascertain the original order, a logical order is imposed on the records. The series of 
records are then sorted by ‘Provenance’; who created the record, and by ‘Function’; 
the activity or subject matter a record documents.55 This method of archiving 
documents provides the researcher with verification through multiplicity. The more 
documents stored together in a logical sequence, each verified as to authorship, then 
the greater the faith that each individual document is authentic. That is, the likelihood 
of the document being authentic significantly outweighs the scenario that the set of 
documents were forged. The researcher can add further confidence to the veracity of 
the documents through their understanding of the author. By attuning themselves to 
the personal writing style, language and quirks of an author, the researcher is better 
able to detect a fraudulent artefact. Furthermore, the knowledge of the document’s 
author can extend to knowing if the author was in the position or office the document 
attests at the time the document was produced. Having verified to the greatest 
possible extent the when, where and whom of the document, reason then dictates the 
document has a much greater probability of being authentic than of being a fraud. 
With this established the content of the document can now be examined.56 
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Internal Criticism 
Internal criticism attempts to establish what the real and literal meaning of a 
document may be, whilst trying to detect any bias or prejudice that may call into 
question the author’s argument. The outcome of internal criticism is to ascertain the 
validity of the author’s conclusions. Once the authenticity of an article is established, 
the information the article contains still needs scrutiny. It is after all the subjective 
interpretation of an event or activity, by a person who may or may not be telling the 
truth, either deliberately or unintentionally. It is for this reason, as Reiner stated, the 
multiplicity theory applied to external criticism no longer applies.57 Each document’s 
merit must be assessed individually. Contributing factors to inaccuracy in primary 
documents include; the author’s sympathies; lack of impartiality or knowledge of 
events; or not being competent enough to correctly record, or understand, what they 
have observed.58 Some techniques used in internal criticism to decide the value of a 
document include assessing if the document is harmful to the author, contrary to their 
normal viewpoint or produced by someone indifferent to the outcome. In these 
instances the document is more likely to be free of bias. Documents supporting 
events or issues of common knowledge as well as those supported by other credible 
sources can also be regarded as more reliable. The application of this internal 
criticism provides insight into the reliability of the artefact.  
Synthesis 
After authenticity and credibility are established, the information within the 
documents can be analysed and a mini-hypothesis established through historical 
reasoning. C. Behan McCullagh outlined seven conditions to facilitate a successful 
argument to the best explanation. In summarizing these seven steps McCullagh 
stated; ‘if the scope and strength of an explanation are very great, so that it explains a 
large number and variety of facts, many more than any competing explanation, then 
it is likely to be true.’59 
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The synthesis stage, if competently performed, minimises researcher bias and 
provides the best historical analysis from the known sources.60 To achieve this, small 
working hypotheses are formed based on the evidence presented in the data. A range 
of hypotheses can be pursued at the same time, with evidence actively sought to 
confirm, disprove or alter each working hypothesis. As the number of confirmed 
working hypotheses increases, an overall theory can be deduced. Continued research 
builds upon these theories, until a history of the events can be produced that has a 
greater confidence in accurately portraying the events of the day than any opposing 
theory.61 McMillan and Schumacher equated this process to the researcher being like 
a detective searching for clues, then wearing the scientist’s cap, systematically 
testing the evidence sourced. Through this process facts are established, but 
ultimately generalisations are made. These generalisations, according to D.M. Potter, 
are inescapable, ‘the historian cannot avoid it by making limited statements about 
limited data. ‘For a microcosm is just as cosmic as a macrocosm’.62 Once the thesis 
is finalised these generalisations are open to scrutiny by the academic community, a 
process anticipated by Cleverley and Lawry, who prefaced Australian Education in 
the Twentieth Century with the hope ‘that the counter-hypothesis and revisions which 
are likely to follow will allow a more complete picture of Australian education to 
emerge’.63 
DIFFICULTIES WITH DATA COLLECTION 
The files at the Queensland State Archives (QSA) bearing relevance to the 
Rural Schools are numerous. In addition to these files, information was sought from 
the annual reports of the school inspectors including the Teacher of Agriculture, the 
annual reports to Parliament by the Director-General of Public Instruction and the 
personnel files of J.D. Story and J.C. Stubbin. Every page of each file was 
photographed and the set of images for each file was converted to a PDF, thoroughly 
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read and bookmarked at relevant points. The PDF was then saved with the file’s 
EndNote citation. This ensured no file would need to be accessed more than once at 
the archives and any details used in the thesis can be quickly verified or added to if 
needed.  
A difficulty presented itself when accessing files through the Queensland State 
Archives. A process began in 2006 to upgrade the filing and referencing system of 
the archives to a new system of unique identifiers, in the form of Item Numbers. 
Previously archival documents had been classified by a letter and number 
combination that indicated the department the file had come from and the type of 
paperwork it contained. Many of these files were split into smaller ones that were of 
a common theme. As an example, an education file had a previous Item Number of 
EDU/A13, indicating it is an Education Department file concerning agricultural 
topics and is the thirteenth of these files. This file is now split into three files which 
are identified by Item No. 995746, Item No. 995747 and Item No. 995748. This is 
important to note when comparing this work with previous works, especially those 
cited in this thesis. Further complicating the issue is the inconsistency in citing 
archival documents in previous works. This same document has been cited in a 
variety of works as AV13, Agricultural Various 13, and Agricultural Various 1915-
1916. In most cases the citation carries no further identifiers indicating a specific 
page within the document and as some documents hold well over one thousand 
pages, verifying citations is rendered almost impossible.  
The new method being incorporated by the Queensland State Archives utilises 
Item Numbers as unique identifiers. This ensures a system that can be infinitely 
expanded without the need to alter the file numbers again. When comparing 
Queensland State Archive references in this thesis to citations from papers prior to 
2006, quoting the same primary sources, the situation may present where material 
that appears to come from the one source, prior to 2006, now is cited from various 
files.  
The preferred citation for primary source data from the Queensland State 
Archives is the name of the archives followed by the Item Number and a description 
of the files contents that has been provided by the archivist. Each file is cited in full 
on its first use, any following citations use a shortened reference in accordance with 
the referencing style. Correspondence in the files is referenced using the 
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year/correspondence reference number method. 17/39450 therefore indicates a 1917 
letter stamped 39450. Correspondence not from the 1900s will include the full year. 
Where there is no correspondence number a description including the topic of the 
letter is included in the citation. This is to aid fact checking and further investigations 
in this area. Chicago 15th A is the referencing system used for this thesis, whilst the 
thesis document is structured to meet the preferred format of Queensland University 
of Technology.  
 Thematic Background 23 
Thematic Background 
HISTORY OF EDUCATION 
The very nature of historical inquiry, when applied to the discipline of 
education, has for many decades been a matter of debate. According to McCulloch 
and Richardson, this stems from the proliferation of educational historians, prior to 
the 1950s, originating from the education ranks.1 These histories generally focused 
on school systems and for the most part supported the viewpoint that free, secular, 
compulsory education was a worthy institution. The dual role as educational 
administrator or teacher and historian guided the framework that developed. This 
framework emphasised a focus on schooling and painted those endorsing compulsory 
education by the State as progressive freethinking individuals, working towards the 
common good of all. The predominant nature of this type of educational history was 
to focus on the school, administrator, policy or department, without taking into 
account the interrelated factors of family, community or society. According to 
Campbell and Sherington, this model of educational history lasted through to the 
1970s.2  
By the 1970s, a new school of thought within educational history was 
emerging. The revisionists or re-constructionists viewed education from a 
diametrically opposed position to their predecessors. Campbell and Sherington 
asserted that early revisionists saw schools as a means of control by government, and 
rather than providing opportunities for all, they tended to enhance social stratification 
and discrimination. Since school, education and the rest of society are interrelated, 
educational historians must consider this when constructing and presenting their 
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narrative. Accuracy in educational history demands writing it with reference to the 
complete social and cultural context in which it lies.3 
COMPULSORY EDUCATION 
In order to assess the purpose behind the introduction of agrarian education 
into Queensland primary schools it is necessary to first comprehend the intentions 
behind the introduction of mass schooling. This understanding will then provide an 
insight into how those intentions evolved through to the introduction in 1917 of the 
Rural School scheme. 
The advocates of mass education systems in the western world predicted that 
schooling would diminish social differences and provide improved social 
opportunities; a position often referred to as the Whiggish view. In contrast, many 
authors perceive the institution of school as a means to instil social order and control 
over the masses. These authors articulate the view that control of and power over the 
masses through schooling is important to the dominant economic, social or political 
groups of any period.  
Education has spread rapidly in the last two centuries, becoming a compulsory, 
essentially universal institution. For most people, education may be the most 
important element of their social status and their educational background has a 
greater direct impact on their overall life chances than any other element but 
nationality.4 
Whilst Talcott Parsons attributes the expansion and formalization of education 
to differentiation, he explains in functional versions, complex social organization 
requires expanded, formalized mechanisms of socialization and allocation.5 Bowles 
and Gintis provide an explanation that emphasizes the aspects of social control, 
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particularly the advantages to wealth-generation provided by mass education through 
the supply of a well-trained and domesticated labor force.6  
Recent arguments have emphasized the historical idiosyncratic features of 
modern western education. Boli, Ramirez, and Meyer particularly note the focus on 
individual achievement, a distinctly general, rather than specialized curriculum 
aimed at training for an occupation, the inclusion of entire populations not just elites, 
but above all the authors emphasize the role mass education played in nation-
building. For Boli, Ramirez, and Meyer ‘mass education is part of the effort to 
construct the universalistic and rationalized society,’ that builds highly general 
competencies that are appropriate for a social world in which the individual is an 
asset.7 
According to Bendix, educational systems are a central part of a State’s nation 
building. For Bendix, mass education’s philosophies and organizational structure was 
necessary to link the varied classes, ethnicities, genders and regions, through 
citizenship, to a central political policy. The mass qualities of education, he said, 
provided the State with full jurisdiction over the population, along with the means to 
prepare that population for the State’s purposes. The consequence, the author 
contends, was to make it just as much a duty of the population to be educated as it 
was their right to receive an education.8  
In 1793, William Godwin warned that governments could strengthen their 
power bases through the control of education. He predicted that national schooling 
could become the instrument of totalitarianism, an argument continued by the 
twentieth century Spanish educator Francisco Ferrer. His argument held that 
governments had previously controlled the masses by keeping them ignorant. With 
the onset of industrialisation the demand for the supply of internationally competitive 
trained workers led to the necessity for mass education. Ferrer contends that schools 
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then became organisations designed to serve the interests of those with political 
power.9  
Both Austin and Spring outline two main theories behind the introduction of 
mass education. The promotion of formal education was a means to cultivate a 
society of law-abiding, civilised citizens. The argument suggests educating children 
would create a dedicated workforce and responsible adults that would not succumb 
to undesirable ideologies.10 They also believe that through school attendance children 
obtained literacy and numeracy skills along with the values embraced by the 
dominant class; these nation-building values embodied the ideology of citizenry.11  
Supporting the viewpoint schools were used as an inexpensive means of 
policing the populace, Karier, quotes Horace Mann's Annual Report for 1848, 
writing that schools were ‘a balance wheel of the social machinery’ protecting 
property and preventing revolution as they were more vigilant and effective than 
‘any police’.12 The push for mass education, as Karier points out, was a push from 
the top and not from the bottom, as indicated by prominent American author Lester 
Ward; in 1873 he argued against the hierarchy of social class, believing that the 
power to overthrow class systems lay in universal compulsory education. Ward 
asserted schooling ‘must be forced upon an unwilling people’.13 This view was 
widely accepted in most Western societies, including Australia, and led to the 
introduction of formalised universal education in these societies between 1800 and 
1870. As Austin argues, ‘from the outset of colonisation in Australia, the belief in 
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mass education was strong; though the same two differing lines of thought existed as 
to the purpose educating the masses was to serve’.14  
According to Grundy, all six Australian Colonies enacted education Acts 
providing ‘free, compulsory and secular’ education between 1872 and 1895. In 
Moore’s opinion the widespread promotion of mass education in nineteenth century 
Australia, as in the rest of the western world, was promoted as a means of creating a 
lawful, urbane citizenry.15  
By the early 1900s, education was failing the needs of industry, the result, 
according to Karier and Spring, was the establishment of chains of command, 
regulation, and standardisation within education, emulating those in place within the 
factory setting. Tyack agrees, arguing that to facilitate social, managerial and 
industrial efficiency, a system of testing and sorting emerged within schools that 
became the means to adjust children to factory life. Educational institutions in 
bending to the demands of government allowed schools to become a manpower-
holding facility more concerned with producing conformant, industrialised workers 
than free-thinking educated students.16 Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis support 
this viewpoint, suggesting schools instilled ‘such qualities as punctuality, obedience 
to authority and willingness to work for extrinsic rewards – all of which were useful 
in shaping a disciplined labour force for industry or commerce’.17  
Andy Green, working from Gramsci’s notions of hegemony has advanced the 
‘state formation theory’ to explain the introduction of mass education across the 
globe.18 This argument states, the introduction of these standards in education was 
intended to groom children for their life as; 
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The responsible citizen, the diligent worker, the willing tax-payer, the 
reliable juror, the conscientious parent, the dutiful wife, the patriotic soldier, 
and the dependable or deferential voter.19  
Had Green been aware of the Rural School scheme he may well have added to his 
list ‘the steadfast yeoman’.  
Despite the acknowledged differences in viewpoints between the liberal and 
revisionist historians, both sides agree the intended purpose for schooling is to create 
a better society and they both express distaste in the teaching methods employed in 
the nineteenth century, albeit for different reasons; whilst revisionists seek a 
conspiratorial purpose the liberals merely regret certain aspects. Common ground 
may be found in accepting that State education, as RJW Selleck believes, is a 
combination of both views, with the scales balancing the educating of children, and 
their use as a utility, constantly in flux.20 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
GLOBAL PRESSURE 
Any analysis of development or change within Queensland during the early 
part of the twentieth century must take into account the pressure global development 
exerted on Britain and by association, Australia and Queensland. The rapid advances 
made in the United States, France, Italy and particularly Germany threatened 
Britain’s industrial supremacy.21 Peter Overlack asserts ‘Australians were not 
unaware of a danger from Germany. Indeed, press and politicians had warned about 
German expansion in the Pacific since the first encounter between Queensland and 
Germany over New Guinea in 1884.’  
Maritime and scientific surveys were conducted around the Great Barrier Reef 
and New Guinea waters between 1843 and 1845 by Captain Francis Price 
Blackwood on board HMS ‘Fly’ in conjunction with Lieutenant Charles Yule in 
command of HMS ‘Bramble’. Further contributions were made to these surveys 
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between 1848 and 1849 by Captain Owen Stanley as commander of the HMS 
‘Rattlesnake’ and once again in 1873 when Captain John Moresby on HMS Basilisk 
charted a path through the Great Barrier Reef opening a link between Cape York and 
Port Moresby. Moresby charted the remainder of the New Guinea coast and claimed 
it in the name of Great Britain.22 Unfortunately the British Admiralty failed to realise 
the significance of this claim and the threat foreign possession of the islands and 
coast opposite Cape York would have on Queensland and Australia. In 1883 
Germany annexed north-east New Guinea and Queensland responded the same year 
by annexing the area east of the 141st meridian. The British Government overruled 
this action. However in 1884 Britain claimed the area as a protectorate; a year later 
Britain and Germany agreed on borders to define the area known as Papua. The 
region was subsidised by Queensland, New South Wales and Victoria until 1888 
when it was proclaimed as a possession of the Empire and administered by the 
Queensland Government. The territory was transferred from Queensland to the 
Commonwealth by proclamation on 1st September, 1906, under the authority of the 
Papua Act (Commonwealth) 1905.23 
 Papers from the German Fleet, which only became available in the 1990s, 
confirm Queensland’s fear of a German presence in New Guinea were not 
unfounded. They show from 1902 plans were in place for Germany’s East Asia 
squadron to conduct cruiser warfare against Australia if war started against Britain. 
In January 1905, concern was raised over the German presence in Timor. Their 
attempt to purchase Timor from Portugal was met with the fear their warships would 
be within a day’s sailing of the Queensland coast.24 In a letter to the Editor of the 
Sydney Morning Herald, a contributor calling themselves Vigilant expressed concern 
over Germany’s interest in Timor. Believing the interest had more to do with 
acquiring safe harbours for warships and easy access to the recently discovered 
petroleum fields, Vigilant wrote;  
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Oil will in the near future largely supplant coal… The advantages of liquid 
oil fuel over coal are many and obvious. With Germany in possession of this 
wonderful deposit of oil fuel at Timor, not only will the British navy be at a 
big disadvantage, but Australia may yet learn to her cost what it means to 
have a determined enemy provided with an inexhaustible supply of cheap 
fuel within a day's steam of her shores.25 
By April 1905, concern was also being raised in the London and Amsterdam 
papers. The Brisbane Courier relaying an article from the Pall Mall Gazette from 2 
March, states, ‘that our most formidable rival should be provided with a naval base 
within easy striking distance of the most vulnerable part of our Empire is a matter 
which cannot be lightly dismissed’. Concerns were raised as to the strength of 
Britain’s alliance with Portugal, with disbelief that Portugal would be willing to 
jeopardise the safety of the Empire’s dominions through this sale. The following day 
an editorial in the Brisbane Courier conveyed the apprehension felt over the 
proposed transaction. The Kaiser’s intention cannot be to pursue colonisation in 
Timor, ‘the island has been almost worthless to the Dutch and Portuguese, the trade 
being insignificant’ and ‘the poor soil and scanty rainfall of Southern Timor offer 
few attractions to white settlers’. The belief was the Kaiser desired a presence in the 
region for other purposes ‘the strategic position in the very centre of the Eastern 
Archipelago’ the editorial relayed, ‘might enable a strong naval Power to dominate 
the situation in the Far East’. One thought was the Kaiser intended to reset the 
‘disturbance of the balance of power’ resulting from the ‘implied menace’ by the 
Japanese to the ‘German occupation of the Chinese province of Shantung’. Although 
it was more probable that, as Australians feared, the ports of Timor were an integral 
piece of the Kaiser’s vow, made at Wilhelmshaven at the end of the Boer War; 
The ocean is indispensable for the greatness of Germany. But the ocean 
proves, too, that no great decision can be taken now, at sea, or in distant 
lands beyond the sea, without Germany and the German Emperor. I do not 
consider that the German nation fought and bled and conquered thirty years 
ago in order to allow itself to be thrust to one side in the settlement of the 
great questions of foreign politics. I do not mean to let things come to that 
pass. Ruthlessly to employ suitable, yes, where necessary the sharpest, 
means to carry out this object is not merely my duty, it is my highest 
privilege.26 
The ports of Timor, it was thought, would offer the ideal home for the mass of 
warships being constructed in Germany and with Britain no longer ruling the waves 
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she would scarcely be able to defend her dominions from foreign occupation; an 
occupation that seemed all the more likely in a vast country that 1909 was 
definitively under-populated. As the first Chinese Consul-General in Australia, Liang 
Hian Hsan, observed;  
The Commonwealth is as large as the United States and has only some five 
million people as compared with the eighty-two million of the great 
Republic, while Queensland, which is three times as large as the whole 
German Empire, has only a half million of people compared with Germany's 
sixty millions, which are increasing by nearly a million every year.27 
Giving voice to this fear of German occupation, the Age in attacking the 
German agenda stated the Kaiser had worked the German people into a ‘frenzy’ and 
they were a powerful Nation ‘whose interests were best served by war’. They viewed 
Australia as a continent of great prospect and at present underutilised. The 
consequence of any British defeat, the article warned; ‘would mean that Australia 
would become a German possession. 28 
VISIT AND REPORT OF VISCOUNT KITCHENER. 
From December 1909 through to February 1910 Field-Marshal Lord Horatio 
Kitchener toured Australia examining the Nation’s preparedness for war. He 
delivered his findings on 12 February 1910. To defend itself from foreign occupation 
Lord Kitchener stated Australia would require a permanent force of eighty thousand, 
of which the Nation currently had only twenty-three thousand. When this number 
was bolstered by the inclusion of militia, rifle clubs, volunteers, cadets and even the 
scouts; the number increased to just over one hundred thousand, however more than 
seventy percent of these were in Victoria and New South Wales. With a dominant 
naval force opposing Australia any rapid movement of troops northward by sea 
would be eliminated and Lord Kitchener made it clear that the railway system ‘while 
developing the country, has resulted in lines apparently more favourable to an 
invading enemy than to the defence’. The different gauges and lack of systematic 
interior connection, Kitchener stressed, ‘render present railways of little use for 
defence’. He recommended a War Railway Council, similar to that in the United 
Kingdom be established to address this problem, with the aim of organising the 
construction of an East-West and a North-South line linking all the mainland 
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Australian states.29 Work began on the East-West line in 1912 and it opened for use 
in 1917. The North-South line, however, did not eventuate; work did begin in 1914 it 
was never completed. Curiously, Queensland, that had the most to gain defensively 
from this line, was the chief protagonist. The State authorities objected to having to 
alter Queensland’s existing lines and rolling stock to match the standard gauge of the 
new line. An editorial in the Brisbane Courier left no doubt why they objected. The 
cost involved in converting Queensland to the new gauge, forty million pounds, was 
twice the amount the State had already expended on its rail system. A railway, the 
editorial emphasised, ‘which has served the State so well’. The article additionally 
specified the narrower Queensland line was no hindrance in war time, as was proven 
by the South African lines in the Boer War and the Trans-Balkan Railway in the 
Russo-Japanese War. Furthermore ‘the difficulties of the detraining and re-entraining 
at the borders’ were not significant logistical problems. Consequently Queensland 
did not utilise a national railway to mitigate the possibility of foreign incursion.30 
Another consequence of Germany’s rising supremacy was, according to Greg 
Logan, a re-evaluation of the educational system. ‘While not always stated in such 
clearly militaristic terms, the economic and military threat posed by Germany’s 
extraordinary growth was vividly clear to educationalists in the early 1900s.’31 One 
such educationalist was the soon-to-be Undersecretary for Queensland’s Department 
of Public Instruction, John Douglas Story. Realising national prosperity and 
education were intrinsically linked, Story, in 1909, stated that  ‘Already nation is 
vying with nation for supremacy in education, and Britain, America, Germany and 
Japan and other countries are bringing their education Dreadnoughts to a higher and 
even higher degree of perfection’.32 Story left no doubt he believed education formed 
the frontline in the battle for national supremacy. This position was echoed by former 
New South Wales Premier and Australian Prime Minister, George Houston Reid. In 
1909, when he was Australian Ambassador to the United Kingdom, Reid stated we 
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speak ‘with some apprehension of the Dreadnoughts of Germany.’ As formidable as 
they are, it is ‘that the genius of that great race had been inspired and developed, in 
the highest forms of scientific and practical instruction’ that should be of greater 
concern.33  
This knowledge, or fear, of the rising German military and the Nation’s 
perceived educational superiority, according to many authors, influenced ‘the new 
education’ introduced across Australia at the start of the twentieth century.34 With the 
aim of object learning, it integrated a system of lessons about the natural world into 
the curriculum through all year levels. The new curriculum prioritised extending the 
children’s understanding and appreciation of the physical world through the study of 
flora and fauna, the natural world and its seasonal variance.35 One of the inclusions 
in the ‘new education’ was a greater emphasis on agriculture through the 
introduction of Nature Studies. This ultimately progressed, through a range of 
curriculum changes in Queensland, to the introduction of the Rural School scheme. 
Even here the association between the Rural Schools and the State’s military security 
was not overlooked with President of the North Coast School Committee’s 
Association, W. J. Redfern, stating that school teachers would be the ‘recruiting 
sergeants’ for the new Rural Schools. The free use of militaristic terms when 
referring to educational programs is a further indication that these programs were 
viewed as a defence strategy, and furthermore it points to the tacit acceptance by the 
rural population of their role in this program. 
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
In the 1880s Queensland was the stage for the final scene in a long struggle 
between entrenched pastoralists, who held much of the land, and 
townspeople, who supported closer settlement. The struggle was resolved by 
a series of Land Acts that enabled those with lesser means to take up land for 
agriculture. 
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The ensuing wave of new settlers needed supplies of seed, planting material 
and, above all, guidance, so in 1887 the Department of Agriculture was 
founded, under the Minister for Public Lands. Over the next decade, it 
introduced plants, set up State nurseries, initiated agricultural conferences 
and travelling dairies, and promoted cooperative settlement. 
 
In 1896 the Department of Agriculture became a separate entity, with its 
own Minister.  In the following year it absorbed the Stock Branch from the 
Colonial Secretary's Department, set up the Queensland Agricultural College 
and a network of State farms, and started the Queensland Agricultural 
Journal. 
 
In making possible closer settlement and educating the new settlers, the 
Department had, by the 1920s, placed Queensland well on the way to 
achieving self-sufficiency in food production.36 
This statement, found on the opening page to Guiding Queensland Agriculture, 
1887-1987, attributes the successes of Queensland’s expansionist policies squarely 
on the shoulders of the State’s Department of Agriculture. It portrays an image of an 
innovative department steering Queensland’s prosperity through the dissemination of 
knowledge via the Agricultural College and State Experiment Farms to the local, 
small-scale agriculturalist. In doing this the department claims they made the 
farmer’s life easier and ultimately the State’s agrarian dreams a success. The reality 
of Queensland’s agricultural development is, however, not so rosy and the 
Department of Agriculture’s success not so unilateral or preeminent.  
Queensland's developmental policy, from separation in 1859, was distinctly 
agricultural in design, the nature of which, according to Cameron, ‘reflected the 
electorally popular yeomanry closer settlement ideal’. As Cameron pointed out 
though, a contradiction existed between the ‘ideal and the reality’, with a majority of 
the population preferring the urban life.37 
Many authors have documented the early failings of Queensland’s closer 
settlement model, attributing the lack of success mostly to unskilled farmers with 
insufficient education in the science of agriculture.38 Cameron notes, attempts to 
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address this through immigrant agricultural settlement prior to 1920, and soldier 
settlement in the post Great War period, failed to produce the new yeoman class 
needed.39 Logan, illustrating the failings of government to support the 
agriculturalists, points to the failure of the then new Gatton Agricultural College to 
disseminate quality, local-specific knowledge. Furthermore, he adds;  
The ten State Experiment Farms established through Queensland in the 
1890s were insufficient to create a credible body of research in a State where 
climates and environments seem endlessly varied, and where knowledge 
developed in one area was irrelevant a short distance away.40 
With soldiers returning from World War I, the government seized the 
opportunity to ‘reward’ the veterans, whilst advancing the State’s expansionist 
objectives. According to Black and Hyson, the rewarding of a soldier for the defence 
of the homeland and its way of life was politically popular, whilst they add, the 
isolation away from the cities of returning soldiers with their characteristically 
acquired social problems, helps in maintaining a society’s ongoing social structure.41 
The positioning of ex-soldiers onto newly acquired or developed lands also provided 
a ready deterrent to hostile occupation. More importantly though is the use of these 
veterans throughout history as a means to counter the agricultural decay experienced 
through the war years, as the young fit men from the rural sector enlisted to fight and 
regularly did not return. This void needed filling if a country were to continue to 
grow.42 
CLOSER SETTLEMENT AND THE SOLDIER SETTLEMENT SCHEME 
The Australian colonial and State parliaments, from the early 1860s, relied on 
doctrine and tenets that ‘grew out of an idealized memory of England’ to form a 
yeoman ideal that was imported along with the settlers emigrating to Australia.43 
This ‘agrarian myth’ shaped the Closer Settlement policies legislated across the 
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colony and led to the Soldier Settlement Schemes adopted by the States to 
accommodate the returning World War I veterans.44  
The breaking up of larger pastoral properties into smaller selectable farms, to 
be made available to settlers, and later to returning World War I veterans, was not 
unique to Australia. Similar schemes were organised throughout the Commonwealth 
and duplicated in the United States, with the dual purposes of providing a solution 
for the re-establishment of the thousands of returning servicemen, along with the 
opportunity to substantially expand development, primary productivity and increase 
State or National capital.45 
The settlement of Moreton Bay and the surrounding region, until separation in 
1859, formed part of the colony of New South Wales and as such followed the 
settlement methods defined in their legislation. The New South Wales regulations of 
1842 and 1847 provided fixed period leases, with the fee for the lease assessed by the 
properties stock-carrying capacity. New lands opened up could be obtained freehold 
for £10 per annum and the lessee had a pre-emptive right of purchase. By 1859, the 
future Queensland had seen 25,000 hectares selected in this fashion as well as 
pastoral leases or licenses being held over vast areas as far north as Port Curtis 
(Gladstone).46 
With Separation, the first parliament of the Colony of Queensland resolved to 
establish their own legislation governing the settlement of Crown lands. Pastoralists 
argued they deserved certain rights to ownership based on the principles of 
discovery. Having undertaken the risk and labour of exploration, some believed, 
entitled them to the reward of ownership.47 This was a point aptly expressed by 
pioneering Darling Downs squatter Henry Mort, who argued; 
Has the squatter no claims, no pre-emptive claims for the labour of perhaps 
half a lifetime? I say all classes have their claims, and that the capitalist 
squatter should not be allowed to monopolise all the lands and exclude the 
‘bona-fide’ settler, but he has a right to be allowed to carry on his interests in 
a place which he may have discovered; or that, for which he has paid a large 
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premium and to which he has some attachment, as long as he does not injure 
the public.48 
Opposing this were the views of the townspeople and farmers; they were 
convinced the pastoralists, in not clearing the land or turning the soil, made no 
improvement to the land—whilst the agriculturalist in performing these tasks was 
permanently improving the land for future generations. Their views that ‘the pastoral 
farmer leaves his run at the end of fourteen or nineteen years very little better than he 
found it’ spurred the agriculturalist’s belief that the land was a ‘common good’. This 
led the small-scale agriculturalists to support lease-hold as opposed to free-hold, 
insisting ‘the land belongs to the nation in its collective capacity, and each generation 
has only a life interest in the soil.’49 
CLOSER SETTLEMENT IN QUEENSLAND; 1860-1917 
The first Queensland Legislative Assembly was dominated by pastoralists and 
it would not have been unexpected if they had opposed any legislation that may have 
reduced their holdings. To the contrary, the Acts they passed sought to provide a 
balance between the pastoralist’s interests and the ideologies of closer settlement. 
Many of the pastoralists saw closer development as an opportunity. With closer 
settlement came the roads and railways that would give them access to the markets 
they needed to sell their produce and in the townspeople they saw a permanent 
supply of casual labour. Consequently, in 1860, the parliament passed three Acts that 
formed the beginnings of Queensland’s Closer Settlement policies.50 
LEGISLATIVE REGULATION 
Two of the Acts, 24 Vic. Nos. 11 and 12, dealt with pastoral leases and all but 
replicated the existing policies from New South Wales. Amendments were made to 
these Acts in 1862, 1863, 1864 and 1868. The last changes aimed to increase the land 
available for settlement through resumption of land from squatters. Under the 1868 
Act, the squatters, to avoid having their property resumed, were required to 
voluntarily give up half of their run for closer settlement and accept a 10-year lease 
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on the other half. Further refinements were made to these acts again in 1869, 1876 
and 1882.51  
The third Act of 1860 was 24 Vic. No. 15; this too was an extension of the 
existing laws and outlined the conditions for general settlement. Minor amendments 
were passed in 1863 and 1864 before major alterations in 1866, which established a 
deferred payment scheme for leasehold and included a right of purchase.52  
In 1865 the Crown Lands Alienation Act secured access for settlement on 
occupied pastoral properties; this policy was further extended through the 
introduction of the Homestead Areas Act in 1872, followed by the new Crown Lands 
Alienation Act in 1876. These Acts, with some minor amendments, continued to 
steer settlement policy until the introduction of the Crown Lands Act in 1884. The 
passing of this new Act saw grazing farms introduced into the closer settlement 
ideology, along with an oversight authority in the form of the Land Board; this board 
through the 1897 Act, became the Land Court. The 1884 Act also addressed the 
insecurities of pastoralists facing the uncertainty of resumption if their property was 
required for settlement. The Act, though still requiring pastoralists to relinquish parts 
of their property for settlement, provided a fifteen-year fixed tenure on the remaining 
property for the lessee. Through a series of revisions, the tenure period increased to 
twenty-one years and then twenty-eight years, if the lessee improved the holdings by 
enclosing it with a rabbit-proof fence.53 
The Land Act 1897 revoked the 1884 Act; the 1897 Act remained in use 
through to 1910, with amendments in 1902, 1905 and 1908. The 1908 amendments 
re-introduced a revised format of the grazing farm; it also bought back the 1866 
philosophy of allowing the conditional purchase of agricultural farms but with a 
more liberal approach.54  
By 1911, the majority of pastoral leases were administered under the 1897 Act 
and the 1902 Land Act. The provisions provided to the government, through the 
Land Purchase Acts 1894-1905, for the repurchasing of land for closer settlement 
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use, were repealed when the ideals were amalgamated into the new 1906 Closer 
Settlement Act. The Co-operative Land Settlement Act originally introduced group 
selection by a body of selectors in 1893; this was amended in 1894 and 1895 before 
being replaced by the Land Acts Amendment Act 1909. If the area to be group 
selected was held in conjunction with land in adjacent agricultural townships a 
special provision was provided for in the Special Agricultural Selections Acts passed 
between 1901 and 1904. These Acts were also repealed and replaced by the Land 
Acts Amendment Act of 1909.55  
In 1910, legislation was introduced to consolidate and replace all thirty-two 
previous Acts relating to Crown lands and their occupation and alienation—this 
became the Land Act 1910. In conjunction with the Closer Settlement Acts 1906-
1913, these two pieces of legislation controlled the alienation of Crown Lands in 
Queensland beyond 1917.56 
APPLICATION OF CLOSER SETTLEMENT WITHIN QUEENSLAND 
Within Queensland, Closer Settlement legislation began with the Crown Land 
Act of 1860. Agricultural reserves were established within occupied districts, these 
reserves were then subdivided. The three zones of settlement within these reserves 
consisted of town, suburban and country. The hope was this arrangement would 
enliven closer settlement without causing any serious detriment to the pastoralists. 
The town zone was exclusively for housing land, suburban was designated for very 
small agricultural farming in close proximity to the town, whilst country allowed for 
the larger mixed agriculture farms. The government had two purposes in mind when 
drafting this legislation: to actively encourage small-capital immigrant farmers 
wishing to improve their lot in life, through the opportunity to work their own land; 
and to provide the nearby pastoralists with a fixed supply of casual labourers, 
available as required. The assumption was these small-scale farmers would produce 
sufficient amounts of food to sustain themselves, with a small excess left over from 
each farm, which when combined, would sustain the local townspeople.57  
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Thirteen years later English travel author, Anthony Trollope, summed up the 
difficulties faced in this endeavour; 
The Queensland free-selector, if he follows my advice, will not attempt to 
earn his bread by selling the produce of his land … He will build for himself 
a house and will gradually clear and fence his land. He will keep a few cows 
and poultry and will supply himself and his family from his own farm. Then 
during a period of the year he will work for wages… I do not know he can 
[freehold land] anywhere on much better terms than in Queensland … but he 
must understand that the land is cheap because the struggle required to make 
it useful is severe.58 
The hardships outlined in Trollope’s frank analysis did little to dissuade potential 
selectors, with more than 400,000 acres of land acquired for closer settlement and 
over 85% of that made available being selected. 
URBANISATION PROBLEMS 
Despite the eagerness to take up selections, the reality of clearing the land 
before crops could be planted, then low productivity due to a lack of farming skills 
and knowledge, further compounded by market instability, meant rising levels of 
debt for the selectors and ultimately failure by many. As failed selectors walked off 
their properties, and migrated back towards the city, the levels of urbanisation 
swelled.59 Queensland’s level of settlement was falling far behind those of the other 
States. By 1915 less than 4% of Queensland had been settled, in comparison to more 
than 20% and 43% of New South Wales and Victoria respectively; this was in spite 
of Queensland, at almost 78%, having by far, the greatest area of any of the States 
held under lease or licence.60 
The settlement problems faced by Queensland were due to a variety of reasons; 
the early 1900s, following federation, had left Robert Philp’s Government in extreme 
financial difficulties that stemmed development and settlement. During this period, 
the drought crippled the livestock industries and consequentially the demand for 
work in rural areas. These issues however were temporary in nature and 
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Queensland’s poor agricultural performance extended further back than these 
factors.61  
Agriculturalists could scarcely produce sufficient to feed themselves and their 
families; even if excess crops were produced, the quality of the produce was 
insufficient to market. Rabbits and cattle ticks took their toll on crops and herds, 
whilst the soil that once turned out a reasonable harvest now lacked nutrients and this 
was reflected in the unmarketable end product. Seeking casual employment with the 
pastoralists was not an option, this had dwindled due to drought and depression, and 
so the flight to the cities, interstate or overseas began.62  
To arrest this exodus and make these small-scale farms more lucrative a 
scientific approach to farming was required. Knowing what to plant and when to 
plant it in order to fully utilise local conditions was unknown. This duty fell under 
the domain of the Department of Agriculture and Stock, whose task was to provide 
the farmers with the knowledge they gained through research programs they were 
tasked to undertake. This same department, christened ‘the tired Department’ by the 
press, was failing to fulfil its duty; the ten State Experiment Farms they established 
throughout Queensland in the 1890s could not provide localised information suitable 
for the agriculturalists. In a State where weather patterns, soil type and conditions 
varied within a short distance travelled, the body of knowledge gained through the 
experiment farms was useless, unless the knowledge could be tested and verified on 
a local basis, and this testing was beyond the ability of farmers struggling to survive 
on the crops they produced.63  
This situation had not improved by 1915, when the Principal of the Queensland 
Agricultural College suggested that the college would be better utilised as a research 
rather than educational facility. What was needed was a method of testing scientific 
agricultural knowledge on a localised basis; it was in this environment that the 
Director of Public Instruction, J.D. Story, conceived the Rural School concept. This 
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new education policy fitted well with the Ryan Labor Government’s 1915 promise to 
farmers, that they would comprehensively restructure the Queensland agricultural 
sector. The promised changes included the formation of co-ops to market and sell the 
farmer’s produce, along with agricultural education, skills training and research. The 
centrepiece to these new reforms would be the introduction of large-scale planned 
closer settlement schemes; this was the beginnings of the soldier settlement schemes 
at Beerburrum, Stanthorpe, Cecil Plains, Roma and Tully, with Beerburrum being the 
first soldier settlement in Australia.64    
THE SOLDIER SETTLEMENT SCHEMES 
The first large-scale planned closer settlement in Australia was the Soldier 
Settlement at Beerburrum in Queensland; this however was not an Australian or the 
World precedent. Caesar often rewarded his Commanders and Legionnaires 
returning from victorious battles with grants of land in the conquered country; this 
practice was continued throughout history and for good reason.65 Granting land to 
veterans was politically astute. Whilst appearing to reward veterans for their service 
it also isolated them, and any radical ideas they may have returned with, away from 
the cities. Furthermore, expanding the settled regions mitigated the threat of foreign 
occupation and re-established the stock of farmers lost to the war.66 
The problem with ‘turning swords into ploughshares,’ as Murray Johnson 
categorised the soldier settlement schemes, is that these men were often repatriated 
out of the services unfit for military life—due in most circumstances to ongoing 
invalidity as a result of war injuries—yet these same men were expected to fell the 
trees, clear the land and plough the soil.67 Moreover, scientific agricultural practice 
had not yet been realised, leaving these families to survive making a living, from a 
property too small to allow rotation and with poor quality soils and climatic 
conditions not suitable for the selected crops. To a competent farmer this would 
present challenges, but these men were not competent farmers; many had no farming 
experience at all, only choosing the life of a selector as it appeared to offer hope and 
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a future; a hope and future that was not on offer to a disabled war veteran in the city 
during the post-war depression years.68  
The failure of the post WWI Soldier Settlement Schemes within Australia was 
emulated throughout the Commonwealth, with the only small successes in Canada, 
not unfortunately for most of the soldiers though, but for those that followed and for 
the nation’s expansionist ideals.69 Black and Hyson assert; the United States fared 
little better than the Commonwealth. Their scheme paid veterans a training wage 
whilst they learnt farming practices at a college; land was then purchased on the 
veteran’s behalf for him to farm, the training wage then continued for a twelve-
month period to assist the veteran in establishing a livelihood. Most of their soldier 
settlers walked away from the farms soon after the training wage ceased, partly 
because they could earn more for less labour in the cities and partly because they and 
their families were not born or raised as farmers and as such were not amenable to 
the rigors the lifestyle imposed.70  
The grand vision of the Federal and Queensland Governments was to have 
20,000 returning servicemen and their families take up soldier settlements in 
Queensland by 1919. They were to be disappointed, when the reality was returning 
servicemen preferred the city life over a life of toil on a settlement farm. This 
preference was demonstrated when, by 1921, less than 2,600 holdings had been 
selected. The soldier settlement scheme had no assistance of a practical nature and 
the settlers themselves lacked the physical ability, knowledge and skills required to 
succeed. By 1929, the entire scheme to settle returned Great War soldiers was 
abandoned as an abject failure.71 
A FAILED MODEL 
Although over 80% of Queensland was under lease by 1915, more than 95% of 
this was pastoral leases.72 Pastoralists were not the solution to Queensland’s 
expansionist dreams. As previously stated, they contributed little to the improvement 
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of the land and being reasonably self-sufficient, they did not encourage further 
development around them. Although they were employers of casual labour in the 
good times, this was not sufficient to sustain families unless income and sustenance 
could be provided through other means. The types of soils, nutrient content, rainfall 
and temperatures within Queensland can vary within a few miles and the ten 
Agricultural Experimental Test Farms could not hope to provide specific knowledge 
about which crops or primary industry would be best suited to each localised area of 
development in the State. This view was supported by prominent educationalists 
such as former School Inspector Dr. John Shirley. When Principal of the Teachers 
Training College he expressed the view Queensland should make their ‘teachers 
serviceable to the farmer’. Through the training of primary school teachers in the 
science of plant and animal husbandry, the Agriculture Department, he said, with 
hundreds of trained teachers at its disposal, ‘would not have to depend on its own 
experts alone’. Shirley’s idea had merit, but as the United States example 
demonstrated, knowledge alone would not create a yeoman; this was a lifestyle and 
one had to be suited to it to survive or stay on the land. 
The ideology of closer settlement as the means to Queensland expansionism 
was sound. The failing of the scheme was in not providing locally validated 
agricultural knowledge and a stock of citizens to become the new yeomanry. The 
solution to both these dilemmas lay in the education of rural children in agrarian 
methods; the application of scientific knowledge; and its validation through tests on 
school crops and livestock. This would provide a locality specific knowledge conduit 
back to the parents of the children, who were the local farmers. Most importantly, 
this would develop boys and girls better suited to the farming life and more accepting 
and understanding of the new sciences as they applied to agriculture. In short, this 
would establish Queensland’s new yeomanry and aide the State’s expansionist ideals. 
 SUMMATION 
Those steering the future development of nations were coming to the 
realisation that the means to expansionism was not through the transplanting of an 
agriculturally unskilled and poorly educated settler in the hopes of producing a 
yeoman class. If expansionist policies were to be driven by the ideology of closer 
settlement, and the solution to successful expansionism was to be provided through a 
new age of yeomanry; these yeomen needed to be of stock suitable to the arduous 
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lifestyle of closer settlement. Immigrants, largely escaping from the squalor of 
European cities, in general lacked the skill, knowledge, or fortitude to succeed. The 
experiment in soldier settlement proved knowledge was paramount and this 
knowledge could not be gained through a trial and error basis when your livelihood 
and survival depended on the outcome. As the United States example indicated, 
knowledge alone was not enough. To succeed, closer settlement needed a yeoman 
bred from the land, who was willing and able to be educated in the new scientific 
approaches being developed. The education and creation of this new yeoman class 
was paramount to achieving the spontaneous consent of the rural population, a 
consent that was a fundamental requirement in the establishment of the desired rural 
hegemony. The Rural School scheme was to be the breeding ground for this new 
locally-specific knowledge and more importantly the new breed of yeoman that 
Queensland’s expansionist ideals so sorely desired. 
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Towards the Rural School Concept 
The Rural School is an important experiment in education which the 
Department is making; upon the result of that experiment will depend very 
largely the future organization of Agricultural Education in this State.1 
                                        JD Story (1917) 
INTRODUCTION 
The Queensland Under Secretary of Public Instruction, John Douglas Story, 
listed on his personal biographic notes, as one of his achievements for 1906, the 
implementing of ‘schemes for the encouragement and fostering of horticulture, 
arboriculture and elementary agriculture’. Among the few outstanding 
accomplishments for 1916, Story selected, the ‘opening of Nambour Rural School’ in 
1917.2 In one decade under Story’s guidance Queensland’s primary education system 
moved from an adherence to the three Rs, towards a student-centred model 
embracing practical subjects and vocational training, with agricultural education as 
one of the centre-pieces. Interestingly, Story admitted in a 1925 address to the 
Mapleton community that the whole scheme owed its existence to an idea conceived 
watching the school children of their community on the way to school. Sitting on his 
brother’s veranda Story tasked himself with ‘working out some scheme that would 
enable country children to have the best that was offering in education’.3  
To facilitate the acceptance of agricultural education into Queensland schools, 
Story created, in 1909, the position ‘Teacher of Agriculture’, and appointed James C. 
Stubbin to the post. Stubbin worked tirelessly to incorporate practical and theoretical 
agriculture into Queensland schools, unfortunately, with only modest success. By 
1913, Story realised that despite the massive amount of work performed by Stubbin, 
agricultural education was not developing within the primary schools to the degree 
they had envisaged. The shortcomings of the program stemmed from too many 
schools attempting to teach agriculture with insufficiently trained or resistant 
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teachers and inspectors. Part of this resistance can be attributed to an error in 
judgement by Story. Possibly as a cost saving measure, Story did not promote 
Stubbin when he appointed him. In the status conscious profession of teaching, 
Stubbin and the advice he had to offer were often met with contempt from higher 
ranking teachers and inspectors.4 Stubbin denounced this attitude in a talk he 
delivered to the Darling Downs Teachers’ Association, telling them that in ‘the past 
few years gardening had been brought under the notice of the teachers of Queensland 
it had been welcomed by some, tolerated by some, and totally ignored by others’.5  
Stubbin’s attitude towards this apparent apathy to teach agriculture is indicative 
of the responsibility he felt his position carried. Agricultural education was seen as 
the means to bring about the paradigm shift in farming techniques necessary to 
facilitate the social and economic development of Queensland’s largely unpopulated 
land mass. This development hinged on a policy of closer settlement and had thus far 
failed to eventuate despite education programs by the Department of Agriculture and 
a range of land and settlement Acts designed to promote rural settlement. The heart 
of this failure was the lack of skill or ability on the part of the farmers and a lack of 
localised knowledge of crops and methods suitable to the many varied soils and 
ecosystems across Queensland’s expanse.6 The Department of Public Instruction 
took the initiative to educate the next generation of farmers in the new ‘scientific’ 
ways of farming in the hope that knowledge gained in the school would filter into the 
farm work at home. 
Through a process of trial and error, revolving around agricultural education 
and a Teacher of Agriculture, a scheme evolved to systemise the teaching of agrarian 
based curriculum to children in rural locations. Central schools dedicated to 
agricultural education and staffed by skilled agricultural educators became the 
answer to the State’s agricultural education needs. Inspiration and the progress 
towards this aim came through; fact finding tours by Story and Stubbin; consultation 
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with the inspectors; the Carmichael Report; and the first conference of the Directors 
of Education in Adelaide in 1916. Along the way, through success and failure, the 
barriers to an effective means of teaching agriculture were established and eventually 
overcome and a resultant hegemonic relationship developed, with the Queensland 
Government and the Department of Public Instruction as the ‘dominant fundamental 
group’ and the Rural School pupils, their parents and the rural communities as their 
subordinates. 
INITIAL STEPS TOWARDS AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION IN 
QUEENSLAND PRIMARY SCHOOLS 
THE ‘NEW EDUCATION’ 
In 1905, Queensland Education ushered in a new syllabus, ‘usually referred to 
as 'the New Education' or 'progressive education'…as a response to social and 
economic conditions during the final decades of the nineteenth century’.7 Despite the 
State having experienced a series of droughts over the past five years and financial 
difficulties arising from these droughts, Queensland’s economic development for the 
next decade and a half was still quite rapid, until slowed by the outbreak of World 
War I. The social and economic policy of the Queensland Government during this 
pre World War I period Cameron states, ‘was directed towards rural settlement, rural 
intensification and decentralisation… to socially engineer a predominantly agrarian 
society’.8 In this period the Queensland Government’s chief expenditure was on 
railway construction—interest payments on the debt from this construction—and 
education.9 These major investments were seen as the primary means to achieve an 
agrarian society, and the 1905 Syllabus had the potential to meet the challenge.10 
Almost all of the other states’ senior administrators had diligently worked 
towards, and eagerly anticipated, the introduction of the New Education. However 
Queensland’s Undersecretary, John Gerard Anderson and the General Inspector, 
David Ewart, had reputations for ‘conservatism’ and 'reactionism' resulting in the 
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stagnation of the methods of education and a predisposition against changing away 
from the traditional Mathematics and Grammar emphasis.11 Facing mounting 
pressure from Minister for Education Andrew Barlow to reform Queensland’s 
syllabus, Anderson and Ewart duplicated almost in its entirety the syllabus New 
South Wales Under Secretary Peter Board had prepared for his State.12 Ewart, 
commenting on the transition from a teacher-centred to student-centred curriculum, 
commented; ‘and the ding dong, hammer and tongs, drive it into him communication 
of information will cease to be regarded as a means of education worthy of our 
schools’.13 
NATURE KNOWLEDGE 
Nature Knowledge was a key element of the new syllabus. This introduced an 
agrarian based subject that started in the first year and developed each year, so that 
by the fourth year pupils received;  
Lessons bearing on agricultural pursuits, dealing not merely with agricultural 
operations with which the pupils may be already familiar, but with such 
scientific principles as will enable the pupil to understand the reasons for the 
operations of the farm or orchard and to appreciate the literature which is 
intended for the benefit of agriculturists.14 
The inclusion of ‘scientific principles’ and ‘literature… intended for the benefit 
of agriculturists’ was a direct attempt to educate the children in the new methods of 
farming, hoping that this knowledge would filter its way through to the parents and 
improve the prospects of settlement farming across the State. The Education Office 
Gazette reported that in a few schools the subject was extended to include 
experimental agriculture, with teachers demonstrating the suitability of the soil to 
grow economic crops not previously grown in their respective districts. Successful 
experiments reported included the cultivation of several varieties of cotton, another 
teacher around the Bundaberg and Gladstone area devoted his attention to grasses, 
having fifteen to twenty varieties growing when Inspector Oliver Radcliffe visited in 
1906, whilst a third teacher had produced a wheat crop where previously cereals had 
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not been considered viable. In each case the pupils were actively involved in all 
aspects of the production of the crops.15  
Perhaps one of the best examples of how agriculture in the schools could 
benefit the farmer, and as such the community and the State, came from efforts made 
by the head teacher James Wilson at Doctor’s Creek. Wilson reported to the 
department in November 1910, that through a series of tests on eight vegetable plots 
it was determined the best results are achieved through ‘deep digging in the first 
instance and constant surface tillage subsequently’.16 He regarded this as the most 
valuable result of the experiments for the year as ‘the farmers have a rooted objection 
to disturbing the surface more than is necessary to destroy the weeds’. The farmers 
believed any disturbance of the surface soil would allow moisture from the soil to 
escape, the experiments at the school however had proven the exact opposite to be 
true. Tilling the soil regularly prevented loss of moisture through ‘Capillary Action 
and Evaporation’ the children found, whilst not tilling and allowing a crust to form 
on the soil’s surface prevented moisture take up. In other experiments the children 
demonstrated the effectiveness of selecting the best grains from the centre of the cob 
when choosing seed for future maize crops. Tests on corn crops in the school 
grounds showed the stalks from the carefully selected seed all grew faster, stronger 
and produced better cobs of corn than the stalks produced from the smaller grains at 
the ends of the cobs. The final results from the test showed the crop from the selected 
seed harvested twenty-three and a half pounds of grain to the row as opposed to just 
thirteen pounds to the row from the small seed crop.  
A survey of the children demonstrated the need for this type of specific 
knowledge. It was revealed just three of the district’s farmers took the trouble to 
select the seed for planting, with the common practice being to mix all the grain 
together and hope for the best. The children were now extending the seed selection 
tests to determine if they could control the height of the stalks and at which height 
they produced cobs along with determining if stalks producing two cobs could be 
developed. The children at Doctor’s Creek also experimented with crops of oats, 
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barley and wheat. Fifty distinct varieties of wheat were being tested under the local 
conditions with seed being supplied from New South Wales, Victoria, South 
Australia and half a dozen varieties from the dry regions of California. In addition to 
determining the variety most suitable for growing in their region, the children were 
also categorising the value of each variety as a green fodder, hay or grain producer as 
well as which varieties best suited dry weather and their ability to resist rust. 
Through a series of experiments of cutting the wheat stalks at various stages of 
growth to use as green fodder, the children discovered if a wheat crop was cut for 
fodder at the correct life stage it would go on to produce a seed crop in the same 
season. Additional crops involved tests on a variety of grasses and fodder, millet, 
sunflower, flax, cotton, arrowroot, ground-nuts and sweet potatoes. Seven varieties 
of potatoes new to the region were also under trial to determine which best suited 
growth under the district’s physiography. Many of the agricultural plots were set out 
along the road fence to enable easy observation by the farmers.17  
This example demonstrates how in just one school in a series of experiments 
conducted over a few seasons the school lessons had dispelled farming myths about 
tillage; discovered new more robust crops; demonstrated the effectiveness of seed 
selection; and shown farmers how to get green fodder and grain from the same crop. 
This level of experimentation was improbable for farmers struggling to survive and 
the detailed tests pertinent to locality were beyond the ability of the Agricultural 
Department. The only resource available to the State that was capable of delivering 
this knowledge was the school system. Even the Minister for Agriculture held this 
view, stating;  
The soils and climates of Queensland are many. So are the school areas on 
which work can be performed. If each teacher confines his attention to such 
agricultural operations as are adaptable to soil and climate good results can 
be attained.18 
Plainly, a number of schools, and the children attending them, were clearly 
performing tasks aimed not just at educating the children but designed to alter the 
farming methods of the community around them. They published the results, both in 
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Parliamentary Reports and the Education Office Gazette and ensured the effects were 
felt beyond the district. However, despite the dedication of enthusiasts like Wilson, 
efforts like these were the exception rather than the rule and the wide-spread 
dissemination of agrarian knowledge through the State’s schools still faced a number 
of hurdles. 
The introduction to the syllabus of agrarian styled lessons did not guarantee 
they would be fully embraced. Both Anderson and Ewart were quite contemptuous of 
Nature Knowledge and openly expressed their opinions. The New South Wales 
Educational Gazette reported one such outburst by Anderson, when replying to a 
valedictory address by Queensland Education Minister Barlow. Anderson lamented 
that ‘modern ideas seem to wish that everything should be altered—that there should 
be a departure from the methods of the past’. He believed that the methods of his day 
had not done so badly; for forty-two years it had produced all manner of 
professionals from bankers to Premiers, and all educated almost exclusively at 
Queensland primary schools; 
But now the pupils must be taken out to study grubs and plants and weeds, 
and examine them under a microscope; that was the new teaching. But the 
teaching that would develop the powers of the mind belonged to a past time. 
Anderson, acknowledging his recent retirement, concluded that he ‘was not 
altogether sorry that the work of the New Education would fall into the hands of 
other people’.19 Ewart too had no pause in expressing his dislike for Nature 
Knowledge. In the 1904 Annual Report for the Department of Public Instruction 
Ewart wrote;  
Then, what is there of 'new'? Why, 'Nature Knowledge', writ so large that it 
seems to obscure, in the eyes of many, the rest of the requirements of the 
Schedule. Nature Knowledge! What, everything in the heaven above and in 
the earth beneath and in the waters under the earth, from the starry, moonlit, 
sunlit, cloudy, blue sky to the cattle tick and the humble tadpole and the 
wriggling larva of the mosquito and the flaunting flower and the fungus on 
the rotten stick, with the beetles and the centipedes thereunder! Even so 
comrade. 20 
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Ewart then admonished the teachers for not fully understanding the new 
Schedule and attributed this to their lax attitude in reading the Preface of the 
document. Had this been done, Ewart expounded, teachers would have noted the 
‘Syllabus is suggestive rather than specific’ and it is not required to follow all of the 
‘lines of direction’. A teacher fully engaged exploring one line may have ‘neither 
time nor desire to explore on other lines’ Then with no regard for the origins of the 
new Schedule Ewart penned; ‘Well, why should he? The lines are all good: it is 
proper of course for me to say so, seeing I helped to draw them’. With this comment, 
made less than a year after the introduction of the new Schedule and its reform of 
agricultural education, Ewart was backing away from the changes and providing the 
inspectors and teachers with an excuse to do the same. 
Nature Knowledge was not without its powerful advocates, in 1905, Andrew 
Barlow, the Minister for Public Instruction, signed off on the new Syllabus that 
included Nature Knowledge, and four years later, his successor, Walter Henry 
Barnes, reinforced the importance of the subject. Barnes was the son of Hiram 
Barnes of Cobb & Co. fame, the man who in 1865 opened up overland transport 
between Brisbane and Gympie and provided access to the rich agricultural area 
around Nambour. As a young man Walter Barnes worked for Cobb & Co, the Postal 
Department and Barnes & Co. before winning the Legislative Assembly seat of 
Bulimba. In June 1909 Premier William Kidston appointed him Minister of Public 
Instruction. In an opening speech to the Teachers’ Conference 3 May, 1911, he 
demonstrated his support for agricultural education when he relayed to the assembled 
teachers; 
The experience of the past four years has abundantly justified the action of 
the Department. The movement has been of great assistance in giving the 
Nature Knowledge part of the Schedule a definite foundation and a practical 
bent, and in the hands of the successful teacher it has certainly realised the 
object of the syllabus-namely, the using of the child's activity by inducing 
him to do and to make things, by helping him to form vivid mental images, 
and by encouraging him to take an interest in his surroundings.  
Nature Knowledge however had an ulterior motive, one in keeping with the 
government’s policies aimed at producing a predominantly agrarian society. The 
Minister continued; 
The movement also is of much national importance and particularly in the 
country districts, inasmuch as it brings the school into close and sympathetic 
association with agriculture, tends to create a respect and love for country 
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life, and assists in stopping the flow of young people from country to town. 
We desire to people our empty spaces. Is it then a fad to try to induce the 
child born on the land to stay on the land and to help him to make his life a 
contented and happy one?21  
A CHANGE IN ADMINISTRATION 
When Anderson retired in 1904 Ewart expected to step straight into the role of 
Under Secretary, however, reluctant to appoint him to the top position due to his 
attitudes to progressive education, the Minister made Ewart wait a full year. The 
Minister then chose to re-arrange the role, appointing Ewart as Director of 
Education, and promoting J.D. Story from the position of Chief Clerk first to 
(Acting) Under Secretary, and then to Permanent Under Secretary in 1906.22 Story, 
with no teaching or inspection experience and receiving a lower salary, remained 
subordinate to Ewart, who had assumed the role of Permanent Head of the 
department. Story’s ascendance, however, could not be halted and between 1907 and 
1909 when Ewart finally retired, Barlow deferred more regularly to Story in his 
decision making.   
Barlow’s appointment of Story from Chief Clerk to Under Secretary may 
appear on the surface a huge promotion, especially for someone without a teaching 
background. One view might be that Barlow had recognised, even at this stage, the 
potential in Story that time ultimately confirmed. Alternatively, well aware of the 
State’s diminished financial position and the minimalistic Vote allocated to 
Education, Barlow promoted Story as a cost-saving measure. Story as the new 
Undersecretary drew a salary of £350; he also continued in his position as Chief 
Clerk, a role he filled for the next sixteen years in order to save the cost associated 
with filling the role. This provided Barlow with a direct saving of £850 per year; 
money that could be funnelled directly into the new educational innovations 
stemming from the 1905 curriculum changes and particularly agricultural 
education.23 This was a lesson Story learned and employed himself when creating the 
position of Teacher of Agriculture.  
                                                 
21  Queensland Department of Public Instruction, "Education Office Gazette," Vol. 13 (1911). Jan. p.7. 
22  Wyeth, Education in Queensland, p.159 | Barcan, A history of Australian education, p.216. 
23  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 934366, Personnel file; John Douglas Story.  'Salary Saving 
Expected in the Department of Public Instruction during the Period in which Mr J.D. Story Occupied 
Positions as Chief Clerk and Under Secretary'. 
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With Ewart’s retirement Story, in his capacity as Under Secretary, was now 
officially the Department Head, with his former mentor, Reginald Roe, the Inspector-
General. The opportunity for real reform was now at hand. 
THE BENEFITS OF A SYSTEMISED APPROACH TO AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
Story believed that Queensland’s socioeconomic development and security 
hinged on agricultural development, and that education held the key to the State’s 
agricultural success.24 He clearly demonstrated this when, on 9 August, 1916 he 
advanced a Motion to the Queensland Senate that he be granted permission to form a 
committee to investigate the question of agricultural education in Queensland. As 
Chairman of the Select Committee appointed by the Senate, Story and his committee 
outlined ‘the main principles on which a comprehensive and satisfactory scheme of 
agricultural education should be based’. Enveloping these principles was the 
department’s time honoured and often repeated ideology25 that; ‘Queensland is 
essentially a State of primary industries’ and as the report clarifies, the State’s ‘future 
prosperity depends largely upon the adequate and efficient development of the 
primary industries’. The secondary industries, the document asserts, ‘cannot hope to 
prosper unless the primary industries are properly developed’ and ‘amongst the 
primary industries, Agriculture stands pre-eminent’.26 These principles are a clear 
reflection of comments Story had made over several years concerning agriculture and 
education.27 Furthermore, the document left no doubt as to which department should 
take responsibility for Queensland’s agricultural and, consequently, economic 
development. ‘Agricultural Education is’, according to Story’s committee, ‘a matter 
for State and University concern’ and the report continues ‘should be closely 
interwoven with the State system and with University schemes and should not be a 
detached and isolated branch of education’.  
                                                 
24  ———, Item ID. 996396, Correspondence and memoranda of a general departmental nature, 
including brochure batch relative to the booklet, "State Education in Queensland", written by J. D. 
Story, and Inspector General's report on northern tour (24Jul - 9Sep 1916). 'The Welfare of School 
Children in Queensland; By J.D. Story, Under Secretary for Public Instruction in Queensland.' 
25  Queensland Department of Public Instruction, "EOG, Vol. 13," January, pp. 4-7. 'Address by the Hon. 
W.H. Barnes, Minister for Public Instruction, at the Opening of the Teachers’ Conference, 3rd 
January, 1911' | James C. Stubbin, The school garden: hints on tree planting, gardening, fruit 
growing, and elementary agriculture (Brisbane: Govt. Printer, 1914), p.7. 
26  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 995789. 'Report of the Select Committee, appointed by the 
Senate, to Report upon the Question of the Organization and Development of Agricultural Education 
in Queensland'. 
27  ———, Item ID. 995741. 11 August, 1911.' Deputation to the Under Secretary from members of the 
conference of teachers who are doing practical agricultural work.' 
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If these primary industries were allowed to flourish the report detailed the 
advantage would be ‘the huge burden of taxation, arising out of war loans and other 
loans, [would] be more easily met’. Moreover, increasing measures which 
‘popularise rural occupations’ would ‘not only lessen migration from country to town 
but increase migration from town to country’. The effect of this slowing or reverse of 
urbanisation would ‘be the main factor in the settlement of the partly occupied or 
unoccupied lands which are suitable for settlement’. ‘Naturally’ the report 
concluded, any growth in the rural districts ‘through more intensive settlement’ 
would lead to a ‘corresponding growth in the population in the towns’  arising from 
the commercial and employment opportunities that follow prosperous settlement. 
This would increase the State’s ‘prospects of securing suitable immigrants after the 
war’: furthermore, with an increase in population comes the ‘obvious’ benefit of a 
more ‘effective system of defence’ and for the sake of defence, the report 
emphasised, ‘our northern littoral should be settled as quickly as possible’ with 
settlers capable of ‘earning a fair living for themselves and their families’.28  
Effectively the report outlined that the State’s future success—economically, 
developmentally and militaristically—hinged on agricultural success and that 
agricultural success was dependent upon a systemised approach to agricultural 
education.  In turn this would produce the much desired ‘yeoman class’ that 
Queensland needed in order to occupy, defend, survive and prosper under the closer 
settlement policy. 
Although these principles were laid out in 1916, the basis of these ideals can be 
found much earlier. In 1911 a deputation from a conference for teachers involved in 
agricultural work were informed that Governor William McGregor held the view 
that, ‘so far as country children were concerned there were “four Rs” – the fourth 
being Rural Education’. This viewpoint reflected Story’s own position, he believed 
‘the school is becoming more and more the nursery of every part of our national life’ 
and ‘it was desired, if possible, to keep the children on the land and to direct a large 
number of children from the towns to the country’. Support for children leading the 
way in a revitalisation of agriculture could be found outside of Education as well. 
James Tolmie, the Minister for Agriculture, also observed the secret to successful 
                                                 
28  ———, Item ID. 995789. 'Report of the Select Committee, appointed by the Senate, to Report upon 
the Question of the Organization and Development of Agricultural Education in Queensland'. 
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agrarianism lay in the hands and minds of country children. He stated; ‘in applying 
science to the whole of our Agricultural and farming pursuits more can be done by 
capturing the child than by capturing the parent. The school becomes the nursery’.29  
To assist in achieving these principles, and facilitate Education taking a leading 
role, Story instigated the position of Teacher of Agriculture. The role was intended to 
cover the shortcomings of the Department of Agriculture and bring the Department 
of Public Instruction to the forefront in the revitalisation of Queensland’s 
expansionist ideals through a systemised approach to agricultural education. 
J.C. STUBBIN-INSTRUCTOR OF AGRICULTURE 
‘THERE SHOULD BE A SPECIAL OFFICER’ 
When Nature Studies became a part of the curriculum in 1905, an agreement 
existed between the Department of Public Instruction and the Department of 
Agriculture to have agricultural experts visit schools ‘as opportunity offered’ and 
provide instruction in agrarian methods to the head teacher and pupils. These 
agriculture officers were then required to furnish the Department of Public 
Instruction with written reports on the value of the school’s agricultural lessons. 
Angst between the departments over the control of agricultural education and the 
commitment of personnel to the task ensured this was an agreement in principle only. 
As Story commented; ‘the Agricultural Experts are, however, apparently fully 
engaged with the work of their own department, for they have not visited schools and 
consequently no reports have been received from them’. Story realised the solution to 
this problem required the services of an agricultural teacher within the ranks of his 
own department. ‘It is evident’ he stated in 1908, ‘that if this branch of our work is to 
be made the success which it should be, there should be a special officer to organize, 
direct, and supervise the work’. However, Story clearly wanted a teacher, to teach 
agriculture—not an outsider. ‘The officer to be appointed’ Story insisted;  
Should be a trained school-master who has been successful in agricultural 
experimental work. He should be used to the handling of children and know 
the simple ways in which to address them; and he should be familiar with the 
kinds of experimental work suitable to a school. The success of the 
experiment will depend almost wholly upon the officer chosen for the work. 
                                                 
29  ———, Item ID. 995741. 11 August, 1911.' Deputation to the Under Secretary from members of the 
conference of teachers who are doing practical agricultural work.' | Skerman et al., Guiding 
Queensland agriculture, 1887-1987, pp. 22-23. 
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Story then endorsed the man he wanted, affirming, ‘I think that a suitable teacher for 
the position would be Mr James C. Stubbin’.30 
WHY STUBBIN? 
Stubbin’s parents emigrated from London to Queensland in 1869. They 
selected land near Haigslea around 1871 and James Stubbin was born there a year 
later. At three years of age Stubbin received a hard lesson in the rigours of farming 
life when his father was killed felling trees to clear the family selection. His mother 
remarried and James’s life as part of a family of selectors continued. The impact of 
losing their father at a young age appears to have influenced all four boys in the 
family, including James, to pursue careers away from the trials associated with a 
selector’s life.31 This family farming did implant in Stubbin knowledge and 
appreciation of the work involved as an agriculturalist, and this served him well 
during his teaching career.  
Stubbin began his career as a pupil teacher at Rosewood on 17 April, 1888 
before taking up a position in 1894 at Roma as an assistant teacher. Stubbin 
transferred to the Justice Department on 7 August, 1899 due to a throat condition that 
precluded him from using his voice for extended periods; when he recovered from 
this ailment he resumed his teaching career again from 12 June 1902. Upon his return 
to teaching he served as head teacher at Cardwell in North Eastern Queensland. In 
1905 he had an accident, falling eighteen feet from the school house roof in the dark 
at 1.00 am when required to show the visiting Works Inspector repairs that he had 
carried out. The Inspector had convinced the Captain of the boat, which called only 
once a week, to wait in the bay while he ran ashore to inspect the repairs. Stubbin 
suffered internal injuries and badly damaged his fingers, requiring the third finger on 
his right hand to be amputated. He was off work through this injury for over four 
weeks, the time unbeknown to him charged incorrectly against his sick leave, an 
error that would have a serious impact twenty years later.32  
                                                 
30  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 995741. JD Story,  ' Instruction in Agriculture'. 31 
December,1908 | "Public Instruction Report," Brisbane Courier (Brisbane), Wednesday, 17 August 
1910, 4. 
31  Logan, "James Stubbin," pp.110-112. 
32  Queensland Department of Public Instruction, "Education Office Gazette," Vol. 28 (1926): p.233 | 
Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 996546, Departmental Officers or Office Staff: Personal files of 
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In 1906, Stubbin was transferred as head teacher to Christmas Creek, a school 
to the South of Brisbane. He attended the winter course at Gatton College this year, 
and again in 1907 and 1908. From the sixty teachers in attendance, Stubbin was one 
of only twenty-eight to pass the 1907 course. Many of the teachers accompanying 
Stubbin on these courses achieved great success within Queensland’s Education 
system; Bernard McKenna was appointed Under Secretary and Director of Education 
between 1923 and 1936, whilst Lewis David Edwards became Chief Inspector in 
1923 then succeeded McKenna as Director of Education from 1937 to 1951.33 Others 
included John Morris who became Principal of the Queensland Teachers’ Training 
College in 1919 and Wilhelm (William) August Zerner, who was principal of 
Nambour Rural School from 1928 to 1938 and from August 1938 to 1949 he was 
head of the Correspondence School.34 
With the government and department viewing agricultural education as the key 
to the State’s development, attendance at these courses was an indication of having 
achieved, or the expectation that one would achieve professional success. Stubbin’s 
affable manner and the close confines of the live-in course ensured he fostered 
friendships amongst these men, even though he personally felt there was too much 
socialising and insufficient attention to the teachers practicing the manual aspects of 
farming. In 1911, as Teacher of Agriculture he penned several pages of ‘Hints’ on 
improving the Gatton course, the recurring theme being that insufficient practical 
work was undertaken by the attending teachers. Stubbin wrote, ‘there has been too 
much silent listening and far too little actual doing’. ‘An hour’s practice’ he argued, 
‘is worth a week’s theory’.35 Stubbin learned from this and ensured as Teacher of 
Agriculture he did not err in this way when visiting schools, a hallmark of his 
instruction was the insistence that those being taught, the teacher and pupils, did all 
the work themselves.  
                                                 
33  Wyeth, Education in Queensland, pp.184, 204 | Queensland Department of Public Instruction, 
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The effort Stubbin made in doing the courses at Gatton and the knowledge he 
had acquired impressed his inspectors. In 1908 and 1909 he received first prize in the 
department’s agriculture and gardening competition. Inspector John Shirley 
commented that Stubbin’s school displayed the ‘most varied cultivation of 
experimental crops’ with the greatest care for shade trees. This was complimented, 
Shirley noted, with the ‘best kept lawn, house garden and kitchen garden’ along with 
a quality flower garden that made this the ‘most carefully kept grounds’.36 Then in 
his Annual Report for 1910 Inspector Shirley praising Stubbin wrote; 
Some few years ago a teacher was transferred to a school in Logan Valley, 
which stood bare of trees on a stony ridge rising from the level of the creek. 
He planted fruit trees round the residence, pruning them so they grew into 
shapely rounded heads. Other trees were planted to form an avenue, 
ultimately intended to reach from school-house to entrance gates. An acre of 
the ridge was cleared of loose stones, and planted with experimental crops, 
containing at different visits 16 to 26 kinds of economic plants. In all this 
work he interested the pupils, and won the friendship and confidence of the 
parents. They could appreciate the marked change brought about in the 
appearance of the grounds, and in the interest and attention of the pupils. 
This teacher organised his work to suit the locality. His garden furnished 
material for illustrating a series of keenly appreciated lessons. The force of 
example was seen in the planting of shade trees round other homes in the 
neighbourhood’.37  
The timing was perfect, Story had come to the conclusion a man was needed 
from within the department to teach Agriculture. Stubbin had completed three 
successive years of Winter Courses at Gatton and had excellent reports detailing the 
quality of his classroom teaching, his skill with Nature Studies and the ability to 
bring this outside work into everyday class work by correlating the two. Most 
importantly, Stubbin had gained the confidence of the farming community, a 
confidence that was essential to obtaining their consent to the instruction they were 
to receive. With all this potential and in a teacher still with only Classification III, 
Story had found his man. 
THE ‘RIGHT’ MAN FOR THE JOB 
Stubbin was at this time the head teacher at Christmas Creek and an ardent 
advocate of agricultural education. At Christmas Creek, and earlier teaching 
positions, he had received excellent reports from his inspectors for both his 
                                                 
36  Queensland Department of Public Instruction, "Education Office Gazette," Vol. 11 (1909): May. 
p.133. 
37  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 996546. Stubbin to Under Secretary, 28 November, 1921. 
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classroom and agricultural activities. However, this was not the only reason for his 
selection as the Teacher of Agriculture; economic considerations were also at play. 
As Story noted; ‘there are other teachers who have done equally good work, but their 
classification is high and the position would not attract them’.38  
The added benefit for Story in utilising a teacher at, or about, his current salary 
was that ‘the salary of expenses could be a charge against the general Vote 39 for 
salaries and there would be no necessity to apply to the Treasury for special funds for 
the purpose’.40 Despite the department’s tight budget Story was confident that he was 
proceeding in the right direction, ‘If the experiment proved successful and results 
justify the expenditure’, Story suggested, ‘additional Instructors could be appointed 
and allotted to other districts’.41  
RELUCTANTLY ‘PROMOTED’ 
Stubbin accepted the offer of the new role on 5 January, 1910 and started in the 
position less than a month later.42 It required a fair amount of persuasion before he 
accepted the position as he felt he was leaving work that he loved and in which he 
had been more than ordinarily successful; in his opinion his ‘prospects as a teacher 
were very bright indeed’. When he accepted the position as Teacher of Agriculture 
Stubbin was Class III, Division I, with a salary of £200; as head teacher he was 
supplied a residence along with free fuel, water, milk, butter and vegetables; his 
horse, cow, pig and poultry feed were also provided free as part of his benefits. 
Stubbin calculated this package equated to a salary of £274. He had passed two 
subjects for Class II, and as a teacher he intended to continue studying until he had 
qualified for the Class I division.43  On being appointed as Teacher of Agriculture 
Stubbin’s salary totalled £250. Once rent was paid for his new residence in Longland 
Street in East Brisbane and the weekly costs of living were deducted, he was left 
                                                 
38  ———, Item ID. 995741. JD Story,  ' Instruction in Agriculture'. 31 December, 1908. 
39  ‘Vote’ is the Departmental Budget allocation for the year. 
40  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 995741. Memo; Accountant's Branch to Under Secretary, dated 
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41  ———, Item ID. 995741. JD Story,  ' Instruction in Agriculture'. 31 December, 1908. 
42  ———, Item ID. 995741. 'Appointment of Instructor of Agriculture'. 
43  ———, Item ID. 996546. Correspondence; Stubbin to Under Secretary, 6 August 1925.  
'Reclassification.' 
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with £169.44 The transition had cost Stubbin over £100 and now instead of having 
responsibility for a school of children’s futures, he was involved in influencing the 
economic development of the whole State. 
When the decision was made to appoint a teacher to teach agriculture the basic 
tenets of the proposed position were laid out. The Teacher of Agriculture, Story 
stated;  
Should be able to visit schools, give advice as to the laying-out of 
experimental plots or give advice as to any branch of experimental 
agricultural work which will be suitable to the district in which the school is 
situated and which will be of practical use to the pupils. The work may 
include, for instance, fruit, flower, and vegetable growing; budding, pruning, 
and grafting; rotation of crops; nature and properties of soil; use of manures; 
knowledge and choice of seeds; packing fruit, vegetables and other produce 
for the market; cow and pig keeping; poultry and beekeeping, etc.45 
Although Stubbin’s early life on a farm and the courses undertaken at Gatton 
had prepared him to teach agricultural methods to his pupils it did not prepare him 
for the role as the State’s agricultural education expert. This required him to possess 
knowledge greater than those he was to instruct and an understanding of everything 
pertinent to stock and produce farming under the many varied conditions across the 
State. To circumvent these shortcomings Stubbin diligently applied himself to 
obtaining knowledge and practical skills in all things agricultural. He toured the 
southern States in 1910 and again in 1914, to access their agricultural education 
methods and consult with their experts. Stubbin was pleased with the theory he was 
taught by these experts; however, he was also eager to practice the practical aspects 
of the tasks. His nights, weekends, and travel time were occupied with reading and 
studying the agricultural reference books he ordered and the journals to which he 
subscribed. Despite this dedication to his role and the massive uptake of knowledge 
required for the position Stubbin was never promoted. He received some salary 
increases; however his Classification remained the same, this made him, in the status 
conscious profession of teaching, a junior to almost all he had to instruct. Even those 
subordinate to him when he took the position had quickly surpassed him in status and 
salary. Frustrated that the effort he was making was not being recognised through 
professional advancement Stubbin, wrote to the department explaining;  
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Having taken up my new line of work it was absolutely necessary that my 
course of studies should be on entirely different lines, and, just as my fellow 
teachers of 1909-1910 have taken Class II and Class I in order to better fit 
themselves for their work as ordinary teachers all my studies have aimed at 
fitting myself to better fulfil my work as adviser to teachers and this 
Department on matters Agricultural.46  
Pointing out the inequity of the situation the department had placed him in, 
Stubbin wrote; ‘While not wishing to boast I think the Department will agree that 
had I kept on as a teacher I should now be eligible for a Head Teachership of a large 
school or even for an Inspectorship’. This plea and others Stubbin submitted 
throughout his career failed to resolve the situation. Although departmental approval 
for promotion was forthcoming it was subject to funding approval in the 
department’s yearly budget and this was denied on each occasion as the job 
description had not significantly changed. This failure to re-evaluate the 
Classification level of the Teacher of Agriculture position directly impacted on the 
role, the man, and the new education he was attempting to impart.47 
IDEAS FROM NEAR AND FAR  
With the appointment of Stubbin and a renewed interest in a systemised 
approach to agricultural education, Story wrote to the Victorian Under Secretary of 
Public Instruction on 20 June 1910 seeking information about the State’s agricultural 
high schools at Warrnambool and Ballarat. Then, armed with a letter of introduction 
from the Minister, Stubbin toured New South Wales from 9 July to 1910 to review 
their methods of agricultural education. The Director of Education in Victoria 
supplied Story with the syllabus from the Agricultural Colleges and the prospectus 
from Warrnambool Agricultural High School; he also instructed the head masters 
from Ballarat and Warrnambool to provide Story with the particulars of the practical 
farm work undertaken at the schools. In New South Wales, Stubbin reported that the 
Under Secretary, Peter Board;  
At once did all he could to make my stay in Sydney as pleasant and 
profitable as possible, and placed every facility at my disposal to make it 
easy to observe all I could at the various institutions visited.  
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Stubbin began his inspection into agricultural education in New South Wales by 
meeting with the State’s Teacher of Agriculture, John Halstead. The following 
morning he visited Leichardt West School. Stubbin spoke about the value of the 
Winter School at Hawkesbury Agricultural College, ‘if this scheme could be adopted 
in Queensland it would be a mighty power in lifting the farmer out of his groove and 
spreading up-to-date methods from one end of the State to the other’.48 
Stubbin then toured Hurlstone Agricultural Continuation School. This, he stated; 
Is the only agricultural school conducted by the Education Department… the 
students are almost entirely drawn from gentlemen's homes. Consequently 
the children of poorer parents are to a certain extent not catered for. 
However, this is to some extent remedied by what is known as the Pitt Town 
Farm. At this farm 30 boys, who are the children of poor parents, are given 3 
months’ training in practical farming and thus fit themselves for a place on a 
private farm.49 
These men believed agricultural education held the key, at this time, to their 
respective State’s development and economic success. Given that the States were 
competing both nationally and internationally for markets, it is worth noting this 
competition did not extend to the secreting of information between the various 
education departments and a spirit of cooperation existed. This spirit of cooperation 
also extended beyond Australia. Information about methods and programs of 
agricultural education were freely passed to other nations as well. Samuel B. Mc 
Cready, the Director of Ontario Agricultural College at Guelph, received information 
from Stubbin in response to a request he had made into agricultural education within 
Queensland. He remarked in a reply letter, I ‘can assure you that I have found your 
plans and results in this connection of great interest and value’.50 Although it is 
apparent the flow of information ran relatively unrestricted between Commonwealth 
nations, information to nations viewed as outsiders was not as forthcoming. Just 
twelve months earlier Story had warned of the consequences of falling behind other 
nations when he spoke of Germany’s Educational Dreadnought.51   
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A RECOGNISED EXPERT 
By 1914 Stubbin had gained sufficient understanding of Agriculture to allow 
him to publish his own textbook. The School Garden was distributed to all of 
Queensland’s government schools and became the accepted text for agricultural 
education; replacing its predecessor by Alexander Jenyns Boyd.52 Boyd’s text was 
considered not to be in step with the new education ideology of child-centred 
learning and Stubbin’s book addressed this shortcoming. Starting in 1915, Stubbin 
produced a series of agriculture bulletins for the department dealing with 
experiments in the cultivation of maize, gardening, and pig raising to name a few. 
These bulletins were highly sought by the farmers and were utilised by the 
Department of Agriculture. The Director of Agriculture, when asked to review the 
draft of Maize Bulletin No. 2 remarked this is ’very instructional’ and ‘requires no 
alteration’. The information referred to encouraged maize farmers to select the best 
varieties for their conditions, but more importantly, to use a process of seed 
selection. Through this process the best crop possible was produced and the grain 
retained for the next season’s planting would be from the best stalks, ensuring a 
stronger crop each season. Through this action Stubbin provided the opportunity for 
farmers to prosper and hopefully lead to development around them.53 Stubbin also 
produced extensive notes on milk and cream testing which were distributed to all the 
schools and were used as a teaching guide at Gatton College. Acclaim for these 
publications came from across the State, country and even internationally. The 
Agricultural Journal, The Farm Bulletin and The Farmers’ Gazette all received 
copies within Queensland, whilst overseas the Director of Education in the 
Philippines and Ontario Agricultural College were on the mailing list and keen 
interest was shown by a federation of agricultural educators representing a large 
number of the southern States of America.54  
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THE TYRANNY OF DISTANCE 
By May 1910, after just two months on the job, Stubbin was inspecting schools 
along the Western and North Coast Railway lines. In just one fortnight along the 
Western line he inspected schools at Gowrie Road, Rangeville, Doctor’s Creek, 
Bunkers Hill, Eton Vale, Mt Kent, Allora, Thanes Creek and Forest Plains; he also 
visited the State farms at Westbrook and Hermitage. At Teviotville, a single teacher 
school in the care of Miss Jane Scott Edgar, Stubbin found gardens so good that they 
should put ‘to shame the male teacher who says that he can’t find time single-handed 
to do agricultural work’.55 Although many female teachers were recognised for their 
gardening work, Story believed the serious agricultural work was to be left to the 
men.56 Stubbin reported that James Lewis at Clifton Colliery was one agriculturalist 
deserving of his full praise. He noted Lewis was conducting experiments on several 
varieties of maize; oats; barley; and a variety of millet called pannicum, however 
Lewis’s eighteen plots of different wheat varieties impressed Stubbin the most. At 
the time of his visit ‘the boys were busy with sickles cutting the crop’ whilst other 
pupils placed the wheat in sheaves in anticipation of their thrashing with flails to 
extract the grain. Stubbin was quick to note the usefulness of this experiment to the 
local community as the pupils could establish the yield per acre of each variety of 
wheat and determine the most economically viable strain for their region.57  Along 
the North Coast line Stubbin reviewed the agricultural education efforts at 
Caboolture, North Pine, Eumundi, Mapleton, Montville, Nambour and Woombye. 
He lamented that only two of these schools, Woombye and Montville, were 
performing any work of practical value. Stubbin continued inspecting and advising at 
schools along these lines until returning to Brisbane around August, then from 
November and for the rest of the year he was inspecting schools along the Southern 
rail line.58 The next year, as the only Teacher of Agriculture, Stubbin travelled over 
fourteen thousand miles using trains, horse and sulky or coach to inspect, on average, 
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three schools per week; this was a trend that continued throughout his sixteen years 
in the role. During October 1911 Stubbin was inspecting schools in the Central 
District, with a temporary headquarters in Rockhampton.59 On 25 September, whilst 
in Rockhampton, Stubbin was advised of the death of his son, who was not quite two 
years. He applied for and was granted permission to return home, take a few days 
leave and then work from Brisbane for a few weeks.60  
Stubbin’s travel burden increased to over nineteen thousand miles in 1912. 
This becomes even more tyrannous when it is realised that at each school Stubbin 
gave lessons on milk and cream testing along with planting, pruning, grafting, 
fertilizing and budding; and these lessons were reinforced with practical 
demonstrations covering how to lay out plots for experiments in agriculture. When 
not instructing at the schools, Stubbin conducted lectures for the local farming 
communities, teachers’ associations and agricultural societies.  
In his down time Stubbin answered the volumes of mail he received requesting 
agricultural advice as well as writing extensive reports on each school he inspected. 
On weekends he conducted exams in milk and cream testing or visited the State 
experimental farms. All of this was done whilst still diligently building on his 
knowledge through extensive research and reading into new techniques in 
agriculture.  This level of commitment however, largely went unrewarded, both in 
appreciation from the inspectors and teachers and professionally through 
advancement.61  
‘UNDER NEW CONDITIONS’ 
After four years of inspecting and assisting schools across the entire State 
either on a rotational basis or by request, Stubbin was tiring from the travel and the 
lack of change he had achieved. He had also suffered two bouts of Dengue Fever, the 
first whilst inspecting schools around Toowoomba in April, 1910 and the second 
bout, which weakened his heart in February, 1911.62 Story and Stubbin reassessed 
the role and devised a set of ‘new conditions’ under which Stubbin, in his capacity as 
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Teacher of Agriculture, would continue to operate. It was agreed instead of taking a 
broadsword approach to educating the State’s teachers and pupils, Stubbin would 
now ‘work systematically through an inspector’s district, conferring with him from 
time to time’. Six months later in July, 1915, Stubbin wrote to the inspectors 
outlining this new approach and the progress made. He reported visiting a total of 
fifty-seven schools in Inspector William Lutheri Gripp’s district. A few schools were 
not visited in the district as any visit to them would be ‘practically useless’, with 
Gripp having advised Stubbin that they had nothing agricultural to report on. At a 
range of schools, Stubbin wrote, the efforts of Arbor Day plantings, and the care for 
the trees since was encouraging, a few schools had delightful flower gardens with a 
pleasing correlation in the children’s behaviour. ‘At Currumbin Upper and 
Jimboomba the sweet effect on the children was particularly noticeable’. 
Unfortunately, as far as experimental agriculture was concerned, ‘very little is taken’. 
Inspector Gripp’s district of South-East Moreton, Stubbin lamented;  
Is one of the leading Agricultural centres and it naturally follows that an 
important part of the education of these farmers’ children should tend to set 
them thinking and acting along the lines of their future occupations.63 
The frustrating point for Stubbin was many of these schools had previously 
been engaged in experiments in agriculture; some, like his former school at 
Christmas Creek had extensive experimental plots. On visiting these schools, Stubbin 
found after a change in staff had occurred, there was ‘practically no attempt at such 
work’ and, he conceded ‘much of the work done formerly had gone to ruin’. Stubbin 
was obviously concerned he could waste a few more years before realising the new 
conditions he was operating under were still failing. He informed the department, 
‘the results’ of operating in this way;  
Will not be known for some years, as it will be necessary for the Inspector to 
visit a school several times before he will know whether the teacher is 
making an honest attempt to follow my advice.64 
And as Stubbin was well aware, these years were subject to the vagaries already 
vexing him. 
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OPPOSITION FROM INSPECTORS, TEACHERS AND THE PARENTS  
Stubbin was clearly struggling in his role as an agent of change; a position 
instigated by his superiors to facilitate the rural population’s acceptance of the new 
scientific methods in farming. The community’s acceptance of agricultural education 
was crucial to achieving a rural hegemony that would see children better prepared for 
life on the land. Opposition to the new agrarian training was however not confined to 
the farming population alone. Some inspectors openly voiced their reservations 
concerning agricultural education and this was reflected in the attitudes of their 
subordinate teachers and their communities. 
In February 1916, after five years as the Teacher of Agriculture and with just 
six months operating under the new conditions, Stubbin took the extraordinary 
measure of sending two letters to the Director of Public Instruction, J.D. Story. The 
first letter frankly outlined his disappointment in the degree agricultural education 
had advanced under his tutelage. ‘Looking back over the period’ he wrote, ‘I feel that 
I have not achieved all that I have had in view’. He accepted this failure fell on him 
however he did not think that it stemmed from a lack of effort. ‘While this may be 
due to inability on my part’ he stated, ‘I don't think it is the result of want of interest 
in my work or want of energy in carrying it out’.65 He clearly laid a great portion of 
the blame on the inspectors, their attitudes to agricultural education, and their 
lethargy in inspiring the necessary enthusiasm in the teachers within their 
inspectorates. ‘If I have not made the headway that I hoped to make, in this work’, 
Stubbin stressed;  
My movements among the schools lead me to believe that the failure is due 
largely to the belief on the part of the teachers that they are not expected to 
teach this subject, and also to the fact that the inspectors do not look into this 
branch of school work as closely as they do into the other school subjects.66 
Stubbin was not alone in this situation; he and Story were aware as early as 
1910 that similar programs in Canada designed to advance agriculture in schools had 
met with resistance from their inspectorate. Story and Stubbin had been exchanging 
correspondence with Samuel B. Mc Cready, the Director of Ontario Agricultural 
College at Guelph, providing him full details of Queensland’s agricultural education 
plans.  Mc Cready was impressed with the concept of introducing practical 
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agriculture lessons into elementary level education. However he confided ‘here the 
local trustees and Inspectors are the stumbling blocks to ready application of the 
work I fancy’. 67 Mc Cready’s attempts to introduce practical agriculture into the 
curriculum of elementary and high school teachers never received widespread 
acceptance and in 1915 he left Guelph for Prince of Wales College in Charlottetown, 
ending, in his words, ‘one of the finest adventures in rural education’.68  
The second letter Stubbin sent to Story provided suggestions on how to induce 
city boys to the land. In it Stubbin outlined what he considered should be the future 
direction of agricultural education within the State. According to Stubbin’s 
suggestion this should revolve around a boarding and apprenticeship arrangement 
between the city boys and the country farmers. The scheme would be facilitated 
through the teachers in both locations.69 
Story took Stubbin’s letters as an opportunity to invite the inspectors to reply in 
the form of an assessment of agricultural education, Stubbin’s role and the future 
direction of both. He informed the inspectors that ‘from a Department point of view 
some good results have been achieved, but it is recognized that in other directions the 
results have been exceedingly disappointing’. Story then implored, ‘a candid 
expression of opinion from you is invited’ as to; 
Whether results have been achieved commensurate with the expenditure of 
money, school time, efforts of Mr Stubbin, and the labour of teachers and 
pupils; whether the results are sufficiently encouraging to justify a 
continuance of the work on present lines or whether modification, 
amplification or discontinuance is called for. 
The request was forwarded to the inspectors with Stubbin’s blunt analysis of 
the situation attached. To temper the replies Story added, ‘Mr. Stubbin is an 
enthusiast in his work and it is desired that the letters should be read and treated in 
the spirit in which they have been written’. Story’s letter also called for an analysis 
from the inspectors as to whether any value would be gained through the substituting 
of agriculture in the primary schools for lessons in manual trades; such as carpentry, 
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metal work and drawing for boys and domestic studies in cookery, dressmaking and 
millinery for the girls. If the inspectors were in favour of this substitution, Story 
pressed them to offer a further opinion as to whether this would be best suited to 
centrally located schools such as Nambour, Stanthorpe and Atherton.70 
The replies from the inspectors were less than heartening for the future of 
agricultural education in primary schools. Of the fifteen inspectors only Inspectors 
Fox, Radcliffe, McKenna, Kemp and Denniss were supportive of continuing 
agricultural education beyond merely the beautification of school’s grounds and the 
observance of Arbor Day tree planting. All of the inspectors except Oliver Radcliffe 
agreed with Stubbin’s view that the progress of work was hampered ‘by the absence 
of a desire on the part of the rural population for this class of instruction for their 
children’. This ‘apathy’ from the parents to have their children taught new skills, 
according to Bernard McKenna, stemmed from the view that ‘in their own childhood 
nothing of the sort was done, and with them it is a tradition that school is a place 
where the three R’s and a few other subjects are taught’. Parents, McKenna 
emphasised; had even questioned the need for medical and dental visits.71 Stubbin 
believed this parental apathy towards lessons in agriculture would not always exist. 
He could envisage a time, not too far distant, when subsistence farming, with the aid 
of more scientific agricultural methods, would give way to profitable production. He 
advised Story and the inspectors; 
For just as our Technical Colleges have sprung into existence because 
business men demanded that boys and girls should receive some training in 
their future occupation… so the time will come when farmers of all kinds 
will demand that the rural school shall give instruction in subjects that will 
fit the boys and girls to enter on their work on the farm as well equipped as 
the city child is for the city callings.72 
Inspector William Henry Smith agreed with Stubbin, but sided with the parents for 
alternative reasons. ‘The majority of children’ Smith advised; 
Have before them a life of manual labour and drudgery, therefore, to 
compensate for the inequities of birth and before they are of any substantial 
value to industry they should be given the enlightenment of education that 
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shows he is capable of conquering fortune through industry and good habits 
and the application of the tools of thought. However, teachers need to make 
school work less ‘bookish and more realistic’… he concluded; school 
gardening can be made a far more educative subject in the future than it has 
been hitherto. 73 
Inspector George Harrap was even less supportive when he remarked, ‘Mr Stubbin is 
an enthusiast and like other enthusiasts views the question from one side only, that 
side his own’. 74 
IDENTIFYING THE PROBLEM 
Although Stubbin had predicated his letters with an admission of his failure, 
many of the failings stemmed from problems beyond his control. The attitude of 
parents toward agriculture would have been influenced to a great extent by the 
attitude of the school teacher to the subject and how the teacher relayed these 
feelings to the pupils. Inspector James Johnson summarised;  
Unless in those few instances where the teacher is an enthusiast and “makes 
good” his pretensions I find the parents either passively indifferent or 
actively adverse to their children being employed in the school garden either 
in or out of the regular school hours.  
Further compounding this problem was according to Inspector Johnson; ‘enthusiastic 
and competent teachers are not always in areas suitable for experimental work, and 
those in suitable areas not always enthusiastic. 75 Teacher postings were beyond the 
control of Stubbin and this was an area he could fully appreciate as a difficult one, 
having seen firsthand the damaging effect his posting out of Christmas Creek had on 
the good work he had performed, which was then left in the hands of a less 
enthusiastic teacher.76 The war years were an especially bad time for this, as young 
enthusiastic male teachers signed up for duty; many never to return.77 This situation 
was further compounded by the number of female teachers in charge of schools in 
rural areas. Their attempts at agriculture were viewed by the local farmers with a 
variety of attitudes varying from mild amusement to outrage. This scepticism for the 
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females teaching agricultural subjects was not restrained to the farmers alone; 
Stubbin praised one particular female teacher’s efforts, suggesting that Anne Moore 
was sufficiently skilled to fully embrace experimental agriculture, only to have Story 
override his opinion and warn Stubbin and the teacher of the consequences. ‘This is a 
pleasing report,’ Story noted on the side of Stubbin’s report for Pinbarren Creek, ‘but 
I think it would be as well for the teacher to continue her successful garden work 
rather than to attempt experimental agricultural work. The former will be applauded 
locally: the latter may be scoffed at’.78 The view might be taken that Story’s 
comments displayed a misogynist temperament, and this may well have been his 
rationale.79 However, when viewed in light of the objections from the parents 
concerned about agricultural education, this comment appears more of a warning of 
the consequences to the future of agricultural education if a female teacher was to 
alienate the farming parents; especially if her experiments were successful. 
Struggling farmers who were already opposing the basic scientific changes being 
applied to agriculture would not have warmed to the idea that a young female teacher 
could produce a better crop than they could. Inspector William E. Benbow, in his 
report, provided many of the excuses that could be expected from a community 
hostile to successful school agriculture; ‘Most of our teachers are theorists, he wrote, 
‘who have imbibed their knowledge from books, and, as a rule, the practical farmer 
is rarely impressed with their opinions’ and if a school crop did succeed, he stated, 
‘the same operations conducted on a larger scale might result in failure’.80  
Undoubtedly though, the largest obstacle facing Stubbin’s success was the 
Schedule itself, and this too was beyond his control. Gardening and Agriculture were 
not compulsory lines under Nature Studies and as Inspector William Earnshaw 
noted; ‘Gardening is only one, of three or four alternative subjects, if teachers use the 
freedom of choice given in Schedule XVI to choose another subject then that has 
been accepted’. 81 Although Nature Study had become a compulsory subject under 
the new Schedule, there was room within the Schedule to ensure teachers not 
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wishing to undertake Gardening or Agriculture had no need to do so. This wriggle 
room was supported by some inspectors and endorsed by the Director, further 
frustrating Stubbin in his role to expand agricultural education throughout the State. 
SOME SUPPORT 
Despite the majority of inspectors being against the further expansion of 
agricultural education and in most cases feeling the results produced thus far had not 
equated to the effort and funds expended, there was still some support for Stubbin. 
Most of the inspectors reluctantly accepted that the teaching of agriculture was 
necessary for the development of Queensland and would be a benefit to the country 
child. Inspector Radcliffe best summarised this view, stating;   
A boy who has learnt the elementary principles underlying successful 
cultivation, and who has had the opportunity of seeing the result of 
experiments in the growing of various crops is more likely to become a 
successful farmer than one who has not had these advantages; and the 
knowledge that he has gained will certainly tend to make farm life more 
interesting, and to relieve it of some of its inevitable drudgery’.82 
Inspector Benbow, in contrast, believed a major problem existed facing any 
paradigm shift in agriculture that was to begin with educating the children. ‘It should 
be remembered’ he stated, ‘that as a rule the farmer is very conservative, and the boy 
on leaving school will have to carry out the instructions of his father and not his 
teacher’. 83 Despite this concern, there was support for Stubbin and a belief the work 
started with the pupils was filtering through to the homes and farms. Inspector 
Radcliffe thought ‘that Mr Stubbin rather underrates the results he has achieved’ and 
‘the extension of agricultural teaching is mainly due to his efforts’,84 whilst Inspector 
Clement Lynam Fox pointed out that;  
The general results achieved since Mr Stubbin took up his present duties 
afford justification for a continuance of the work… The good accomplished 
has not been confined to the school but is noticeable in the changes wrought 
in the home surroundings of many of the pupils. There is no doubt that the 
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interest of parents in gardening and tree planting has been awakened and 
sustained and continues to spread.85 
Whilst Inspector Herbert Denniss did not agree with the way things had 
progressed to this point, he did agree a future direction may be a central school with 
an ‘agricultural top taking the place of a secondary top’ ‘In a country which must for 
many years depend mainly on its primary industries Denniss wrote, the total 
discontinuance of agricultural instruction in schools would be a great mistake’. Then, 
endorsing the plan outlined by Stubbin, Denniss affirmed, ‘Mr Stubbin’s statement of 
the case for the rural school is quite reasonable’.86 
A  SUCCESSFUL SCHEME 
One of the great successes coming out of this period of change was Stubbin 
noticing in his travels to most of the schools in the South-East Moreton district—a 
district renowned as one of Queensland’s premier dairying regions—that almost no-
one was engaged in teaching milk and cream testing. This was despite many of the 
schools possessing the "Altos" four-bottle (closed in) testing machine, together with 
the necessary glassware-milk and cream bottles, pipettes, thermometer, and acid 
measures. This £3 worth of equipment and correct training was all that was necessary 
for the task. Milk and cream testing was vital to the farmers’ and State’s economic 
futures, ‘for in no other way can the real value of a dairy cow be found’ Stubbin 
stated, ‘than through the testing machine’. ‘Nor’, he insisted, ‘is there a better way of 
improving the dairy herds throughout the land’. 
To get things started as soon as possible; Stubbin approached the managers at 
the Beaudesert and Kingston Butter Factories to see if they would assist by training 
teachers in the testing procedures on a Saturday. The Beaudesert facility was glad to 
assist in any way possible however, the directors at Kingston ‘refused to take 
teachers for practice in testing’. Stubbin felt this was not going to be a viable solution 
and immediately called for the conducting of courses to begin in schools over the 
weekends. He offered to teach the first courses until sufficient teachers became 
competent to instruct in the subject. The view was to expand these courses across the 
State to every region involved in dairying. Story supported Stubbin in this venture, 
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noting on the side of the report, ‘I regard the milk and cream testing classes as the 
most practical classes in the dairying districts’.87 Story then clarified this stating, ‘I 
asked Mr Stubbin to evolve a scheme for the teaching of milk and cream testing’.88 
The subject was to be taught to all boys and girls in the higher classes, but this 
required teachers capable of instructing on the topic and Stubbin’s view was, ‘if we 
wish the teachers to teach certain subjects it must be our first duty to teach them’. 
Stubbin spent two days from 16 September, gathering enough equipment for three 
testing units; he then constructed stands for them. The first teachers’ course on milk 
and cream testing was conducted at Beaudesert starting on Saturday 18 September 
1915, and ran each weekend for around eight to ten weeks, with Stubbin as the 
instructor. The course was attended by fourteen teachers, comprising ten male and 
four female teachers from thirteen different schools, and responsible for four hundred 
and fifty pupils between them. At Stubbin’s suggestion free rail passes were provided 
by the department for those requiring them.89 On completion of the course the 
Department of Agriculture tested each teacher and upon passing the exam the teacher 
was granted a certificate of qualification. All of the teachers on this first course 
passed and each of their schools received a milk and cream testing outfit at their 
department’s expense.90 The success of this course led to the department conducting 
further courses in April, May and June 1916 at Nambour, Cooroy and Gympie 
respectively. A total of fifty-six teachers from the surround districts attended and 
gained their certificates at the Department of Agriculture’s exam on 22 July 1916.91 
By the end of 1920 over two hundred teachers from over one hundred and fifty 
schools had qualified to teach milk and cream testing and were utilising this line of 
instruction under Nature Knowledge to impart on their pupils the skills essential to 
any dairy farmer wishing to prosper. In the same way Stubbin had improved the lot 
and prosperity of maize farmers through instruction in seed selection; he also started 
the process of stock selection based on milk production and its fat content to better 
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the lives of dairy farmers. This increased chance of prosperity provided the 
opportunity for more farmers to stay on the land and increased the opportunity for 
regional development within the State. This success was however tempered with a 
degree of failure too. 
A survey completed in 1919 revealed that of more than one hundred and thirty 
teachers to reply, around one hundred were still conducting milk and cream testing in 
their schools, of these however; just twenty were performing excellent work; sixty 
were operating on a satisfactory basis, but could improve with some refresher points; 
and a few ‘were doing most unsatisfactory work’ and ‘wasting time on the subject’. 
The problem was, teachers trained and competent in the task, once alone and left to 
their own devices could easily become lax, teaching just the components they felt 
necessary or worse allow inaccuracies to creep into their methods. The dual tyrannies 
of distance and isolation were again proving detrimental to the agricultural education 
plans of Stubbin and Story.92 
A CHANGE OF DIRECTION 
The changes made to Stubbin’s role in 1914 highlighted a major turning point 
in both his career and the future of agricultural education within Queensland: milk 
and cream testing had begun; the inspectors had all openly commented on the future 
direction of the department’s role in teaching agriculture; and both Stubbin and Story 
separately toured the southern States to review their systems of agricultural 
education. Over the next two years Story would finalise his three-tiered plan for 
agricultural education in Queensland. A plan that included, for the first time in 
Australia, centralised primary schools specifically targeted at training children in the 
new scientific approach to agriculture and aimed at keeping the country children on 
the land was implemented. In effect it created a yeoman class to facilitate a rural 
hegemony for the purpose of State development. 
STORY TOURS NEW SOUTH WALES AND VICTORIA 
In March 1914, J.D. Story toured the agricultural education facilities of New 
South Wales and Victoria. At Hawkesbury College, in New South Wales, Story met 
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with the College Principal, Henry William Potts, who assured him that in his 
opinion, Queensland was progressing agricultural education along the correct lines. 
Potts was impressed with the concept of agricultural high schools like those at 
Hurlestone, and in relaying the worth of this type of school as a feeder to his college, 
Potts disclosed to Story, he ‘would like to see half a dozen “Hurlestones” in NSW’.93 
Story twice toured the facilities at Hurlestone to assess the school’s merits and 
shortcomings, and to see how these might be useful in formulating Queensland’s 
agricultural education model. Outlining his observations of Hurlestone’s operation, 
Story was critical that students could not specialise. He wrote ‘there is no special 
practical course, students must go through the whole general practical course’. 
Continuing, Story stated, ‘that is a student could not specialise in dairying, or orchard 
work, or wool-work; he would have to take all three’.94  
This shortcoming was also noted by John Halsted the Supervisor of Agriculture 
for the State. Halsted strongly supported the plans Story outlined to him for 
Queensland’s agricultural education and confided to Story that Hurlestone was a 
failure, ‘run on the wrong lines’ and ‘caters for the children of the well-to-do rather 
than the children of poorer parents who want to get on to the land and who have an 
inclination that way’.95  
Whilst detailing his plans for a Queensland school, to be established at the 
Agricultural Department’s failed Hermitage State Farm near Warwick, Story clearly 
stated the need for students to be able to specialise in subjects needed for farming in 
their locality.96 This seemed a common sense approach, ensuring for example, boys 
destined for fruit tree cultivation need not waste their time or department funds 
learning wool and sheep work. However, the narrowing of the curriculum, from the 
general agriculture certificated courses of the New South Wales model, to specific 
training in localised farming techniques, is indicative of Story’s intentions for 
Queensland’s agricultural education system to primarily produce farmers, rather than 
to create a pathway to the Agricultural College. This may be related to the belief that 
                                                 
93  ———, Item ID. 995744. Memo dated Thursday-19th March. 
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Gatton was not serving the purpose it was intended for, and the preparation of 
students to proceed on to Gatton was a wasted effort until the College’s problems 
were addressed.97 During his visit, Story confided in Hurlestone’s Principal, Frank 
McMullen, his plan to systemise nature studies. McMullen commended the plan, 
stating he ‘always firmly believed that much of the Nature-Study work has lacked 
aim, definiteness, and educational value and has resulted in a regrettable waste of 
educational time and effort’.98  
Story left New South Wales confident in his plans to systemise primary school 
agricultural studies, leading to a high school course at Hermitage and possibly onto 
Gatton College. These courses, he knew, should progress from one to the next, with 
exit points at each level for those not wishing, or capable, of proceeding. 99 
Two weeks later, Story toured Ballarat Agricultural High School, accompanied 
by the Victorian Director of Public Instruction, Frank Tate. Story observed that 
although Ballarat had started as an agricultural school it now operated as a secondary 
school with an agricultural section. Of the almost four hundred students, Story 
annotated, nearly all pupils ‘take the Junior and Senior exams, and go to teaching, 
State and Federal positions, commercial and professional life. Possibly not ten per 
cent go to actual farming’.100 One aspect of the Ballarat institution that did impress 
Story was the Principal John Henry Refshauge. Described by Tate as ‘Victoria’s best 
man in this line of work’, and most importantly to Story, ‘not a graduate and not a 
highly classified teacher’. Refshauge was of Danish extraction and the son of a 
farmer, ‘a good teacher’, who, according to Tate, had ‘done successful agricultural 
work in his school’. He was a ‘widely read, practical self-made man’. When 
comparing this practical instructor with the academic educator at Hurlstone, Story 
wrote that ‘on the whole’ Refshauge ‘impressed me as a better man for this 
agricultural work than Frank McMullen of Hurlstone who is more of a “cultural” 
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man’.101 In later correspondence, discussing the development of Queensland’s Rural 
Schools, Story emphasised to the District Inspectors the importance of selecting 
practical teachers for the schools, telling them; ‘the success or failure of the scheme 
will depend to a very large extent upon the teachers selected for the work’. ‘The men 
for the agricultural work’ Story instructed, ‘should be selected with the very greatest 
care and judgment; they should be trained teachers and agricultural enthusiasts—men 
of the Wilson, Bartlett, Jensen, Pascoe type are needed’.102  
Each of these head teachers was well known to Story and their District 
Inspectors for the quality of their agricultural teaching—both in theory and practice. 
Joseph T. Wilson of Woombye was awarded a departmental prize for his ‘excellent 
work in experimental agriculture’, his ‘systematic recording of work done’ and for 
providing the ‘most valuable knowledge gained by pupils of the theory and practice 
of fruit culture’. Orlando Bartlett of Doctor’s Creek received similarly positive 
reports from his District Inspector, Alexander Mutch, who commented that for a 
‘small school’ Bartlett was ‘markedly successful in giving a decided agricultural 
trend to school work’. The head teacher of Plainview, James Peter Jensen, also 
caught his District Inspector’s attention for his ‘well organized experimental work in 
agriculture and horticulture’ and for ensuring the ‘keen interest of pupils’ was 
secured’. Despite these glowing reports each of these men remained within the 
traditional schooling system with their only involvement in the coming Rural 
Schools being as head teachers of linked schools or as inspectors.103 The exception to 
these men was Vyvyan Pascoe, the head teacher of Lark Hill. After a series of 
transfers between 1914 and 1920, Pascoe was rewarded for his years of dedication to 
agricultural education, in which he grew experimental crops of ‘sugar-cane, 
arrowroot, maize, potatoes, and various fodder plants’. Reports state these 
experiments were ‘eminently practical and carefully correlated with indoor work’.  
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This positioned Pascoe as the future choice for the head teacher at Marburg Rural 
School when it started in 1920.104 
Story culminated his tour of the southern States by meeting with Walter Scott 
Campbell to discuss the Victorian agricultural schools. Campbell had previously held 
the position of Director of Agriculture in NSW. He assured Story that in his opinion 
the plan for agricultural education in Queensland was sound, provided the courses 
were suitably arranged. He felt the Victorian attempt had been unsuccessful for a 
number of reasons, primarily they were not, in the true sense, Agricultural High 
Schools and because of this they had failed to attract a ‘preponderance of pupils who 
intended to settle on the land’. The courses they do run in the agricultural section are 
not sufficiently practical to convince the farmers to send their sons for further 
education, whilst the remainder of the lessons, such as science and physics, lacked 
any correlation to agriculture.105 Historians have since noted that these failings 
reflect Tate’s primary reason for establishing agricultural high schools was more 
about introducing continuation education, particularly for teachers, whilst avoiding 
the wrath of the private secondary schools, as well as the politicians and public, 
opposed to any State funded classical education beyond the elementary years.106 
Tate’s pretence in establishing agricultural high schools was intended to placate these 
objectors whilst, in reality, laying the foundation infrastructure for the State’s 
secondary education system. Well aware of these shortcomings, Story noted the 
necessary changes to his plans for agricultural secondary schools. The major 
differentiation made between his plans and that of the Victorian and New South 
Wales models is the importance Story placed on the systemising of agricultural 
education in the primary schools, which ultimately led to the introduction of 
Queensland primary schools with a specific agrarian curriculum. In Soldiers of the 
Service Vol II; More Early Queensland Educators and their Schools, Greg Logan 
notes Story’s ‘consultative development’ of ideas, and suggests, Story initially 
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conceived the Rural Schools from information gained during this tour of Victoria and 
New South Wales.107 
Story initially outlined his plans for systemising agricultural education in 
February 1914 and he had this plan with him on his tour of Victoria and New South 
Wales. Story’s notes from this tour clearly demonstrate that in addition to those 
already mentioned, he discussed his ‘General Scheme’ for the systemising of 
Queensland’s agricultural education with Peter Board, Director of Education in 
NSW; Henry Potts, Principal of Hawkesbury College; Robert Dickie Watt, Professor 
of Agriculture at the Sydney University; Frank McMullen, Principal of Hurlestone 
College, Frank Tate, Director of Education in Victoria; and John Refshauge, 
Principal of Ballarat Agricultural School and that all of these men endorsed the ideas 
Story presented. 
 
Figure 0.1. Handwritten notes by Story indicating who had seen and approved of his plans for 
Queensland’s agricultural education.108 
It is true that Story drew information from a wide variety of sources and 
consulted extensively about the formation of Queensland’s agricultural education, 
however, it is not prudent to believe he had not formatted his own program prior to 
these visits. Clearly from the discussions Story had on this tour, he already possessed 
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a structured plan for Queensland’s agricultural education; he sought comment of this 
plan from those he met; and used the evidence he gleaned from observation on this 
trip, along with Stubbin’s findings, to fine tune these general objectives. 
STUBBIN’S AGRICULTURAL TOUR OF THE SOUTHERN STATES, 1914 
In March 1914, Stubbin was granted extended leave and intended to tour New 
Zealand with his wife. His plans were altered when Story returned from his trip and 
it became apparent ‘the forward movement in the teaching of rural subjects in rural 
schools’, within Queensland, was well under way. Stubbin instead toured Tasmania, 
Victoria and New South Wales to assess the extent to which these States had 
incorporated agrarian lessons into their primary schools. He departed on 4 April 
1914, four days later than originally planned. His ship the Orsova was delayed due to 
a quarantine period for a smallpox outbreak four weeks earlier. This delay hampered 
the Tasmanian investigations, as all the schools were closed for the Easter break.109  
TASMANIA 
Stubbin still managed to use the time in Tasmania productively, with tours of 
their produce markets and meetings about the State’s agriculture and instruction in 
fruit culture. At the Tasmanian Markets, he noted with interest, the growers had 
graded their apples for ‘size, colour and freedom from blemish’. The apples were 
‘attractively packed and the cases were marked with the grower’s name and address’. 
This Stubbin was informed, had led to several large London buyers not only 
requesting Tasmanian apples, but those of particular growers. An extra benefit of 
this, he observed, was the care growers took in grading and packing their fruit almost 
eliminated the government requirement for supervision and inspection before 
exporting. On touring the orchards, Stubbin admired the patience of the farmers. 
Unlike Queensland, he noted, where the wheat and maize farmer gets all he can from 
his land, with a crop every year, the Tasmanian orchardist rubs the blossoms from his 
trees for the first six years, only allowing a crop after seven years. This not only 
produces much heavier yields, but a tree more resilient to drought and disease. The 
next day Stubbin met with the Director of Education, William McCoy, as well as the 
department’s nature study expert, William John Princep Burton. Burton was an 
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experienced agricultural educator who had been appointed to this position in June 
1913. Prior to his Tasmanian appointment Burton had spent six years as the 
‘organiser of nature study and rural subjects in the elementary schools of the North 
Riding of Yorkshire’.110 Later that day Stubbin toured the orchard of Clarence 
Fremlin at Glenorchy, which was considered one of the State’s best. Fremlin told 
Stubbin he had purchased the eight acre orchard five years earlier when it was 
overgrown by weeds and the trees were all diseased. He grafted new tops on the trees 
and cut back the overgrowth. Then, with five years of consistent mulching, the 
application of fertilisers and turning the soil every fortnight, his orchard now 
produced higher quality, heavier yields than all his neighbours. The final graded and 
packed produce from this farm, Stubbin wrote, ‘stood out in marked contrast to 
anything to be seen on the Queensland markets’. In addition to his lessons on grading 
and packing, Stubbin was instructed in methods of pest control and grafting 
techniques. The following day Stubbin went to the Agricultural Department to meet 
with the Director, Albert H. Benson and John Osbourne, the department’s fruit 
expert.111 The two men further educated Stubbin on fruit cultivation and provided 
him with a quantity of reading material on the topic. In the afternoon Stubbin took a 
harbour cruise at the invitation of the Director, and had the opportunity to discuss 
with teachers from all over Tasmania, the progress of agrarian education within the 
State. Stubbin annotated the shortcomings in the Tasmanian system, writing, that the 
teaching of agricultural lessons was devoted to the metropolitan schools and even 
then the lessons were more theoretical than practical. Moreover, it was not a 
compulsory subject and the training of teachers in this area had ceased.112  
VICTORIA 
Stubbin left Tasmania bound for Victoria aboard the Malwa. He docked in 
Melbourne on 20 April and over the next five days Stubbin met with the State’s fruit 
expert, Patrick Carmody, and visited Pascoe Vale and Camberwell State Schools. 
Carmody openly admitted the difficulties facing the State in agricultural education 
stemmed primarily from a lack of cooperation between the Departments of 
Agriculture and Education. In his written conclusions of his visit, Stubbin pointed to 
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the absence of a Teacher of Agriculture as another contributing factor to this State’s 
aimlessness in the teaching of agriculture in primary schools. Stubbin was clearly 
unimpressed with what he had seen in Victoria, noting as the only exception, the 
outstanding efforts of the head teacher, Samuel Trend and the students at 
Camberwell.113 In a large city school, with no space for a garden, ‘in every room the 
beautiful was brought into the school life. On ledges round the walls or in hanging 
pots or baskets across the middle of the room there were flowering plants or ferns’. 
This was a demonstration of what Stubbin had consistently urged Queensland 
teachers to do when they complained they had no space for a garden. Trend had 
impressed upon Stubbin that the introduction of the plants and ferns, along with 
woodwork lessons for the boys, was significant ‘as very powerful factors in the 
moulding of character’.  
Trend asserted that he very frequently found that a boy who was often careless, 
indolent and sometimes very troublesome before beginning the woodworking class, 
very soon found an interest in being able to make something useful for himself. This 
class of boy also found that the more advanced he was in ordinary school work, the 
better was he able to do his woodwork. This of course increased his interest in the 
three R’s, and a better citizen resulted. Stubbin concluded, ‘I am convinced the 
introduction of garden work will have a similar effect on our children’.114 
NEW SOUTH WALES 
Sailing on the Morea, Stubbin reached Sydney on Friday, 1 May. The next day 
he visited Blackfriars School where the head teacher, Alexander Greenlaw Hamilton, 
was keen to demonstrate his school’s efforts at nature studies. Hamilton was 
considered an expert in the field of nature study and had been involved in ‘promoting 
the subject in accordance with Peter Board’s new syllabus, lecturing to teachers at 
many centres’.115 Stubbin found the teaching of nature studies within the class was of 
a good standard; however, the practical side of agricultural education was not nearly 
as good. Although attempts at agriculture had been made, the attention to detail and 
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the quality of the garden beds failed to impress Stubbin. Hamilton also ran the Rural 
Camp Schools, and the idea of these did make an impression on Stubbin, especially 
when Hamilton expressed that ‘these schools were the means of leading many boys 
to settle on the land, and give others a knowledge of rural life’.116 
In summing up the findings of his tour, Stubbin expressed that in his opinion 
Queensland was not behind the others States. ‘Without wishing to be boastful,’ 
Stubbin wrote, ‘in the matters of school gardening, school agriculture and tree 
planting, in none of the States did I hear of School Gardens like I have seen in scores 
of Queensland schools’. This, he felt particularly applied to the field of experimental 
agriculture. Alluding to the advancement being made in Queensland towards the 
introduction of Rural Schools, Stubbin finished his assessment stating, ‘now that an 
effort is to be made to specialise, Queensland will, I hope, do still better work in the 
directions mentioned above’.117 
Although Stubbin had found agricultural education was present to a degree in 
each of the States visited; he also noted the shortcomings of these attempts. Only in 
New South Wales had he found an effort made at keeping children on the land 
through the application of agricultural education, though even here it was only on a 
small scale, whilst the Victorian educators had virtually ignored the topic despite 
impressing the usefulness of this type of education in moulding the character of 
children. The trip did serve a purpose however; Stubbin’s findings confirmed the 
Queensland plan was sound—children could be moulded through this type of 
education—and the Tasmanian experience ensured fruit packing would be integrated 
into the Rural School curriculum, becoming a competitive event in order to instil in 
the children the importance of packaging in the presentation and sale of their 
produce.118 
CARMICHAEL REPORT 
As Minister of Education in New South Wales between 1911 and 1915, 
Ambrose Campbell Carmichael worked with Director Peter Board to instigate 
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sweeping reforms. When he suffered a breakdown in early 1914, he utilised the 
recuperation time to tour the United States, Great Britain and Europe to investigate 
the work undertaken by other nations in a number of areas including agricultural 
education.  
Born in Hobart Town in 1866 Carmichael moved to the mainland in 1888. He 
tried his hand as a teacher, both in Sydney and Brisbane, before attempting and 
failing as a settler in the Lachlan Valley region of New South Wales. An interest in 
politics developed during his time as a settler led him to join the Leichhardt branch 
of the Labor Party and begin his career in politics.  Carmichael held a variety of 
positions and fell in and out of favour in the tumultuous New South Wales Labor 
Party of the early 1900s. He resigned from parliament in 1915 and shortly after this 
he took up the war cause, first raising recruits, then enlisting himself and leading a 
distinguished military life. The highlight of his political career was the extensive 
report he produced comparing foreign education systems with the system in place in 
New South Wales.119  
Carmichael tabled the report of this tour in the New South Wales Parliament on 
his return to Australia. The report detailed the efforts being taken abroad to advance 
agricultural education and highlighted the errors being made in this area in New 
South Wales.120 In New South Wales, ‘the practical man has a contempt for theory, 
and will not change, Carmichael stressed; ‘till he has been conclusively shown by 
actual experience that a combination of theory and practice gives results infinitely 
better than can be obtained by practice alone’. This was directly related to the 
differing realities Carmichael had noted between farming, by necessity, through 
intensive agriculture in Europe as opposed to ‘the large holdings in New South that 
have made it comparatively easy for agriculturists to make a fair income with 
empirical methods’. Comparing the wheat yields of countries with small holdings 
and intensive cultivation to those of Australia and the United States, where farming 
is undertaken on much larger acreages, Carmichael documented that whilst Belgium 
produces 38.6 bushels per acre, the Netherlands, 37.5 bushels per acre and the United 
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Kingdom, 32.9 bushels per acre—Australia and the United States could manage just 
12.5 and 12.1 bushels per acre respectively. With the vast amounts of agricultural 
land available in Australia, there was no need or desire to adopt the new scientific 
approaches to agriculture, whereas Carmichael stressed ‘in the older countries the 
need for making both land and labour productive to the utmost degree has forced the 
farmer to listen attentively to what the scientific agriculturist has to say’.121 
Carmichael then laid down the foundations for what, in his opinion, should be 
the future direction of agricultural education in New South Wales. The report 
suggested the broadening of nature studies and elementary agricultural courses, 
which should be reinforced through the implementation of competitions and the 
awarding of prizes comprising gardening tools and materials. A main feature of the 
report was the notion of the banding together of smaller rural schools in a centralised 
location to create a combined school with an agricultural bias. It would be necessary 
for the parents of children at these district rural schools to provide sufficient land for 
their children in order for them to conduct the practical agricultural side of their 
studies. These initiatives were to be complimented by the establishment, where 
required, of agricultural high schools to provide the stepping stone from elementary 
agricultural studies through to the university courses. Underpinning the success of 
these changes was, according to Carmichael, the need for ‘effective cooperation to be 
established between the Education Department and the Department of Agriculture’. 
The problem Carmichael perceived lay in the citizen each department was charged 
with educating; agriculture’s role was to educate the adult whilst Public Instruction 
the child. In Carmichael’s opinion this was not an insurmountable problem and the 
two departments should have been able to work together to educate the whole of the 
community.122 
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QUEENSLAND’S RESPONSE 
The Queensland Parliament sought a response from Story, asking him to 
address the suggestions in the report tabled by Carmichael and advise how 
Queensland compared. Story replied that ‘the recommendations were in accord with 
schemes which have been in operation in the Queensland department for many 
years’.123 The principal variation between the ideas proposed by Carmichael and the 
plan already devised by Story lay in the land allocated for practical agriculture and 
the involvement of the Agricultural Department. Carmichael’s plan relied on the 
farming parents providing their children with a section of land to practice the theory 
taught at school and the provision of land for the same purpose by farmers adjacent 
to the school grounds.  
This may have been an option in New South Wales, though it seems doubtful 
considering the plan was not instigated, however, as previously explained, the 
Queensland farmer struggling to produce a living whilst clearing a selection would 
be loathe to relinquish any land to experimentation proposed by a school teacher. 
Furthermore, it is even less likely this would occur on the advice of a female teacher 
or that a daughter would be permitted to practice agriculture at home. The second 
difference was Carmichael’s reliance on cooperation between the Departments of 
Agriculture and Education. The Queensland experience is clear evidence that the 
Agricultural Department had neither the means nor the inclination to educate the 
small scale agriculturalists on the specifics of farming in their unique locality. This 
was a task that could only be achieved through the use of the State’s primary schools 
as ‘little state farms’ and the moulding of the children through a structured 
curriculum as a new yeoman class.124 
The proceedings of 1910-15 were significant in shaping the future of 
Queensland agricultural education. Out of this period grew the notion of a systemised 
approach to agricultural education, starting with central agricultural primary schools 
in rural areas progressing through agricultural secondary schools and from there on 
to Gatton Agricultural College or the new Agricultural faculty at Queensland 
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University. This approach, it was suggested, would keep the country child on the 
land; what was missing from this plan was the incentive to draw the city boy to the 
land. The maximum compulsory school age was fourteen and children proceeding 
with their education sat for their secondary school scholarships at thirteen or 
younger. It was also common for children wishing to embark on a trade or 
commercial employment to enter the Central Technical College at thirteen. In 
comparison, to enter Gatton Agricultural College a student needed to be fifteen. This 
consequently left up to a two year period between a student finishing the fifth grade 
and being permitted to enter the Agricultural College. City parents with children 
wishing to pursue an agrarian life faced the dilemma of having a two year hiatus in 
their education. Many were unconvinced that there was any benefit in pursuing 
training at thirteen out on the farms and consequently they selected other types of 
employment. The ‘missing link’, as Story described it was a Metropolitan Farm 
School that would fill the gap between completing fifth class and being eligible to 
enter Gatton College.125 
Stubbin used holiday time to select a site on the north side of Brisbane for the 
farm school. The site comprising one hundred and fifty acres adjacent to Hutton’s 
Bacon Factory at Zillmere was purchased for £1500 in July, 1914.126 He initially 
intended to transfer ‘the educational side of the Gatton Institution to Zillmere whilst 
retaining the Gatton Institution for general practical agricultural purposes’. The 
reasoning behind this was to match ‘the prevailing world-wide tendency to bring the 
higher Agricultural College into close touch with the University and the large centres 
of population’.  One of the stated benefits for having the Agricultural College located 
closer to the populace and therefore a significant inducement for those concerned 
over the State’s rising levels of urbanisation was that, ‘boys in the metropolis who 
desire to obtain an Agricultural Education may be able to live at home and attend the 
Agricultural College’. Unfortunately for Story’s plans the outbreak of war that year, 
and other financial considerations, delayed any further efforts aimed at creating this 
educational link until the 1920s. Not to be deterred, Story turned his full attention 
                                                 
125  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 995789. Extract from 1913 Annual Report for Department of 
Public Instruction, paragraphs 121-122. Note: the term ‘Class’ is utilised by the Department of 
Instruction to describe the year level of schooling. As such ‘fourth class is the same as grade four. 
126  ———, Item ID. 995789. 5 March, 1920. Report titled ‘Question of the Utilization for Practical 
Agricultural Purposes of an Educational Nature of the Farm School Site at Zillmere'. 
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and Stubbin’s efforts to the idea of Rural Schools; an idea he believed could further 
the cause of agricultural education and be achieved within the department’s war-
constrained budget.127 
 
Figure 0.2. The graph designed to illustrate the way in which Queensland schools should be arranged 
to secure effective coordination in Agricultural Education. Produced by the ‘Select Committee, 
                                                 
127  ———, Item ID. 995789. 5 March, 1920. Report titled ‘Question of the Utilization for Practical 
Agricultural Purposes of an Educational Nature of the Farm School Site at Zillmere'. 
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appointed by the Senate, to Report upon the Question of the Organization and Development of 
Agricultural Education in Queensland'. J. D. Story, Chairman. 
Under a ‘systemised’ plan for agricultural education, Story stated, primary 
schools should progress the children towards Rural School, secondary education, the 
Technical Colleges or employment as a miscellaneous worker. The Rural School 
would provide employment opportunities for the boys and preparation for household 
duties for the girls as well as the skills to apply for suitable classes at the Technical 
Colleges. The secondary schools would qualify students to proceed to the 
Agricultural College, University, or a higher level of employment whilst the 
Agricultural College provided a stepping stone to the University, or an even higher 
level of employment. The University would naturally ‘train students for higher 
professional and specialised positions’.128 
AGRICULTURAL OR TRADE TRAINING SCHOOLS? 
The reports of the District Inspectors regarding the future of agricultural 
education in Queensland’s primary schools provided Under Secretary J.D. Story with 
an additional insight. There was a consensus of opinion among the inspectors that the 
schools achieving quality results in agriculture and experimental crops were those 
staffed by the enthusiast; and the movement of these teachers due to posting directly 
impacted on the outside work. The majority believed this would only be overcome 
through the operation of centrally located schools with trained staff; however some 
considered this cost prohibitive. There was agreement that teaching Manual and 
Domestic trades as opposed to Agriculture would be easier. The former are not 
subject to the vagaries of climate and soil condition and as such can be taught inside 
the classroom the whole year round. 129 This was not however a wholehearted 
endorsement of Manual and Domestic lessons by all the inspectors.130 Several 
warned of the need for staff well trained in the subjects they were to teach. As 
Inspector Johnson aptly summarised; ‘It is no use a teacher trying to instruct 
                                                 
128  ———, Item ID. 995789. ‘Report of the Select Committee, appointed by the Senate, to Report upon 
the Question of the Organization and Development of Agricultural Education in Queensland’. 
129  ———, Item ID. 995746. Inspector Fox, 'Report on Department Agriculture Policy' 8 March, 1916. 
130  ———, Item ID. 995746. 'Circular Letter to the Inspectors of Schools', 5 February, 1916. 
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Millinery to a class of girls while at the same time everyone knows that her own hat 
is “a perfect fright”’.131  
The trade based skills may have received support ahead of the agricultural 
subjects for ease of teaching, however, the seven inspectors that still supported 
agriculture, although acknowledging the difficulties of teaching this subject, pressed 
the point that the trades depended on industry and there would be no industry without 
first having a successful agricultural sector. 132 
Many of the inspectors, through their reports to Story, demonstrated an insight 
into the problems facing the State and the role education could play in overcoming 
them, especially through the teaching of Agriculture. Inspector Fox noted that if 
trade related classes were to replace the agricultural lessons this ‘might have the 
effect of encouraging the present tendency among country people to leave the land 
and drift townwards’ and he warned, ‘I do not think this should be lost sight of’.133 
The pointed reference to Queensland’s burgeoning urban populace and the inability 
of the current crop of farmers to prosper sufficiently under a closer settlement policy 
was at the heart of why agricultural education was first introduced, and the fact this 
problem still existed would have weighed heavily on Story’s decision making 
process. One of Story’s trusted advisers, Inspector McKenna, posed the question; 
‘What industries determine Queensland’s prosperity?’ ‘Farming, Grazing, Mining,’ 
he stated, and mining, especially for gold, is all but finished. Any future for 
Queensland, he clarified, will ‘depend chiefly on the farmer and the grazier’ and if 
we allow the farmers to fail it would mean ‘the collapse of the industrial and social 
fabric’. McKenna reminded Story that the Gatton College, the Kamerunga Nursery 
and the State farms were all failures at what they had set out to achieve,  that being, 
advice and training for farmers to ensure they could succeed on the land. He 
reiterated; 
I hold therefore, that it is the business of the Government at all events to see 
that the scientific principles of successful farm work are taught, and that 
such teaching should take precedence of Commercial subjects… Since these 
                                                 
131  ———, Item ID. 995746. District Inspector, Jason Johnston, 'Report on the Teaching of Agriculture'. 
18 February, 1916. 
132  ———, Item ID. 995746. Reports of Inspectors; Earnshaw, Mc Kenna, Smith, Fewtrell, Taylor, 
Kemp and Radcliffe. 
133  ———, Item ID. 995746. Inspector Fox, 'Report on Department Agriculture Policy' 8 March, 1916. 
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institutions, especially set apart for rural education, have failed in their 
object, should we attempt to fill the breach? I think we should.134 
Inspector Kemp held the opinion that whilst agriculture should take priority 
over manual training, the two were not mutually exclusive. ‘I do not think manual 
training should supplant agricultural work’, Kemp wrote, ‘the man who goes on the 
land as an agriculturalist or a dairyman is the person who is likely to benefit by 
having had manual training, especially when left to his own resources’.135 
DOMESTIC ECONOMY AND HYGIENE STUDIES FOR GIRLS 
A key aspect in enabling country children to stay on the land and create 
communities was to ensure they had the support of a wife and that the wife was 
trained efficiently in the skills required of her to support her farming husband, keep 
him healthy and strong, and raise the next generation to succeed them on the land. 
Initial steps towards achieving this outcome began with a change to the Schedule in 
1913 that saw the introduction of ‘Domestic Economy and Hygiene’ as an alternative 
subject in girls’ schools. However, the same problems that infringed on the teaching 
of nature studies also impeded the initial teaching of this subject. As the Minister for 
Public Instruction, James William Blair informed the teachers assembled for their 
annual conference in 1913;  
One of the weaknesses of the past has been the introducing of a special 
subject and the thrusting of the teaching of that subject upon men and 
women who had never been trained to teach it. Success under those 
conditions is not possible. 
The Minister’s solution was to suggest the appointment of a specialist teacher 
to travel to the schools and teach the subject, ‘should opportunity offer’.136 Like 
Agriculture, Hygiene too had an ulterior benefit for the State. Each citizen, the 
Minister asserted, is of economic value to the State. The mean age of death in 1912 
was just over thirty-eight years of age.  
                                                 
134  ———, Item ID. 995746. Inspector Mc Kenna, 'Report on Agricultural Policy of Department',  2 
February, 1916. pp.2-3. 
135  ———, Item ID. 995746. Inspector Charles Kemp, 'Report re Department Agriculture Policy' 15 
February, 1916. 
136  Queensland Department of Public Instruction, "Education Office Gazette," Vol. 15 (1913): January. 
p. 7. 'Address by the Hon. J. W. Blair, Minister for Public Instruction, at the Opening of the Teachers' 
Conference, 13th January, 1913. 
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Speaking of the worth of the investment by the State in school medical and 
dental checks as well as the teaching of hygiene, the Minister asked;  
If by means of medical and dental inspection and treatment and the science 
of hygiene generally, we could lengthen, be it ever so slightly, the average 
span of the Queensland life, would not the results from both the 
humanitarian and financial points of view abundantly justify our efforts? 137 
Unfortunately, when Australia joined the War in August 1914 these plans, along with 
many of Story’s agricultural plans could not be funded. The promise of a continued 
course of agricultural education, starting at the elementary level and proceeding 
through agricultural high schools then on to Gatton College abated. Story’s plan was 
frustrated by the failure to establish agricultural high schools, due primarily to the 
lack of funds owing to War commitments. ‘The effects of the war have been world-
wide’, and ‘Queensland has naturally suffered’ the Minister informed the teachers at 
the 1915 conference. Stressing the difficulties he stated;  
The condition of the revenue of our State, the stringent necessity for the 
curtailment of expenditure, and the uncertainty of the future have arrested 
development in many directions. Our schemes for trade schools, domestic 
schools, and farm schools are in abeyance.138 
The Rural Schools however did proceed. The plan proposing Rural Schools 
was approved in September 1914 with the intention to open the first one at Nambour 
in 1916. The same financial constraints along with indecision over whether to 
purchase additional land for agricultural plots postponed the opening of Nambour 
Rural School until January 1917. This delay provided Story with the opportunity to 
present his plans for agricultural primary schools to the Directors of Education from 
all the other States when they met in Adelaide for the first Conference of Directors. 
THE 1916 DIRECTORS OF EDUCATION CONFERENCE, ADELAIDE 
In 1916, Story was invited to the Directors of Education Conference in 
Adelaide. As the only attendee that was not a Director of Education, this was an 
indication of the respect for his input among the Nation’s status-conscious elite of 
education. At the conference, Story expressed that he felt himself ‘somewhat an 
                                                 
137  ———, "EOG, Vol. 15," January. p. 7. 'Address by the Hon. J. W. Blair, Minister for Public 
Instruction, at the Opening of the Teachers' Conference, 13th January, 1913. 
138  ———, "EOG, Vol. 15," January. p. 8. 'Address by the Hon. J. W. Blair, Minister for Public 
Instruction, at the Opening of the Teachers' Conference, 13th January, 1913. 
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interloper’,139 but this did not obstruct him from playing a central role in the 
discussions concerning agricultural education. Story presented the concept of the 
Rural Schools to the Directors present; Peter Board from New South Wales; Frank 
Tate, Victoria; Cecil Andrews, Western Australia; William McCoy, Tasmania and 
Reginald Roe from Queensland. In turn the Directors, particularly Tate, quizzed 
Story on the scheme’s fine details. Some Directors then proffered their State’s 
method of agricultural education, intimating as they did, the benefits of their 
technique.140  
Director Tate opened the line of inquiry, announcing; ‘I suggest, Mr Story, that 
you give us a concise statement of first, a rural school; secondly, why you chose it; 
and thirdly, what is the type of pupil?’ Nambour, Story explained, had been selected 
due to its location mid-way between Brisbane and Gympie; both of these locations 
had high schools and the department had no intention of establishing a high school at 
Nambour. According to Pugh’s Almanac for 1917, Nambour had a population of 
about a thousand, with five thousand settlers living in the district.141 The region, 
Story continued, is agricultural and ‘will never become a commercial or industrial 
centre’, and this, he stated, compels most of the children in the district to lean 
towards farming pursuits. Story proceeded to outline for the Directors the subjects 
the students would be engaged in, and the hours that would be devoted to them. He 
further explained the quality of the rail service to the town coupled with the large 
number of smaller schools in close proximity to Nambour would see between twenty 
and forty external students receiving the special instruction, with a total of fifty to 
sixty students, once those from Nambour were added.142 Once the Rural School was 
in operation, Story’s estimates proved to be quite conservative. The returns for the 
school opening in January, 1917 show that eighty-five of the ninety-seven senior 
level students were enrolled in the Rural School; the remaining twelve had opted to 
progress along the traditional path towards a State scholarship. The eighty-five Rural 
                                                 
139  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 664470. 1916 Conference. Story's response to welcome speech 
by South Australian Minister for Education. 
140  ———, Item ID. 664470. 1916 Conference. 'Rural Schools'. p. 33. 
141  Pugh, Theophills P. Pugh's Almanac, Directory and Gazetter. Brisbane: Edwards Dunlop & Co Ltd, 
1917. p. 722. 
142  ———, Item ID. 664470. 1916 Conference. 'Rural Schools'. p. 33. 
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School students composed fifty-five from Nambour and thirty-five from the 
surrounding district’s schools.143  
Tate responded to the plan Story had outlined, stating Victoria was moving 
along very similar lines in what they termed the ‘higher elementary school’. Quizzed 
again by Tate, this time on details of the domestic instructor, Story informed the 
group that initially the school would be utilising a visiting teacher, who had passed 
the central technical college, aided, once necessary, by a junior teacher. Tate 
suggested a second school between Brisbane and Nambour and between the two they 
could keep a domestic instructor fully employed. Answering Tate’s continued 
questioning, Story advised the Directors tinsmithing and blacksmithing would be 
handled in the same way, with a man from the central technical college, until a 
fulltime position was required. Tate again offered Story Victoria’s solution; a 
‘teacher of manual arts’. This Tate explained is a boy of 17 years with excellent 
school results and who has passed the senior public examination. The boy then 
attends a three year course at Melbourne High School, followed by a period at a 
workman’s college, where he is given an education in each of the manual trades; ‘it 
is a very costly form of training,’ Tate added.144 With Nambour set to start in six 
months the idea of a second Rural School or a ‘manual arts teacher’ of the Victorian 
type would be unworkable both time and money-wise for the cash-strapped 
Queensland Department of Public Instruction and Story never considered either 
option.145 More Rural Schools were to come, but Nambour, as the model for the 
program, needed to first prove the experiment was viable.  
Story’s reluctance to sway to the Victorian Director’s approach was justified. 
Tate was no fan of agricultural education. As Rodney Martin points out; 
Concern for placing a purposeful emphasis upon agricultural education in a 
State considered to be over-industrialized never really moved [Tate]. He 
discarded the agricultural concept in favour of a more general approach in 
education as soon as the opportunity presented itself. 
                                                 
143  ———. QSA; Item ID. 16777.  Summary of Nambour's first month operating as a Rural School. 
144  ———, Item ID. 664470. 1916 Conference. 'Rural Schools'. pp.33-36. 
145  ———. Item ID. 995792. J.C. Stubbin. Agriculture Inspector. Correspondence and reports of the 
Inspector of Agriculture. 'Agriculture in Secondary Schools - Conclusions'  
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The ‘higher elementary schools’ he spoke of, were, according to Martin, Tate’s 
means of circumventing the ‘political realities of the day’ to build the high schools 
he desired.146  
The agricultural education schemes from the other States offered no great 
enthusiasm for Story. Armed with the conclusions from a four week fact-finding tour 
Stubbin had undertaken of the southern States in 1914, and his own tour in April of 
that year, Story had his mind set on what was required from his department for 
Queensland to achieve agrarian reform—and it was not agricultural high schools for 
the rich city boys or the non systemised, haphazard approach taken by the other 
States.147  
Story took the initiative and moved that ‘schools be established in rural centres, 
so as to give in addition to higher primary work a direct practical training in subjects 
specially useful to rural workers’. The motion was carried and a resolution, passed by 
all present.148 Despite the resolution being passed by all the Directors, the only State 
to instigate the resolution was Queensland. Similar programs to the Queensland 
Rural Schools did eventually start in the other States, but not until after the mid-
1920s.149 
                                                 
146  Rodney Martin, "Tate's Subterfuge: The Concept of the Agricultural High School in Victoria," 
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147  Queensland State Archives. QSA; Item ID. 995792. 'Agriculture in Secondary Schools - Conclusions'  
148  ———, Item ID. 664470. 1916 Conference. Resolution 44. 'Agricultural Education'.p.8 
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THE RURAL SCHOOL CONCEPT 
On 29 January 1917, Nambour Primary School became Nambour Rural 
School. The editor of the Chronicle, Andrew Thynne, acting in his capacity as the 
Secretary of the Nambour State School Committee, recorded that departmental 
approaches were made around 18 September, 1915 for approval to instigate a new 
agrarian based education model.1 This approval seemed superfluous. The Minister 
for Public Instruction, Herbert Hardacre, had already agreed to the Rural School 
concept and the intention to establish it at Nambour. The Minister explained the 
reasons being Nambour’s ‘special advantages’ of close proximity to Brisbane, 
centrality to a number of schools and a wide variety of agricultural pursuits in the 
surrounding region.2 Thynne reported this in the Chronicle on 3 September 1915 and 
this was the community’s first notice of the intended school changes. The objective, 
the article stated, was to add an agricultural high school to the State school. Thynne 
wrote, ‘scholarships may be taken out, enabling children to specialise in 
agriculture’.3   
Further advice about the intended change was not forthcoming; however 
Thynne gleaned some information from Brisbane’s Telegraph. On 29 October 1915, 
Thynne reported the Department of Public Instruction’s actual intention was to 
provide a ‘topping’ class to the primary school comprising agricultural and domestic 
studies.4 Full details of the ‘experiment as it is now proposed to try in Nambour’ 
were finally provided by the head teacher, Thomas Grenier Fisher at a public 
meeting on 19 November 1915.  
Fisher’s precursor to the explanation of the new curriculum intimated the 
ulterior motives behind the agrarian training. ‘The ideal community’, Fisher 
announced; 
                                                 
1  Andrew W. Thynne, "The Rural School in Retrospect," Nambour Rural School Magazine, April 
1928, p.14. 
2  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 16777 | "A Rural School," Chronicle (Nambour), Friday, 3 
September 1915, 4. 
3  "A Rural School." 
4  "Nambour's Rural School," Chronicle (Nambour), Friday, 29 October 1915, 5. 
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Is one in which a proper proportion of the inhabitants are connected with the 
primary industries. All food and clothing come directly or indirectly from 
the soil. The congestion of enormous numbers of people in capital cities is 
neither a benefit nor a blessing to a community; and it is quite certain that 
the State which most successfully solves the problem of how to keep a due 
proportion of her people on the land as primary producers, living happy, 
prosperous and contented lives, is laying with a firm and ample base the 
foundations of her national existence.5 
 
Figure 0.1. Nambour State School, Mitchell Street Nambour. Ca. 1915. The School was located 
adjacent to the Moreton Sugar Mill. The mill chimney is visible on the far right; the head teacher’s 
residence is pictured on the far left.6 
Fisher explained to the assembled group of Nambour’s citizens that upon 
completing the ordinary fourth year of schooling, a branch in the educational path 
was to be chosen. Children could continue their schooling along the traditional path 
leading to scholarship, or they could enter the new option offered by the Rural 
School. This branch directed those choosing the agrarian based curriculum away 
from the possibility of a State scholarship. Originally the concept called for transition 
to the Rural School curriculum to be on completion of the fifth year of schooling so 
as not to disadvantage any child from having the opportunity of progressing to higher 
education. This option disappeared in the final design of the school’s curriculum, and 
by association, ensured those taking the Rural School option remained in the bush. 
                                                 
5  Fisher, "The Rural School: its aims and advantages." 
6  "Students in the grounds of the Nambour Rural School." Negative number: 87491. (Item held by John 
Oxley Library, State Library of Queensland, ca. 1915), 
http://trove.nla.gov.au/work/153931107?q=nambour+1915&c=picture Accessed; 10 October, 2011. 
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Surprisingly, this change was at the request of a deputation from the North Coast 
School Committee Association who stated that;  
A great deal hinges on the fact that a lot of our country children are behind 
in their education. They are physically strong but not up to the fifth class 
standard set down for admission to special subjects.7  
This marked a significant change in the community attitude towards agrarian 
training in the primary school. With the acceptance of the new curriculum and the 
insistence on their children being admitted at the lower year, the rural communities 
had taken a step in the direction of a rural hegemony. They now were in accord with 
the State’s aim that the future of the vast majority of their children was on the land, 
either as farmers or those who supported farming communities. 
THE CURRICULUM 
Under the proposed Rural School curriculum both boys and girls would be 
expected to devote; 6½ hours per week to English, (this included history and 
geography); 5 hours of the week was spent on arithmetic, mensuration and simple 
accounts; 1 hour for drawing; 2 hours on science; and 2½ on drill and recreation. 
Boys would then dedicate 4 hours to woodwork; 2 hours to blacksmithing and 
tinsmithing; with the remaining 2 hours set aside for practical agriculture. The Rural 
School girls spent 3 hours learning sewing; 2 hours on cookery; a further 2 hours on 
fruit-preserving and laundry work; with the final hour training in housekeeping. In 
addition to the subjects with an obvious orientation towards farm life, the traditional 
topics taken by all Rural School students were tailored to have an agrarian aspect. 
Geography, for example, concentrated on the commercial geography of both 
Australia and the British Empire, whilst the mathematics covered the ‘recording of 
simple transactions such as occur in household and farm management’. In the science 
classes the students studied, local geology, physics, biology, botany and chemistry 
pertinent to farming and farm life. This science was complemented with lessons in 
the composition and testing of milk, herd testing, and the manufacturing of butter and 
cheese. Rounding out this science was instruction in human physiology, covering all 
systems of the human body, along with how to treat injuries resulting from accidents 
                                                 
7  Queensland Parliamentary Papers, Thirty-Ninth Report of the Secretary for Public Instruction for the 
Year 1914, 1915. Vol. 2. p.21 | ———, Forty-First Report of the Secretary for Public Instruction for 
the Year 1916, 1917. Vol. 2. p.22. 
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like fractures, bleeding, poisoning, or shock.8 Through this curriculum, specific to 
Rural Schools, the boys and girls would be supplied the necessary life skills to 
survive farming and rural life in Queensland in the hope communities might develop 
around them. 
OUTFITTING AND UPGRADING THE SCHOOL 
In 1915, Edward Alder, the Inspector of Works, reviewed the infrastructure at 
Nambour State School in anticipation of its use as the first Rural School. His initial 
estimate to make the changes proposed by head teacher Thomas Fisher was £1250. 
Minister Hardacre advised this experiment into agricultural education was to be done 
in ‘the cheapest way possible’. He amplified the point stating; 
This does not mean the establishment of a new school: it does not even mean 
a special enlargement of the existing school: it merely means making the 
necessary additions a little larger, utilising the space underneath the addition, 
and putting up an inexpensive workshop.9  
Hardacre then approved £185 for the renovations.  
Despite the Minister’s initial objections on 10 February 1916, he authorised the 
more extensive renovations. Once the cost of the new tools, materials and 
consumables for the vocational classes were added, the Department of Public 
Instruction had invested almost £1800 to start their experiment in agricultural 
education. However, despite the vast improvements made to the school it still had a 
major deficiency. The school, located at Mitchell Street, was hampered by confined 
land space and had no room to expand due to the sugar mill next door. There was 
simply not enough room to accommodate any serious practical agricultural on the 
school site. 
Given the considerable investment made in renovating the school it is 
surprising the land required for practical agricultural was not purchased.10 A suitable 
site had been located by the head teacher Thomas Fisher and after being valued and 
receiving a thorough inspection and soil testing by the Land Commissioner, the 
Director of Fruit Culture, and the Department of Public Lands respectively; the 
                                                 
8  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 16777. 'Rural Secondary School Nambour: Subjects of 
instruction'. pp. 2-8.  
9  ———, Item ID. 16777.  Memo dated 7 October, 1915. Dept. Public Works, 15/11374. 
10  ———, Item ID. 16777. Public Work Department  memo dated 4 January, 1916. 'Proposed Rural 
School and Technical Workshops, State School Nambour: Revised estimate of costs'. 
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purchase was recommended by all concerned. The Lands Department report had 
even included the caveat;  
In the event of the farm side of the school failing, Mitchell’s land must in the 
future become valuable for cutting up purposes for town allotments.11 
 
Figure 0.2. The plans for the additions to be made to Nambour State School in preparation for it 
starting as a Rural School in 1917.12 
Following three weeks of waiting for a decision on whether the property would 
be purchased the owner of the land contacted the Department of Public Instruction to 
seek an answer. Story responded, writing to Mitchell that; ‘the Department does not 
intend to purchase a site for Rural School purposes at Nambour at present’.13 No 
reason was provided, however it seems most likely to be an objection over the 
discrepancy between the asking price of £600 and the valuation of £525. This no 
doubt compounded the Minister’s fears of over expenditure on what was at this stage 
                                                 
11  ———, Item ID. 16777. Urgent Memo; R. Bartlett dated 1 December 1915, 'Confidential report on 
farm school land at Nambour'. Department of Public Lands correspondence, 15/44038, 15/44037. The 
Lands Commissioner correspondence Res 23712, Res 237 N. 
12  ———, Item ID. 16777. Department of Public Instruction to Department of Works, 16 Sept. 1915. 
'Proposed Rural School at Nambour'. 
13  ———, Item ID. 16777. Story to Mitchell-16 March, 1916.16/684 Agriculture Various. 
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still an experiment in education. The Minister made this clear stating in a memo to 
Story; 
In view of the state of the fund I think that it would be best on the whole to 
see how the new school succeeds on the purely educational and science side 
before large expenditure is involved in buying land for practical agricultural 
purposes.14 
 
Figure 0.3. The map shows the land that was considered as an agricultural area for Nambour Rural 
School and its position relative to the school.15  
Stubbin pleaded to have land purchased as an agricultural plot again in 1919, 
but was unsuccessful and it would not be until 1931, after years of insistence from 
Stubbin, the successive head teachers, and the school community, that Nambour 
Rural School relocated to the Carroll Street site and sufficient land was available for 
serious practical agriculture lessons within the school grounds.16 
A VISIT BY THE INSPECTORS 
In February 1917, District School Inspector Andrew S. Kennedy and the head 
of the Central Technical College, Robert McLean Riddell, visited Nambour to 
                                                 
14  ———, Item ID. 16777. Hardacre to Story; Attachment to correspondence dated 9 February, 1916. 
15  ———, Item ID. 16777.Fisher toy Story 26 Oct, 1915. 'Experimental Plot'. 
16  ———, Item ID. 16778, Administration file, Nambour State Rural School. Report by Stubbin; 
'Nambour: Visited 24th and 31st November'. 
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examine the effectiveness of the new school. The inspectors reported the rural side of 
the school had sixty-nine students enrolled including twenty-two from the 
surrounding schools of Cooroy, Yandina, North Arm, Eudlo, Mooloolah, 
Palmwoods, Bli Bli, Rosemount and Landsborough. The remaining forty-seven 
students were from Nambour. All the students from the district schools attending the 
Rural School were provided with free rail passes to help alleviate any parental 
objections to them attending.17 Story considered this an essential facet in ensuring 
older children no longer compelled to continue their schooling were provided with 
every incentive to attend. 
 
Figure 0.4. Nambour Rural School, 1919 showing the improvements made to the school once it had 
been upgraded for the new Rural School training.18 
Enrolment records show of the sixty-nine students following the Rural School 
pathway; all forty-two girls were engaged in dressmaking and thirty-five also took up 
cookery; whilst all twenty-seven boys were enrolled in the woodwork class and 
sixteen boys also enrolled in both the plumbing and leatherwork classes. It was 
decided to delay the blacksmithing classes until the following year. The dressmaking 
and cookery classes were held in two rooms which had been built beneath one of the 
main school buildings. The inspectors reported; they are ‘well lighted, well 
ventilated, and present a very pleasing appearance’. 
                                                 
17  ———, Item ID. 16777. "Rural School Nambour", p. 2. "Free Tickets on Railway". 19 October, 
1916. 
18  "Nambour Rural School." M603300. (Item held by Maroochy Libraries, ca. 1919), 
https://sunshinecoast.spydus.com/cgi-bin/spydus.exe/MSGTRN/PIC/BSEARCH Accessed; 10 
October, 2011. 
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The manual classes of woodwork, tinsmithing and leatherwork used a detached 
workshop on the school grounds, which proved appropriate, but could benefit by 
tarring of the cinder floor; this had been approved, though it was not an immediate 
option, due to the Commonwealth restrictions on the use of tar. For safety reasons 
the inspectors suggested that before blacksmithing classes began, the woodwork 
students, with the help of their instructor, could erect an additional building 
specifically for these lessons. All classes were attended by a larger number than was 
originally anticipated and the inspectors organised for more stoves and sewing 
machines along with a large increase in cooking utensils, woodwork and tinsmith 
tools. They arranged for the immediate start of evening classes in dressmaking, with 
acetylene lanterns and the necessary carbide supplied by the department. Before the 
inspectors left they impressed upon the head teacher, Thomas Fisher, the importance 
of ‘fostering any apparent demand for evening instruction in any Rural School 
subject.’ The inspectors proposed that the classes for adults be conducted along the 
same lines as those for the Central Technical College and the plan received 
departmental approval on 3 April, 1917.19 
LINKED-UP SCHOOLS  
With the emphasis on the commercial subjects and only theoretical agriculture 
being taught at Nambour, criticisms that this was more of a technical college than 
any agricultural school had some validity; a situation that deepened further with the 
introduction of typing and accounting to the curriculum in 1918.20 To alleviate this 
problem a system of linked-up schools was utilised.21 The head teacher at Nambour, 
Thomas Fisher, organised a meeting with the head teachers from the four linked up 
schools. The five head teachers, Fisher from Nambour, Joseph Thomas Wilson from 
Woombye, Francis Ernslie Watt, from Mapleton, John Lane from Yandina and 
Reginald G. Bartlett from Buderim Mountain met at the Nambour Rural School on 
Tuesday 13 March, 1917. A Tuesday had to be selected as this was the only day the 
Buderim tram ran a double service, which allowed Bartlett to attend the meeting and 
return on the same day. Fisher detailed that each of the linked-up schools would be 
                                                 
19  ———, Item ID. 16777. 'A Visit to Nambour Rural School'. 15th February, 1917. 
20  ———, Item ID. 16778. 17/22352, 20 July, 1917 
21  "The Rural School System," Queenslander (Brisbane), Saturday, 2 June 1917, 15 | "The Nambour 
Rural School: Proposed Extension of Operations," Morning Bulletin (Rockhampton), Wednesday, 14 
March 1917, 10. 
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engaged in the general scheme, but each would also specialise in defined areas. The 
aim Fisher stated was to establish a ‘carefully systemised’, ‘regular course of 
observation work’. Buderim Mountain was to be utilised for the observation of 
banana culture and its associated work, whilst pineapple growing would be the focus 
at Woombye, maize at Yandina, and Mapleton would concentrate on citrus fruits and 
the pests that attack them. Additionally, agricultural plots were established at each of 
these schools.22 The linked up schools were selected for a variety of reasons, 
including access and agricultural variety. The primary reason, however, for selecting 
these schools was the head teacher at each school was enthusiastic about the Rural 
School concept and each possessed ‘considerable knowledge of one or more 
branches of agriculture’.  
WOOMBYE 
In 1907, the agricultural skill of Woombye’s head teacher came to the 
department’s notice. Inspector Joseph Aloysius Canny awarded Joseph Thomas 
Wilson second prize in the department’s gardening and agriculture competition, 
noting the ‘well-managed plot of pineapples and other fruit’.23 By 1912 Wilson had 
extended his agricultural experiments and shared first place in the competition that 
year with Reginald G. Bartlett, the head teacher at Buderim Mountain. Inspector 
Radcliffe acknowledged Wilson’s effort in experimental fruit culture; the systematic 
testing of fertilisers; and the influence drainage had on crop production.24 The 
enthusiasm of Wilson and the experimental work he was conducting, particularly 
with pineapples, ensured Woombye was selected as one of the linked up schools. 
Further enhancing this choice was the ease of transporting the students on excursions 
from Nambour to Woombye. The rail line between the two towns was employed 
with trains made available to transport the children the four miles between the 
schools.25 Wilson’s agricultural interests were not confined to the school. As 
president of the Woombye District Fruit Growers’ Association he was instrumental 
in organising a special fruit train to collect produce along the rail between Gympie 
and Wallangarra, with delivery two days later in Sydney. Wilson utilised his 
                                                 
22  "The Rural School System," Brisbane Courier (Brisbane), Thursday, 24 May 1917, 6. 
23  Queensland Department of Public Instruction, "EOG, Vol. 10," p. 78. April, 1908. 
24  ———, "EOG, Vol. 15," p. 130. April, 1913. 
25 Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 16780, Administration file, Nambour State Rural School. 
17/13491 Nambour. 'Educational visit to Woombye State School'. 12 Sept. 1917.  
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Christmas holidays in 1918 to travel the route convincing producers to participate. 
The inaugural journey on 30 January 1918 was a trial run. Before proceeding the 
railway required a guarantee from the Woombye producers that a minimum of 
seventy-five tons would be provided for carriage. In excess of three hundred tons 
were collected, including one hundred and nineteen tons from Woombye. There was 
no cost advantage in transporting the fruit via train when compared to the previous 
method of sea transport. However, the reduction in handling and the cooler transport 
owing to the louvered train carriages ensured less fruit was spoiled on route.26 It was 
this type of community involvement that linked the work of the Rural School with 
the community and provided credibility to the new agricultural education being 
provided, particularly the aspects pertaining to the handling, packing and 
presentation of fruit being sent to markets. 
MAPLETON 
Francis Ernslie Watt was promoted to head teacher at Mapleton in March 
1913.27 Stubbin in a 1916 report on the school noted when Watt first took over the 
school he had ‘little admiration for garden work in school’ and ‘little or no 
knowledge of the work’. Stubbin added, through following his advice and the 
information in his text ‘The School Garden’ as well as direction from the children 
and their parents, Watt ‘succeeded in teaching some very useful and practical 
lessons’.28 Inspector Benbow acknowledged this improvement. He awarded Watt 
third prize in 1916 and second prize in 1917 in the departmental competition, noting 
worthy ‘experiments in citrus, banana, and maize culture’ and the establishment of ‘a 
nursery for citrus trees’. Benbow also acknowledged the ‘practical work in spraying 
for scale pests and in pruning citrus and shade trees’ as well as the beds of ‘potatoes, 
pines, tomatoes, and vegetables’ being grown.29  
Mapleton first considered linking its agricultural aspirations with Nambour in 
1916. Secretary of the Mapleton school committee, W. J. Smith, wrote to the 
department on 8 June, 1916 seeking a grant of £25. He stated this would be put 
                                                 
26  "Interstate Fruit Train," Brisbane Courier (Brisbane), Wednesday, 5 February 1919, 6. 
27  Queensland Department of Public Instruction, "EOG, Vol. 15," p. 73. March, 1913. 
28  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 16780. 'Mapleton: Visited 11 May, 1916'. 
29  Queensland Department of Public Instruction, "EOG, Vol. 18," p. 155. April, 1916 | ———, 
"Education Office Gazette," Vol. 19 (1917): p. 201. May, 1917. 
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towards clearing a section of the school grounds that was heavily timbered. The 
intention was to use the cleared section for experiments in citrus culture and that this 
may prove valuable to the Rural School being established at Nambour.30 
The prospects for Mapleton being employed as a linked up school were further 
enhanced by the access the Mapleton Tramway provided. The tramway directly 
linked both schools and was officially opened by the Governor of Queensland, Sir 
Hamilton John Goold-Adams on 3 December, 1915. The trip was not for the feint-
hearted, the serpentine track rose over 1200ft on the journey from Nambour to 
Mapleton; with several bends in the track having a radius less than 50ft and sheer 
drops from the tramways edge often the case. The two-foot narrow gauge tramway 
included a section that was the steepest inclined track in Australia prompting the 
Chronicle to report; ‘to any who have not made the journey, the climb is an eye-
opener, both from a scenic and an engineering point of view’.31 Two shay engines, 
the Dulong and the Mapleton operated the line which proved so steep the 
locomotives always travelled with their chimney ends uphill to avoid the boiler water 
inclining too far and exposing the crown of the fire-box as this would disable the 
engine as a safety precaution. To carry passengers, including children on school 
excursions, cane carriages were fitted with back-to-back bench seats, though many 
passengers chose to ride sitting on the carriage floor with their legs hanging over the 
edge.32 
The department agreed with the belief Mapleton would be an excellent addition 
to the work at Nambour Rural School and authorised funds to allow the entire school 
grounds to be cleared by 1917. The Chronicle reported on the progress, stating: 
A schemes to work the Mapleton State School in conjunction with and as a 
branch of the Nambour Rural School system is being evolved, and soon 
another link will be forged in the Rural School chain. A small area of land at 
the back of the school building has been cleared and stumped, and is almost 
ready for planting. An experimental plot will be established thereon, where 
local resident will be able to take courses in orchard work under scientific 
                                                 
30  John Henley and Tony Dye, Top of the Range: 1899-1999 Mapleton State School Centenary 
(Nambour: Queensland Complete Printing Services, 1999), pp. 67-72. 
31  "Mapleton Tramline: Official Opening- The Trip Up," Chronicle (Nambour), Wednesday, 5 February 
1915, 3. 
32  Queensland State Government, Nambour Section of the Moreton Central Sugar Mill Cane Tramway, 
Queensland Heritage Council. 2006 | Henley and Dye, 1899-1999 Mapleton State School Centenary, 
pp. 58-64 | Helen Gregory, Making Maroochy: a History of the Land, the People and the Shire 
(Boolarong Publications; Maroochy Shire Council, 1991), pp. 89, 91 | A. P. Coorie, "The Mapleton 
Tram: A Good Tourist Trip," Queenslander (Brisbane), Saturday, 12 October 1918, 41. 
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training. Pupils from other branches of the Rural School will be able to visit 
the plot to observe the plant life under conditions different to those in their 
own districts, such as climatic changes, altitude, aspect, proximity to sea etc. 
The Mapleton School is eminently adapted for such purposes, as the 
Tramway has made the place so accessible to the Nambour centre.33 
Significantly the article notes the inclusion of training for the local residents and 
provides one of the first open references that the Rural School program was to be 
used to change the practices of local farmers through education provided by the 
Department of Public Instruction 
BUDERIM MOUNTAIN  
Reginald George Bartlett transferred from Rosedale to head teacher at Buderim 
Mountain in March, 1911.34 His credentials for agricultural education and 
experimentation were quickly established when he authored a bulletin on banana 
culture for the Agricultural Department that year.35  In 1912, Bartlett shared first 
place in the department’s agriculture competition, with Inspector Radcliffe 
commenting on the quality work in ‘irrigation, practical illustrations of theory of 
agriculture and keen interest aroused in the pupils’.36 Bartlett gained first place again 
in 1915, with Inspector Mutch this time commending the ‘experimental plots of fruit, 
principally bananas and pineapples’.37 In April 1916, Bartlett along with Lane from 
Yandina and Wilson from Woombye were among the fifteen teachers to attend the 
milk and cream testing course at Nambour, this was the second such course, the first 
having been at Beaudesert seven months earlier. All three then passed the theoretical 
examination set by the Agriculture Department on 22 July that year.38 Bartlett openly 
theorised the approach taken by the Agricultural Department in attempting to control 
Queensland fruit fly was based on a false assumption. He believed the fruit fly, like 
the silkworm moth, did not feed, and that its ‘sole business is to lay eggs and then 
die’. Tests he had conducted with a Green’s fruit fly trap in a field of Valencia 
                                                 
33 "Mapleton: Branch of Rural School," Chronicle (Nambour), Friday, 6 April 1917, 7.  
34  Queensland Department of Public Instruction, "EOG, Vol. 13," p. 61. March, 1911. 
35  R. G. Bartlett, A. H. Benson, and Instruction Queensland. Dept. of Public, Cavendish Banana 
Growing (Dept. of Public Instruction, 1911). 
36  Queensland Department of Public Instruction, "EOG, Vol. 15," p. 130. April, 1913. 
37  ———, "Education Office Gazette," Vol. 17 (1915): p. 79. March, 1915. 
38  ———, "EOG, Vol. 18," p. 473. November, 1916. 
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oranges had demonstrated the efficiency of orange juice as a lure.39 Although 
Bartlett’s solution was not the answer to controlling the Queensland fruit fly it did 
however demonstrate a level of scientific understanding equal to the leading 
knowledge of the day. Interestingly, almost one hundred years later, the problem of 
finding a lure-trap for female fruit flies is still the subject of investigation and the 
most successful so far is a lure developed in 1943 called May’s orange-ammonia 
lure.40 Experiments conducted as part of the Rural School scheme and supported 
through findings empowered the educators. This allowed them the authority to 
disseminate this knowledge to the local community and beyond; and permitted them 
to challenge the current paradigms being offered by the Agriculture Department 
experts. Through these actions the Rural Schools, and staff like Bartlett, significantly 
contributed to the agricultural success of Queensland primary producers.  
Bartlett left teaching in March 1920 to take up the position of Assistant 
Instructor of Banana Culture for NSW; a position based at Tweed Heads.41 In 
October of that year he toured the Southern parts of Queensland with Buderim his 
last call. The purpose of Bartlett’s trip was to purchase seventy thousand banana 
suckers to be used in expanding the existing Tweed plantations. Bartlett held that the 
only thing restricting a highly profitable crop was the existence of the disease, 
‘bunchy top’, which was causing ‘a great deal of havoc to many of the plantations’. 
After inspecting Queensland properties Bartlett was convinced the State was free of 
this disease and what many thought was bunchy top was in reality what Bartlett 
termed ‘choke throat’ and was a reaction of the plant to a dry season the previous 
year.42 Bartlett’s knowledge, especially of bananas, was aided through his time as 
head teacher at Buderim Mountain and the experiments he conducted there.43 Bartlett 
returned to teaching in 1923, no longer contributing to the Rural Schools.44 
                                                 
39  Reginald G. Bartlett, "The Fruit-Fly: A Lure," Brisbane Courier (Brisbane), Saturday, 5 October 
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40  A. R. Clarke et al., "The ecology of Bactrocera tryoni (Diptera: Tephritidae): what do we know to 
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41  Queensland Department of Public Instruction, "Education Office Gazette," Vol. 22 (1920): p. 62. 
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YANDINA 
John Lane, the head teacher at Yandina was the brother of William Lane, 
Editor of the Worker and founder of the New Australia Movement. In 1893 John and 
his wife sailed with William and his family to found a Socialist colony in Paraguay 
called ‘New Australia’. After a second contingent of colonists arrived William 
became disillusioned over his ideals not being adhered to by some in the colony.45  
John and William formed a splinter colony in July 1894 and with seventy-three 
colonists loyal to their ideals they established ‘Colonia Cosme’ forty-five miles south 
of New Australia. John stated that the ideology of the new colony was ‘building up 
the home life combined with a modified form of communism’; for want of a better 
term John called this Cosmeism. Small scale agriculture was the lifeblood of the 
society with John noting that to produce quality crops required understanding the 
soils and climate. When a poor first year required purchasing food to sustain the 
colony John Lane optimistically predicted a better outcome for the next year, stating 
‘if we have not food of our own growing by that time we will deserve to starve’.46 
Despite glowing reports on the success of the colony, it numbered less than a 
hundred after five years. The colony ultimately failed ‘as long-trusted comrades 
weakened and went, thinning the ranks’ and a flow of colonists who found the 
lifestyle too arduous made their way back to Australia. John returned to Australia in 
1903 and took up teaching in Queensland.47  Lane’s time in the colony had obviously 
helped him develop great skills in gardening. When inspecting Lane’s school at 
Yandina in June 1917, Stubbin admiringly noted ‘the vegetable garden shows the 
handling of an expert’. Most of the produce from the gardens supplied the cookery 
classes at Nambour Rural School and with a supply of water for the gardens, Stubbin 
wrote, Yandina would be capable of meeting all the needs of the cookery classes. 
Lane was also producing excellent results with his fruit trees, was conducting 
experiments in the use of ground lime, and promised Stubbin a report on the topic 
once he had the results. Stubbin wrote; ‘I am inclined to think that this school will 
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take a permanent place among the “linked up” schools, and will be a power for much 
good in this locality’.48  
 
Figure 0.5.  John Lane, Jenny Lane and children, Colonia Cosme, 1904. Lane Family photograph 
album. page 5. http://hdl.handle.net/2123/276. 
The socialist and communist ideals Lane lived by in Paraguay would have 
borne similarities to the Rural School scheme. As Lane stated of Colonia Cosme 
‘each for all and all for each has become more than a mere banner motto, it is an 
axiom of life’.49 With Queensland dependent of the survival of small scale farmers 
and in turn they dependent on the education provided by the State; each for all and 
all for each was an apt axiom for the Rural School. 
CONFERENCES OF THE HEAD TEACHERS OF THE LINKED-UP SCHOOLS 
The first meeting of the head teachers for the linked up schools concluded with 
several agreements. It was determined if the program was to be a viable prospect 
there should be one excursion per month, February to November, to a linked school 
                                                 
48  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 995753, Correspondence re agricultural education, report of the 
teacher of agriculture for 1917, papers re milk and cream testing course at Gatton,1917, and Boonah, 
1916 -1917, and applications by schools for strawberry plants. Report by the Teacher of Agriculture 
for Yandina, 7 June, 1917. 
49  Lane, "News from Cosme." 
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during the first year. The agreed schedule was; three trips to Woombye and Yandina; 
and two trips to Buderim Mountain and Mapleton. The cost of transport to the latter 
schools, along with the necessity to provide a fare guarantee to the tramway 
operators, contributed to the reduced number of excursions proposed for these 
schools. The fare guarantee also necessitated having as many travellers on these 
journeys as possible to minimise the cost per head. For this reason the trips to 
Buderim and Mapleton were opened up to the senior classes of the other linked 
schools as well as parents wishing to observe the agricultural experiments and 
lessons outlined on these excursions. The added benefit of this was a faster means of 
disseminating the new knowledge to the farming community through the ‘societal’ 
association. 
The second agreement was that each school would participate in a program to 
supply produce from their gardens and orchards to the domestic classes at the Rural 
School and each of the head teachers provided details of the current crops they were 
experimenting with or involved in growing. Rural School domestic classes ran on 
three half days; Wednesday morning and Tuesday and Wednesday evenings. This 
was to accommodate a visiting part-time teacher travelling up to Nambour. It was 
envisaged that with forty students currently in these classes it would not be long 
before a full-time teacher would be required. If this arose more extensive use of the 
school’s produce would be required.50 
 
 
                                                 
50  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 16780. 'Copy' of notes from the first meeting of head teachers of 
schools linked to Nambour Rural School. p. 3-5. 
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Figure 0.6. A map detailing the area serviced by Nambour Rural School and its position in relation to 
the linked-up schools at Yandina, Buderim Mountain, Woombye and Mapleton. The map was 
compiled from information supplied in the school year book and Pugh’s Almanac for 1917. By rail, 
Narangba is 43 miles south and Woondum is 36 miles north of Nambour. 
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The details of how the linked scheme would operate were discussed and a 
summary of the scheme outlined and recommended to the department for approval. 
Whilst outlining the role for each school, in the overall scheme, the linked schools 
were referred to as ‘district schools’ and Nambour as the ‘central school’. This was a 
clear indication of the common acceptance that Nambour Rural School would be 
operating as a central school for the purpose of agricultural education. This 
terminology continued throughout the departmental correspondence demonstrating 
this was also the accepted position of the department.51 
Table I. The linked up schools showing the variety of produce they were growing or experimenting with as of 
March 1917. 
Plant Woombye Buderim Yandina Mapleton 
Orange X X X X 
Mandarin X X X X 
Cumquat - - - - 
Pineapple X X X X 
Banana X X - X 
Grapes - X X - 
Strawberries - X X X 
Coffee - X - - 
Potatoes - - X X 
Tomatoes - X X X 
Pear (Cooking) X - X - 
Vegetables - X X X 
Red Cabbage - X - - 
Passion fruit - X X - 
Rosella - X X - 
Apple X - - - 
Persimmon - - - - 
Plum - - - - 
Peach - - - - 
Ginger - X - - 
Paw paw X X - - 
 
Theoretical classes in agriculture were not taught at the district schools; they 
were to be employed for ‘observation and agricultural – utility purposes’ only. 
Moreover, one edict of the agreement ensured the linked schools were subordinated 
to the Rural School in that they were to conduct ‘experimental work suitable for the 
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requirements of the Rural School’. Furthermore, Fisher, Nambour’s head teacher, 
was to detail the agricultural work the head teachers of the district schools were to 
conduct to assist the Rural School operation and the linked up status of these schools 
was dependent on the quality of this support. The head teachers of the linked schools 
received an allowance of £26 per year in recognition of ‘the special work to be 
done’; this allowance too was subject to satisfactory work that ‘meets the 
requirement of the central school’.52 The group also resolved to meet again to discuss 
developments along with any alterations to the scheme to accommodate them. A 
second conference took place on Tuesday 17 April, 1917. All of the head teachers 
attended again and agreed to abide by the plans for their collaboration as set out at 
the meeting.53 
Fisher organised the observation work into five categories, Plots; Records; 
Fruit Culture; Farm Crops; and Kitchen Gardening. It was decided that the shape and 
size of the plots would be at the discretion of the individual head teachers; however, 
for ease of mensuration, each plot or section of a plot was to be ‘some aliquot part of 
an acre’. An essential part of the Rural School scheme was the ability to bring the 
outside work into everyday class studies. Having each of the garden plots easily 
divisible by an acre made the calculations of fertilizer, water and seed usage viable. 
This in turn aided calculations of the production per acre along with the cost to 
benefit analysis of different crops; or the same crops produced under varying 
conditions. To appreciate fully and compare the results of this type of agricultural 
experimentation, both within the school and across the entire scheme, it was essential 
that thorough documentation was kept. To ensure the full value of the Rural School 
experiment was realised, Fisher instructed the other head teachers to keep full 
records of all work done or at hand. This was to be carried out in accordance with the 
record keeping instructions laid out in Stubbin’s text ‘The School Garden’. 
Furthermore, these records were to be ‘open for the inspection of visiting pupils and 
teachers and others interested’.54  
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It was decided that the fruit culture endeavours of the linked schools would be 
confined to citrus, pineapples and bananas as these formed the ‘staple industry’ of 
the region. ‘To afford opportunities for comparison and contrast’ each school would 
grow two or three plants of; Oranges (Sabina, Joppa, Mediterranean Sweet, 
Washington Navel and Valencia Late); Mandarins (Beauty of Glen Retreat, Canton 
and Scarlet Canton); Lemons (Lisbon and Villa Franca); Limes (Tahiti). The trees 
would be utilised to compare between surface and deep rooting methods; correct 
techniques in planting young trees; how to lay out an orchard; and the management 
of pests affecting citrus. A detailed botanical history of each tree was to be recorded, 
including notes on the date it was planted, pruned, sprayed or any other care.55 Each 
school was also required to have a few rows of the common varieties of pineapples 
and study these in the same way as the citrus. In addition strawberries were to be 
cultivated at Yandina and Mapleton; rosellas at Yandina; and grapes at Yandina 
Buderim and Mapleton. When in season all schools were to farm crops of potatoes 
with pumpkins and melons cropped at Buderim. Yandina was to have all of these 
farm crops as well as maize and millet. As the scheme progressed the additional 
planting of other commercial crops like rhubarb and ginger was encouraged. Kitchen 
gardens were established at all of the schools for the growing of seasonal vegetables. 
These were connected to the school work through experiments in fertilisation and 
tillage methods. In the classroom the produce was utilised in lessons on nutrition, 
food preparation, and cooking for the infirm. 
It was agreed the linked up scheme would officially begin on 1 May, 1917. 
This day would also mark the first excursion and Buderim Mountain State School 
would be the location. A second excursion to Woombye’s Show was also planned 
with further excursions to be decided upon subject to opportunity. Free rail passes 
were made available to all ‘bono fide pupils taking part in the excursions’ as well as 
the head teachers wishing to attend. Members of the community wanting to 
participate in the excursions would pay one shilling for the tram trip and the 
department would make up any shortfall needed to meet the required guaranteed fare, 
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however it was acknowledged the cost for the two trips to both Buderim and 
Mapleton would not exceed £16 in total.56 
EXCURSIONS 
BUDERIM MOUNTAIN STATE SCHOOL 
The first excursion of the Rural School took place on 15 May 1917, a fortnight 
after it was originally planned owing to extremely wet weather. One hundred and 
thirty pupils attended; seventy from Nambour; forty from Woombye and ten from 
both Yandina and Mapleton. In addition, eighty parents and community members 
accompanied the children on the excursion.  
 
Figure 0.7. ‘Pupils of Linked up Schools assembled at Buderim Mt. S. School’ QSA, Item Id. 16780. 
Two extra carriages were provided by the Railway Department for the train trip 
from Nambour to Palmwoods, where the group boarded the tramway at 10.30 am and 
arrived in Buderim forty-five minutes later. An excursion to Buderim would have 
been nearly impossible only two years earlier with access only possible via private 
car or on the back of fruit-wagons. The opening of the tramway in June 1915 
                                                 
56  ———, Item ID. 16780. Hand written notes. 'State Rural School Nambour'. 18 April, 1917. 
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provided easy access to the mountain, facilitating a close association between 
Buderim Mountain State School and the Rural School.57 
When they arrived at the school, Bartlett addressed the visitors before the girls 
split into groups and toured the school’s orchards and supplied with gifts of oranges 
to take home. The boys took a short lunch and were then ‘marched into school’ and 
given an ‘interesting and instructive lesson’ on the detection and treatment of citrus 
pests as well as plant foods and banana cultivation. The boys then copied down 
blackboard notes that had been prepared in advance and once finished they were 
allowed to view a classroom agricultural exhibit before they all assembled outside at 
the school plot.58 
 
Figure 0.8. ‘A lesson in spraying and on citrus pests in school plot’. QSA, Item Id. 16780. 
Here the boys were given practical demonstrations of the theory just learned. 
They mixed and applied a variety of fertilizers to bananas, they then located and 
identified a number of pests affecting the citrus and applied the correct treatment to 
eradicate the pest. The pupils checked the orchard’s moth traps and practiced pruning 
the trees. The tram sounded a warning whistle at 2.30pm and the group started the 
eleven mile trip back to Nambour. They were back at Palmwoods by 3.45pm; 
                                                 
57  "Buderim's Great Day Out: Tramway Official Opening," Chronicle (Nambour), Friday, 25 June 1915, 
3 | "Sketcher: Buderim Mountain - A Modern Arcadia," Queenslander (Brisbane), Saturday, 8 
January 1916, 8. 
58  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 16780. 17/17593, 'Report of Excursion'. 16 May, 1917. 
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unfortunately there was a two hour wait at Palmwoods station on the return trip due 
to the goods train being delayed. This was a problem that would impact on the Rural 
School more than just this time. On the whole though, the first excursion was well 
attended and a success. The Rural School boys were encouraged to write an essay on 
the day with the best effort rewarded with a ‘fine bunch of bananas’ donated by 
Bartlett.59 
WOOMBYE SHOW 
A visit to Woombye Show for the boys of the Rural School had been organised 
for Thursday 7 June, 1917; this was rearranged so that the boys and all the head 
teachers of the linked schools attended the show on Wednesday 6 June. The hurried 
change was to accommodate special instruction at the show by experts. Woombye’s 
head teacher, Joseph Wilson had arranged for A.W. Carseldine, a show judge, to 
provide the class a lesson in how to pack citrus fruit for the southern markets. 
Following this, W. Soutter, a judge in the fruit division, addressed the boys on the 
‘various points in recognising and judging the different varieties of citrus fruits’. The 
lessons the boys received from the experts were then reinforced through a ‘detailed 
inspection of the exhibits’.60 During each excursion the pupils were required to make 
comprehensive notes and use this in the days following to add to their agricultural 
diary. It was also common practice to write an essay on the knowledge gained whilst 
on the excursion.61 
MAPLETON  
On 10 August, 1917 the Rural School students and twelve pupils from 
Yandina, accompanied by Fisher, Lane, Wilson and about twenty adults from the 
community boarded a 9.30 am special train from Nambour for an excursion to the 
linked up school at Mapleton. On arriving at the school Watt addressed the group of 
eighty pupils and twenty adults, explaining how to identifying the pests that affect 
citrus and how to spray for them. He then outlined the correct techniques to use in 
setting out an orchard in a systematic manner. The pupils were divided into groups 
                                                 
59  ———, Item ID. 16780. 17/17593, 'Report of Excursion'. 16 May, 1917 | "Rural School Excursion," 
Chronicle (Nambour), Friday, 18 May 1917, 7. 
60  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 16780. Handwritten notes 'Woombye Show'. 17/21590 'Rural 
School Excursion', 14 June, 1917. 
61  "For the Visiting Pressmen: Notes on Rural School," Chronicle (Nambour), Friday, 17 August 1917, 
7. 
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and marched to the school plot where twenty-four holes in six rows had been 
prepared for planting a school orchard.  
 
Figure 0.9. Rural School students leaving Nambour by special train for an excursion to the linked up 
school at Mapleton. QSA, Item Id. 16780.  
 
Figure 0.10. ‘Mr Smith illustrating the method of deep planting’. QSA Item Id. 16780. 
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Local fruit-growing expert, W. J. Smith, demonstrated the deep-planting 
technique that most of the Mapleton growers had adopted. With the assistance of 
Smith and two other local growers, Morris and Collins, the pupils planted out the 
orchard. Due to the tram schedule a planned lesson in spraying and fertilizing was 
omitted to allow time for a visit to Smith’s orchard nearby.  At Smith’s property the 
pupils received a lesson and practice in pruning, before returning to the school and 
boarding the tramway for the ninety minute trip the eight miles down the range.62 
VISIT BY THE PRESSMEN 
The Thursday after the excursion, 16 August, the Rural School hosted 
approximately one hundred reporters from around Australia. They had been in 
Brisbane for the Eighth Australasian Provincial Press and Queensland Country Press 
Conference earlier that week and had been keen to visit Nambour for a ‘close 
inspection of the Rural School’.63 West Gippsland Gazette readers learned the Rural 
School was ‘reputed to be one of the best in the Commonwealth’ and similar reports 
of the work being carried out at the Rural School were relayed to readers across the 
country as press reports from the trip were printed in newspapers around Australia.64 
WOOMBYE 
On Friday 7 September, 1917, Fisher and two other teachers, Thomas Edward 
Martin and Frank Meyer Barton, accompanied seventeen pupils from the Rural 
School on an excursion to Woombye State School. The previous day Wilson had 
advised Fisher he had made arrangements to plant pineapples in a section of the 
school plot. To aide in the venture Wilson invited several expert growers from the 
region to assist and thought this would make an excellent practical excursion for the 
Rural School pupils. Due to the short notice there was no attendance by the staff or 
                                                 
62  ———, Item ID. 16780. 17/29576, 're Educational  Excursion to Mapleton', 11 August, 1917 | 
"Nambour Rural School: Visit to Mapleton," Chronicle (Nambour), Friday, 17 August 1917, 7. 
63  "For the Visiting Pressmen: Notes on Rural School." | "Pressmen's Outing," Brisbane Courier 
(Brisbane), Friday, 17 August 1917, 8. 
64  "Australasian Provincial Press Association: The Annual Conference," Advertiser (Adelaide, SA), 
Monday, 27 August 1917, 8 | "Australasian Provincial Press Association: Annual Conference," 
Register (Adelaide, SA), Monday, 27 August 1917, 6 | "Australasian Provincial Press Association: 
Eighth Annual Conference," Border Watch (Mount Gambier, SA), Saturday, 8 September 1917, 2 | 
"Annual Conference in Brisbane: Representatives of 100 Newspapers-Tour into the Tropics," West 
Gippsland Gazette (Warragul, Vic), Tuesday, 11 September 1917, 7 | "Impressions of the Northern 
State," West Gippsland Gazette (Warragul, Vic), Tuesday, 18 September 1917, 2 | "At The Press 
Conference: Feminine Impressions-by one of the ladies," West Gippsland Gazette (Warragul, Vic), 
Tuesday, 2 October 1917, 7. 
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pupils from the Buderim or Mapleton schools. Lane and three of his pupils from 
Yandina were able to attend, catching the 1.20pm goods train with the Nambour 
group. Once again the excursion numbers were bolstered by a contingent of local 
residents interested in the agricultural lessons being taught. After the three mile trip 
the group were assembled at the school at 2pm.65 
 
Figure 0.11. ‘Rural School excursion. Planting pines at Woombye’. QSA. Item Id. 16780. 
Wilson addressed the assembled students. He outlined the experiments to be 
accomplished that day and detailed the variety of methods adopted by growers when 
establishing new plantations. The group moved to the school plot and, under the 
guidance of the visiting growers, the pupils planted six rows of pineapples. On 
returning to the school grounds Wilson planted a tree to commemorate ex-scholars 
who had ‘taken up arms for their country’ and the excursion was completed at 
3.45pm; with no return train available the group resigned to walking the three miles 
back to Nambour.66 
                                                 
65  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 16780. 17/33745, ' Educational Visit to Woombye State School', 
12 September, 1917. 
66  ———, Item ID. 16780. 17/33745, ' Educational Visit to Woombye State School', 12 September, 
1917. 
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YANDINA 
Twenty-eight Rural School boys, Fisher, Barton and Martin joined Watt and 
two pupils from Mapleton for a planned excursion on Friday 19 October, 1917. The 
purpose was to inspect the work being carried out in the school garden at Yandina; 
no staff or students from either Woombye or Buderim were able to attend. 
Once at Yandina the day’s proceedings were explained to the group by Lane. A 
short lunch was taken, then after lunch Lane conducted an open air class on the 
theory and practice of budding, especially in reference to citrus plants. Each boy then 
took out his own pocket knife and practiced the techniques on samples provided. 
Lane demonstrated how to wrap waxed cloth around the finished bud and Fisher 
provided the boys with a recipe to make their own waxed cloth. The group then 
proceeded to Thompson’s farm where a lesson was provided on the practical aspects 
of growing strawberries. On completing the talk Thompson invited the pupils to 
‘help themselves’.67 
 
Figure 0.12. Yandina State School. QSA, Item Id. 16780. 
 The class was shown about one hundred seedling oranges in Thompson’s 
garden that Lane had previously budded for him; this provided the opportunity for a 
                                                 
67  ———, Item ID. 16780. 17/39149, ' Report of Educational excursion to Yandina', 24 October, 1917. 
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lesson about budding in the nursery. Thompson expressed he was a keen supporter of 
the Rural School and that two daughters attended day classes and one attended the 
night classes.68 
The willingness of the farming community to not just send their children to the 
Rural School but to also freely give their time, expertise and produce in support of 
the endeavour demonstrates the acceptance of the enterprise within the community. 
Furthermore, the knowledge that Thompson, an accepted successful farmer, was 
willingly seeking the assistance of Lane to bud his orange trees clearly indicates the 
community valued the new knowledge the school and its teachers had to impart. 
Reinforcing this was the number of community members that attended each 
excursion hoping to be enlightened in some way to improve their lot as farmers. 
 
Figure 0.13. A small corner of Thompson’s strawberry farm. The children accepting Thompson’s 
offer to ‘help themselves’. Note the packing shed (top left). QSA, Item Id. 16780. 
To freshen up after the garden work the group was taken to the Yandina 
swimming pool, in the Maroochy River, where they spent half an hour enjoying a 
swim. On the way to the school garden, after the swim, Lane showed the class 
examples of ringbarking and poisoning being employed to fell trees for a new 
clearing. At the school garden Fisher admitted being envious of the extensive 
                                                 
68  ———, Item ID. 16780. 17/39149, ' Report of Educational excursion to Yandina', 24 October, 1917. 
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gardens and agricultural possibilities they presented. The gardens provided the class 
with profitable examples in experiments on potatoes, tomatoes, peas, beans, celery, 
strawberries and citrus fruits. The lessons ended in time for the group to catch the 
6pm goods train back to Nambour.69 
 
Figure 0.14. Thompson (front left) showing the assembled Rural School pupils the seedling oranges 
Lane is budding for him. QSA, Item Id. 16780. 
In addition to the excursions the boys on occasion would receive instruction by 
experts from the Department of Agriculture and Stock. Theoretical agriculture 
lessons were taught at Nambour Rural School and the children would then put this 
theory into practice at the various plots located within the linked-up schools. 
Nambour also had a small area set aside for some gardening, however this was 
inadequate for crop or orchard experiments. Although this system presented some 
drawbacks, the pupils gained invaluable experience testing crops across a diverse 
range of soils and conditions within the one local environment. Unfortunately it still 
relied on the expertise of the head teachers at the linked up schools and the ability to 
have regular excursions to these schools, both of which proved to be problematic.70 
                                                 
69  ———, Item ID. 16780. 17/39149, ' Report of Educational excursion to Yandina', 24 October, 1917. 
70  ———, Item ID. 16778. 'Nambour Rural School-Series of Articles by F.M. Bayley, Esq. M.L.A.'. 
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Figure 0.15. The Yandina school swimming pool in the Maroochy River. A returned soldier, Mr 
Davidson, rowed Fisher across to take the photograph. QSA, Item Id. 16780.  
 
Figure 0.16. ‘In the school plot. Potatoes in foreground out of focus’. QSA, Item Id. 16780. 
NAMBOUR RURAL SCHOOL 1917-1920 
For three years Nambour remained the only Rural School. Others locations had 
been considered by the department and many communities had forwarded requests 
for their schools to follow the model set by Nambour with each proposition denied or 
postponed due to financial constraints. The opinion was also voiced that the 
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Nambour model still needed to address some problems and prove its worth before 
expenditure could be allocated for any further Rural Schools. 
Lessons in woodworking began at Nambour on 2 February, 1917, with thirty-
nine weeks of instruction provided in the first year. Students received three and a half 
hours training each week. Theory classes covered the care and use of trade tools 
whilst the practical training loosely followed the curriculum of the Central Technical 
College. Throughout the year students practised making a wide variety of joining 
techniques and constructed, ‘nail-boxes, soap-trays, bench-hooks, brackets, tea-trays, 
model fruit-ladders and farm-gates’. The more advanced students built and hung tool 
cupboards each containing a ‘handsaw, tenon saw, jack plane, smoothing plane, 
scribes, hammer, mallet, square, rule, gage, screwdrivers; and four chisels’.71 
The tinsmith and plumbing pupils were taught soldering, the preparation and 
use of fluxes, using a fire-box, how to tin a copper-bit as well as the names and use 
of each tool and how to care for them. Each pupil was supplied ‘copper-bit, snips, 
square, rule, dividers, mallet and a hammer. Additional tools such as files, rivet sets, 
punches and groovers were provided for general class use.  
Pupils learnt how to make lap and seam joints then constructed downpipes; 
half-pint, pint and quart measures; dippers; chicken fountains; dust-pans; cake tins; 
bakery dishes; bread tins; funnels; colanders; cash boxes; and a full-sized meat safe 
and window shade. The materials produced were all objects of value to a farming 
family and the ‘wiring and bottoming’, normally a machine process, was done by 
hand and extensive use was made of old kerosene tins and scraps of corrugated 
galvanised iron to further enhance the ‘practical nature of the instruction’.72 
Each pupil in the leatherwork classes received a tool set comprising a ‘clamp, 
awls, edge tools, round knife, wooden creases, punches, hemp, needles, and wax’. 
This class endeavoured to train the pupils in the skills required to maintain and 
produce the leather equipment necessary to farming families.  
                                                 
71  ———, Item ID. 16777. 'Supplementary Report on the State Rural School at Nambour'. 17/45775, 24 
December, 1917. Report of Instructor J. F. Smith. 
72  ———, Item ID. 16777. 'Supplementary Report on the State Rural School at Nambour'. 17/45775, 24 
December, 1917. Report of Instructor J. Shambler, Buderim. 
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Each pupil in the first year manufactured ‘knife pouches, plain and ring belts, 
rug straps with leather handles, dog collars, school bags, camera cases, leggings, 
stirrup leathers, bridles, saddle bags, money pouches, and braces.73 
Table II. Student numbers based on school returns for 1917. Compiled from data contained in QSA, Item Id. 
16777, Administration file, Nambour State Rural School. 
1917 
Nambour 
Full-time 
Nambour 
Part-time 
Feeder Schools 
Full-time 
Feeder Schools 
Part-time 
Total Pupils 
January 47 22 69 
February 56 1 19 16 92 
March 53 5 17 29 104 
April No Data Available 
May 53 5 17 32 107 
June 53 5 17 32 107 
July 52 3 19 33 107 
August 50 5 15 46 116 
September 50 5 15 48 118 
October 45 8 15 44 112 
November 45 8 15 45 113 
December 45 8 15 45 113 
 
The cookery and housekeeping pupils began the year working through the 
Department of Public Instruction’s book Short course for State school pupils. From 
this they gained an appreciation of the ‘composition of food materials and 
housekeeping’ as well as working through seven lessons facilitating the selection of 
the daily meals for a week. The pupils then progressed on to Stage I of the Central 
Technical College curriculum. Good progress was made with about seven dozen 
bottles of jam and a dozen jars of preserves produced and reports of young students 
taking over the cooking duties in their homes.74 
                                                 
73  ———, Item ID. 16777. 'Supplementary Report on the State Rural School at Nambour'. 17/45775, 24 
December, 1917. Report of Instructor Thomas Ward. 
74  ———, Item ID. 16777. 'Supplementary Report on the State Rural School at Nambour'. 17/45775, 24 
December, 1917. Report of Instructor C. Slaughter. 
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Table III. Number of pupils taking each of the subjects in the Rural School in 1917. Compiled from data 
contained in QSA, Item Id. 16777, Administration file, Nambour State Rural School. 
1917 
Dressmaking 
Hilda 
Cunington 
Cookery  
C. Slaughter
 
Woodwork  
J.F. Smith
 
Tinsmith/ 
Plumbing 
J. Shambler 
Leatherwork 
Thomas 
Ward 
 
Agricultural 
Science  
T. E. Martin 
F.M. Martim 
January - - - - - - 
February 42 35 27 16 16 - 
March 61 41 30 17 17 30 
April - - - - - - 
May 61 50 31 17 17 27 
June 64 51 31 17 17 27 
July 60 50 32 17 16 27 
August 64 47 28 18 17 25 
September 66 47 28 18 17 25 
October 63 34 24 18 18 20 
November 64 34 24 18 18 20 
December 64 34 24 18 18 20 
 
The dressmaking pupils were divided into a junior and a senior class. Pupils 
entered the junior class on starting the Rural School program and were taught to 
‘draft and cut-out cooking apron, bloomers, Magyar nightdress, to take 
measurements, and to make a simple dress’. The students on progressing to the 
senior class continued lessons in simple dressmaking, with many of the pupils 
‘wearing garments measured, drafted, cut-out and made’ by them.75 
TEETHING PROBLEMS 
 
The initial number of students taking the Rural School option exceeded the 
department’s expectations and required the District Inspectors to organise the 
purchase of more equipment. This alleviated the problem for less than one month as 
                                                 
75  ———, Item ID. 16777. 'Supplementary Report on the State Rural School at Nambour'. 17/45775, 24 
December, 1917. Report of District Instructor W. E. Benbow. 
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the number of students attending the rural school almost doubled over the first year 
with much of the increase recorded between February and March. The night classes 
were just as popular with the June returns noting three students had to be turned 
away from night classes in woodwork due to no more work benches being 
available.76 
Table IV. Evening class student numbers as well as numbers of pupils not taking the Rural School option and 
choosing to continue towards scholarship. Information based on school returns for 1917. Compiled from data 
contained in QSA, Item Id. 16777, Administration file, Nambour State Rural School. 
1917 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
Dressmaking 
Hilda Cunington 
- - 17 - 15 15 15 16 9 10 10 11 
Woodwork  J.F. 
Smith 
- - 11 - 16 16 16 16 9 10 10 11 
Students 
continuing 
ordinary classes or 
toward 
scholarship 
- 12 11 - 12 12 13 19 19 21 21 21 
 
Nambour Pupils taking the Rural School option formed the bulk of the school 
numbers and these remained relatively steady. The increase in pupil numbers was 
provided by students attending from the feeder schools, in particular those attending 
part-time. This presented some difficulties which needed to be solved before other 
schools could follow the Nambour example. One of the reasons Nambour was 
selected as the model for the Rural School experiment was the school’s centrality to 
a number of smaller schools earmarked to act as feeders. A number of these schools 
relied on the railway to transport the pupils to and from Nambour. To ensure this 
presented no impediment to the success of the scheme pupils travelling by train 
received free passes when travelling for classes. Unfortunately this did not ensure the 
trains travelled to an appropriate timetable. In the school returns for March head 
teacher Fisher notified the department of the issue. ‘Much time is lost by pupils 
owing to unsuitability of train services’ Fisher wrote, explaining ‘Pupils coming 
from south arrive 2hrs late and their morning attendance is therefore cancelled’. ‘On 
                                                 
76  ———, Item ID. 16777. 17/11086, School returns for June, 1917. 
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Wednesday and Friday’ he continued, ‘there is no morning train from Yandina so 
pupils come by “cream train” arriving about 1.30’.77  
The train schedule was a continuing issue for the school. The school committee 
lodged an official complaint on 13 June, 1918. They noted the north bound goods 
train due to depart Nambour at 4.30pm was often as late departing as 7.30pm. This 
meant pupils travelling to Cooran did not arrive home until past 10pm. In February 
1919, P.M. Bayley, M.L.A. visited Nambour Rural school and the linked up schools 
to assess their value and determine if Pittsworth would benefit from a similar school. 
In a series of five newspaper articles on the topic Bayley addressed the strengths and 
weaknesses of Nambour. He regarded the scheme an ‘undoubted benefit’ to the 
region, although in practical agriculture he stated ‘the Nambour School is 
handicapped… the available land being small in extent and very little can be done in 
the way of experimental plots or agriculture of any kind’. Concerning the train 
service, on which a large number of the pupils relied, Bayley wrote ‘although fairly 
satisfactory, is capable of considerable improvement so far as the time-table is 
concerned’. After two years of operation the school was still at the mercy of the 
railway and its schedule to operate effectively as a central school.78 Other situations 
presented problems as well; in 1919, the end of year examinations for the 
dressmaking pupils was delayed due to the materials not arriving on time by goods 
train; some pupils would not arrive home until the late evening if the goods train was 
delayed; and teachers travelling to the school often had to travel the prior evening.79   
Despite these inconveniences the Rural School experiment was well received. 
The February 1917 report, detailing the school’s inspection by Kennedy and Riddell, 
acknowledged a satisfactory start and this opinion was echoed by Story and Hardacre 
as well as the community on numerous occasions.80 Even detractors of the scheme 
were being converted. In Bayley’s series of articles on the school he related the story 
of a ‘struggling settler from the scrub’ proudly pointing out a set of ‘spring cart 
harness’ on his horse. The settler explained he had discarded the set as they were so 
                                                 
77  ———, Item ID. 16777. 17/11086, School returns for March, 1917. 
78  ———, Item ID. 16778. "Nambour Rural School, Series of Articles by P.M. Bayley Esq. M.L.A." 
79  ———, Item ID. 16778. 12195/19, "Dressmaking Exam'. 10 April, 1919. 
80  ———, Item ID. 16777. 'A Visit to Nambour Rural School'. 15th February, 1917 | ———. QSA; 
Item ID. 16777. Correspondence between Hardacre and W.A. Fielding of Forest Glen, 9, 18 July, 
1917 | ———, Item ID. 16778. 17/05790, hand-written note by Story on the February school returns. 
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worn out they were not worth the ‘heavy cost’ for the necessary repairs. The man’s 
fourteen year old son, a student of the Rural School, offered to repair the harness set. 
The boy’s father reported the repaired item was now ‘really serviceable and 
strong…with the extensive repairs being effected in a thorough manner’. The 
‘cocky… loud in his praises’ of the Rural School, added he had originally been 
doubtful of the scheme. 
PROMOTING THE EXPERIMENT 
 
Figure 0.17. ‘Shows one walk in Rural School Court. The maps and copybooks to are the work of the 
ordinary school’. Queensland State Archives, Item Id. 16777, Administration file, Nambour State 
Rural School. 17/24460, ‘Rural School Show Exhibit’. 
A constant stream of advertising in the local newspapers outlining the benefits 
of a Rural School education coupled with successful displays of the pupils work at 
the Maroochy and Gympie shows and the Brisbane Exhibition ensured the 
community was aware of the new scheme and its benefits for their children.81 The 
Maroochy show was opened by the Governor, Sir Hamilton J. Goold-Adams. 
Pointing at the Rural School display the Governor pronounced ‘splendid work…it 
was a fine thing to see children taught to use the hands that God had given them’.82 
The display at the Gympie show a month later was just as well received. The display 
was transported to Gympie by train and arrived in good condition and was assembled 
by Stubbin and Fisher. The Gympie Times reported favourably;  
                                                 
81  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 16777. 17/32346, 'Rural School Exhibit, Gympie', 1 September, 
1917. 
82  "Maroochy District Show. A Fine Display," Chronicle (Nambour), Friday, 6 July 1917, 4. 
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The exhibit by the Nambour Rural School was an education in itself. It 
showed a line of education that must prove of inestimable advantage to those 
who take up agriculture as a means of livelihood, yet have not the means or 
cannot afford the time to attend a course at one of the Agricultural Colleges. 
The work of the pupils is set out at length and no exhibit has a higher 
educational value.83 
 
Figure 0.18. ‘Showing completed Preserves and Jams; Cookery; Sheetmetalwork; & Woodwork’. 
Queensland State Archives, Item Id. 16777, Administration file, Nambour State Rural School. 
17/24460, ‘Rural School Show Exhibit’. 
                                                 
83  ———, Item ID. 16777. 17/32316, 'Rural School Exhibit, Gympie'. 
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Figure 0.19. ‘Showing front entrances: dressmaking on right; cookery & woodwork in middle; 
tinwork & leatherwork on left’. Queensland State Archives, Item Id. 16777, Administration file, 
Nambour State Rural School. 17/24460, ‘Rural School Show Exhibit’. 
 
Figure 0.20. ‘Sheetmetal work’. Queensland State Archives, Item Id. 16777, Administration file, 
Nambour State Rural School. 17/24460, ‘Rural School Show Exhibit’. 
This type of praise was common in the first few years as the department, visiting 
dignitaries and the local press talked up the Rural School experiment. The Chronicle 
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often providing editorial comments encouraging parents to send their children to the 
school; 
There is much evidence to show that the advantages to be gained at the Rural 
School are becoming more widely known each month. Pupils are now 
coming from Caboolture south and Traveston north. Parents would be wisely 
advised to give their girls an opportunity of obtaining efficient instruction in 
cookery, jam-making, dressmaking and such braches of domestic science. 
Parents should also make their growing lads more efficient by giving them 
the opportunity of attending, as part-time pupils, the woodwork, leather-
work, tinwork, or science classes.84 
 
Figure 0.21. ‘Costumes: The two in front are the work of night students. The three in rear are the work 
of day pupils. The check costume was much admired – made by Lottie Beaton (16yrs) of Yandina’. 
Queensland State Archives, Item Id. 16777, Administration file, Nambour State Rural School. 
17/24460, ‘Rural School Show Exhibit’. 
                                                 
84  "Nambour Rural School," Chronicle (Nambour), Friday, 7 February 1919, 5. 
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COMMERCIAL AND TECHNICAL SUBJECTS 
The question of whether the Rural School should have commercial classes to 
prepare children for positions in the local businesses had been discussed and Fisher 
wrote to the department on 7 June and again on 15 September, 1917 to suggest the 
introduction to the Rural School of bookkeeping, typing and shorthand. In proposing 
the classes Fisher stated he had considered the ‘safeguarding of the characteristic 
features of the Rural School’ and felt the introduction of these subjects was in 
keeping with the Rural School philosophy of preparing children for their lives on the 
land. As towns grew, Fisher pointed out, they would require clerks, bank employees 
and storekeepers and it was ‘only fair to country children that they should have first 
opportunity of filling such positions’. These subjects were to begin in the sixth class 
and as such would not impact on the rural classes which began in the second half of 
fourth year.85 
Bookkeeping classes began in 1918 with forty pupils enrolled at the start of the 
year. By the end of 1918 shorthand and typewriting were added to the curriculum 
and each of the classes drew around forty pupils. Millinery was added to the 
curriculum in October 1918 with sixteen girls electing to take the class. The number 
of pupils taking each of the Rural School classes was encouraging and their numbers 
remained steady or slowly increased over the first three years.  
DOMESTIC CLASSES 
Contrary to the steady advances in other classes, the number of students taking 
dressmaking increased dramatically, rising from around ten pupils in at the beginning 
of 1917 to over one hundred in January 1918. The significant increase in numbers 
can be attributed to a change in staffing. The visiting instructors Slaughter and 
Cunington as well as assistant teacher Caroline Meredith, all from the Central 
Technical College, ceased teaching the domestic studies at Nambour at year’s end 
1917. Pearl Drane from the Central Technical College was appointed the full-time 
teacher of all three domestic subjects as of January, 1918. The visiting instructors 
travelled to Nambour by train on Thursdays and returned to Brisbane on Fridays. 
This limited the number of classes that could be conducted. Appointing a permanent 
teacher allowed for more classes, and as such, more pupils. The dressmaking classes 
                                                 
85  ———, Item ID. 16778. 17/34211, 'Establishment of Commercial Classes" 15 September, 1917. 
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also expanded as a result of the 1917 pupil group advancing on to 2nd year 
dressmaking and a new batch of pupils reaching the appropriate age to start the Rural 
School curriculum and fill classes for 1st year dressmaking. With such a dramatic 
increase in pupil numbers and the extra burden of night classes in dressmaking the 
department transferred Meredith back to the Rural School in June with a permanent 
position as assistant teacher of domestic science.86 
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE 
 
Figure 0.22. The Science Class of the Nambour Rural School visiting William Harwood’s Burnside 
Dairy to examine his new concrete silo. This was the first of its type east of the Blackall Ranges. The 
lifting engine can be seen near the centre of the image. The silo was used to store chaffed maize and 
was described as ‘a receptacle in which the winter supply of milk is stored’. QSA, Item Id. 16778. 
The commercial and technical courses showed good progress in the first three 
years and received high praise both from the department and the community. 
Contrary to this, agricultural education, the very reason the school was established, 
was not doing as well. Through 1918 there were only two excursions to the linked 
schools. The trip to Mapleton on 12 September was attended by fifty-eight pupils, 
three teachers and twenty adults from the community. The group were presented 
lessons by Watt on citrus pests and sprays for their eradication. On 18 October forty-
four pupils and four teachers travelled to Buderim Mountain for lectures and 
practical tasks on banana culture set by Bartlett. After the lessons Bartlett provided 
                                                 
86  ———. QSA; Item ID. 16777. 17/08507, 'Notes on a Visit to Nambour Rural School', 15 February, 
1917 | ———, Item ID. 16778. 17/45421, 11 December, 1917. 18/04548, 'Application Assistance in 
Dressmaking', 14 February, 1918. 18/15926, 8 May, 1918. 
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the pupils with a large number of suckers to plant in Nambour’s experimental portion 
of Buderim’s agricultural plot.87 Other short excursions were conducted around the 
Nambour area to provide the agricultural students with an appreciation for good 
farming practice and reinforce the theory they were being taught. One such trip 
involved the students visiting William Harwood’s new silo at his Burnside dairy. The 
visit emphasised the importance of the milk and cream testing classes and the 
necessity to use these tests to determine which cows earned their feed through the 
production of milk. The silo was described to the boys as ‘a receptacle in which the 
winter supply of milk is stored’.88 
REPORT INTO THE LINKED UP SCHOOL SYSTEM 
Although these excursions were informative for the pupils they were far too 
infrequent to provide adequate practical application for the theory taught at 
Nambour. This issue was further highlighted when Stubbin inspected Nambour and 
the linked up schools on 24 and 31 November, 1918.  
Stubbin’s report was highly critical of the way the school was progressing. He 
noted the success in all areas except agriculture and this he stated ‘was the very 
feature for which the school was created’. Agriculture, he pointed out, had to be 
made the principal reason for the school and increased in status so the community 
understood it was the subject of primary importance for their children. This could not 
be achieved according to Stubbin ‘while all other subjects get the best treatment at 
the Rural and State Schools’. Reiterating the importance of agriculture to Queensland 
Stubbin added, ‘it is through increasing the area of cultivation and the yield per acre 
that the war has been finally won by the Allies, and if this is true in war, surely it is 
true in peace’.  
Stubbin acknowledged Fisher was ‘doing some exceedingly good work, and 
that, given better train facilities, his attendance would considerably improve’. He felt 
the agriculture lessons though good could only succeed ‘as far as the facilities 
provided will allow’. Stubbin highlighted two major deficits; ‘Want of a practical 
side to the teaching of agriculture’ and ‘the need for a suitable teacher to take this 
subject’. Noting the value of the lessons given at the linked up schools, Stubbin 
                                                 
87  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 16778. Returns; September, October, 1918. 
88  "A Nambour Silo," Chronicle (Nambour), Friday, 18 February 1918, 3 | ———, Item ID. 16778. 14 
February, 1918. 
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pointed out that the greatest advantage of the experimentation went to the local 
pupils as they can witness first-hand on a regular basis the progress of the crops.  
Stubbin proposed ceasing the linked up association and the special grants paid 
to each school and its head teacher. This amounted to one hundred and twenty eight 
pounds which Stubbin felt would be better diverted to the purchase of an agricultural 
plot in Nambour, or the relocation of the school to a larger site. Stubbin then 
advanced the idea of adding agriculture to the curriculum of most of the Queensland 
High Schools. ‘Gatton, Pittsworth, Warwick, Kingaroy, Gympie Childers, Roma, 
Dalby, Mackay, Mt. Morgan, Charters Towers and Bundaberg High Schools’, 
Stubbin argued, ‘are teaching every subject except the one that most concerns their 
development’. These schools catered for mostly farming children and over two years 
their teachers taught them French, Latin, algebra and geometry, but left them ill-
prepared for when they returned to life on the farm. This inevitably led to a drift 
toward the city and perpetuated the urbanisation problems. Stubbin finished his 
report with a stern warning that no future Rural Schools should be established unless 
they have a satisfactory train service, fair quality soil and ‘there is ample ground for 
practical work’.89 The department received Stubbin’s report and registered its receipt 
13 November, 1918. The report went missing when forwarded to the Under 
Secretary and as such no action was taken until April 1919 when the department 
wrote to Stubbin seeking another copy. The report from Stubbin prompted the 
department to seek a review of the linked up schools system. This did not occur until 
mid 1920 and by this time the school had a new head teacher. 
Fisher was transferred to Townsville West in July 1919 and Robert William 
Morgan Steele the head teacher at Glenvale was appointed acting head teacher of 
Nambour.90 Fisher had been instrumental in the establishment and progress of the 
Rural School and his transfer had the potential to derail the scheme.  Story informed 
Steele he must prove himself a worthy replacement for Fisher before he would be 
granted permanent status and qualify for the special allowance of forty pounds that 
                                                 
 89  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 16778. 'Nambour: Visited 24th and 31st November' 
90  Queensland Department of Public Instruction, "EOG, Vol. 21." September, 1919. p. 304. 
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went with the position.91 A year later Steele’s position as head teacher was 
confirmed.92  
BLACKSMITH CLASSES 
In March 1919, prior to his departure, Fisher wrote to the department seeking 
to start classes in blacksmithing. The request to appoint Nambour’s blacksmith, H.A. 
Donald as the class instructor was denied, however approval was granted for the 
construction of a shed for future blacksmithing classes. Newly appointed head 
teacher Steele, acting on a letter left by Fisher, appointed Donald to teach 
blacksmithing starting January 1920. The department, initially unaware of this 
arrangement, granted Donald official teaching status in May, 1920; he had been 
teaching for three months and had sixteen pupils.93 
CHANGES TO THE LINKED UP SCHOOLS SCHEME 
Nambour Rural School’s new head teacher, Robert Steele, wrote to the 
department early in 1920 seeking advice on the status of the linked up schools. There 
was speculation that some of the schools had ceased being part of the scheme owing 
to the transfer of their head teachers.94 The department requested Stubbin visit the 
schools and that he and Steele provide separate reports assessing the linked up 
scheme. 95 Stubbin reported that only three of the linked up schools continued to be a 
part of the scheme. Buderim Mountain had ceased operating as a linked school when 
Bartlett took up his new position as Assistant Instructor of Banana Culture for NSW 
and the incoming head teacher Donald Campbell took the position on the condition 
‘no garden work was to be expected’.96 Stubbin’s was scathing in his assessment of 
the agriculture and gardening work being done at the Rural School. ‘There appears to 
be more children availing themselves of the Commercial or Technical College side 
of this school’ Stubbin wrote, ‘than of the “Farmer making” part’. With 530 pupils 
attending the school and 240 of these pupils enrolled in the rural side, only 25 were 
                                                 
91  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 16780. 19/30850, 'Appointment of Robert William Morgan 
Steele as Acting Head Teacher of the Rural School at Nambour", 28 July, 1919. 
92  Queensland Department of Public Instruction, "EOG, Vol. 22." November, 1920. p .324. 
93  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 16780. 20/18315, 'Appointment of Teacher of Blacksmithing", 4 
May, 1920. 
94  ———, Item ID. 16780. 20/32358, 'Report on Linked up Schools', 5 July, 1920. 
95  ———, Item ID. 16780. 20/23069, 'Nambour Rural', 2 July, 1920. 
96  Queensland Department of Public Instruction, "EOG, Vol. 22." May, 1920. p. 58 | Queensland State 
Archives, Item ID. 16780. 20/32556, 'Nambour Rural School', 3 July, 1920. 
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boys involved in outdoor soil work. Further exasperating this situation, according to 
Stubbin, was that each of the commercial and technical classes had a specially 
trained teacher and agriculture did not. The lessons in milk and cream testing Stubbin 
continued are taught by ‘Mr Bell – a city trained man with no knowledge of, or 
interest in dairying’. All of the subjects involved practical work and examinations to 
reinforce the theory, except agriculture.  These subjects, Stubbin wrote, ‘appear to be 
regarded and treated as subjects of little or no importance, subjects that may be 
squeezed into any odd corner of the school’s curriculum and taken by any teacher 
whether fitted for, and interested in, the work or not’. Stubbin insisted that to remedy 
the situation the linked up scheme had to be discontinued and a teacher capable of 
conducting the agriculture lessons be appointed immediately.97 Steele’s report 
differed slightly from Stubbin’s and suggested the land at the Nambour school was 
sufficient for ‘experiments in fodder and vegetables if methods of “intense 
agriculture” [are] employed’. Woombye, Steele continued, could be utilised for 
experiments in pine, citrus and bananas. The department abolished the linked up 
scheme on 23 August 1920, however they adopted the suggestion in Steele’s report 
and kept the association between Nambour Rural School and Woombye. To address 
Stubbin’s suggestion for a dedicated teacher in the agricultural subjects, George 
James Locke was transferred from teacher of commercial subjects at the Rural 
School and appointed teacher of agricultural science on 1 October 1920.98 Locke had 
been in and out of the department as the head teacher at a series of provisional and 
small country schools since 1917. Nothing can be found on Locke to provide any 
evidence that he was the type of capable man Stubbin had stated the agricultural 
classes needed. 
EVENING CLASSES 
From the Rural School’s first inspection by Kennedy and Riddell in February 
1917, the importance of fostering any interest in evening classes for adults was made 
clear. These classes would run on the same principles as the Central Technical 
College, concerning the payment of fees and this was intended to produce an income 
for the Rural School. They also provided a regional alternative for further education 
                                                 
97  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 16780. 20/32556, 'Nambour Rural School', 3 July, 1920. 
98  ———, Item ID. 16779, Administration file, Nambour State Rural School. General Information. 
20/45341, 'Nambour Rural', 15 September, 1920. 
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for those with insufficient time or funds to attend the Central Technical College. 
Classes in woodwork and dressmaking began in March 1917 with eleven and 
seventeen pupils respectively. The classes had to be conducted on the evening the 
instructors stayed over in Nambour. The restrictive class times and in the case of 
woodworking, the lack of bench space hindered the pupil numbers. Quality lighting 
also played a part as the school still relied on carbide lanterns for illumination. 
Bookkeeping was added to evening classes in August 1918 with eleven pupils 
tutored by Locke; however these evening classes ceased at the start of 1919. On 14 
October, 1918 the school committee wrote to the department explaining the night 
classes were in jeopardy; ‘the question of lighting is becoming very acute’ as ‘the 
price of carbide [for the lamps] is now almost prohibitive’. Night classes up to this 
time had ‘returned over £60 in fees’ and they felt this would more than cover the 
installation of a better lighting system. The request was forwarded to the Works 
Department and six months later the school was provided with two ‘Gloria Lights’ 
for night classes.99 The ‘Gloria Light’ was a hollow tube, pressure fed gasoline 
lantern similar to modern camping lamps. They provided a brilliant light and were 
the ideal means of self contained lighting for small premises. This was a relatively 
new method of lighting and the Rural School was one of the earliest buildings in the 
region to be lighted in this fashion. This was another demonstration of the faith 
placed in the success of this new venture based on the achievements of the first few 
years and it allowed for the continuation of night classes and as such a means of 
further education for the rural community.  
MORE RURAL SCHOOLS 
Despite the ongoing teething problems associated with the Rural School 
experiment at Nambour the department had utilised the school for the purpose it was 
intended: that is as a model for schools to follow in Nambour’s example. This 
experiment had been fruitful for the department as they were now very aware of the 
problems associated with having children and teachers meet class schedules when 
reliant on an unpredictable rail schedule. They had benefitted through experiencing 
the problems associated with having insufficient land at the school grounds to 
undertake the necessary experimental agriculture, and they had determined that this 
                                                 
99  ———, Item ID. 16777. 18/12478, 14 October, 1918. 19/04528, 'Lighting Rural School, Nambour. 
16 April, 1919. 
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problem could not be solved through the use of land at the surrounding schools. The 
importance of technical and commercial subjects in preparing workers for local 
businesses had been established as had the importance of ensuring these subjects did 
not take primacy over the agricultural subjects.  
Throughout this period, Nambour Rural School had received unwavering 
support from the Chronicle. Such enthusiastic reporting from the local newspaper 
may be explained by the editor also being the secretary of the school committee and 
a principal advocate of the Rural School. However a thorough search of a wide range 
of print media from the time found a multitude of supporting opinions and failed to 
find any substantial voice opposing this view. Moreover, praise for the Rural School 
extended far beyond the local news. As previously detailed, the local community 
were strong advocates, with reports of those originally opposing the scheme having a 
change of heart. The visiting dignitaries highly commended the school and the work 
of the children, repeatedly voicing the opinion that the preparation of rural children 
for rural lives was an admirable venture. This opinion was advanced around the State 
and Nation through the reporting of the visiting press and the progress of the 
experiment was being watched with interest internationally.  
Nambour may not have performed exactly as the department had envisaged 
when they established it in 1917, however over the three years it had been 
developing the department had gained valuable insights that gave them the 
confidence to extend the Rural School scheme beyond Nambour. In 1920 three more 
schools joined the Rural School scheme; Marburg, Boonah and Gracemere. The 
success of these schools in turn led to the expansion of the scheme over the next two 
decades to a further twenty-six schools each operating as a central Rural School for 
the surrounding district feeder schools.  
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The Nation-wide ideology of closer settlement continued throughout the 1920s 
with the showcase of the policy intended to be the settlement of the returned soldiers 
onto their own properties where they would prosper and foster growth around them. 
The Federal Government’s grand scheme to see 20,000 soldiers and their families 
settled on farms by 1919 failed to produce the required results. In reality across 
Australia, by 1921, less than 2,600 soldiers had taken up the offer and many of these 
were barely achieving subsistence. The failures of this scheme have been well 
documented and addressed in an earlier chapter.  
Despite the realisation that soldier settlement was not achieving all that was 
hoped, agricultural development was still viewed as the most effective means of 
achieving rural development within Queensland. Premier, Edward Granville 
Theodore, and his Deputy Premier, William Neil Gillies, in their 1922 publication, 
Scheme for the Organisation of the Agricultural Industry of Queensland  clearly 
articulated this view when they wrote; 
The problem that looms above all others in Australia, and in Queensland 
particularly, is how to obtain a larger virile population, and the solution of 
that problem is believed to be largely in the development of agriculture. 
Agricultural development alone can bring about closer settlement on which 
the safety and wellbeing of Australia must depend.1 
Theodore and Gillies also note the direct link between increasing the 
population and the credence Australia’s ‘safety and wellbeing’ depended on 
expanding development.  The perception Australia was under threat of foreign 
occupation if the wealth it provided could not be fully utilise was not an insular 
opinion.2 The widespread view that the Asian nations to the north posed a real and 
present threat of occupation ensured the continuation of programs aimed at settling 
the unpopulated portions of the Nation.  
                                                 
1  Edward Granville Theodore, William Neil Gillies, and Queensland Council of Agriculture, Scheme 
for the Organisation of the Agricultural Industry of Queensland: Presented for the Consideration of 
the Farmers of Queensland (Queensland Producers' Association, 1922). 
2  "Australia's Peril-Lord Northcliffe's Warning: 'Only Numbers Will Save You'," Sydney Morning 
Herald (Sydney), Saturday, 1 October 1921, 13. 
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With the stimulation of rural development inadequate using the existing 
population, attention turned once again to immigration schemes capable of producing 
the desired results. Immigration in the 1920s was still controlled by the White 
Australia Policy. The legislative foundation for this policy was the 1902 Immigration 
Restriction Act which Kate Bagnall describes as the ‘culmination of decades of 
debate within and between the colonies on how best to keep Australia white and 
British’. The Act, Bagnall continues ‘centred on the idea of the “prohibited 
immigrant”—primarily those who failed a Dictation Test of fifty words in a 
European (later, any) language’.3 Consequently a variety of schemes aimed at 
encouraging white settlement were proposed through this period.  
One notable strategy provided by former New South Wales Premier Sir Joseph 
Carruthers was the ‘million farmers for a million farms’ scheme. Carruthers warning 
of the threat posed by Japan in particular stated Australia must populate or perish. 
‘You can count on the fingers of your two hands the number of the white men, 
women and children to a million acres right through practically all Australia’, 
Carruthers wrote, then emphasising his point Carruthers stated, ‘there exists no other 
part of the world outside of the Arctic and Antarctic regions which is so open to 
occupation by invasion’.4 Carruthers’s grandiose plan to transport a million Brits to 
farms across New South Wales had all but dwindled into non-existence by 1927. 
Major criticisms of the scheme suggested that it would expand the primary industries 
well beyond the potential for demand and that the primary and secondary industries 
needed to develop hand-in-hand.5 Other schemes included the ‘Bernardo’s boys’ a 
scheme derived from the philanthropy of Thomas John Bernardo.6 Children ‘seen as 
having no prospects in Britain’ or whose ‘families were seen as failing to provide 
adequate care for them’ were earmarked by Bernardo’s charity for ‘care and 
opportunities elsewhere’. Bean and Melville contend the scheme may not have 
been as altruistic as described. The authors note ‘it cost about £12 a year to look 
                                                 
3  Kate Bagnall, "Paper trails: Anglo-Chinese Australians and the White Australia Policy" (paper 
presented at the 5th WCILCOS International Conference of Institutes and Libraries for Chinese 
Overseas Studies, Vancouver, B.C., Canada, 16–19 May 2012). 
4  Sir Joseph Carruthers, "Making Australia Safe: The Million Farms Scheme," Advertiser (Adelaide, 
SA), Saturday, 27 August 1921, 9 | "Australia's Peril-Lord Northcliffe's Warning: 'Only Numbers 
Will Save You'." 
5  "Work and Wages," Brisbane Courier (Brisbane), Tuesday, 22 February 1927, 10. 
6  "Dr Bernardo's Boys: Australia's First Batch," West Australian (Perth, WA), Wednesday, 5 October 
1921, 10. 
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after a child in an institution in Britain. To send one overseas was a one-off payment 
of £15’. Child migration also provided a cheap source of labour and the means to 
populate the colonies with British stock.7 
Each of these initiatives faced the same problems that had plagued the previous 
schemes.  That is, without sufficient understanding of the unique aspects of farming 
under Queensland’s diverse conditions the majority of prospective primary producers 
would fail to achieve beyond mere subsistence. It was during this period and to assist 
in addressing these issues that eleven further Rural Schools were instigated. 
FOUR NEW RURAL SCHOOLS 
Cameron states Queensland was in a relatively prosperous period in the first 
half of the 1920s and there was a unilateral political belief in the policies of rural 
development. This may account for the decision to expand the Rural School scheme. 
As Cameron summarises the 1920s; 
In Queensland the agrarian dream held steadfast and governments 
continually implemented rural development schemes intended to populate 
the interior through the promotion of closer settlement. 
However, Cameron’s thesis further adds ‘relative prosperity was only enjoyed in 
Queensland in the first half of the decade, after which the economy stumbled along 
into the depression’.8 This is a position supported by Carmel Black, however Black 
contends;  
Queensland was already experiencing a slowed economy, partly caused by 
the refusal of London financiers to lend to the state's radical Labor 
governments of the 1920s and by crippling droughts late in the decade. 
…Queensland's economy was somewhat shielded from the crisis that began 
in 1929 by its underdeveloped manufacturing sector and reliance on primary 
products.9 
Consequently, the establishment of a further four Rural Schools between 1920 and 
1923, and twenty-five more by 1939, demonstrates the faith in and dependence on 
the Rural Schools to facilitate the desired agricultural change. 
                                                 
7  Philip Bean and Joy Melville, Lost children of the empire (London: Unwin Hyman, 1990), pp. 4, 40. 
8  Cameron, "Economic development, manufacturing and the political economy in Queensland", pp. 
332-333. 
9  Carmel Black. "Survival: Depression Era." Queensland Historical Atlas  (3 November, 2010), 
http://www.qhatlas.com.au/content/depression-era 22 September, 2012. 
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Figure 0.1. Nambour Rural School and the eleven Rural Schools opened 1920 – 1925. 
In 1920 Rural Schools were started at Marburg, Boonah and Gracemere.10 On 
11 March 1920 JD Story received a promotion to the position of Public Service 
                                                 
10  NOTE: Marburg was also known and referred to in official papers as Townshend. The name Marburg 
was adopted around 1878, taken from the town of the same name in Saxony bearing geographically 
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Commissioner and Andrew S. Kennedy took up the position as Acting 
Undersecretary. The move ended Story’s direct control over the Rural Schools, a 
scheme he openly admitted was close to his heart, but the move did not restrict him 
from influencing the direction of education in Queensland, particularly when it came 
to agricultural education.11  
Table V. A list of the district schools supplying pupils to the Rural Schools at Nambour, Boonah, Marburg and 
Gracemere in 1920. 
Nambour Boonah Marburg Gracemere 
Caboolture Bli Bli Coleyville Coulson Bunburra Tarampa Kabra 
Morayfield Yandina Warrilview Frazerview Moogerah Prenzlau Stanwell 
Beerburrum Peachester Harrisville Teviotville Mount Alford Lark Hill Woodend 
Beerwah 
Maroochy 
River 
Limestone 
Ridges  
Fassifern 
Valley 
Carney’s 
Creek 
Frenchton 
(Minden) 
Playfair 
(Bushley) 
Glenview Cooroy Hillgrove Templin 
Coochin 
Lower 
Glamorgan Vale Wycarbah 
Mooloolah Cooran Milora Milford Teviot Walloon  
Eudlo Eumundi Milbong Terome Maroon Mount Marrow  
Palmwoods Pomona Silverdale Aratula Engelsburg Ashwell  
Woombye North Arm Obum Obum Charlwood Cannon Vale Tallegalla  
Highworth Rosemount Blantyre 
Mount 
French 
 
Haigslea 
(Kircheim) 
 
  Roadvale Dugandan  Rosewood  
 
Each school operated as a central school fed by the district schools surrounding 
them and each catered for their local region with a general and specific vocational, 
commercial and domestic curriculum aimed at keeping children on the land. The 
                                                                                                                                          
similarities. In 1917 the name of the town was changed due to the German connotations and anti-
German sentiment. The name of Townshend was adopted in honour of General Charles Vere Ferrers 
Townshend. Despite protests from the Returned Soldiers’ Association, the town was renamed 
Marburg in 1922. "Marburg District, History and Progress: How it was developed, By 'one of the 
pioneers'," Brisbane Courier (Qld.), Saturday 6 May 1922, 16. | "German Name Objected To," Argus 
(Melbourne, Vic.), Friday 16 January 1920, 6. 
11  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 934366. 'Career and Activities: J.D. Story' | "Another 
Retirement: Acting Under Secretary for Education," Brisbane Courier (Brisbane), Saturday, 1 July 
1922, 8. 
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schools at Geham and Kingsthorpe are occasionally reported as Rural Schools 
however these schools were never recognised as part of the scheme and instead were 
‘worked as branches of the Toowoomba Technical College’.12 
BOONAH 
On 24 January 1920, Riddell reported that all the benches, cupboards and tools 
necessary for the teaching of domestic science, woodwork, leatherwork and 
sheetmetal work at Boonah, Gracemere and Marburg was ‘practically ready for 
dispatch’. Equipment had also been purchased for teaching leatherwork at Geham. 
Due to post-war shortages and the inability to obtain supplies from the southern 
States purchasing the equipment had proven more difficult and expensive than first 
quoted. Riddell, emphasising the point, stated, to equip the schools required 
‘practically every Jack Plane in Brisbane’.13 Other items essential to the Rural School 
curriculum had to be purchased at a premium price as well and this added just over 
twenty-three pounds to the bottom line. To supply sufficient equipment to all three 
schools and allow a start in the Rural School curriculum required an expenditure of 
just over £344 with more equipment to be bought after the schools had commenced 
and a firmer number of students attending each class could be confirmed.14 
To house the Rural School at Boonah a new two story building measuring 
forty-four by twenty-five feet was constructed on the existing State school grounds. 
The lower floor was divided into four separate rooms to accommodate the cookery 
and science departments as well as some storage space. Added space was provided 
by a seven feet wide veranda running the full forty-four feet length. The upper floor 
housed two classrooms and a porch ten feet by ten feet was utilised as the teacher’s 
room.15 In a major setback for the school, the building was located in the wrong 
position and subsequently had to be altered and ultimately removed amid concerns 
                                                 
12  "Boonah Rural School," Queenslander (Brisbane), Saturday 30 April 1921, 36 | Queensland State 
Archives, Item ID. 996634, Rural Schools Various. 22/20269, 'Free Instruction of Students other than 
State School Pupils at Rural Schools and Vocational Centres.' 12 May, 1922. 
13  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 996634. 20/01830, "Further re. Equipment of Rural Schools for 
the Teaching of Domestic Science, Wood-Work, Leather-Work and Sheetmetal-Work and the 
Equipment of Geham State School for the Teaching of Leather-Work. 24 January 1920 
14  ———, Item ID. 996634. 20/01830, "Further re. Equipment of Rural Schools for the Teaching of 
Domestic Science, Wood-Work, Leather-Work and Sheetmetal-Work and the Equipment of Geham 
State School for the Teaching of Leather-Work. 24 January 1920 
15  "Boonah Rural School," Brisbane Courier (Qld), Monday 3 November 1919, 8. 
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Stubbin and the Inspector of Women’s Work, Marianne Helena Brydon, expressed 
about the health and wellbeing of staff and students using the classrooms during the 
heat of the day.16  
OPENING 
Boonah was officially opened as a Rural School on 5 December 1919 in a 
ceremony presided over by the Undersecretary, JD Story, however the new 
curriculum did not begin until the start of 1920. In a show of community congeniality 
for the new venture, the ceremony was attended by representatives from nearly all 
the region’s school committees and the school in the early period was often referred 
to in the press as the Fassifern District Rural School at Boonah.17   
The head teacher, Alfred Edmond McCahon had been posted to Boonah in 
February 1919. He was well suited to the position having been acknowledged on 
several occasions at his previous schools of Leyburn and Springsure for his 
gardening, for his tree work and especially for his agricultural experiments with the 
growing of fruit and wheat.18 This experience and dedication was a major contributor 
to the initial success of the Boonah Rural School. 
The start for the school was not ideal. McCahon wrote to the department on 30 
January 1920, outlining a number of problems and setting out a course of action to 
get the Rural School started. There was, he stated three hundred and twenty pupils 
currently attending the school with large numbers of pupils from the district schools 
expressing a desire to attend the rural side once it was operational. The new building 
posed several problems; work to expand the area of the old building had not yet been 
carried out; specialist teachers had arrived, however the equipment necessary for 
                                                 
16  ———, Item ID. 16722, Administration file, Boonah State Rural School. Carbon copy of reply 
attached to letter, McCahon to Huxham, "Re; Altering Position of Building", 29 May, 1920. 
17  "Fassifern District Rural School," Brisbane Courier (Qld), Tuesday 9 December 1919, 8 | ———, 
Item ID. 996634. 19/55922, "Rural Schools - Boonah, Gracemere and Townshend", 29 December, 
1919. 
18  Queensland Department of Public Instruction, "EOG, Vol. 13." Department Agricultural Awards for 
1910, p. 69 | ———, "Education Office Gazette," Vol. 14 (1912). Department Agricultural Awards 
for 1911, p. 69 | ———, "EOG, Vol. 15." Department Agricultural Awards for 1912, p. 131 | 
Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 995758, Correspondence re tree planting in schools, 
examinations in milk and cream testing, bursaries to the Queensland Agricultural College, milk and 
cream testing courses at Nanango and Marburg, reports of the teacher of agriculture 1920./55703, 
"Agric. Reports, J.C. Stubbin: Boonah", 2 November, 1920. 
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their classes had not; and there was significant interest in night classes so it would be 
wise to install electric lighting from the town supply.19  
Riddell investigated the problems and reported the situation to Story on 7 
February. Story’s response was quick, stating ‘this new Rural School has started 
under certain structural disadvantages’.  All agreed a speedy resolution was required. 
McCahon was advised by Story on 10 February that approval had been granted to 
extend the old building and the head teacher’s residence whilst the new building 
would receive water tanks and sunshades along the western side. McCahon was 
informed the teaching equipment had been dispatched and would be arriving shortly. 
The communication further pointed out that the number of applicants for night 
classes was insufficient to warrant starting them at this stage. However, Story 
acknowledged, connecting electric lighting to the school did seem prudent given the 
potential for growth and the departmental responsibility to provide some form of 
further education within the region now that instructors from the Ipswich Technical 
College no longer visited the area.20 Approval for the lighting was granted on 27 
March, 1920 after a substantial discount on supply cost had been negotiated with the 
town supplier, Electric Lighting Company.21 
Previous experience at Nambour had demonstrated the income stream night 
classes offered and these classes provided a local avenue for community members to 
advance their skills in the absence of a Technical College. Consequently, approval 
was given on 25 March 1920 to begin night classes in commercial subjects. A 
minimum of six pupils was the requirement to maintain classes and the students were 
charged three shillings per term for bookkeeping stage I, whilst bookkeeping stage II, 
business methods, shorthand and typewriting cost six shillings a term for the same 
one hour of tuition per week. 
DOMESTIC SCIENCE INSPECTION 
Marianne Helena Brydon, Inspector of Women’s Work, reported on the 
domestic science classes on 8 April 1920. This was the first inspection of the school 
                                                 
19  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 16723, Administration file, Boonah State Rural School. 
20/03118, McCahon to Story, 30 January, 1920. 
20  ———, Item ID. 16723. 20/3146, Story to McCahon, 10 & 11 February, 1920. 
21  ———, Item ID. 16723. Dept of Public Works, 20/04410, "Re; Electric Light, Rural State School, 
Boonah", 27 March, 1920. 
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under working conditions and Brydon noted a number of inadequacies inherent in the 
new Rural School building. The principal wall containing all the windows faced west 
and consequently received the full force of the afternoon sun. Moreover, the room 
leaked during storms and there was no provision made for carrying away the 
stormwater or the drainage from class sinks. The department heeded the advice and 
determined the building should be removed. 
Table VI. The class timetable for domestic classes at Boonah Rural School, showing the number of Boonah girls 
taking the classes, compared to district girls (part time). 
Day Hours Subject Number of Students 
Monday 9.30 am – 12.30 pm Cookery 16 School Girls 
Monday 1.30 pm – 3.30 pm Dressmaking 9 School Girls 
Tuesday 9.30 am – 12.30 pm Cookery 9 School Girls 
Tuesday 1.30 pm – 3.30 pm Dressmaking 16 School Girls 
Wednesday 9.30 am – 12.30 pm Millinery 4 Part time Students 
Wednesday 1.30 pm – 3.30 pm Dressmaking 9 School Girls 
Thursday 9.30 am – 12.30 pm Dressmaking 33 Part time Students 
Thursday 1.30 pm – 3.30 pm Cookery 17 Part time Students 
Friday 9.30 am – 12.30 pm Dressmaking 33 Part time Students 
Friday 1.30 pm – 3.30 pm Cookery 17 Part time Students 
 
Despite the problems with the building Brydon offered a glowing report of the 
domestic classes and the teachers and was clearly impressed with the quality and 
type of work the girls were already producing. ‘Weekly levies and sale of cooked 
food met all expenses including the cost of kerosene’ Brydon wrote, except the 
firewood, which was supplied by McCahon. The report detailed fifty-nine of the 
class placement were occupied by girls from Boonah (full time) and one hundred and 
four were by girls attending classes at Boonah from the surrounding schools (part 
time) for the Rural School curriculum.22 While this does not detail the number of 
girls taking these classes it does clearly demonstrate the desire from the surrounding 
district to send their children to a Rural School to further their education. 
                                                 
22  ———, Item ID. 16722. 20/15980, "Report of Inspection of Domestic Science Classes: Boonah Rural 
School". 8 April, 1920. 
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By 1925 two additional courses had been added to the domestic science 
curriculum. Needlework and housecraft further complimented the skills already 
being taught and ensured the girls graduating from the Rural School possessed the 
skills and knowledge to keep a house and nurture a family in the harsh rural 
environment. Housecraft was a relatively new course and Brydon reported the 
teaching of the subject was ‘earning respect and becoming a definite part of life in 
the community’. 
STUBBIN’S INSPECTION 
Stubbin inspected Boonah on 2 November, 1920. He reported McCahon was 
doing ‘remarkably good work… under very unsatisfactory conditions’. The greatest 
problem the school faced was overcrowding. There were, Stubbin reported, over 
three hundred children crowded into the school and verandahs and this was further 
complicated by a very unsuitable building that had been constructed for the rural 
work. Stubbin insisted ‘the present Rural building should be reviewed immediately… 
before sunstroke or serious illness compels the H.T. to cease using it’. 
Undersecretary Kennedy noted on the side of the report, ‘work approved, action now 
proceeding’. This was the work approved ten months earlier following McCahon’s 
complaints and Brydon’s confirmation of the difficulties the rural building posed. 
Kennedy also noted across the front of Stubbin’s assessment, ‘much of this report 
deals with matters outside the province of the Teacher of Agriculture’. This was in 
reference to several points Stubbin had made concerning the allowance he felt 
McCahon deserved and staff that should be added to the school’s roster.  
A notation such as this from the Undersecretary about essentially a Class III 
teacher amounts to an admonishment and demonstrates that under Kennedy’s 
directorship Stubbin no longer enjoyed the freedom of expression J.D. Story had 
extended to him.23 Stubbin had upset the Inspectorate in 1919 when he commented 
on the untidy state of a school’s grounds. His comment was passed on in a 
department circular on 5 February 1920, as a general warning for Inspectors to pay 
closer attention to the issue. Three days later the situation was discussed at a meeting 
of the Inspectors’ Association. Secretary of the Association, Bernard McKenna, 
wrote to the Undersecretary on behalf of the Inspectors stating, ‘strong exception was 
                                                 
23  ———, Item ID. 995758. 20/55703, 'Agricultural Reports, Boonah'. 2 November, 1920. 
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taken to the inferences that may be deduced from the circular’. Story advised Stubbin 
of the complaint and requested a reply. The reply explained but did not excuse the 
comments and Story advised this was sufficient and put an end to the debate. 
Kennedy was one of the aggrieved Inspectors.24 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENTS 
Despite the structural problems that plagued the school, Stubbin noted that the 
outside work was admirable. Experiments were being conducted on seventeen 
varieties of wheat; six types of maize; two kinds of vetch, a type of hay, which is also 
called tare and one crop each of rye, oats and lucerne. The most impressive work, in 
Stubbin’s opinion, was the forty-six ‘home beds’, each six feet square and filled with 
vegetables. Each bed was the domain of a separate family and Stubbin stated; ‘there 
is no need to “compel” the children to take up this work. The difficulty is in keeping 
them out of the gardens’. When Stubbin arrived at the school he noted the gardens 
were already full of children ‘busy with hoe and bucket’ ridding their plots of weeds. 
Stubbin attributed this attitude to the great ability McCahon demonstrated in 
‘handling farmers’ children’. The home beds described by Stubbin are the pioneers 
of what was to be called home projects after 1923. 
Over the next eighteen months the school numbers continued to grow and the 
old classrooms were expanded to accommodate the rural school classes. However, 
overpopulation and limited classrooms continued to be an issue. The problem was 
compounded by the need to run the various vocational classes at the same time as 
each other to accommodate the schedules of the visiting specialist teachers. This led 
to excessive crowding in the workshops and a less than ideal teaching environment. 
The committee had suggested in March 1921 that a room could be easily and cheaply 
created under the newly constructed infant’s classroom. An assessment was carried 
out with plans and costs submitted however no action was taken. The situation was 
finally alleviated in December 1923 when £197 was allocated for the building of a 
room for leatherwork and to concrete the floor.25 
                                                 
24  ———, Item ID. 995758. 20/06418, 'Circular to Inspectors - re, Untidy Playgrounds'. 9 February, 
1920. 
25  ———, Item ID. 16723. 21/10458, Boonah School Committee to Undersecretary: "Room for 
Leatherwork Class", 11 March, 1921. | 23/24432, "Memorandum for C.G. Davies, District Foreman 
of Works". 12 December, 1923. 
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AGRICULTURAL INSPECTION 1921 
Over 5-6 October 1921 Stubbin again inspected the Boonah school to assess 
progress. The rural side of the school had been operating less than two years and 
Stubbin reported that McCahon was ‘barely into his stride yet’. There was a shortage 
of room that had been compounded by the misplacing of the new building and its 
subsequent removal. This had held up the rural work and ‘seriously interfered with’ 
the ordinary school work. ‘But’, Stubbin emphasised, ‘with Mr McCahon difficulties 
serve a useful purpose and most of them have been mastered’. Stubbin reported that 
serious agricultural work had been accomplished over the previous nine months, with 
large plots of cereal planted and almost mature when he inspected.26 McCahon had 
set up a series of small plots and any child wishing to try their hand at agriculture 
was allocated a plot to grow anything they desired. Stubbin approved of the idea but 
felt a better lesson would be provided if every child grew the same crop or the 
children were grouped and each group tasked with a different crop to produce.  This 
again reflects Stubbin’s appreciation and advocacy for work similar to the home 
project scheme which started two years later.  
For his own plot McCahon had marked off a perfect square with sides of 
seventy feet. The plot was surrounded on all sides by a strip of lucerne four feet 
wide. Within the square McCahon had constructed smaller plots in the shape of a 
circle; a right-angled triangle; a square; an equilateral triangle; and a rectangle, each 
with an area of exactly sixty-four square yards. The garden, Stubbin reported, 
provided ‘excellent practice in geometrical drawing… arithmetic and mensuration’.27  
McCahon was conducting experiments on different crops in each of these plots. 
There were seven varieties of wheat being tested as well as crops of rye, barley, oats 
and castor. The ‘revelation’ for Stubbin was the crop of Florence wheat. Stubbin 
reported that it stood over four feet tall, was heavily grained and despite the ‘long 
wet season’ the crop was almost free of rust. This provided an excellent lesson for 
the pupils and the surrounding community. The crop of Florence wheat was the first 
wheat many of the children had seen and the local farmers would surely pay attention 
                                                 
26  ———, Item ID. 995793, Agriculture -Inspector: Diaries and reports of the Inspector of Agriculture, 
J.C. Stubbin. 21/46891, "Agric Insp Reports. J.C. Stubbin: Boonah". 11 October, 1921. p. 1. 
27  ———, Item ID. 995793. 21/46891, "Agric Insp Reports. J.C. Stubbin: Boonah". 11 October, 1921. 
pp. 1-2. 
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to McCahon’s efforts at proving wheat could be produced in the area, especially 
given the high fodder and high grain output of the crop.28 
The boys of the woodwork class constructed the school fencing. A total of 
eighteen chains of fencing was built consisting of picket or top rail fence and then 
finished with three coats of white paint. The boys also erected heavy posts with a 
crossbar ten to twelve feet high at the entrance to the school ready to receive three 
ornamental gates donated by the local member E.T Bell, MLA.29 
The use of the woodwork class to construct the fences saved expenditure, but 
also provided a valuable lesson in the practical farm application of the skills being 
taught. This further reinforced the intention behind the Rural School was to provide 
lessons in a range of farm skills necessary in communities isolated from essential 
services and trades. 
 
Figure 0.2. Stubbin’s ‘rough sketch’ of Boonah Rural School after the construction of the boundary 
fences, 21 October, 1921. Queensland State Archives, Item Id. 995793, Agriculture Inspector: Diaries 
and reports of the Inspector of Agriculture, J.C. Stubbin. 
                                                 
28  ———, Item ID. 995793. 21/46891, "Agric Insp Reports. J.C. Stubbin: Boonah". 11 October, 1921. 
p. 3. 
29  ———, Item ID. 995793. 21/46891, "Agric Insp Reports. J.C. Stubbin: Boonah". 11 October, 1921. 
pp. 3-4. 
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One weakness of the new school Stubbin noted was that the lessons in 
agriculture as well as the milk and cream testing were only taken by the pupils 
ordinarily at Boonah and not by the children from the surrounding schools using the 
Rural School. These boys were taking classes in metalwork, woodwork or 
leatherwork to the detriment of the agricultural courses.30 
Table VII. Boonah Rural School Returns for May 1920. Queensland State Archives, Item Id. 16722, 
Administration file, Boonah State Rural School. 
Subject Part Time 
Not on School Roll 
Full Time 
On School Roll 
Teacher 
Number 
of 
District 
Pupils 
Number 
of 
Boonah 
Pupils 
Number of hours 
instruction per 
week District 
Pupils 
Number of hours 
instruction per 
week Boonah 
Pupils 
Dressmaking 34 26 6 5 Miss Caroline Meredith 
Cookery 23 28 6 6 Miss Caroline Meredith 
Millinery 6 0 2 - Miss Caroline Meredith 
Woodwork 17 30 2.5 1.25 Mr Alexander Edwin Stewart  
(Stewart worked 
Thursday/Friday at Boonah 
and Monday-Wednesday at 
Marburg) 
Sheet 
Metalwork 
17 30 2.5 1.25 Mr Alexander Edwin Stewart 
Leatherwork 3 30 1.5 1.5 Mr Lionel R.  Phillips 
Milk, Cream 
Testing 
0 32 - 1 Mr. A.J. O’Shea 
Agriculture 0 30 - 1 Mr. A.J. O’Shea 
Commercial 
Subjects 
6 10 19 10 Miss Olive Alvina Williams 
Night Classes 16 - 4.6 - Miss Olive Alvina Williams 
64 Part Time Pupils, 60 Full Time Pupils. Total 124 Pupils 
Total attendance for month of Part Time pupils - 187 
 
                                                 
30  ———, Item ID. 995793. 21/46891, "Agric Insp Reports. J.C. Stubbin: Boonah". 11 October, 1921. 
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At Boonah and the other Rural Schools, woodwork was the most popular of the 
manual vocational subjects, followed by metalwork, then leatherwork. Stubbin 
pointed out that for each of these subjects specially trained teachers conducted the 
classes and that trade specific tools had been purchased for the children at 
considerable expense. Furthermore, the children on completing the courses were 
encouraged to sit the Technical College examination on the subject. No such 
‘favourably light’ was applied to the agricultural classes Stubbin argued, and as a 
result the impression ‘in almost every quarter’ was that the Rural School’s prime 
objective was the teaching of these favoured subjects.31 
The school returns for May 1920 confirm Stubbin’s point. They clearly show 
that the students from the district schools had elected to take trade type classes to the 
detriment of the agricultural classes. The situation was only marginally better by the 
time Stubbin visited eighteen months later. One district student was taking milk and 
cream testing classes and two were taking agriculture out of the total of two hundred 
and seventy district pupils attending the Rural School.32 
To remedy the problem Stubbin proposed that the rural classes be grouped so 
that woodwork, metalwork or leatherwork would have to be taken with agriculture. 
He reiterated that this would make clear to ‘teachers, pupils and parents’ that the 
training in Rural Schools was aimed at ‘agriculture first, and that the other subjects 
were being taught only as an aid to a better agricultural training’. He further stressed 
this needed to be remedied immediately and the children;  
Led to understand that the principal reason for the existence of a rural school 
is to better the agricultural conditions, improve the yields per acre or per 
cow, and by increasing the income help to make life on the farm congenial 
and more attractive.33 
On several occasions between 1920 and 1925 this philosophy was challenged 
as campaigns were mounted via deputations to the Minister for a teacher with a 
university degree to be attached to the Boonah Rural School. The deputations came 
from the school committee, the community, the Chamber of Commerce and 
                                                 
31  ———, Item ID. 995793. 21/46891, "Agric Insp Reports. J.C. Stubbin: Boonah". 11 October, 1921. 
pp. 2-3. 
32  ———, Item ID. 16722. 20/250004, 'Boonah State Rural School: Special Return for Month of May, 
1920'. 31 May, 1920. 
33  ———, Item ID. 995793. 21/46891, "Agric Insp Reports. J.C. Stubbin: Boonah". 11 October, 1921. 
pp. 2-3. 
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agricultural societies. The first occurrence called for classes in veterinary science and 
a qualified instructor to teach the course; this was followed by repeated requests for a 
teacher with a science degree. On each occasion the requests were declined. 
Undersecretary Kennedy addressed the first request, clearly articulating the purpose 
of the Rural School in his reply; 
1. The object of the Rural School is to instruct pupils on lines which will 
encourage them to take to the land as a calling, and it has not been the policy 
of the Department to open classes on the lines of the ordinary High School 
Classes. 
 
2. It would appear that the Rural School Committee is anxious to provide 
instruction not only in Commercial, Domestic and Manual Subjects, but also 
to open classes preparatory for the Junior University Examination. 
 
I recommend, inform the Secretary:- 
(i) That it is regretted that funds are not available at present for the 
appointment of a Teacher of Veterinary Science to the Boonah Rural School. 
 
(ii) That it is not considered necessary to appoint a teacher holding a degree 
to the Boonah Rural School, as the type of education provided in Boonah 
does not warrant such appointment.34 
In 1924, Riddell in response to yet another request, provided the Secretary of 
the Council of Agriculture an explanation as to why the Boonah school would not be 
provided a teacher with a degree; 
  While it is the desire of this Department that country children should enjoy 
the same advantages as city children, it is inevitable that in a State of 
scattered population differences in opportunities and facilities must exist… 
the Department’s experience has been that Secondary Departments 
established in comparatively small country centres have resulted in excessive 
expenditure and little educational result, consequently… the Rural School 
should be the principal educational activity fostered in Boonah for the 
present.35 
In these two responses the department acknowledged that country children 
could not and would not be receiving the same educational advantages as children in 
the city and that whilst furthering the country child’s education was desirous, the 
purpose of Rural Schools was for the time to be confined to furthering the skills and 
expertise required to be a farmer or an associated supporting job in a country town. 
                                                 
34  ———, Item ID. 16722. 21/56919, "Request received through Boonah Rural School Committee for 
classes in Veterinary Science and for the appointment of a degreed teacher at the Rural School". 16 
December, 1921. 
35  ———, Item ID. 16722. 24/36563, "Rural Schools Various". 30 October, 1924. 
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Boonah like the other Rural Schools was involved in a number of types of 
extension work designed to showcase the efforts of the school, promote enrolments, 
and demonstrate the advantages of the new techniques being applied to country life 
to the wider community. This included holding open days, exhibitions at the local 
shows and the Brisbane Exhibition, and from 1923 holding home projects club days. 
Praise for a display at the 1922 Brisbane Exhibition is typical of the acclaim for 
these activities.  
We doubt if any exhibit in the whole Show attracted greater interest than the 
display made by the Boonah Rural School, organised by the Head Teacher, 
Mr. A. E. A. McCahon, who, during the Show week, was one of the hardest 
worked men on the Ground.  
Interest in the display was not confined to just locals. RNA Steward J. P. Bottomley 
wrote in the Council Report, ‘Mr. McCahon made a most excellent lecturer. He had a 
continuous audience of visitors, many of whom were from other States’.  
Visitors were treated to talks by McCahon that featured the use of used petrol 
and other tins, old harnesses or boots or practically any discarded farm item to create 
‘useful working or wearing material, suitable for the adults and children on the farm’. 
There were displays of carpentry, harness and boot repair, dressmaking, cookery and 
millinery, ‘in fact, everything one could think of’, Bottomley wrote.  The correct 
methods of grafting were demonstrated alongside displays of the agricultural 
experimental work. A highlight was a practical demonstration of the value of 
irrigation, with two boxes displaying seedlings planted simultaneously, one irrigated 
the other not. Bottomley stated; ‘the result spoke more eloquently of the advantage of 
irrigation than could pages of literature’.36 
Recognition also came from international quarters. Boonah Rural School 
provided a display at the 1924-1925 British Empire Exhibition in London. The 
school was rewarded for the effort with a medal and furthered the knowledge of 
Rural School work throughout the Empire.37 Nineteen twenty-five also marked the 
                                                 
36  Council of the Royal National Agricultural & Industrial Association of Queensland, "47th Annual 
Report,"  (Brisbane, Qld: 1922), pp. 8, 10, 14, 20 & 24. 
37  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 16722. 25/57987, 'Medal and Diploma Awarded for Students' 
Work at British Empire Exhibition: 1924-1925', 15 December, 1925. 
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year McCahon, the original Rural School head teacher, was transferred and replaced 
as head teacher by Alfred Melvin Duncan on 16 August 1925.38 
MARBURG 
Marburg had long been touted as the location for a future Rural School and 
Vyvyan Pascoe the head teacher at the neighbouring Frenchton State School was 
identified by his district inspectors and Story several years earlier for his expertise in 
agricultural education.39 It was natural then having proven the functionality of the 
Rural School scheme that Marburg would be included in the next batch of schools to 
follow Nambour’s example and that Pascoe, a Marburg resident, would be 
considered for the position of head teacher. 
 
Figure 0.3. Sketch map outlining the proposed schools a Rural School had Marburg could utilise as 
feeders and the number of pupils they could provide. Queensland State Archives, Item Id. 16762, 
Administration file, Marburg State Rural School. Pascoe to Story; 28 October, 1919. 
                                                 
38  ———, Item ID. 16723./55593, 'Rural School Jubilee', 21 November, 1928. 
39  ———, Item ID. 995744. 'Secondary Education with an Agricultural Bias'. 2 June 1914. 
'Conclusions'. See point 10.  | ———, Item ID. 16762. Letter dated, 28 October, 1919; Pascoe to 
Story regarding establishing a Rural School at Marburg. 
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Head of the Central Technical College, Robert Riddell and Stubbin visited 
Marburg on 4 November, 1919 to report on the school in anticipation of its 
reclassification. The report assessed the school as ideally located; ‘the population is 
wholly a farming one; farms are small; [and] small townships are numerous’. The 
report concluded;  
A Rural School situated at Marburg would be a success. It would contribute 
directly to the efficiency, pleasure and comfort of country life, and would do 
much to brighten Marburg.40  
More importantly, the report clearly identified a secondary reason for the 
establishment of Rural Schools. Riddell noted; 
Whatever the reason may be, the schools are apparently not proving 
attractive enough to discourage the people from taking advantage of the 
permission given by the Compulsory Education Clauses to leave school.41 
The result of the parents taking their children out of school as soon as legally 
allowed, Riddell noted, was that in all the schools visited in the district ‘there is not a 
single sixth class pupil’. To Riddell at least, the purpose of the Rural School was not 
only to turn-out children capable of developing rural areas but also to provide a 
means of extending the education years of country children beyond those prescribed 
as compulsory. Given no argument is provided to the contrary in Riddell’s report, 
this is yet another indication that the department’s intention in starting Rural Schools 
was to ‘enable country children to have the best that was offering in education’, 
while keeping an appropriate proportion of the population on the land as primary 
producers to aid the State’s development.42 
The report by Riddell and Stubbin clearly articulates that whilst Marburg was 
ideally situated for the placement of a Rural School the school itself did not provide 
the necessary infrastructure appropriate for Rural School operation. Moreover the 
grounds fell well short of the most desirous for agricultural efforts. The report 
suggested a new school should be built at Marburg; a suggestion Pascoe had already 
advanced. Failing this the report stated the school would need an additional 
                                                 
40  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 16762. 19/51394, 'Proposed Rural School in the Marburg 
District: Visit to the Marburg District 4:11:19'. 
41  ———, Item ID. 16762. 19/51394, 'Proposed Rural School in the Marburg District: Visit to the 
Marburg District 4:11:19'. 
42  Fisher, "The Rural School: its aims and advantages." | "Rural School Movement: Address by Mr J. D. 
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classroom built onto the existing structure, with sufficient headroom for future 
classrooms below, and a detached room built to accommodate the wood, leather and 
metal work classes.  
The inspectors dismissed the prospect of utilising the surrounding schools as 
linked-up subsidiaries on the grounds ‘dairying, and the growing of maize and fodder 
crops are the principal farm occupations’ and ‘the similarity of the rural occupations 
throughout the district precludes the possibility of there being advantageously any 
arrangement of linked-up schools’.43 The option not to use the grounds of nearby 
district schools as extensions for the agricultural lessons at Marburg demonstrates 
that knowledge was gained from the difficulties this caused in the Nambour model. It 
emphasises that the linked-up scheme was not purely to provide more land than was 
available on-site at Nambour. Instead it was more concerned with providing diversity 
in agricultural education pertinent to the Rural School’s locality. Marburg did not 
need linked-up schools simply because there was no diversity in agriculture within 
the range of its pupil base. 
APPROVAL 
In November 1919, Pascoe received advice Marburg had been approved as a 
Rural School and he would be the head teacher. He was instructed to visit Nambour 
as soon as possible to receive assistance in preparing for his new role. As a 
temporary arrangement to allow the Rural School to start operating from the 
beginning of 1920 the Agricultural Society’s Hall located three hundred yards from 
the school was ‘engaged and equipped for dressmaking and cookery teaching’ and 
practical classes for the boys were accommodated in the luncheon enclosure and 
stables.44 
Marburg began operating as a Rural School on 2 February 1920 and it did not 
take long for the astute Pascoe to detect a flaw in the scheme.45 He wrote to the 
department on 10 February 1920 to point out that the district schools sending their 
fifth year pupils to the Rural School lose those pupils from their attendance roles. As 
                                                 
43  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 16762. 19/51394, 'Proposed Rural School in the Marburg 
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an example Pascoe cited the case of Rosewood where the head teacher ‘induced his 
whole fifth class with one or two exceptions to attend the Rural School’.  
As a consequence of this action the Rosewood school and any others similarly 
sending children to the Rural School were likely to have their school lowered a class, 
with the resultant reduction in resources, staff and salary for the head teacher. Pascoe 
suggested, ‘to meet these teachers in an open minded spirit’ they could be allowed to 
mark any child who has completed the fourth year at their school and now attends the 
Rural School as present on their rolls. The department investigated and agreed 
Pascoe’s concerns were valid. A new method was devised to mark pupils attending 
Rural Schools as present at the schools in which they were enrolled.46  
PROBLEMS 
Shortly after opening as a Rural School the infrastructure available at the 
school was reviewed. The use of facilities outside the school grounds had always 
been considered an interim solution. The department sent an inspection team and 
asked Pascoe to report separately. In his report Pascoe questioned the functionality of 
the school if it was not moved to a new location and enlarged as had been mooted 
when he took the role of head teacher. The inspection team report mirrored Pascoe’s 
findings.  
Riddell, Stubbin, and Gillies, an officer from the public works department, 
visited on 11 February 1920 to report and make recommendations for the future 
development of the school. The inspectors reported that based on the number of 
potential pupils in the vicinity, and the requirement for this type of education, the 
Marburg Rural School could ‘look forward to as successful a future as Nambour and 
on Nambour’s experience a decrease in public demand for the Rural School is certain 
not to be realised’.47 The student numbers were already high and with the expected 
growth would rapidly exceed the capacity of the school buildings.  
                                                 
46  ———, Item ID. 16762. 20/05028, 'Pupils Attending Rural Schools from Surrounding Schools', 10 
February, 1920. 
47  ———, Item ID. 16763, Administration file, Marburg State Rural School. 20/05911, 'Report of visit 
paid to Marburg on the 11th February, 1920, by Messieurs Gillies, Stubbin and Riddell', 17 February, 
1920. 
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The assessors then offered a scathing summation of the school’s functionality under 
the existing situation. They wrote;  
There is no class-room in the present school which can be regarded as a 
Rural School class-room. There is no building on the present site which can 
be used for the practical work in the Rural School subjects… the space 
beneath the school is unusable… For Rural School practical subjects, 
buildings a quarter of a mile from the school have had to be rented 
temporarily, an arrangement which makes adequate guidance and 
supervision by the head teacher impossible, and which involves much waste 
of time on the part of both staff and students in travelling to and fro between 
the permanent and temporary school buildings.48 
The inspectors concurred that a new site for the school should be purchased in 
Marburg, with a recommendation of ten acres being most appropriate. The inspectors 
felt this was a large area when compared to Nambour or Boonah. To justify the 
decision they pointed out that due to the diversity of production in the Nambour 
district it was advantageous to utilise a linked-up scheme which effectively extended 
the area of land available to Nambour Rural School and the Boonah Rural School 
encompassed just over seven acres and did not have to accommodate anywhere near 
as many horses as Marburg on a daily basis. The report suggested the purchase of A. 
Buetel’s thirty-two acre property that was ideally located in Marburg and close to the 
railway station.  
Negotiations to purchase the property proceeded over the next six months. The 
original recommendation had been to take the entire property rather than a portion. 
This proposal was rejected on the grounds that funds were not available for the 
purchase of the full property. An offer was made for twenty-five acres, which Buetel 
rejected as this would leave him seven acres of land rendered useless due to no road 
access. Buetel’s compromise was to offer the department the prime ten acres of his 
property and the deal was done. The ten acre lot comprising subdivision 1, of 
resubdivision 2, of subdivision 1, of portion 486 Parish of Walloon was purchased by 
the department for 250 pounds on 30 August 1920.49 However, it was almost another 
three years before the new school was completed and ready to occupy.50 
                                                 
48  ———, Item ID. 16763. 20/05911, 'Report of visit paid to Marburg on the 11th February, 1920, by 
Messieurs Gillies, Stubbin and Riddell', 17 February, 1920. 
49  ———, Item ID. 16763. 20/42249, 'Crown Solicitor's Office, Brisbane: Marburg Rural'. 30 August, 
1920. 
50  ———, Item ID. 16763. 23/2818, 'Marburg Rural'. 20 February, 1923. 
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FIRST INSPECTION 
Riddell returned to Marburg to conduct the Rural School’s first inspection in 
March 1920. He reported that enrolment into the Rural School branch had been 
continuous since the start of the year. One hundred and fifty-seven pupils had elected 
to take the vocational training classes and this was in addition to those enrolled in the 
primary department of the school. The report detailed that the vocational classes 
were well patronised, with the exception of cake-icing and fruit-preserving.51 
All of the vocational classes were being taught at the Agricultural Society’s 
Hall, the girls’ domestic science classes in the hall itself and the boys’ manual 
training in the luncheon enclosure and stables. Riddell reported that this 
accommodation arrangement was poor but it served the purpose and was the best on 
offer in Marburg at the time. Summarising, Riddell stated that this provides ‘a 
weighty argument for the provision of suitable school buildings’.52 
Table VIII. Shows the number of pupils enrolled in the Marburg Rural School as of 16 March 1920. The pupil 
numbers are separated by sex and the subjects chosen. Queensland State Archives, Item Id. 16762, 
Administration file, Marburg State Rural School, 20/12085. 
 
Individuals 
Enrolments in Subjects 
Woodwork Leatherwork Sheet-metal Work 
Boys 75 74 72 71 
 Cookery Dress-making  Millinery 
Cake-icing & 
Fruit-preserving 
Girls 82 48 70 34 2 
Total Individual Pupils Enrolled 157 
Total Vocational Subject Enrolments 371 
 
A further difficulty the new school faced was how best to accommodate the 
increased number of horses present during the day. Riddell reported that on the 
Tuesday the school was inspected there were sixty-nine pupils present from across 
                                                 
51  ———, Item ID. 16762. 20/12085, 'Marburg Rural School: Report of Visit, 15th and 16th March, 
1920, 23 March, 1920. 
52  ———, Item ID. 16762. 20/12085, 'Marburg Rural School: Report of Visit, 15th and 16th March, 
1920, 23 March, 1920. 
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the region, including Glamorgan Vale, Fernvale, Haigslea, Lark Hill, Mt Marrow, 
Rosewood, Tallegalla, Prenzlau and Frenchton. A number of the pupils travelling 
from the district schools to the Rural School were not located close to the rail line 
and as such they rode their horses. Thirty-three horses were in the school paddock or 
showgrounds on the day Riddell inspected and he anticipated with the expected 
growth in pupils that there would soon be seventy horses to house.  Accommodating 
the extra horses corralled at the Rural Schools each day was an increased burden and 
a further consideration when allocating the area required for a Rural School.53 As 
with Nambour, the area of the school grounds was deemed inadequate for the 
delivery of the Rural School curriculum. Although this was only intended to be a 
temporary issue for Marburg, it lasted longer than expected as the anticipated 
relocation of the school to a better and larger site was delayed several years. 
 
Figure 0.4. Plan of the area subdivided and purchased for the new Marburg Rural School. Queensland 
State Archives, Item Id. 16763, Administration file, Marburg State Rural School. 
                                                 
53  ———, Item ID. 16762. 20/12085, 'Marburg Rural School: Report of Visit, 15th and 16th March, 
1920, 23 March, 1920. 
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In March 1921 Inspector of Women’s Work Marianne Helena Brydon reported 
on the domestic classes and noted the difficulties associated in conducting classes in 
facilities that were also utilised for public activities. The domestic classes were 
required to pack away or remove all tools, utensils, seats, desks and their work after 
each class as well as clean the area ready for public use. The courtesy of leaving a 
clean area was not always extended in return with Brydon noting the rooms often had 
to be cleared and cleaned before classes could begin. This resulted in a considerable 
amount of lost class time and increased the usual amount of breakages especially 
with the crockery. Brydon noted, replacing the breakages added to the school’s 
operating costs and could easily be avoided if a suitable classroom was provided. 
The report shows there were a total of eighty-two girls in the domestic classes at this 
time with fifty-nine of these aged between fourteen and seventeen and a further 
fifteen aged over seventeen and therefore paying for their tuition.54  
Riddell had reported in 1919 that not a single child in the district was 
continuing their education beyond the compulsory attendance age of fourteen. In just 
over twelve months the Rural School had significantly altered this situation with 
seventy-four girls attending that were over fourteen and therefore no longer 
compelled to attend school. This provides a clear indication that the community was 
more accepting of their children being educated in the skills needed for a continued 
life on the land, or alternatively, had always desired more education for their children 
but had no suitable option. Moreover, these skills were being taken home and 
bettering the lives of the families through the provision of a semi-skilled and 
ultimately a skilled source of labour. This was a view advanced by Brydon when, in 
summarising her report, she stated; 
The Rural School at Marburg seems to have become an integral part of the 
district. Ways of dealing with everyday problems in the home and on the 
farm are kept before the students; they are taught to use materials carefully, 
to avoid common errors and to aim at the best possible results. The head 
teacher’s influence and control are evident in every detail; development on 
sound lines has taken place in one year under makeshift conditions; with 
proper provision for classes and experimental work it will be possible to 
supply complete training for the primary producers of this fertile district.55 
                                                 
54  ———, Item ID. 16762. 21/11774, 'Report dealing with the Inspection of Marburg Rural School'. 14 
March, 1921. 
55  ———, Item ID. 16762. 21/11774, 'Report dealing with the Inspection of Marburg Rural School'. 14 
March, 1921. 
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In June 1921 Pascoe wrote to the department stating that the difficulties 
outlined in Brydon’s report were now seriously impacting on the success of the new 
school and that these difficulties would only be alleviated through the concentration 
of classes in one location. He expressed an understanding that the lack of funds was 
the limiting factor in constructing a suitable classroom and offered the use of the 
head teacher’s residence. Pascoe suggested that the residence could be converted into 
interim classrooms for a small expenditure and he and his family could live in a 
home they had purchased in Marburg.56 The department declined the offer on the 
grounds Pascoe’s move from the residence would leave the school grounds without a 
caretaker. In rejecting this suggestion the department advised Pascoe that a new 
classroom was preferred and ‘every effort will be made in the coming financial year 
to arrange for the erection of this building.57  
It took a further twelve months before there was any action. Estimates and a 
series of tenders began in April 1922 for the relocation of the old school buildings 
and the erection of new buildings at the new site. Pascoe wrote to the department in 
January 1923 frustrated at the time it was taking to finish building the new school. 
He advised the department that he would not be starting the Rural School classes 
until the building was finalised and any further delays would undo the advances 
made in the school to this stage. The department wrote advising Pascoe that the new 
school would be ready for occupation in March 1923.58  
AGRICULTURAL CLASSES 
Despite the grounds being considered poor for agricultural work the time 
dedicated to agriculture, both theoretical and practical were typical of those at other 
Rural Schools at the time. The table below details the allocation of agriculture 
training across the school curriculum. The content of the curriculum was at the 
discretion of the head teacher and subject to its relevance to the locality.  
 
                                                 
56  ———, Item ID. 16762. Pascoe to Minister of Public Instruction, 23 June, 1921. 
57  ———, Item ID. 16762. 21/29480, 'Application for the Principal of the Marburg Rural School for the 
Transfer of the Vocational Training Classes to Buildings near the Existing State School'. 29 June, 
1921. 
58  ———, Item ID. 16763. series of correspondence from; 21/16550, 'Proposed Erection of New 
Buildings for Marburg Rural School', 19 April, 1921, to; 23/02818, 'Vocational Classes etc. Not 
Commenced - Building Not Completed'. 30 January, 1923. 
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Table IX. The hours allocated to theoretical and practical agriculture at Marburg Rural School in December 1921 
Class Teacher Theoretical Work Practical Work 
II F.A. Krause Tuesday -1.30 - 2.00 pm 
Thursday -1.30 - 2.00 pm 
Total – 1 Hour 
Lessons on Insects & Bird Life 
leading to observation of Pests to 
Friends of the Farmer. 
Boys Only  
Daily - 9.00 – 9.15 am (Optional) 
Tuesday – 3.00 – 3.30 pm 
Thursday – 3.00 – 3.30 pm 
Total – 2.25 Hours 
Girls – Sewing 
Girls Flower Plots – 9.00 – 9.15 am 
Total – 2.25 hours 
III W.J. Hickey Same as Class II.  
Lessons on Plant Life & Bird Life 
Total – 1 Hour 
Same as Class II. 
Total – 2.25 Hours 
IV B.H. 
Qualischefski 
Tuesday – 1.30 – 2.00 pm 
Lessons on Agriculture 
Total - 0.5 Hours 
Daily 9.00 – 9.15 am 
Boys: Experimental Plots 
Girls: Flower Plots 
Boys Thursday – 2.30 – 3.00 pm 
Total – 2.25 Hours 
V V. E. Pascoe Thursday – 1.30 – 2.30 pm 
Agricultural Science 
Total – 1 Hour 
Daily 9.00 am – 9.15 am ( except Monday) 
Thursday – 2.30 – 3.30 pm 
Total – 2 Hours 
 
Boys in the second and third year classes prepared plots for planting, 
germinated seeds and then transplanted the young plants to the garden beds. They 
then maintained the beds through surface cultivation as well as general care for the 
vegetable gardens. Boys in the fourth grade measured and pegged out and dug the 
gardens along with manuring the garden plots. They were also responsible for the 
general care of the farm plots. The fifth year boys had the responsibility of 
cultivating, manuring and fertilizing the plots along with planting, observing and 
recording details of the crops. They also labelled the plots, repaired tools and 
conducted the milk and cream tests. To assist their learning, the boys were 
encouraged to clip and collect articles on agriculture from the newspaper. The girls 
from second through to fifth year observed and occasionally assisted the boys 
working in the experimental plots. They also managed seed boxes for the flower 
gardens. This involved seed selection, digging and transplanting activities that then 
led to practise in flower storage, cutting and arrangement in vases. Pascoe added that 
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the agriculture curriculum was being extended through the addition of orchard work, 
poultry and bee keeping.59 
 ADVOCACY  
Throughout this period Pascoe had continually campaigned for a higher wage, 
citing the comparison between his wage and that of an assistant teacher. He pointed 
out the inadequate facilities at the original school grounds and the time it took the 
department to relocate the school had been the reason commercial classes had not 
been allowed to start and that this alone had reduced his wage by ten pounds. This 
was due to head teachers at Rural Schools being paid an allowance for each of the 
additional classes added to the school’s curriculum. In comparison, assistant teachers 
instructing in rural school subjects received a set allowance of thirty pounds in 
addition to their standard wage. Pascoe passionately argued this point on several 
occasions without success. In one letter Pascoe even raised the issue of strike action 
over the wage issue for head teachers, though he stated that he would not be in 
favour of this course of action.60 
This advocacy extended beyond wage concerns to, as Pascoe expressed, issues 
concerning ‘the welfare of the State’. In three identically worded letters addressed to 
the Undersecretary of Public Instruction; the Director of Education; and the Minister 
for Education; Pascoe outlined his plan, that he explained would result in; 
a. The linking of Rural School and Farm training to provide skilled Primary 
Producers. 
b. The linking of Immigration and Education to provide the embryonic 
Primary Producers. 
c. The linking of the Rural School students to the homes of the experienced 
Primary Producers. 
d. The linking of the young adults – The Product of the Rural School and 
Farm to the State by installing them on land, according to the laws of the 
State as Primary Producers.61 
Pascoe’s plan was to have the department purchase a one hundred acre 
property adjacent to the Marburg Rural School and build on it facilities to board and 
train urban youth. ‘Here is the great opportunity’, Pascoe wrote, ‘to fit for “life on 
the land” boys and girls who do not live on the land’. His intention however was not 
                                                 
59  ———, Item ID. 16762. 21/56847, 'Agriculture at School', 2 December, 1921. 
60  ———, Item ID. 16722./30660, 'Rural School Allowance', 23 June 1920. 21/02162, 'Commercial 
Subjects'.25 January 1921.21/05927, 'Rural School Allowance for H.T.s', 14 February 1921. 
61  ———, Item ID. 16762. 21/52127, ' Modern Rural School Scheme', 24 October, 1921. 
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to have just any boy or girl. ‘Our own State children and such boys and girls as come 
from Dr. Barnardo’s Homes would be ideal material’. However it was not merely 
disenfranchised, homeless or orphaned children Pascoe envisaged as the new wave 
of primary producers. Australia, he wrote, has problems and; 
Her infinite resources, her vast area peopled sparsely, have unceasingly 
called for “Man” and her own white sons have decreed and determined that 
that man shall be “white”. 
From his point of view this form of training was essential to the State’s welfare to 
ensure the provision of the next generation of farmers and Pascoe emphasised; ‘for 
the Preservation of our “White Australia Policy”’.62 
Pascoe’s plan bore similarities to a suggestion made by Stubbin, as well as pre-
empting many of the suggestions presented in a 1923 British White Paper tabled by 
the Oversea Settlement Committee. Stubbin wrote to the department in 1916 
proposing a scheme to induce city boys to the land and an education in agriculture. 
The plan entailed head teachers in rural areas selecting farmer’s homes ‘above 
reproach’ for boarding the city boys. Stubbin or the District Inspector would then 
approve these homes. Once a selection of boarding farms was established, the city 
head teachers were to promote the scheme and, Stubbin wrote, ‘at intervals call for 
boys who would like to go out into the country’. Boys wishing to take the 
opportunity, Stubbin continued, ‘could be placed on any sort of farm they and their 
parents fancied, sugar, fruit, wheat, dairy.’ Both plans had mutual objectives vital to 
Queensland through this period. They both sought to draw city boys to the country to 
alleviate urbanisation, increase the rural population and production, and offer the 
boys an ‘improved environment – and remove them from the many temptations of 
town life’. Stubbin’s plan had the added advantage over Pascoe’s in that it required 
little funding to organise or run. However, both plans only received acknowledgment 
by the department and held for future consideration.63 What is evident is that the 
socioeconomic problems of the State; urbanisation, primary production, expansion 
through settlement; and defence of the land, were in the forefront of the thinking of 
                                                 
62  ———, Item ID. 16762. 21/52127, ' Modern Rural School Scheme', 24 October, 1921. 
63  ———, Item ID. 995746. 16/06197, 'Suggestions re, Inducing city boys to go on the land', 22 
February, 1916 | ———, Item ID. 16762. 21/52127, ' Modern Rural School Scheme', 24 October, 
1921. 
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education staff at all levels and they felt duty bound to offer any solution they 
deemed suitable in resolving these problems.  
GRACEMERE 
In June of 1918, local newspapers in the Rockhampton region were reporting 
the promise of a Rural School at Gracemere. J.C. Peterson, MLA, had promised to 
bring a school in the Nambour model to the region if re-elected. True to his word, 
Peterson made representations to Minister Hardacre and Undersecretary Story soon 
after his re-election and had received confirmation a Rural School would be started at 
Gracemere. The school was already undergoing renovations and these were 
expanded to encompass the new domestic, vocational, and agricultural classes as 
well as making additional space available for the influx of district pupils attending 
the new central school.64 By May 1919, work was underway with the alterations to 
the school expected to cost a little over three thousand pounds. This include a new 
residence for the head teacher, an enlarged play area and a new school building, with 
the old building being utilised as the Rural School.65 
RURAL SCHOOL WORK BEGINS 
Gracemere Rural School officially opened, for convenience reasons, at the end 
of 1919, however the rural curriculum did not begin until the following year and 
even then with a staggered start. Dressmaking was the first vocational subject at 
Gracemere, beginning on 29 January with Margaret Holt, a teacher trainee, from the 
Rockhampton Technical College travelling to the school to conduct the classes. 
Classes in cookery, woodwork and milk and cream testing were delayed awaiting the 
arrival of the necessary tools and equipment.66  
Marianne Brydon conducted the first inspection on 25 March 1920. Her report 
detailed a much slower start for Gracemere than had been the case for the previous 
Rural Schools with lack of equipment being the major culprit. The cooking 
equipment had only arrived in sufficient time for just one lesson to be conducted 
                                                 
64  "Central Rural School: To be erected at Gracemere," Morning Bulletin (Rockhampton, Qld), Friday 
21 June 1918, 5 | Queensland Department of Public Instruction, "Education Office Gazette," Vol. 23 
(1921): p. 16. 
65  "Gracemere State and Rural School," Morning Bulletin (Rockhampton, Qld), Saturday 24 May 1919, 
8. 
66  "Gracemere Rural School," Morning Bulletin (Rockhampton, Qld), Wednesday 11 February 1920, 8. 
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prior to the inspection and the head teacher, David Simpson Aitkin Drain, (B.A.), 
was still waiting on the arrival of everything necessary for the boys’ vocational 
classes. Brydon reported the old school building, which housed the girls’ domestic 
classes was of more than sufficient size to also accommodate the boys as long as a 
few minor alterations, which included a dividing wall and a second access, were 
carried out. With only nine girls taking dressmaking, no boys in vocational classes 
and cooking barely started, the Rural School numbers were quite low at this stage. 
Drain had attempted to foster interest, to no avail, by sending circulars advertising 
the Rural School to the head teachers of the schools in the district. Brydon assured 
the department that in her opinion this situation could be resolved as soon as the head 
teachers realised sending their students to the Rural School did not affect their 
enrolment numbers.67 The head teacher at Stanwell, Charles William Munro, was 
one teacher who quickly realise the advantages the new school presented for his 
pupils. The Morning Bulletin reported; 
This is a step in the right direction, and no opportunity should be lost by 
those concerned to allow their sons and daughters to attend. Mr Munro is to 
be highly congratulated… Bush children as a rule have no opportunity of 
obtaining such instruction as is given in the Gracemere rural school.68 
Munro continued his interest in the education of rural children when he became head 
teacher of Marburg Rural School in 1925.69 
On 7 March 1921, Drain wrote to the department seeking permission to utilise 
the four acres of the school grounds not being utilised for residence, school, or horse 
paddock, for the cultivation of a cotton crop. His plan involved the Department of 
Agriculture organising the ploughing of the acreage then the schoolboys sowing the 
cotton under direction of G.B. Brooks from the Agricultural Department at 
Rockhampton. Once sown, the crop would, Drain stated, revert to the control of the 
head teacher. Schoolboys would be encouraged to apply for control of rows, which 
they would care for and ultimately harvest. The boys, he finished, could be 
compensated out of the profit from selling the cotton, with any balance going to the 
Agricultural Department. The department approved a cotton crop, but a much less 
                                                 
67  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 16743, Administration file, Gracemere State Rural School. 
20/16482, Report of Inspection of the Gracemere Rural School', 25 March, 1920. 
68  "Stanwell," Morning Bulletin (Rockhampton, Qld), Saturday 29 May 1920, 7. 
69  Queensland Department of Public Instruction, "Education Office Gazette," Vol. 27 (1925): p. 290. 
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grandiose venture than Drain had sought. The department suggested a small 
experimental plot operated as part of agricultural instruction, with the area prepared 
by a volunteer parent.70 
STUBBIN’S INSPECTION 
The first agricultural inspection of Gracemere as a Rural School was on 17 
April 1921. Stubbin had inspected the school a number of times over the previous ten 
years that Drain had been the head teacher. In Stubbin’s opinion, Drain was more 
capable on the ‘literary side’ and preferred academics to agriculture.71 Drain was a 
regular contributor to the local newspapers. Writing under the pseudonym Kobbi, he 
informed and educated a grateful community on nature study. He was particularly 
credited with advocating against the indiscriminate shooting of native birds by young 
boys and farmers, which Drain explained, played a significant role in insect 
mitigation and therefore helped crops and staved off disease.72 Although Drain had a 
love of nature study and forced himself to do the ‘tree-planting and garden work for 
the sake of the children’, Stubbin wrote, ‘Mr Drain was not cast in the right mould to 
make a successful gardener’ and ‘he is in no sense fitted for the Head of a Rural 
School’. Drain fully agreed and had expressed that he would be much happier at a 
high school. Despite being unsuitable for the position and there being no agricultural 
work other than tree planting and pruning Stubbin did suggest the department thank 
Drain as this work had been carried out efficiently.73  
The department noted the comment and appointed Fredrick Armstrong Poulsen 
from the Home Hill State School as the new head teacher; with Drain transferred to 
Pittsworth State School. This was considered a promotion for Drain as Pittsworth had 
a high school ‘top’ and was a better fit given he had a university degree.74 In 
farewelling Drain, the Morning Bulletin acknowledged his hard work and dedication 
over more than a decade and more recently the ‘yeoman service’ he had performed in 
building class numbers for the Rural School.75 
                                                 
70  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 16743. 21/09762, 'Experimental Plot in Cotton', 7 March, 1921. 
71  ———, Item ID. 995793. 21/17049, 'Agricultural Inspectors Report: Gracemere', 17 April, 1921. 
72  "Personal News," Morning Bulletin (Rockhampton, Qld), Tuesday 20 December 1921, 6. 
73  ———, Item ID. 995793. 21/17049, 'Agricultural Inspectors Report: Gracemere', 17 April, 1921. 
74  "Personal News." 
75  "Personal Notes," Morning Bulletin (Rockhampton, Qld), Wednesday 18 January 1922, 6. 
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UNSETTLED TIMES 
Poulsen had started his teaching career in 1900 as a pupil-teacher at Marburg. 
After qualifying as a teacher, he remained at Marburg until taking a position as head 
teacher at Herbert, just north of Townsville in 1908. He also served as head teacher 
at Calvert, west of Ipswich before a receiving a posting to Home Hill in 1914.76 All 
of these areas are prime agricultural centres and should have provided Poulsen with 
an ideal grounding for his position at the Gracemere Rural School. However, Stubbin 
had raised doubts about Poulsen’s suitability to be the head teacher of a Rural School 
in an inspection report on Home Hill in March 1921.77 Poulsen achieved very little 
before he was hurriedly transferred to Kolan South in 1922. He was replaced by 
George Henry Scarth, the head teacher from Kolan South.78 
Scarth entered the service as a probationary assistant teacher at Red Hill 
(Mount Morgan) in 1910; two years later, he took up the position of head teacher at 
Macknade before moving to head teacher at Morven, Gilston, and Gowrie Estate all 
in 1915. For the next six years Scarth remained at Gowrie Estate, which changed 
name to Charlton in November 1915. He transferred to Kolan South in 1921, before 
swapping positions with Poulsen in 1922.79 
AGRICULTURAL WORK BEGINS 
Scarth faced immediate problems at Gracemere Rural School. His take-over 
inspection revealed the school had outstanding debts, there was no kerosene for the 
cooking class stoves, and the accounts book did not balance. He wrote to the 
department to report that paying pupils had received receipts; however, the cash had 
not been banked and was not at the school. Furthermore, the school returns submitted 
by Poulsen contained several inaccuracies over several months. After a flurry of 
communications between the department, Poulsen and Scarth, District Inspector 
Francis Patrick Baker was sent to Gracemere to investigate. Poulsen had admitted to 
forgetting to bank the cash in his hasty departure, only realising the error once on the 
                                                 
76  Queensland Department of Public Instruction, "Education Office Gazette," Vol. 2 (1900): p. 43 | ——
—, "EOG, Vol. 10," p. 46 | ———, "EOG, Vol. 16," p. 3. 
77  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 995793. 21/14335, 'Agricultural Inspector's Report: Home Hill', 
29 March, 1921. 
78  Queensland Department of Public Instruction, "Education Office Gazette," Vol. 24 (1922): p. 164. 
79  ———, "EOG, Vol. 12," p. 22 | ———, "EOG, Vol. 14," p. 160 | ———, "EOG, Vol. 17," pp. 4, 
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train to his new posting. He banked the money in Bundaberg and sent a cheque for 
the amount owing to Scarth. Scarth was asked to send adjusted returns to correct 
Poulsen’s errors and with this action, the department declared the matter closed.80  
Despite the early setbacks, Scarth was quick to initiate agricultural training. He 
wrote to Stubbin urgently requesting spare parts for the milk and cream testing 
equipment so that classes could continue. He also requested Stubbin send him the 
text for the course, as he was teaching the subject based on notes taken when he had 
attended the training conducted by Stubbin. To address the schools financial situation 
Scarth had organised a garden fete that netted ninety-two pounds and this he stated 
was to be used to procure a water supply to aid his future agricultural experiments. 
Fowl houses had been constructed ready for poultry keeping and he sought advice on 
a text for the intended bee keeping. Scarth finished by requesting, what the 
department in their reply deemed, an excessive amount of seed for experimental 
crops. ‘Failure is almost certain’ the department warned, ‘when so much is 
attempted’. The department sent the seed, but in the quantities they felt were justified 
by the area needed to conduct experimental work and the number of pupils that could 
attend to the crops. ‘Doing the work is not the main feature’, Scarth was advised, 
‘learning the lesson should be the chief aim’.81  
Scarth’s reply to the department detailed an explanation that pointed to 
forethought and an understanding of the role a Rural School should play. He 
explained his intention for the extra seed was to enable him ‘to give each boy a little 
of each kind of seed together with a little fertilizer for a plot at home’. In this way, 
the boys would be provided with the means of visual comparison between the school 
plot and their own plot as well as those of other participants. ‘To my mind’, Scarth 
wrote, ‘I was bringing home and school into close connection, and establishing a 
system of observation and comparison which otherwise would not be nearly as 
complete and full’. The department agreed and supplied sufficient seed to carry out 
the plans.82 
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81  ———, Item ID. 16743. 22/49491, 'Seeds for Experimental Plots and Fence', 25 October, 1922. 
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In July 1922, two members of the school committee twice ploughed and then 
harrowed three quarters of an acre in preparation for the experimental garden. The 
area was divided into plots and a fifth class boy allocated a separate section with a 
fourth class boy assisting him, ‘thus paving the way for the next batch of boys for 
Rural work’. Cotton and pineapples formed the chief agricultural pursuits in the 
region, with some dairy work just starting. Owing to the poor quality of soil in the 
area the local farmers had requested if Scarth could experiment with manures to help 
them determine which product best suited the local crops and soil. A letter to the 
‘Chilean Nitrate of Soda Co. and Messrs Shirleys’ secured a free supply of sufficient 
manures, providing the suppliers, on completion of the experiments, were forwarded 
a copy of the records and results.83 
Scarth provided a detailed report to the department in March 1923 outlining the 
project and the lessons it had provided. Despite the experiment being conducted 
during what is normally a wet season, the region had received a little less than six 
inches of rain throughout the time of the experiments; and all of this had fallen 
before any of the crops had germinated. The maize failed to produce any corn and 
was used as a fodder, along with the saccaline, sorghum, fetterite, Sudan grass, and 
imphee. 
Detailing the lessons derived from the fodder crops, Scarth wrote, ‘These crops 
have been not only a great object lesson to the boys, but also to the farmers of the 
district’. The addition of superphosphate had remarkably improved every crop. The 
imphee with the Shirleys’s fertilizer was twice the size of the control plot that was 
provided no manure. With the region in the midst of a dry spell, Scarth pointed out, 
all the grass in the area was ‘dry and withered’ whilst during the same dry spell the 
experimental plot had produced ‘splendid green fodder’. Other lessons taught to the 
boys included deep versus shallow planting and the advantages of thoroughly 
preparing the ground before cultivation. Seed was harvested from all of the crops and 
the maize was cut and stacked with the other green fodder to demonstrate to the boys 
a means of saving excess from good years to feed herds in poorer years.84 
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Four plots of pineapples had been planted, one as a control, which received no 
manure, and three with variances in the fertilizer used. As pineapples take eighteen 
months to mature, Scarth reported, currently there was no indication of the impact of 
the manuring. The cotton had provided another series of tests for the boys. The 
department supplied high quality seed. However, Scarth felt conducting a 
germination test would still be a good lesson for the boys.85 
To Scarth’s surprise only forty-three percent of the seed germinated, and this 
provided a better lesson to the boys than he had anticipated. The three larger plots of 
cotton were utilised to test the impact of no manuring compared with using 
superphosphate alone and in conjunction with nitrate of soda. The eight smaller 
cotton plots were employed to test the impact of adding to the soil different 
combinations of the three essential components it usually lacks. Scarth explained; the 
addition to the soil of potash, nitrogen, and phosphoric acid was tested using the 
eight-plot technique outlined in Paterson’s Nature in Farming. The cotton was 
harvested and yields compared.86 
Scarth had also made an excellent start in bee keeping. This aspect of 
agriculture involved heavy start up costs Scarth reported, and as the department had 
not provided any funds for the endeavour he had used eight pounds and fifteen 
shillings of his own money to purchase hives, a smoker and the other necessary 
items. Beginning with a ‘three frame nucleus hive’ they had progressed to having 
two full hives. This Scarth confessed was an activity he was having difficulty getting 
any of the boys to try at home owing to the costs involved. The department had 
provided iron and fencing wire for the construction of poultry pens. The construction 
of the pens was progressing well according to Scarth. The boys from the woodwork 
classes were using the timber from the old fence to build the hen-houses and in the 
process, Scarth wrote, learning a valuable lesson in how to erect a building for when 
they leave school. Finishing his report Scarth advised the department, ‘the district 
around here is not an agricultural one, and consequently it is very difficult to arouse 
the enthusiasm which could be obtained in a real farming district’. As with the other 
Rural Schools, the agricultural lessons at Gracemere were not popular with the 
visiting district schoolchildren. Consequently, it was pleasing, Stubbin noted on the 
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side of Scarth’s report, that the younger boys from the State school were being 
encouraged to take an active role in the experiments.87 
Scarth provided a follow-up report two months later. Although all of his crops 
had suffered due to the extended dry, they all suffered equally, and though the yields 
were disappointing they still provided a graphic lesson in the use of fertilizers, soil 
preparation and soil techniques for water retention. The large crop of cotton with no 
manure produced four pounds of cotton, whilst the plots fertilized with 
superphosphate only and with superphosphate and nitrate of soda combined yielded 
five pounds, 2 ounces and five pounds thirteen ounces of cotton respectively. This 
demonstrated an increase in yield of more than twenty percent if manuring was 
incorporated. The eight-plot test provided further reason for reflection. In plots a 
quarter of the size of the other cotton plots the yields ranged from one and three-
quarters of a pound up to nineteen pounds of cotton, dependent on the soil additive.88 
The Morning Bulletin and the Capricornian newspapers, both in 
Rockhampton, reported on the experiments. They relayed the advantages that had 
been demonstrated if a farmer used the correct combination of manuring and soil 
conditioning in combination with apt farming techniques. The articles also 
questioned the apprehension older boys in the region held towards attending the 
agricultural classes ‘where they could get practical experience in farming, thereby 
enabling themselves to become efficient farmers’.89 
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Figure 0.5. A plan of the experimental crops at Gracemere Rural School, 1922-1923. This chart was 
reproduced from a scale map of the agricultural plot Scarth sent to the department. 
Both stories carried the message that the agricultural work at the Rural School 
could prove beneficial to the community. However, Stubbin’s impression of the 
community’s capacity to appreciate the work being conducted at the Rural School 
was less guarded. In a detailed note written on the front of Scarth’s report Stubbin 
acknowledged the breadth of experimentation Scarth had undertaken, stating they 
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contained ‘very useful crop lessons’ on the benefits of deep versus shallow 
cultivation; and ploughing, fallowing, then ploughing again before planting. Among 
the other lessons gained from the experimental plot, Stubbin noted the necessity of 
seed selection and testing had been successfully demonstrated, as had the advantages 
of green manuring over no manure. Furthermore, the method of planting, be it 
broadcast or row seeding, and the depth at which you plant were all shown to impact 
on the quality of a crop. These lessons, Stubbin wrote, are ‘elementary but 
exceedingly valuable in any farming area’. However, Stubbin advised Scarth and the 
department; 
In a place like Gracemere with its slow moving people perhaps it would be 
well to attempt soil experimental work where little or no outlay on the part 
of the parent is required. These people are not yet ready for fertilizer 
experiments.90 
Stubbin’s comments supported those of Scarth, that the region was not a farming 
community. The question then is why was a Rural School established at Gracemere? 
The community must have desired a Rural School for J.C. Peterson, MLA to make 
establishing one a re-election promise. However, it would appear the community’s 
needs were more along the lines of a technical or vocational school than an 
agricultural school.  
Within a year the benefits of delivering vocational classes at Gracemere was 
also called into doubt. Brydon inspected the ‘Women’s Work’ again on 10 April 
1924. Her report stated that the Rockhampton Technical College, which supplied the 
part-time vocational teachers, had reduced the number of days one teacher could 
attend Gracemere and substituted one of the instructors supplied for a different 
instructor, all without notifying the head teacher. The consequences of these changes 
meant Scarth had to reduce the number of lessons in the first case and as the new 
instructor was not qualified in millinery, Scarth was forced to cancel this course of 
instruction and start a course in the new teacher’s specialty of cake-icing. 
Brydon noted; although Gracemere was only seven miles from Rockhampton 
by rail, instructors travelling to Gracemere from Rockhampton must leave at 6.45am 
and could not return until 6.25pm or 7.10pm. Conversely, travel in the opposite 
direction enabled pupils to catch a train at 8.20am and return at 5.35pm. Brydon’s 
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recommendation was to cease the vocational classes at Gracemere and have the 
pupils attend the technical college at Rockhampton. The Rural School equipment at 
Gracemere should, she advised, ‘be made available for service in a more populous 
centre or in a centre from which scholars cannot travel by rail to attend classes’. 91 
The department agreed and issued notice that the Minister had directed that 
vocational classes would cease at Gracemere as of 30 June 1924. As far as possible, 
the letter stated, arrangements would be made for the pupils to continue their studies 
at either the Mount Morgan or Rockhampton Technical Colleges.92 The boys in 
manual training classes at Gracemere were issued free rail passes to attend the 
technical college each Thursday and the boys taking agriculture continued their 
training at the Warren State Farm where the boys from Stanwell State School had 
been attending since the start of the year. Gracemere officially ceased being 
classified as a Rural School at the end of 1924.93  
GUIDELINES ON THE ESTABLISHING OF NEW RURAL SCHOOLS 
On 21 May 1921, Thomas G. Peirce, the Editor of the Maitland Mercury, 
wrote to the Director of Education, Queensland seeking advice on the curriculum of 
Rural Schools and the extent of their growth as well as the ‘procedure that is 
necessary to secure such a school, in a given locality’. The department responded, 
advising Peirce that although the scheme was ‘comparatively new’, there were 
eleven hundred pupils currently attending Rural Schools. By definition, the 
department explained; 
A Rural School is a Primary School, which by the addition of certain 
subjects of instruction and modification of others becomes specially fitted to 
cater for the needs of rural life. 
The department’s intention when placing a Rural School, they stated, was to 
compare the suitability of suggested locations with other localities, so as to situate 
the schools in regions ‘suitable for the giving of rural education’ and likely to remain 
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successful institutions.94 Less than four years later Gracemere would be the first 
Rural School to close, clearly illustrating the importance of these points. Central to 
the problem was that no definitive criteria existed to identify where or when Rural 
Schools should be established, only a departmental desire to extend the scheme as 
funds were available. A conference of the District Inspectors of Schools in June 1921 
attempted to provide some guidelines for the establishment of any future Rural 
Schools. They recommended; 
That in closely settled agricultural districts, in which there are at least 50 
pupils who have reached the fifth class standard within a radius of six (6) 
miles, Rural Schools be established as soon as funds are available.95 
The Inspectors added; the minimum number of pupils should not be a ‘rigid rule’. 
Inspectors, they stated, should have the discretion to suggest centres they felt had the 
potential to advance to the minimum of fifty pupils ‘within a reasonable time’ if a 
Rural School were established. 
Undersecretary Kennedy provided further insight into the department’s notions 
on where Rural Schools should be established. In a letter to the Thulimbah school 
committee on 23 May 1922, Kennedy explained a region first had to be deemed 
suitable, with sufficient students, and with ‘relative ease of communication between 
one school and the others’. Once a region had been deemed suitable, and a school 
selected within the region to best meet these criteria, the department’s desire was that 
this school should also have suitable existing buildings and where possible 
appropriately trained instructors in place.96  
The cost of supplying free tuition and rail passes to all children under the age 
of seventeen wishing to attend the Rural Schools had also affected funding. Some 
children living close to Brisbane travelled almost a one hundred miles round trip to 
the Nambour Rural School several days per week to take advantage of the offer, and 
to avoid the fees they would have to pay if the training was sought more locally at a 
technical college. Consequently, the department determined that the free rail passes 
would be limited to a distance of twenty miles around a Rural School. Students using 
the rail line from beyond the ‘boundary stations’ received a fifty percent concession 
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on the fare between their home station and the boundary station.97 A further 
limitation was recommended by an advisory committee on 26 April and approved by 
the Minister on 4 May. The additional condition stated no free rail pass or free tuition 
should apply to any pupil within ten miles of an institution providing free secondary 
education.98 Not correcting the anomalies the department stated could result in ‘a loss 
of revenue of many thousands of pounds per annum’.99 
HOME HILL 
On Tuesday 18 June 1919 the Minister for Public Instruction, Herbert Hardacre 
returned from a trip assessing the educational requirements for the northern parts of 
Queensland. One of his recommendations, he informed the press, was for the 
department to take over administration of the technical college at Bowen and build 
an extension to the college so a high school could be added and incorporated with the 
college. This facility would then form the ‘headquarters’ for a Rural School at Home 
Hill.100 The opinion was echoed by Stubbin who advised the department in 
November 1920 that both facilities would need to be operating to justify the 
placement of specialist instructors.101 The process began in September that year 
when £2601 was allocated to upgrade the residence, repair the fencing and erect a 
Rural School at Home Hill.102 
STUBBIN’S INSPECTION 
In preparation for the start of the new Rural School, an inspection was 
organised for Stubbin on 29 March 1921. He immediately noted the region’s ‘rich 
sandy loam soil, capable of producing heavy crops’. The head teacher at the school, 
Fredrick Armstrong Poulsen, had been in charge for eight years and had organised 
some useful agricultural experiments, but any outcomes derived from the 
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experiments had been ‘marred through the absence of systematic records’. Stubbin 
applauded Poulsen ensuring that all teachers and pupils played an active role in the 
experiments, but could not understand why no records were made of what had been 
attempted, or of the results of the experiments. The majority of the children attending 
the school, Stubbin wrote, come from experienced cane-farming households and as a 
consequence, Poulsen’s best agricultural work had been with cane. However, Stubbin 
noted, no experiments had been conducted on the benefits of irrigation; a situation he 
failed to comprehend given the school had a windmill, pump, and tank that provided 
‘an inexhaustible supply of water’ for the thirteen acres the school occupied. Stubbin 
felt, this was an error in judgement and many other head teachers would have seized 
the opportunity to demonstrate the advantages of a facet of farming still foreign to 
many of the seasoned cane farmers in the district. The buildings for the new Rural 
School had just been completed and in Stubbin’s opinion ‘it would be a difficult task 
to find a more suitable centre’ however, he continued, Poulsen was not ‘the best 
available to take charge of such a school’.103 As a consequence of the report, Poulsen 
was transferred to become head teacher at Gracemere Rural School before being 
transferred six months later to Kolan South State School.104 
THE FIFTH RURAL SCHOOL 
The Home Hill Rural School teachers began offering the rural curriculum on 1 
September 1922 and the school was officially opened eleven days later by the 
president of the school committee H.A. Barton.105 The decision to establish a Rural 
School at Home Hill had been made three years earlier, Barton stated, but 
‘insuperable obstacles had delayed the completion until now’. The school’s new head 
teacher, Alfred Melvin Duncan, added; the opening of a Rural School would mean ‘a 
new epoch’ for the region. Duncan explained that the rural work would compose two 
groups; children from fifth class and up to eighteen years of age whose tuition would 
be free; and adults who could receive lessons for six pence per hour. Duncan 
reiterated the department’s maxim that the intention of the Rural School was not to 
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produce tradesmen, ‘but to make the boy and girl capable of doing a lot of work 
which otherwise would have to be sent away to tradesmen’.  
The school had been well equipped and staffed. The woodwork class under the 
guidance of E. Woodward comprised twelve workbenches each furnished with a 
‘complete sets of carpenter’s tools of the best makes’. T. Whalen instructed in 
saddlery, whilst P.M. Jensen took the girls for cookery. The kitchen was organised 
and well appointed with one kerosene stove and one wood stove. This provided girls 
with the opportunity to learn cooking on a stove similar to their home. The 
dressmaking class of L. Humphries had also received all the necessary equipment, 
including one new sewing machine. Duncan took direct control of instruction in the 
agricultural subjects of school gardening; experimental agriculture, poultry rearing; 
and bee keeping. To best match the work undertaken for the children’s futures in the 
region, the experiments in agriculture included testing different crops of cane, 
sorghum, maize, potatoes, peanuts, tomatoes, and cotton. Complimenting the crop 
tests were tests in pest control for fruit trees, and the effects of various fertilizers on 
crop production. Much of the equipment for the poultry and bee keeping projects 
were purchased by Duncan out of his own funds. Requests for assistance from the 
department received advice that there were no funds available to assist.106 
Everything was in place for the opening of the school on 12 September, except 
a syllabus. Duncan telegraphed the department on 1 September, urgently requesting 
the syllabus and blueprints necessary for teaching cookery, dressmaking, woodwork, 
and saddlery. The department counselled Duncan;  
In these subjects and in Agricultural Science, you, as Head Teacher, 
realising the spirit in which Rural Schools are established, will use your 
experience, knowledge and initiative to secure the general objectives which 
the Department has in view in establishing a Rural School.107 
Duncan was advised that the Technical College syllabus was to be followed for 
the cookery and dressmaking classes, with additional instruction in meal preparation 
provided through the department’s text Simple Cookery.108 Furthermore, in the 
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leatherwork and woodwork classes the blueprints the department was sending were 
to be used to train pupils in the construction of the items the blueprints outlined. 
These tasks were then to be expanded on through ‘other suitable exercises, 
construction, and repairs’ to provide the students with appropriate familiarity and 
skill with tools.109  
The syllabus for the Rural Schools was deliberately left ‘fluid’ to allow for 
adaption to the requirements of the local community, nevertheless there needed to be 
some control. Consistency in the curriculum was provided using the Technical 
College syllabus. In later years, selected vocational teachers provided the department 
with blueprints and syllabus guides which they distributed to the other Rural Schools.  
Home Hill Rural School’s usefulness was enhanced when it was equipped with 
electric lighting in September 1923. With the lighting came the opportunity for night 
classes. Duncan announced classes would commence in bookkeeping, shorthand, 
typewriting, saddlery, carpentry, cookery, and dressmaking and these began as 
sufficient numbers were signed for each class.110 
THE RURAL SCHOOL AIM 
The Lower Burdekin District Exhibit held in July 1924 featured a display of 
the pupil’s work and the agriculture produced at the Rural School. On display were 
all the items pupils had made and this clearly demonstrated the practicality of the 
lessons taught at the school to the future farmer. Farm gates, panels of fencing, salt 
boxes, baking boards, rolling pins, bath mats, medicine chests and picture frames, all 
made by the woodwork class were on show next to their display of every joint used 
in building a house or cabinet making. 111 
The saddlery class exhibited examples of hame straps, complete bridles, 
cruppers, girths, surcingles, breeching straps, and stirrup leathers for the horses, 
whilst belts complete with pouches for a watch and knife catered for farming needs. 
The cookery classes had provided various cakes and puddings to put on show and the 
dressmaking class presented samples of caps, aprons, underwear, and frocks they had 
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produced in class. Displays by the agricultural class featured sorghum, bran, wheat, 
pannicum, millet and cotton, however, the item of most interest was a working 
beehive.  
The displays were a means of advertising to the district the work of a Rural 
School, where girls on finishing, Duncan stated, will know ‘the preparation of simple 
and wholesome meals… how to make jams and preserves… draft their own patterns 
and make all their own clothes’. Graduating Rural School boys, he added, will be 
capable of building bails sheds or fences and repairing all the tack used on the farm 
whilst the detailed agricultural ‘record books’ each boy kept for future reference will 
‘teach him to cut the guess work out in farming’ and make him ‘more scientific and 
methodical than his dad’.112 
Later that year Stubbin again inspected the school. His report expressed 
disappointment in the current work and state of the school. ‘The Rural work today is 
not nearly as good as it has been’. The organisation of the work was faulty and done 
in a manner that made it appear that the children took no interest in it, wrote Stubbin. 
Rather than being shown attention to detail and a systemised approach, the children 
were often taught ‘how not to do things’ he emphasised. There were a number of 
minor maintenance issues concerning the buildings, fences and gates that the 
woodwork boys could have attended to, but they had not been encouraged to do so, 
and the agricultural plots were in need of much more attention.113 
With three hundred and fifty pupils enrolled at Home Hill and feeder schools at 
Ayr, Brandon, Jarvisfield, Osbourne and Iyah, Stubbin was surprised that there were 
only sixty-four individual pupils taking Rural School subjects. Thirty-two boys took 
woodwork and leatherwork while the same number of girls took cookery and 
dressmaking. All of this led Stubbin to believe ‘that the people of the neighbourhood 
have little interest in the Rural School’.114 
Stubbin advised the head teacher and staff at Home Hill, and the department 
amplified the message, that ‘rural subjects and particularly the outdoor subjects in the 
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only Rural School in [North Queensland] should be features in the life of the school’. 
The children should be trained in ‘habits of order’ and provided instruction to make 
them ‘better farmers than their fathers’. The advice summarised, ‘a model garden at 
the school should be the admiration of the whole district’.115 Duncan was transferred 
from Home Hill Rural School to replace McCahon as head teacher at Boonah Rural 
School in July 1925 and Joseph Silver Dyke Collins transferred from head teacher at 
Park Avenue to take charge of Home Hill Rural School.116 
SUMMARY 
Home Hill was the fifth Rural School and the second established outside the 
southeast corner of the State. The region was a prime agricultural area with ideal soil 
and conditions for growing heavy crops. Yet the school still struggled, as the other 
Rural Schools had, to fully embrace the primary purpose of the schools—agriculture 
lessons to invoke the scientific methods of proposing an experiment; carrying out the 
experiment in a systemised fashion; and documenting each detail and the results for 
later reflection. The communities, until seeing crops they grew, or could grow, vastly 
improved upon at the school would opt to send their children for lessons in the 
vocational subjects to the detriment of the agricultural classes. A boy trained in 
metalwork, woodwork or leatherwork was a valuable asset on a family farm as was a 
daughter trained to prepare meals, properly clean house and make the family 
clothing. To this end, the Rural Schools were undoubtedly providing a useful 
purpose and likely serving to keep people on the land. However, this was not helping 
the other purpose for creating Rural Schools, which was to aid an increase in 
agricultural productivity under closer settlement. This dilemma needed an alternate 
solution and in 1923, Project clubs were started in the five Rural Schools.
                                                 
115  ———, Item ID. 995794.  24/51992, Undersecretary to Duncan, 14 November, 1924. 
116  "Transfers of Teachers," Brisbane Courier (Qld.), Friday 24 July 1925, 15 | Queensland Department 
of Public Instruction, "EOG, Vol. 27," p. 226. 
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In 1923, Queensland organised a scheme of home project clubs. The aim of 
these clubs was to advance the systemised structure of agricultural education. 
Queensland was arguably the first State in Australia, and a frontrunner globally, to 
organise a systemised program directly linked to primary education and administered 
by the Department of Public Instruction. 
In 1920, Getman et al. explained America’s home projects and their purpose in 
the teaching of vocational agriculture.  
A ‘home project… is a farming enterprise studied at school and carried into 
operation by the pupil in its natural environment and under the supervision 
of the teacher’. ‘Merely engaging in farm work, chores, “keeping track” of a 
growing crop, or following specific feeding directions are not projects… 
such work is directed by someone else and does not demand the earnest 
study and purposeful effort resulting, for instance, from a pupil’s 
determination to grow his own acre of potatoes, secure a desirable profit and 
confidently assume the business risk attendant upon the investment of his 
own time and money’.1  
The home project schemes in Queensland were designed to foster interest in rural 
activities among schoolchildren. They were modelled on similar schemes within the 
United States, which banded together in 1912 to form the 4H movement and 
employed experiential learning to bring about agricultural reform. 
Reports of club work and its impact on American agriculture had been 
acknowledged within Australia from the early years of the movement, with strong 
backing to emulate the work coming from within Queensland and New South Wales. 
Despite these urgings, nothing transpired until JD Story returned from touring 
California and urged the introduction of a home project scheme to aid agricultural 
education across Queensland. The stated aims of the home project scheme were; to 
encourage children to stay on the farm; to interest them in their work; to demonstrate 
that good farming practice should lead to good results; and foster community spirit. 
                                                 
1  A. K. Getman, A. P. Williams, and W. J. Weaver, The home project: its use in teaching vocational 
agriculture (The University of the state of New York, 1920), p. 3. 
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It was hoped this activity would lead the children towards wider community 
involvement and prepare them to become future leaders in country life.2  
STORY’S TRIP TO CALIFORNIA 
On 16 October 1922, J.D. Story left Queensland for a tour of California to 
assess how that State systemised their technical and vocational education.3 Story 
stated that he had long desired a visit to California. He believed it ‘was one of the 
few States of the Union whose general conditions resembled those of Queensland’, 
and he continued, ‘it was regarded as one of the most progressive States of the 
Union’. Noting the similarity between the Queensland and Californian vocational 
education schemes, at the primary level, Story reported, ‘American vocational 
schools which specialise on the agricultural side are now conducted on much the 
same lines as Queensland's rural schools’.4 The tour convinced Story that primary 
and secondary education in Australia was the equal of any in the ‘essential subjects’ 
and although he noted California instructed in ‘extra subjects’ he felt Queensland 
was ‘well advised to continue to adhere to the essentials’.5 One facet of California’s 
vocational education that did impress Story was the ‘home project system’. This 
system had boys conducting approved agricultural work at home with the assistance 
of expert supervision. The projects offered included the raising of stock such as 
poultry or pigs or the growing of maize, potatoes and other grain and vegetables. The 
positive results of this work, Story noted in his report, had been acknowledged within 
the United States by ‘officers of the Department of Agriculture, by the County Farm 
Advisers, and by many members of the College of Agriculture’. A fundamental 
benefit of the scheme according to Story was that it required little in the way of 
public funds to establish and run. There was no need for the provision of special 
infrastructure or equipment and consequently no on-going costs to maintain and 
repair them. Additionally the long-standing problem of caring for crops or stock on 
                                                 
2  Queensland Department of Public Instruction, "EOG, Vol. 25." 'Agricultural Home Projects Clubs, 
By the Teacher of Agriculture'. pp. 79-81. 
3  "Off To California: Public Service Commissioner Seeks Knowledge," Mail (Adelaide, SA), Saturday, 
14 October 1922, 3. 
4  "Agricultural Science: Its Meaning to Queensland-Lessons from California," Queenslander 
(Brisbane), Saturday, 27 January 1923, 15, 16 | John Douglas Story, "Agricultural Education; 
Queensland and California Compared," Queensland Agricultural Journal Vol 19, no. 2-6 (1923): pp. 
144-145. 
5  "Lessons from California." | Story, "Agricultural Education; Queensland and California Compared," 
pp. 144-145. 
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school grounds during the vacation periods was negated. It was also thought that in 
taking on a school project at home the family would then take a greater interest in the 
work conducted at the school. ‘Certainly’ Story reiterated, ‘the system has much to 
commend it’.6  
HOME PROJECTS AND THE 4-H PROGRAM 
California was not the only State to adopt a ‘home projects scheme’, nor was it 
the first. Springfield Township in Clark County, Ohio had a ‘Corn Growing Club’ 
started by School Inspector A.B. Graham in January 1902 and this is considered by 
4-H as the origin of their movement.7 American agricultural clubs like these were 
aided by the passing of a series of agricultural Acts. The Hatch Act in 1887 provided 
the legislation for the establishment of agricultural experiment stations and most 
importantly, the dissemination of the knowledge gained at these facilities to the 
community.8 
Like Australia, agricultural education at the primary level began in the United 
States around 1900 with school gardens that were intended to beautify the school 
grounds and provide the focus for object lessons. In both locations, this transposed 
into the education curriculum within a few years, as nature studies, when it was 
proposed teaching agriculture to the children might bring about agrarian reform 
faster than trying to change parochial farmers. Thomas and Marilyn Wessel in 
detailing the history of the 4-H movement write;  
Throughout the South local leaders were discovering that farmers generally 
were reluctant to try new methods. The fastest way to introduce advanced 
farming methods was through young people.9 
                                                 
6  "Lessons from California." | Story, "Agricultural Education; Queensland and California Compared," 
pp. 144-145. 
7  A. B. Graham, "Boys' and Girls' Agricultural Clubs," Agricultural History 15, no. 2 (1941) | National 
4-H Council. "4-H History."  (2012), http://www.4-h.org/about/4-h-history/ 1 June, 2012. 
8  G. E. Moore, "The status of agricultural education prior to the Smith-Hughes Act," The Agricultural 
education magazine 59 (1987). 
9  T. Wessel and M. Wessel, "4-H, An American Idea, 1900-1980: A History of 4-H,"  (1982): p. 12. 
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Queensland, like the United States, progressed from lessons in nature studies to 
the teaching of agriculture in primary schools. However, this is where the two 
schemes differed. Gary Moore writes within the United States; 
The nature study movement and the school garden movement evolved into 
the teaching of agriculture in the elementary schools. However, because of 
the inadequate knowledge of agriculture on the part of most elementary 
school teachers and the crowded elementary school curriculum, it was 
realized that the teaching of agriculture should be in the high school.10  
The Smith-Lever Act in 1914 and the Smith-Hughes Act in 1917 provided the 
foundation for agricultural education in secondary schools in the United States; 
though Moore points out over ninety thousand students were already enrolled in 
agricultural classes across the country. These Acts provided Federal financial and 
organisational support for agricultural education and extension across America and 
supported the formation of project clubs across the Nation. By 1924 these clubs had 
banned together under the banner of 4-H and the distinctive four leaf clover emblem 
with its ‘H’ in each leaf representing Heart, Hands, Head and Health.11 The emblem 
forms a visual representation of the 4-H pledge; 
I pledge 
My Head to clearer thinking, 
My Heart to greater loyalty, 
My Hands to larger service, 
My Health to better living, 
For my club, my community, and my country.12 
Like the Rural Schools of Queensland, the 4-H movement grew out of a ‘desire 
to make public school education more connected to country life’.13 However, the two 
schemes differed significantly in that the Rural Schools were solely the domain of 
the Department of Public Instruction and formed part of the State’s structured 
education system while the 4-H movement utilized a combination of both public and 
private resources and operated as an extension program. 
                                                 
10  Moore, "The status of agricultural education prior to the Smith-Hughes Act." 
11  Wessel and Wessel, "4-H, An American Idea, 1900-1980: A History of 4-H." | National 4-H Council. 
"4-H History." 
12  Beverley, "Member of a movement that is becoming truly international is: The Girl From North 
Carolina," Western Mail (Perth, WA), Thursday 6 March 1952, 73, 76 | Malcolm Longstaff, A 
Fruitful Season: The Story of the New South Wales Junior Farmers/Rural Youth Organisation 
(Mossman, NSW: Rydal Publishing, 2005), p. 8. Longstaff's version has the last line as 'for my club, 
my community, my country and my world'. This is not the original pledge. 
13  National 4-H Council. "4-H History." 
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Within Queensland, the limited number of high schools, and the difficulty rural 
pupils had accessing those that did exist, necessitated the teaching of agriculture at 
the primary level.14 Moreover, agricultural education at the primary level provided a 
form of instruction for rural pupils designed to encourage the continuance of their 
education beyond the compulsory attendance age. As in America, Queensland also 
found inexperienced or reluctant teachers hampered the teaching of agriculture at the 
primary level. This problem was compounded by promotions, postings, or war 
service, which often replaced enthusiastic teachers with ones less inclined to 
continue any work already underway at the school. The consequence of this was 
good work going to ruin. After a decade attempting to solve this problem 
Queensland’s answer was the creation of the Rural Schools as the centre for 
vocational instruction in rural life and the stocking of these schools with 
appropriately trained teachers. However, the Rural School scheme was not the 
ultimate answer to solving the problem of providing widespread agricultural 
education. The cost and time involved in establishing schools as Rural Schools and 
the limited annual Vote allocated for agricultural education ensured a constant quest 
for cooperative schemes such as the home project clubs. 
PROJECT CLUBS 
Emulating the corn clubs in Australia had been suggested well before Story’s 
tour of California. In June 1912, Queensland’s Education Office Gazette reported the 
details of how the clubs operated and highlighted that the results produced by the 
boys on their set one acre was transforming the thinking of their parents and the 
surrounding community. Girls were encouraged to participate as well and many of 
them farmed a tenth of an acre to compete in the ‘Tomato Growing Clubs’. The 
Gazette reported Jerry Moore from South Carolina produced the record maize crop 
                                                 
14  The first State high schools in Queensland were opened in 1912 at Warwick, Bundaberg, Charters 
Towers, Gympie, Mackay and Mount Morgan. This equates to 200-600 km between each high 
school. High schools were added to the list at Gatton in 1917 and Roma in 1920. These eight 
remained the only State high schools until the mid 1920s. As no list of Queensland High Schools 
existed at the time of writing this thesis the information was gained by searching all Queensland 
Education Office Gazette 1912-1925 in the ‘Schools Opened’ and ‘New Schools’ sections for any 
new high schools. Complimenting these high schools were Brisbane Central Technical College and 
the Technical Colleges at Toowoomba and Rockhampton, along with ‘The Brisbane Junior High 
School‘ opened in 1920. Smaller centres where an average of not less than 25 qualified pupils sought 
high school education secondary tuition was provided through existing state schools. Herberton, 
Childers, Dalby, Kingaroy, Pittsworth, Southport, Cairns, Wynnum Central, and Emerald were the 
only examples up until the mid 1920s. There were also ten Grammar Schools—six for boys and four 
for girls. Wickens, Official Year Book of the Commonwealth of Australia for 1924. p. 455. 
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for the year, adding that he had yielded 228 bushels per acre: an outstanding 
achievement when compared to the average American crop of just 19 bushels per 
acre. As a direct result of the increased yield brought about by the corn clubs it was 
stated that using the same acreage the production of corn in the United States would 
double, ‘thereby adding over a billion and a-half dollars to the national wealth every 
year’.15  
As with Queensland’s Rural Schools, the aim of the movement was to replace 
obsolete farming practices with the new scientific methods being developed. United 
States Secretary of Agriculture James Wilson, on presenting prizes to Jerry Moore 
and the other winners for the year, summed up the value of project work stating;  
Preach “back to the farm” all you want. But just show the boy that he can 
make more money staying on the farm than he can going to the city and you 
won't have to do any more preaching.16 
Table X. Comparison of 1912 American Corn Club results by State. Compiled from information contained in 
Queensland State Archives, Item Id. 995744, 13/35667, ‘Corn Club Movement’, 4 November 1913. 
State  Enrolment  No. making final report 
Average yield on boys 
acre 
Average yield for 
State 
Alabama  10,200  1,386  60.25  17.25 
Arkansas  2,675  364  47.75  20.5 
Florida  1,200  179  37.25  13 
Georgia  11,400  2,100  54.5  14 
Louisiana  2,125  200  53.5  18 
Mississippi  4,825  1,500  64.25  18.25 
North Carolina  3,200  635  60.75  18.25 
Oklahoma  6,200  325  46.25  18.75 
South Carolina  2,200  400  66.5  18 
Tennessee  2,600  731  88.5  26.5 
Texas  10,375  289  36.75  21 
Virginia  2,250  600  57.5  24 
AVERAGE (rounded)  4,938  726  56  19 
 
The benefits of the corn clubs was reported again by the Gazette in August 
1913. In an article by Bailley Mallard and reproduced from the Technical World the 
                                                 
15  Queensland Department of Public Instruction, "EOG, Vol. 14." 'Agricultural Section: Jerry Moore's 
Corn Crop', pp. 260-264. 
16  ———, "EOG, Vol. 14." 'Agricultural Section: Jerry Moore's Corn Crop', pp. 260-264. 
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Gazette documented the seed selection technique conducted through a germination 
experiment known as ‘The Rag-Baby’ test. With the assistance of the Crop 
Improvement Committee of the Council of Grain Exchanges, boys and girls of the 
corn clubs were encouraged to have their fathers select what they felt were the best 
cobs to be tested using the Rag-Baby germination test. It was believed, in this way, 
the interest and competitive nature of the farming community would be engaged. 
This was an essential point as the Grain Exchange realised ‘the most effective way to 
reach the father is through the boy’.17 
Stubbin also believed there was little use in attempting to directly influence 
farmers to change their methods. He too was aware of the corn clubs of America and 
wrote to the department seeking the introduction of a similar scheme in Queensland; 
with or without the assistance of the Department of Agriculture. ‘I am convinced it is 
an excellent idea to attempt this with the boys and girls Stubbin implored;  
They are impressionable and open and eager to learn, while their fathers are 
often so narrow and bigoted that is difficult to get them to try up-to-date 
methods.18 
Stubbin was not alone in calling for the introduction of project work. In New 
South Wales Fredrick C. Jackson from the Bureau of Statistics was also advocating 
the benefit of starting project clubs through his presentations to associations like the 
Carlingford Agricultural Bureau. Jackson had read the articles in Queensland’s 
Education Office Gazette and wrote to Stubbin, through the department, to compare 
information. Despite such strong advocacy to emulate the American clubs, no action 
was taken at the time. Queensland rejected the proposal for the plausible excuse of 
insufficient funds being currently available.19  
Since assessments of the project clubs stated the scheme was inexpensive to 
establish; relieved funds currently being expended maintaining gardens and stock 
over holidays; and significantly increased productivity, it is likely other factors were 
taken into consideration in rejecting the scheme at this time. Given Stubbin was 
struggling during this period to stimulate basic agricultural education in the schools; 
                                                 
17  ———, "EOG, Vol. 15." 'Agricultural Section: How to Increase the Corn Crop: "The Rag-Baby" 
Test and How to Apply It. pp. 345-347. 
18  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 995744. 13/41282, Stubbin's hand-written letter, 41214 
November, 41913. 
19  ———, Item ID. 995744. 13/41282, 41214 November, 41913. 
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the success of this type of agricultural pursuit would have been dubious, even if 
funds had been available.20  
Stubbin made another appeal in June 1922. He pointed out that the previous 
year between £50,000 and £100,000 had been spent on technical colleges and high 
schools ‘giving town children throughout the State the necessary training – under 
expert specially trained teachers, to fit them for their life work in the urban centres, 
in the trades, and commercial life’. In comparison, the annual vote for Instruction in 
Agriculture was only £1500, and this Stubbin stated was for a ‘section of the 
Community on whom all these city folk depend for all they need and enjoy’. The 
result, he pointed out was ‘the rush to the city where the working hours are regular 
and short, the wages high and the amusements plentiful’.21  
Making production easier and with higher yields from the same acreage was 
the means to avert the population flow towards the town and this could be achieved, 
Stubbin asserted, by training given in the schools. According to Stubbin, all the 
information any teacher needed to make a success of agricultural education was 
contained in his book The School Garden. The proof he wrote was in the; 
Well known cases of city bred and city trained head teachers who knew 
nothing of handling the soil, but who had done some splendid tree, garden 
and agricultural work… by following the instructions and hints given in the 
book mentioned.22 
If evidence was required for the need of this form of training, no better 
illustration, Stubbin felt, could be provided than Queensland’s dairy industry. He 
pointed out that in Denmark the average production of butter per cow each year was 
four hundred pounds whilst Queensland’s dairy cows barely produced a quarter of 
this amount per year. ‘We are practically milking 4 cows to produce what one cow 
produces in Denmark’. The maize industry further supported Stubbin’s assertions. 
While the average Queensland yield was around twenty bushels per acre, children 
experimenting at schools in the maize districts had achieved ‘yields from ninety to 
one hundred and sixty bushels per acre’. The weakness in the current system of 
agricultural education Stubbin wrote was not in ‘a want of training’ nor was it in ‘the 
                                                 
20  "Rural Instruction: 'Home Project' Scheme," Brisbane Courier (Brisbane), Saturday, 3 March 1923, 4. 
21  ———, Item ID. 995760, Correspondence, Agriculture various. 22/24003, 'Suggestions I have made 
to the Department previously-with a few additional comments'. 2 June 1922. 
22  ———, Item ID. 995760. 22/24003, 'Suggestions I have made to the Department previously-with a 
few additional comments'. 2 June 1922. 
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absence of knowledge of what to do and how to do it’. ‘The weak spot is in putting it 
on the curriculum and not having it done’. Teachers, Stubbin stated, had long since 
noticed the courses for teachers at Gatton College had ceased and that prizes were no 
longer awarded for school gardens. Furthermore, he noted, the Inspectors rarely had 
time to inspect the agricultural work or question the children about it, let alone 
comment on its quality in their report. This led to teachers believing that the 
department no longer valued this type of work and led to them concentrating on a 
‘channel leading to Class I or a degree’.23  The solution put forward by Stubbin was a 
plan very similar to the home project schemes but managed by a centrally located 
head teacher suitably trained and skilled in agriculture relevant to the surrounding 
district. Once again, no action was taken at this stage. The plan suggested by Stubbin 
was the same course of action recommended at the Directors of Education 
conference in Hobart later that year. 
Story returned from California on 2 January 1923, to a Queensland that was 
very different concerning agricultural education, from when Stubbin had first 
suggested the project clubs in 1912.24 Eight Rural Schools had come into operation 
with plans for more. However, the State’s finances were still limited and could not 
keep pace with the requests for Rural Schools being made by communities. Between 
1917 and 1923 over thirty separate communities forwarded submissions to have a 
Rural School based on the Nambour model. Maleny, Mt Beppo, Laidley North, 
Home Hill, Peranga, Evergreen, Narko, Thulimbah, Geham, and Kingsthorpe all 
applied to become Rural Schools in the eighteen months preceding Story’s trip and 
each was rejected on the grounds of insufficient funds.25 A cost effective agricultural 
education program was needed to capitalise on the goodwill the Rural Schools had 
created. 
Using his position as Queensland’s Public Service Commissioner, Story 
advanced the idea of the project clubs to the Minister of Public Instruction, John S. 
Huxham and acting on Story’s advice Huxham approved the immediate introduction 
of home project clubs. To provide the greatest chance of success for the new scheme 
                                                 
23  ———, Item ID. 995760. 22/24003, 'Suggestions I have made to the Department previously-with a 
few additional comments'. 2 June 1922. 
24  "Mr Story Returning," Townsville Daily Bulletin (Qld), Thursday, 4 January 1923, 5. 
25  ———, Item ID. 996634. 
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it was decided that a staged start-up should be employed and that the Rural Schools 
at Nambour, Marburg, Boonah, Gracemere, and Home Hill would provide the 
necessary organisational structure to nurture the scheme’s growth. If the project 
clubs were a success at the Rural Schools, the scheme would then be extended to all 
primary schools across the State where a teacher was willing to oversee the work.26 
It is pointed out that the objects of these clubs are to engage and stimulate 
the interests of senior pupils—those over 14 years of age—and ex-pupils in 
the production, preparation, and marketing of staple primary commodities; to 
create community interest in some special work appropriately selected; to 
give club members facilities for receiving instruction and expert advice, and 
opportunities of attendance at demonstrations by specialists.27 
THE DIFFUSION OF PROJECT CLUBS  
The concept of project clubs as a means of providing agricultural education at 
the elementary school level quickly spread from the United States to other parts of 
the world. Canada benefitted first with ‘Boys and Girls Clubs’ beginning in 1913.28 
The Canadian Farmers Institute set up the regulations to govern the clubs and the 
program was administered by the Department of Agriculture. By 1918 the clubs were 
established in all provinces and British Columbia and were renamed ‘Junior Farm 
Clubs’.29 
In New Zealand, project clubs had been a topic of interest from 1914, when 
local news stories reported the praise attributed to the scheme by the University of 
Sydney Chair of Agriculture, Robert Watt.30 W. Stuart Wilson, from the Otago 
Expansion League, took up the cause in New Zealand.31 He advocated for the 
introduction of agricultural clubs for boys and girls through petitions to the 
                                                 
26  Story, "Agricultural Education; Queensland and California Compared." | "Lessons from California." | 
"'Home Project' Scheme." | "The Rural Schools: Agricultural Home Project Clubs," Townsville Daily 
Bulletin, Saturday 3 March 1923, 5 | "Rural Education: Mr J. D. Story's Scheme," Queenslander 
(Brisbane), Saturday 28 April 1923, 2. 
27  "Rural Instruction: "Home Project" Scheme," Queenslander (Brisbane), Saturday, 10 March 1923, 
38. 
28  M. C. Herner, "Boys and Girls Clubs," Poultry Science 2, no. 4 (1915). 
29  Chilliwack Museum and Archives. "Junior Farmers and 4-H Clubs." 2010. Accessed; 3 September, 
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30  "Science on the Farm," Wairarapa Daily Times (Wellington, NZ), 25 June 1914, 4. 
31  "Agricultural Clubs for Dominion Boys and Girls," Feilding Star (Manawatu-Wanganui, NZ), 17 
June 1920, 2 | "Boys' Agricultural Clubs: National Competition Suggested; 'A Scheme Backed by 
Sound Common Sense'," Dominion (Wellington), 2 August 1919, 8. 
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government.32 He supplied the Stuart Wilson Cup; a Dominion wide challenge 
trophy awarded to the boy or girl producing the best agricultural crop for the year, 
and he authored a book in 1920 titled ‘An Appeal to the Prince of Wales’ advocating 
agriculture as a means of providing peace and stability as well as a measure of 
security in the post-war period.33 Wilson’s efforts were rewarded when the New 
Zealand Government signalled the allocation of funds for Boys’ and Girls’ 
Agricultural Clubs in their 1920 Budget, however it was not until 1922 that any 
significant effort was made and clubs started to form.34 
Britain embraced the idea of project clubs through the action of the Daily Mail. 
The newspaper had organised a young farmers’ club at the model village in Welwyn 
Garden, Hertfordshire and based on the success of this club it was decided in 1921 to 
form a council to administer the formation of clubs across the country. The Minister 
of Agriculture, Sir Arthur Griffith-Boscawen, his Parliamentary Secretary, Lord 
Bledisloe and Sir Theodore Chambers, chair of the company formed to plan and 
build Welwyn Garden, all expressed interest in joining the council charged with 
organising the clubs. The clubs were open to boys and girls between the ages of ten 
and eighteen. The locally organised clubs were divided between crop and animal 
production with each club restricted to no more than twenty members and no less 
than ten. Like other nations to embrace project clubs the object was to teach correct 
agricultural methods; instil self-reliance, patriotism and loyalty; and enhance the 
benefits of rural life.35  
In Britain these attributes were not limited to encouraging dwellers of the 
Nation’s overpopulated cities to move into the country, or to keep rural citizens on 
the land. It was quickly realised the clubs possessed the potential to train British 
citizens for migration to the Dominions. A White Paper tabled by the Oversea 
                                                 
32  "Boys' Agricultural Clubs: Aid to National Reconstruction, Government Approval and Support 
Wanted," Dominion (Wellington, NZ), 31 August 1920, 7. 
33  "The Schools: Hawera School," Hawera & Normanby Star (Taranaki, NZ), 21 December 1923, 5 | 
"Establishments for Boys: National Reconstruction," Northern Advocate (Whangarei, NZ), 3 
September 1920, 1 | "Juvenile Agricultural Club: Appeal to the Prince, Great American Success," 
Northern Advocate (Whangarei, NZ), 28 April 1920, 4. 
34  "Boys' Agricultural Clubs: Discussed by Wairarapa Farmers," Hawera & Normanby Star (Taranaki, 
NZ), 11 March 1922, 7 | "The Budget: Surplus of £819, 203," Te Puke Times (Bay of Plenty, NZ), 30 
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35  "Young Farmers' Clubs," Times (London, England), Tuesday, Nov 22 1921, 12 | "Young Farmers: 
Ministry's Support of 'Daily Mail'.", Times (London, England), Wednesday, Mar 08 1922, 9. 
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Settlement Committee reported overpopulation was a serious problem and that 
migration had not recovered significantly since its cessation during the war years. 
This, the report stated, meant the industries of the United Kingdom could not provide 
sufficient employment for their inhabitants. The committee expressed the view that if 
the population of the Dominions was ‘substantially increased’ the industries of the 
homeland would naturally increase given Britain’s greatest export partners were the 
Dominions. As such, the Committee reported, Britain would be capable of sustaining 
a much larger population than was currently possible. 
The Committee believe that the best remedy for this evil is to be found in a 
policy of State-aided migration and settlement. They reiterate that the policy 
of Empire settlement is, as far as male settlers are concerned, a policy of 
settlement upon land and only upon land, since the Oversea Dominions are 
in the main agricultural.36 
The committee further stressed that due to their adaptability it was imperative 
that at least one third of the migrants should be juveniles. They suggested there were 
‘two hundred thousand juveniles in the United Kingdom… with no immediate 
prospect of absorption in industry’ and a further ‘750,000 juveniles who leave school 
every year’ that ‘might be suitable material for migration’. As most of these boys and 
girls would come from urban areas the committee emphasised they would need to 
receive their agricultural training overseas. At this time, Canada had not yet agreed to 
cooperation under the Empire Settlement Act, migration to South Africa was small 
and New Zealand was only accepting skilled farm workers, miners, qualified 
domestics, or migration for reuniting families. In comparison Australia had ‘declared 
in favour of cooperation’ and did not ‘actively encourage’ any immigrants other than 
those from the United Kingdom. This ensured Australia was considered the prime 
location for the British migrants and that the work of the young farmers’ clubs would 
be encouraged as a way of assisting this migration.37 By 1923, project clubs had 
spread to Scotland where John Robson started the first club at Lanergill, Caithness.38  
Although Queensland was credited as the first State in Australia to embrace 
project clubs there is evidence some work was being conducted in Victorian schools 
prior to Queensland’s adoption in 1923. There are reports of a teacher starting project 
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work at Dollar in South Gippsland followed by the first young farmers’ club 
beginning in Geelong in 1917.39 However any early accomplishments of the home 
projects in Victoria are brought into doubt considering a resolution of Victoria’s 
1921 teacher’s conference was to abolish home projects after ‘statements were made 
which implied that in its present form the scheme was not successful’. The main 
argument for ceasing the scheme was the large amount of uncompensated time 
required by the teachers to administer and assess the club work.40 This problem was 
negated to a certain extent when the Rotary Clubs of Victoria started the Young 
Farmers’ Clubs in the Ballarat district around 1928.41 However, as late as 1930 there 
were still calls for the Victorian scheme to be more educational and brought under a 
systemised form of administration.42 One successful aspect of the early project work 
in Victoria was the Forestry Clubs. Nine plantations were established in 1923 
covering two hundred and thirty-seven acres with over five thousand trees planted. 
By 1925, this had grown by over seven times, with forty thousand trees planted on 
sixty-nine plantations totalling one thousand four hundred acres.43 
Despite some misgivings at the operational end, home projects remained a 
favoured means of elementary level agricultural education. Directors from every 
State excluding Queensland attended the 1922 conference of the Directors of 
Education, held in Hobart from 6-16 November. The Directors present discussed the 
best means of conducting agricultural education in elementary schools. A consensus 
was achieved on two methods. The first involved a central school with a trained 
teacher mentoring the work of teachers in the surrounding schools and the second 
method was the instigation of home project clubs.44 The Queensland Undersecretary 
did not attend the conference, Undersecretary Andrew S. Kennedy was retiring at the 
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end of the year due to the age provision, and Bernard J. McKenna was to take up the 
position as of 1 January 1923. It is probable Queensland’s non-attendance is due to 
the positional change.45 Another possibility is that the conference coincided with 
Story’s tour of California to assess the same issues being discussed, and following 
the conference, some of the Directors took similar overseas tours to assess home 
project clubs. 
South Australia initiated a home projects scheme administered through their 
Education Department in 1924. This was prompted by the success of similar projects 
in Canada, observed by the Ministers for Education from South Australian and 
Victoria, during their tour of the Nation in 1923.46 Extensive articles in Adelaide’s 
Advertiser reporting on the Queensland Rural Schools and praising the efforts of the 
home project schemes may also have influenced the South Australian Minister, 
William Taylor McCoy.47 The ‘Manual for Project Leaders and Club Leaders’ 
clearly outlined the aspirations for the clubs through the club motto printed on the 
front page: 
THE CLUB MOTTO 
I believe in:-- 
Reason, not superstition; Honesty of Purpose, not duplicity;  
Constant Effort, not spasmodic action; Loyalty, not treason; 
Cooperation for the good of my club and my country and none but the best is 
good enough. 
Following the introduction of project clubs in 1924 McCoy in 1925 again 
emulated Queensland when he ‘introduced central schools, primary school annexes 
offering post-primary courses in commercial, junior technical and homemaking 
work’.48 These schools were the South Australian version of Queensland’s Rural 
Schools. 
Jack W. Webb formed the first project club in New South Wales in 1924 and 
the first Junior Farmers’ Club in Wagga Wagga followed in 1928. By 1929, this had 
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increased to forty-three clubs with numbers of other applications for clubs only held 
up due to a shortage of supervision. This scheme adopted the new name 'Rural 
Youth' in 1966.49 Longland’s 2005 history of the New South Wales movement, A 
Fruitful Season, states; ‘the key decision to provide support through the arm of 
government concerned with education as opposed to agriculture’ was a New South 
Wales idea. Queensland started project clubs in 1923 within the Rural Schools and 
administered by the Department of Public Instruction and South Australia’s scheme, 
administered by their Education Department started in 1924; both predate the New 
South Wales scheme by several years and it is probable that New South Wales drew 
on the experience of these States when starting their own scheme.50 
With the success of project club work regularly reported in newspapers of 
every State it was inevitable the remaining States would start similar schemes. 
Western Australia’s project clubs began with a calf club in 1930 at Manjimup 
organised by William H. Rourke the head teacher at Yanmah State School.51  
Tasmania took another three years, despite consistent news reports on the 
advantages of project clubs and the advances being made in the other States. 
Tasmania’s first project club field day was held at Moriarty in October 1933, by this 
time the scheme within Queensland was well established and receiving high praise 
from communities where clubs had been established.  
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One letter addressed to Story typifies the community sentiment towards the 
project clubs and outlines how an education program furthered the agricultural 
successes of a region. 
J. D. Story, Esq., 
Public Works Commissioner, 
Dear Sir, 
 I beg to congratulate you on the success of the State School 
Pig, Calf and Poultry Clubs that you inaugurated in the Schools after your 
trip overseas a few years ago. 
 
 The Engelsburg School started right away in 1924 and after 
holding three Club Shows the business grew that large that the School 
Grounds would not hold the Exhibits and the crowds of people. The School 
Committee then reluctantly handed the business over to the Public of Kalbar; 
the result being the formation of a District Pastoral and Agricultural 
Association being formed and successfully run for the last three years. Best 
of all, one of our boys was elected as a Farm Club Boy to represent our 
School at the Royal National Association, Brisbane, this year, at which I am 
pleased to state, he got Third Prize in the essay Examination out of twenty-
six schools. I consider it to be one of the finest movements that ever came 
into a farming district. I have much pleasure in congratulating you on the 
success of your endeavour. 
I am, yours faithfully, 
(sgd) ISAIAH TITMARSH. 
Parent of Children attending Engelsburg  
State School. 
 
P.S. I had the luck to be a member of the School Committee when the 
movement was first mooted.52 
ESTABLISHING PROJECT CLUBS IN QUEENSLAND 
Project clubs were initially established at the Rural Schools at Boonah, 
Marburg, Nambour, Gracemere, and Home Hill. An oversight committee comprising 
Stubbin and three of the head teachers from the Rural Schools was tasked with 
organising the scheme. It was agreed to initially trial pig rearing clubs as well as fruit 
grading and packing clubs.53  
The first years of project work were slow, with most of the activity aimed at 
fostering interest not just among pupils and teachers, but also among the parents and 
communities that needed to play an active role in the scheme. Serious State-wide 
droughts in 1922-1923, 1925 and again in 1927 affected the first years of the scheme. 
A number of regional dry spells between the more serious droughts also complicated 
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these periods. These directly affected the regions where the Rural Schools were 
located.54  
Nevertheless, clubs did start forming at schools from the very beginning of the 
scheme, by May 1923 Nambour had fruit packing and pig clubs, and plans were in 
place for a packing competition at the Nambour show on 25 July.55 To assist club 
members the Department of Agriculture organised for Nambour and all the attached 
district schools to receive instruction in fruit culture and packing from experts in the 
fields. A pig club had also started in Marburg and Boonah had pig and poultry 
clubs.56 
Stubbin visited the homes of eighteen children belonging to the Boonah Rural 
School pig club to advise them on what to look for when purchasing a pig, as well as 
how to construct a suitable sty, what bedding to use, and the types of food to feed a 
pig. He reported that in almost every home all members of the family demonstrated 
enthusiasm for the project and could see the economic benefits the experiments 
might produce. Drought had affected crop production around Boonah, yet despite 
this, Stubbin noted club members had produced pumpkins, maize, sorghum, lucerne, 
sweet potatoes and sugar cane to feed their competition pig. The pig club members 
exhibited in their own category at the Boonah Show in May. The manager of the 
bacon factory judged the entrants, allocating marks for; the live weight of the pig; the 
condition of the sty and food provided; the record book and notes kept; and an essay 
titled ‘How I Raised My Pig’. Considering the movement was still in its infancy the 
community was impressed with the work of the children whose individual results 
ranged from just below fifty percent to over eighty percent.57 
The eighteen club members at Boonah comprised fifteen boys and three girls. 
The addition of girls to the competitions provides an insight into the department’s 
thinking concerning the new scheme. The agricultural work and the experimentation 
at the Rural Schools was the domain of the boys. Girls did participate, but this was 
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confined to gardening. Whilst Stubbin had regularly expressed that women should be 
playing a significant role in furthering the State’s agricultural future, the same could 
not be said for those setting the agenda. Story had once advised that female teachers 
attempting experimental agriculture ‘may be scoffed at’.58 A 1917 speech by Story 
reveals this was not an isolated incident. Explaining the Rural School scheme to a 
conference of visiting press Story stated;  
The aim was not to turn out finished tradesmen, but to give a practical all 
round knowledge and make handy people. It was not so much intended to 
make a blacksmith out of every boy, as to give him a sort of first aid 
knowledge of machinery so that he should know what was necessary to put 
right any machine that had got out of order.  
Concluding his speech, Story intimated why the girls should receive a practical 
education by quoting Proverbs 31:27, ‘She looketh well to the ways of her 
household, and eateth not the bread of idleness’ and, Proverbs 31:28, ‘Her children 
arise up, and call her blessed; her husband also, and he praiseth her’.59 
With the introduction of project work, the same gender bias seems to have 
carried. The very reason for the introduction of project clubs, clearly states the 
intention was; to make farming better and more profitable; to assist in keeping ‘boys 
on the land’; to improve the skills of future primary producers; provide a scheme that 
developed the skills needed to represent on local councils or produce associations; 
‘training lads’ for future roles as leaders representing primary production; and to 
strengthen Queensland’s most important industry—Agriculture.60 Nevertheless, girls 
were now actively competing against boys in clubs designed to advance the State’s 
agriculture through experimentation. 
This may be viewed as a softening of the departmental attitude towards the role 
of women in agriculture, but it is more likely the department still believed narrow-
minded farmers would scoff at a female teacher’s agricultural experiments. However, 
a farmer seeing his daughter produce a better pig, calf, or crop than he had would 
soon alter his methods. The decision to include girls in the project club work may 
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also have been influenced by the American clubs, where girls actively participated. 
Consequently, the inclusion of girls into the project clubs, besides providing valuable 
skills to future farmer’s wives was another approach taken to alter parochial views on 
farming. 
Eight of the members of this club were from Boonah and seven came from four 
different district schools. Stubbin advised each of the district schools to establish 
clubs of their own. From a department point of view, the project clubs would build 
faster with pupils from a variety of schools competing rather than from one large 
club. Consequently, the Rural Schools were used to establish project clubs in a 
region, however, once established decentralising was encouraged.61 
By 1924, schools were holding their own club days. The various clubs in the 
school displayed their efforts and were judged on their results. In August 1925, the 
department organised for schoolchildren to judge dairy cows in a junior judging 
competition at the Brisbane Exhibition.62  
By the end of 1926, over forty schools had started home project clubs; many of 
these were pig clubs, with agriculture clubs as an ancillary to enable cost effective 
feed. The schools involved at this stage were mostly confined to the dairying 
districts. Among the other clubs established were judging, poultry, apiary, calf, and 
vegetable clubs. The popularity of the pig clubs was due to a variety of reasons. The 
competition rules required the raising of a young pig to ‘bacon standard’. This 
required the raising of the pig for four months, fitting the project conveniently into a 
school year. Pigs were also viewed as an excellent addition to any farming enterprise 
from a single pig on a fruit or dairy farm to a full-scale pig farm. The skills the 
children gained through analysing the methods they used and comparing them to 
those of the other club members ensured a better stock of farm animals and a more 
analytical farmer in the next generation.63 Teachers were encouraged to support the 
work and the Minister instructed that project club work in school hours could be 
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counted towards fulfilling the nature studies requirements under Schedule XVI. The 
only restriction to a greater variety of clubs and more experimentation was the 
department supplying procedures for establishing, running, and judging the club 
work.64 
THE DEATH OF JAMES STUBBIN 
The project clubs, the Rural Schools, and agricultural education in general 
experienced a setback in 1926 resulting from the ill-health and subsequent death of 
James Stubbin. On 10 November 1925, ‘after a particularly strenuous six weeks in 
the Malanda district’, Stubbin suffered a ‘nervous collapse’ as a ‘result of overwork’ 
and ‘long hours of overtime for several years’. He was treated for a fortnight in a 
private hospital, followed by a month of recuperation at the seaside. Although he was 
recovering, he was still not well enough to return to work. He explained, ‘I cannot 
get my work out of my mind, and consequently my nervous system is not re-building 
as it should’. He received medical advice to take a sea trip for eight to twelve weeks, 
when he applied for leave however, he was advised he had only two days sick leave 
due. In a strongly worded letter to the department Stubbin pointed out that besides 
the long hours he devoted to his work, he had worked a total of 122 day on Sundays 
or holidays over the previous three years and these ‘were given up to solid work for 
the Department’. ‘I claim, Stubbin stated, ‘that it is due to these days overtime and 
the long hours of night work, that my illness occurred, and now makes it necessary 
for me to seek your kindly consideration’. His request was again refused. Stubbin 
returned fire, writing to the department on 10 March 1926. He responded to the 
rejection of his days in lieu, stating, ‘the reply... has surprised and pained me’; 
Almost every teacher whose school I have visited has remarked on my 
energy and earnestness in carrying out official duties. But, when over-zeal 
and earnestness have caused the breakdown, a request for deserved and due 
relief has not received favourable consideration. 65 
This time Stubbin received the approval of the Public Service Commissioner 
who noted on the side of Stubbin’s anguished plea, ‘Mr Stubbin has worked as he 
states, and his health appears to be indifferent. I would like consideration as 
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favourable as possible given his request’.66 On 10 July 1926, Stubbin penned a short 
note advising the department to make all future payments to his wife, Davina Agnes 
Stubbin. Davina hand delivered the note to the Under Secretary on 13 July 1926. 
Stubbin died on 3 August 1926. He had entered the service on 17 April 1888 and 
therefore on the day of his death he had completed thirty-eight years three months 
and seventeen days of continuous service. His service, the department noted, ‘was 
meritorious’. An epitaph in the Education Office Gazette summed up the life and 
career of James C. Stubbin, Teacher of Agriculture; 
His sympathy was with the country child, and towards the widening of the 
outlook and the improvement of the surroundings of rural school children all 
his energies were directed. Primary production appealed to him in all its 
phases, and by his passing, farmers’ interest have lost a champion.67 
FRANCIS ERNSLIE WATT, ACTING ORGANISER AND INSTRUCTOR IN 
AGRICULTURE 
With the death of Stubbin, the department appointed Francis Ernslie Watt, the 
head teacher from the linked up school at Mapleton, to the position of ‘Acting 
Organiser and Instructor in Agriculture’. With the new appointment, the role was 
also adapted. Watt’s primary duties were now to oversee and report on the project 
clubs. 
Watt began inspecting project work from September 1926. His first point of 
call was Nambour and its surrounding district schools. Nambour, he noted, had a 
well-established pig club and thirty-seven pupils from the Nambour district had 
provided entries for the pig club competition held in conjunction with the local show. 
When he visited each of the district schools to assess their individual efforts at club 
work Watt found mixed results. At Dulong, ten of the eleven pupils came from 
homes already raising pigs, and therefore had not formed a club. In contrast, at 
Mapleton the children were enthusiastically engaged in rearing pigs, with some of 
the children cultivating small maize plots to feed their pig. Watt recommended 
Mapleton should start its own club immediately and incorporate the children from 
the Dulong and Flaxton schools. 
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When Watt extended his inspections to Yandina, Woombye, North Arm, 
Maleny, Montville, Witta, Landsborough and Mooloolah a similar scenario unfolded. 
After presenting a lecture on pig rearing to the senior pupils of each school, Watt 
frequently conducted polls of children interested in forming a club. If sufficient 
numbers were interested, the head teacher of the school was encouraged to organise 
one immediately. The regions around Marburg and Imbil, Watt reported, had been 
through severe drought and the conditions were not favourable for the formation of 
clubs, nonetheless, he reported that the children were keen to start clubs as soon as 
possible.68 
In spite of these difficulties, the project clubs did gain a footing within 
Queensland’s schools and by 1927 there were four to five hundred members from 
around sixty schools actively engaged in project work, with newspapers around the 
country reporting on the movement’s success.69 The largest involvement was in the 
pig raising clubs. Originally, this had been the task of E. J. Shelton who had been 
appointed the instructor in Pig Raising in the Queensland Department of Agriculture 
and Stock in 1923. His role was to develop pig and calf clubs for Queensland’s boys 
and girls. However, with the Department of Public Instruction initiating the home 
project scheme the same year, the task devolved to them. Nonetheless, Shelton 
continued in his position and provided a prolific amount of lectures and written 
material on pig rearing over his twenty-six years in the job.70 
The children participating in the pig clubs, in addition to showing their animal 
for judging at the club day, were also required to keep a journal detailing all aspects 
of rearing their pig. This journal was then used by the student to write an essay titled 
‘How I selected, fed, managed and exhibited my pig’. Both of these items formed 
part of the marks that contributed to a winning entry on club day. In this way, the 
children as a group were obligated to reflect on the practices involved in achieving 
quality outcomes as well as those gaining less than desirable results. This established 
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the foundations for the experiential learning that would become part of their lives as 
future farmers. The Department of Agriculture and Stock kept copies of the essays 
and supplied them to interested farmers. In this way, a wide range of experimentation 
and the best outcomes from these trials was transposed across the State. Some 
techniques, successful or otherwise, would likely never have been attempted without 
these clubs. In one boy’s essay, he detailed how he utilised the excess skim milk, 
kitchen scraps and potatoes he grew to feed his pig, however, his real variation was 
in the addition of lime water to the food and occasionally administering a dose of 
Epsom Salt to his pig. Whether this improved the quality and growth was not 
mentioned, nonetheless, this type of testing and the knowledge gained from it would 
not have been achievable without the home project clubs.71 
SUMMARY 
Queensland led the Nation in the use of Rural Schools to extend the education 
of children in remote communities beyond the compulsory years. Through the use of 
a vocational, domestic, and agricultural curriculum, they also provided the skills 
future producers would need to provide beyond subsistence farming. With the 
addition of the home project clubs, this form of education was being extended 
beyond the Rural Schools and beyond the children of farmers. Many of the children 
joining the project clubs were children of town parents and as such were being taught 
agriculture as well as associating and competing with future farmers. In the project 
clubs children experienced more than lessons in farming. They learned skills of 
association, socialisation, representation, critical thinking, and analytical reasoning.
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This period marked the first closure of a Rural School. Gracemere officially 
ceased operating as a Rural School in 1923 and the ramifications of its closure 
caused subtle changes to the establishment of future Rural Schools. No Rural 
Schools were opened in 1923 and this caused a degree of contention when it was 
made known a large portion of the department’s Vote of eleven thousand pounds for 
agricultural education had not been used in that year. This Vote was the primary 
source for funding to establish new Rural Schools. Any savings made in this area 
directly impacted on the expansion of the scheme.1  
The debate in State parliament over the issue raised the question of whether the 
savings were justified, or, if holding back the funds ‘did not give the country districts 
a fair deal’. The opinion was offered that the Rural School scheme needed to be 
extended as ‘they greatly assisted to maintain interest in the land’. The arguments 
must have carried some weight as seven Rural Schools were established over the 
next two years despite a reduction in the agricultural education Vote in 1924 to just 
£6500.2  
To advance the Rural School scheme on a limited Vote the department 
provided the opportunity for some regions to improve their position on the list of 
future Rural Schools if they could fund the expenditure or significantly offset the 
department’s liability. This seems a logical solution given the number of applications 
the department was receiving from communities wanting a Rural School, the limited 
Vote for agricultural education and the department’s stated desire to expand the 
scheme to suitable locations as soon as funds were available. This also allowed the 
department to save some funding for Rural Schools in locations they felt best-served 
State development. Although no direct link could be established, the associated waste 
of funds surrounding the new building at Boonah and the failure of the Rural School 
at Gracemere seem to have provided the impetus for this unwritten policy.  
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Between 1924 and 1925 a further seven Rural Schools opened. Clifton started 
as a Rural School in July 1924, closely followed by Gordonvale in November and 
Gayndah in December. Beenleigh, Imbil, Murgon, and Stanthorpe all started their 
rural curriculum the next year in January, February, March, and July 1925, 
respectively.  
An examination of these seven Rural Schools provides an historic overview 
and timeline for the expansion of the scheme. Rather than an in depth analysis, each 
school is explored only to the extent necessary to establish a timeline of events. 
Attention is also directed to changes in the establishment of these schools that 
contributed to the formation of the overall scheme, or changes to the operation of the 
scheme locally or generally during this period. 
CLIFTON 
In March 1923, a deputation representing the Clifton State School met with the 
Minister for Education, John Saunders Huxham, seeking a Rural School for their 
town. Huxham, while sympathetic to the request, advised that the school should first 
apply for vocational classes. If the school committee could raise the funds needed to 
meet the initial cost of the classes and the classes proved successful, Huxham 
offered, ‘a Rural School would undoubtedly follow’.3 The department, based on 
previous experience, was now seeking funds contributed by the community, and 
substantiation that the vocational classes would be well patronised before 
establishing new Rural Schools. 
The school committee was informed they would need two hundred pounds to 
achieve their goal. By April 1924, seventy-five pounds had been raised, with ten 
pounds coming from each of the communities at Greenmount, Nobby, Cambooya, 
Back Plains and Spring Creek and five pounds from the communities at Clifton 
Colliery, Mount Kent, Elphinstone, Manipouri, and O’Mara’s Bridge.4 
A meeting was called in June 1924, with representatives present from all the 
districts surrounding Clifton. The assembled group were informed by Arthur Bradby 
Copeman, principal of Clifton State School, that; all of the tools and equipment had 
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been purchased; teachers had been appointed for the special classes; and over two 
hundred and fifty pupils had been enrolled in preparation for vocational classes. The 
department had issued eighty free rail passes to students from as far away as 
Wyreema and the community had organised premises for the vocational classes. A 
further one hundred pounds was donated by the assembled group to go toward any 
further expenses and the group was informed all that remained to be done was the 
alterations and additions delegated to the Works Department.5 
The vocational classes started in July 1924 and from this point on the school 
was referred to as a Rural School; although the official opening did not occurring 
until 1 October 1926.6 In the beginning, the boys’ vocational classes were conducted 
in rented premises separate from the school while the domestic science classes 
utilised a section of a classroom in the State school. This was not the ideal situation 
however; it did provide the necessary foundation for the future Rural School. All of 
the Rural School classes were finally brought together on the school grounds with the 
construction of a new two-storey building that was completed in May 1926. With 
two large classrooms on each floor, it easily accommodated the domestic science and 
technical classes, while an adjacent purpose built blacksmith’s shop accommodated 
the metalwork classes.7 
GORDONVALE 
Early in May 1921, Riddell visited Gordonvale to assess the potential of the 
town as a location for a Rural School. The town was eager to have either a Rural 
School or high school and Riddell met with several committees that had been formed 
to assist in achieving the goal. Riddell also toured the Mulgrave Central Mill. He was 
assured the growth of the sugar industry in the region, and the mill in town, would 
increase the regional population and make some form of further education a 
necessity.8  
Two years later the issue was still unresolved and this provided ammunition for 
opposing electoral candidates. The United Party candidate for Cairns, ‘Billy’ Griffin, 
                                                 
5  "Clifton: Rural School." 
6  "Cambooya: Rural School," Brisbane Courier (Qld.), Tuesday 5 October 1926, 11. 
7  "Clifton: Rural School," Brisbane Courier (Qld), Tuesday 4 May 1926, 19. 
8  "Gordonvale Notes," Cairns Post (Qld.), Friday 6 May 1921, 3. 
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roused a Gordonvale audience with a speech questioning why ‘other places in the 
South had Rural Schools erected’ while they missed out despite being ‘promised 
time and again that a Rural School would be established in Gordonvale’.9  
By June 1924, the prospect for a new school in Gordonvale was looking no 
better. Newspapers were announcing the department’s intention to establish seven 
new Rural Schools at Gayndah, Murgon, Imbil, Clifton, Beenleigh, Stanthorpe, and 
Ingham. The new strategy adopted by the department involved the communities in 
these prospective locations raising funds to equip the school and in cases where the 
current State school could not house a Rural School the community had the 
responsibility to secure suitable premises for the purpose as well. The department 
now only supplied the equipment for Rural Schools when they felt it was required.10 
The town’s prospects had improved by September that year with the 
department’s annual report dropping Ingham from the list of future Rural Schools 
and including Gordonvale.11 Ingham would eventually get a Rural School; but not for 
another twelve years. An urgent supply of railway ticket requisitions was sent to the 
head teacher at Gordonvale on 28 October 1924. This was to allow district school 
pupils from the surrounding schools wishing to attend vocational classes at 
Gordonvale free passage to the new Rural School. This establishes the rural 
curriculum starting at Gordonvale in November 1924. The passes are listed as being 
for girls and teachers so it can be presumed that the domestic science classes were 
the first established and the boys’ vocational classes followed later.12 
GAYNDAH 
One of the first objectives for the Gayndah Chamber of Commerce on forming 
in November 1922 was to advocate for a Rural School in the Region. Gayndah had 
been earmarked for a cotton ginnery and the town’s butter factory was receiving an 
extensive overhaul. This provided the community an argument that they were an 
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ideal location for a Rural School.13 However, it would be more than two years before 
the Rural School would be realised owing to the under utilisation of the departmental 
Vote. 
In May 1924, Minister for Education, John Huxham visited Gayndah for the 
local show. During his speech at the show, Huxham announced an immediate start 
would be made on a Rural School for the town. He informed the community Rural 
Schools were important, as ‘the ambition of every boy in the country should be to be 
a graduate from Gatton Agricultural College’.14 A temporary building was arranged 
for the rural classes and the department sent the school the equipment and materials 
needed for the new curriculum.15  However, Huxham retired a month later on 14 July 
1924 and the impetus was lost with no teachers appointed. The Brisbane Courier 
reported that the local residents, having persistently requested the appointment of a 
teacher, were becoming ‘irritated’ at the delay.16 The community’s irritation was 
soon relieved with rural classes up and running within a few months. On 11 
December 1924, children from Byrnestown were transported, for the first time, by 
lorry to the Rural School then home by train in the evening.17 Using a lorry to 
transport children from locations with no access to the rail line or with no convenient 
services helped bolster the school numbers, engage more children in agriculture and 
ultimately expose a wider region to new methods in agriculture.  
Gayndah’s head teacher, Bernard Mahoney was notified in January 1925 that 
approval had been granted for the expenditure of nine hundred and ten pounds to 
erect a building to house the rural work at Gayndah. 18 Within a year, the lorry 
service from Byrnestown to the Rural School had proved so successful that lorry 
services were added to bring pupils from Branch Creek, The Plateau, Reid’s Creek, 
Mount Debatable, and Gooroolba.19 The lorry services funded by the department 
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allowed children from some of the remotest regions of the district to attend the Rural 
School. The addition of this type of service undoubtedly bolstered the number of 
children attending the school. Moreover, it offered the rural curriculum to children 
who, by their very nature of being distant from the town, were likely to be the sons 
and daughters of farmers, and the children the curriculum was most intended to 
influence. 
BEENLEIGH 
Beenleigh provides a clear demonstration, that the potential of a school, that is; 
its centrality to other schools; the ease of access to the school by district pupils and 
instructors; and the importance to the State in developing the industries of the region, 
all counted far more than the agricultural work being done, or the quality of teachers 
at the school. When the reports of Pestorius and the work at Imbil are contrasted 
against Stubbin’s report of the state of Beenleigh in December 1923, it would be 
logical to conclude that Beenleigh was not Rural School material. However, the 
school at Beenleigh had been on a shortlist of ideal locations for a Rural School for a 
few years. Stubbin reported that the school appeared to have been neglected for a 
long period, some good tree planting had been done many years earlier, but as was 
the case with many schools, a change of staff saw the good work go to ruin. The new 
head teacher, Thomas Joseph Maginnis, had started some new tree work and planted 
a nice garden. Unfortunately, Stubbin pointed out, the garden was not positioned 
correctly, and many of the existing trees, which were rotting, pest infected or dead, 
should have taken priority over new plantings to avoid the children picking up bad 
habits. Furthermore, the play shed and fence were in need of attention. Nevertheless, 
Stubbin wrote, he would reserve any recommendations for the head teacher pending 
the department’s decision of turning the school into a Rural School.20 
A Rural School at Beenleigh had been considered since 1921 when the Mount 
Cotton Progress Association had broached the idea in a written letter to all the towns 
in their district. They concluded Beenleigh was the most convenient location for a 
central school. A deputation was formed to persuade the Minister of Public 
Instruction to assist. Huxham agreed; Beenleigh was central to a sufficient number of 
small towns and a similar agricultural area to Marburg ‘which was doing splendidly’. 
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As such, he said he would refer the matter to the appropriate inspectors for their 
recommendations. However, Huxham did advise the delegation; ‘so many people 
were crying out for Rural Schools that lately some of them had commenced to help 
themselves in the matter’. This type of effort Huxham pointed out ‘would be 
appreciated not only by the present Government, but by the Governments to come’.21 
The community initiated fundraisers to collect the suggested ‘quota’ of one 
hundred and twenty-five pounds needed to make a start.22  This was a significantly 
lower amount than other districts were advised they needed to provide and even this 
amount was not achieved. They fell short of the target only raising one hundred 
pounds. This was forwarded to the department in June 1923 and the department sent 
out some of the supplies required for teaching the vocational classes. However, very 
little progress was made until October 1924 when the department was again 
approached by a delegation from the district. Five hundred and forty-five pounds was 
allocated to enclose two sheds at Beenleigh State School for rural classes and the 
Minister, after touring the school and town suggested an immediate start could be 
made by starting classes in the showground’s pavilion.23 Neither of these options was 
acted upon and rural classes did not start until new classrooms were erected for the 
purpose. Stubbin had previously reported rotting wood in the play sheds so the sheds 
were removed and new buildings erected in their place.24  
The rural curriculum began at Beenleigh in late March 1925. Brydon’s first 
report on the girls’ vocational courses in May of that year shows sixty-six girls 
partaking in classes of needlework, cookery, housecraft or dressmaking, with new 
enrolments steadily increasing the class sizes. This comprised twenty girls from the 
school at Beenleigh, twenty-four from district schools and twenty-two adult pupils 
paying to attend classes either during the day or at evenings.25 By June 1925, it was 
reported there were one hundred and five pupils engaged in the domestic science, 
metalwork, and leatherwork classes. To cater for the school’s growth, the department 
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supplied cupboards, a stove, and chairs.26 Then in August 1926, the school’s 
agricultural endeavours received a boost when permanent water was obtained 
courtesy of the Railway Department supply. The Department of Public Instruction 
provided five chains of water pipe to transfer water to the school and gangs of boys 
from the Rural School laid the pipe.27 The acquisition of a reliable source of water 
was a boon for the Rural School with drought a constant dilemma for Queensland 
farmers during this period. 
IMBIL 
Imbil State School occupied two acres of river flats comprising high quality 
rich sandy loam. It was, Stubbin stated, capable of yielding record productions of 
potatoes, maize, fodders etc.’ The school had reopened in 1915, and the head teacher 
George Charles Pestorius, along with his wife Emily Helen Pestorius, had seen the 
school build from around ten pupils in 1916, to one hundred and thirty pupils when 
Stubbin inspected in 1921.28 George joined the expeditionary forces in 1916 and 
Emily rejoined the teaching service to take charge of Imbil in her husband’s absence. 
George was wounded in 1918 and on his return to teaching Emily resigned and 
George resumed his position at Imbil.29  
Stubbin credited Emily for the excellent work she had performed in the three 
years she ran the school. She had planted quite a number of trees; conducted outdoor 
work with the children in vegetable or farm plots; and interested the children in 
agriculture ‘to a far greater extent than many male head teachers in similar schools’. 
On his return, George had expanded on this good work by having each child keep 
detailed records of all the work performed. Several years of data could be easily 
accessed detailing the weather, rainfall, and crops. These provided an excellent 
resource for comparison with current projects. The senior classes were engaged in 
experiments on maize and potatoes and the ‘pleasing feature’, Stubbin reported, ‘is 
that the child learns by doing’. He commended Pestorius for ensuring his teaching 
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‘specially fit the class of children in this district’. As a final recommendation, 
Stubbin wrote, ‘I think Imbil is a centre well suited for the creation of a Rural 
School’.30  
Stubbin reinforced this point after another inspection of the school in 
September 1922. He reported Pestorius was not just involving himself, but leading 
the community, in advancing agriculture within the district. He was vice-president of 
the local show society and had initiated an abundance of events at the show designed 
to involve the local youth, and Stubbin stated, ‘most of the items are new to most 
country shows’. This extension work and the previously reported schoolwork led 
Stubbin to state;  
Mr Pestorius is worthy of a position at the top of the list of HT’s eligible for 
a Rural School and Imbil is a site for a Rural School that should be among 
the first to be established.31 
Though the Undersecretary noted Stubbin’s comments, no action was taken to 
bring Imbil under the Rural School category. This did not deter Pestorius or his 
efforts to provide structured agricultural education to his pupils. The projects he 
conducted within his school and community had many features in common with the 
home project scheme introduced in 1923. Arguably, Pestorius had been conducting 
his own version of home projects for many years prior to the official scheme 
organised by the department and this would have aided the rapid establishment of a 
variety of clubs within the school.  
Stubbin inspected the ‘club work’ at Imbil in April 1924. He remarked; ‘for 
several years’, Pestorius, ‘has had club contests at his school, and for the last 3yrs, he 
has had junior judging of cattle at the local show’ and Stubbin emphasised, with the 
introduction of an official scheme Pestorius organised the State’s first ‘calf club’. 
There were eleven boys in Imbil’s calf club and each had been donated a calf to rear 
by his ‘father, uncle, friend or by an admirer of the contest’. The calves donated 
represented the three major breeds farmed in the region; Jersey, Friesian, and 
Illawarra. The most pleasing factor of the calf club according to Stubbin was that half 
of the participants were not from farming families and resided in the town. In 
addition to the calf club, ten pupils joined the maize club, twenty-four a cabbage 
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club, twenty-three a lettuce club and eighteen a carrot club. The only negative 
reported was concerning a failed attempt to start a fowl club which had only failed 
due to insufficient numbers joining under the scheme’s rules. In total, Stubbin noted, 
eighty-six children were actively involved in home project work out of an enrolment 
of just one hundred and forty nine pupils. A pleasing aspect of this was that a large 
proportion of the children taking up club work were not the children of farmers.32  
This demonstrates a remarkable interest in the scheme, even though it could be 
argued Pestorius had an advantage due to similar projects already being operated at 
the school and as such already involving and stimulating the interest of the students, 
their parents and the community. Regardless of any earlier work, the opportunity that 
was presented through an organised scheme clearly provided the impetus to engage a 
much larger number of pupils in some form of agriculture than had been achieved 
previously through offering agricultural lessons only as part of the Rural School 
curriculum. This was particularly relevant in the case of children without a farming 
heritage.  
Stubbin’s report highly praised the agricultural work at Imbil again and now 
combined with the faultless project club work he had seen. Stubbin instructed the 
department; this school is ‘almost a Rural School… Mr Pestorius is well fitted for 
such work’ and as a Rural School could be started with minimal outlay, ‘an effort 
should be made to create a Rural School at once’.33  
Stubbin visited four district schools polling prospective pupils and ascertained 
eighty to ninety children from Imbil and the district, including a number of pupils 
who had recently completed their compulsory years of schooling, would attend a 
Rural School at Imbil. He added to his report that Imbil was at the heart of a 
community involved in ‘the production of maize, bananas, pineapples, sugarcane, 
potatoes, cream, and timber’. While Mirani, a small town near Mackay, was 
earmarked for a Rural School in the near future, despite having just one industry in 
its region. Stubbin suggested Imbil should take precedence over Mirani and the 
department heeded his advice.34 
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The Rural School at Imbil officially began in February 1925 and by March 
pupils from the district’s schools were attending its vocational classes of woodwork, 
metalwork, and leatherwork for the boys and the domestic sciences of cookery, 
millinery, dressmaking, housekeeping, and laundry work for the girls.35 Besides the 
experimental agriculture plots familiar to most Rural Schools, Pestorius had 
sectioned off a portion of land and divided it into individual gardens that were each 
allocated to one of the senior boys. In these gardens, the boys grew vegetables and 
then sold the produce in town. The proceeds were then divided, with a quarter 
retained for purchasing new seed for maintenance of the scheme and the remainder 
kept by the boy for his efforts. It was reported, some boys were earning as much as 
five shillings per week.36 In this way, Pestorius was fostering an understanding 
within the boys that good methods and hard work mean good profits. His endeavour 
was to ‘make children satisfied with a life in the country’.  
In another venture along similar lines the girls of the cookery class, within the 
structure of their training, prepared three-course meals utilising produce purchased 
from the boys. These meals were sold for six-and-a-half pence, with the profits 
retained by the school. A secretary and treasurer were selected from among the 
pupils to administer the fund, which the head teacher advised, had ‘an ample 
balance’. The scheme had a secondary purpose. It provided hearty meals to the 
children travelling long distances to the school and as such away from their homes 
for extended hours on these days.  
To allow for the large number of participants the scholars were served either a 
hot or a cold meal on an alternating basis according to a set timetable. The choice of 
meals served varied weekly, dictated by the lessons the girls were receiving that 
week. On the day, the reporter from the Brisbane Courier visited the hot meal 
comprised steak and kidney pie with beans and potatoes followed by baked rice 
custard for dessert. The cold meal was sausage rolls, and bread and jam. Tasty treats 
were also provided for the town children to purchase for a penny. In cold weather, if 
twelve or more students provided a day’s notice, the girls served hot soup in a cup 
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with a slice of bread for one penny. The parents, after some initial scepticism, 
strongly supported Pestorius’ initiative, realising no matter how much care they put 
into preparing their children’s lunches, the tyranny of time, distance and weather 
made the food less than appetising once at school.37 
Imbil Rural School drew pupils from district schools along the railway line 
running through the Mary Valley. The northern reach was Lagoon Pocket, a town 
just south of Gympie and Kenilworth in the south. Imbil, following the success at 
Gayndah, used a motor lorry supplied at the Education Department’s expense to 
transport children from the Lagoon Pocket region the sixteen miles to Imbil for 
classes.  
The department paid the two pounds per service to transport children from 
Lagoon Pocket, Dagun, Bunya Creek, and Kandanga to Imbil and home again. A 
second service transported children from Amamoor, through Diamond Field, 
Kandanga Creek, and Kandanga to the school for one pound, ten shillings per 
service.38 This overcame the problem experienced at previous Rural Schools when 
the class timetable could not be organised to coincide conveniently enough with the 
train schedule. More vehicles were being organised to transport children from other 
regions not conveniently located; in this way the number of pupils utilising the Rural 
School was maximised.39 By the end of 1926, the use of this type of bus service was 
being extended to more districts and to pupils attending other Rural Schools.40 
A particular feature of the experimental agriculture conducted by Pestorius was 
the trials he ran on crops not normally a staple of the Mary Valley.41 The school 
experimental plot was utilised to trial crops local farmers could not do themselves 
due to time and financial constraints. To test crops not already established as a 
provider of sustenance or profit was beyond the realm of most farmers reliant on the 
outcome to feed their family and provide for the next season’s crop. Additionally, the 
detailed notes and reflective thought that trials like this required would be too great 
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an impact on the already time-poor settlers. However, it was these features that made 
experiments in agriculture an ideal method of experiential learning for pupils in 
farming communities 
 
Figure 0.1. A map showing the route of the two bus services to Imbil Rural School with a proposed 
new service. Item Id. 16749, 26/32417, ‘Imbil Rural’ 26 May. 1926. 
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MURGON 
Murgon Shire Council made representations to the education department in 
August 1923 to have their school become a Rural School. As with the Rural Schools 
before, the Minister advised the councillors ‘if the district would raise sufficient 
money a Rural School would be built’.42 The necessary funds were raised by the 
following January, and by March 1925, instructors had been appointed for domestic 
science, woodwork, metalwork and leatherwork.43   
Undersecretary McKenna officially opened Murgon Rural School on Monday 
30 March. The school began operating as a Rural School, with one hundred and sixty 
pupils taking the rural classes, from 1 April 1925. The head teacher, J.T. Haughton 
insisted this number would rapidly increase—an assessment of the school’s potential 
that would have pleased McKenna. The costs involved in opening a Rural School 
were significant and McKenna ensured those attending the opening were aware of 
the motivation behind this expenditure. In opening this Rural School, he stated, ’the 
cost to the department was considerable’, nonetheless, McKenna continued, the 
department did not begrudge this type of expenditure as ‘it was for the uplifting of 
the future women and men of this fair State’.44  
Whether the purpose of this ‘uplifting’ was for altruistic or utilitarian purposes 
is debatable as McKenna further stated;  
The Rural School made provision for vocational training, and even if they 
were not clever with figures, or in history, geography &c., they might be 
clever with woodwork, sheet metal, cooking, or dressmaking.45 
Haughton’s prediction of an influx of pupils was justified. Within a few 
months, the Rural School, operated in conjunction with the State school, was creating 
overcrowding for both. The popularity of the new school was evident with pupils 
reported as riding up to forty miles round trip to attend the Rural School each day. 
Other district pupils utilised the train, cream wagons, rode their bicycles, or walked; 
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some walked as much as five miles a day, clearly demonstrating the dedication 
parents and children were showing to the new form of instruction.  
The hallmark of the vocational curriculum at Murgon was ‘no work is good 
work until the best work is attained’. This involved the pupils making articles ‘over 
and over again’ until the head teacher considered the effort, ‘good work’. The boys, 
using predominantly what would normally be considered scrap from around the 
farm, produced articles specifically aimed at enhancing life for the farmer and their 
family. The practicality of this training was not lost on the parents who readily 
accepted the articles made by their sons and put them to use around the home.  
A feature of the girl’s work was the provision everyday of ‘a well cooked 
dinner of meat, two vegetables, pudding, and tea’. In a scheme similar to the one at 
Clifton—and becoming the norm at Rural Schools conducting cookery classes—the 
pupils could pay sixpence to enjoy a hearty meal at lunchtime. The girls serving the 
meals wore ‘attractive uniforms and aprons’ that they had the opportunity to make 
themselves in the dressmaking classes and the practical lessons in ironing and 
laundry work ensured they always looked their best. Furthermore, serving the meals 
provided necessary practical training for girls looking at future employment in 
domestic service.  
The skills of the new Rural School pupils were soon put to the test. The 
department requested the schoolchildren to construct a model of a working farm for 
inclusion in a display for all the Rural Schools at that year’s Brisbane Exhibition. 
Projects such as these were entered in non-competitive categories and were designed 
to advertise the benefits of this form of education to the wider community.46 By mid 
1925, the success of the Rural School prompted plans to add the vocational subjects 
of motor mechanics and milk and cream testing along with the commercial subjects 
of shorthand and bookkeeping to the rural curriculum at Marburg.47  
The success of the lorries bussing children to Gayndah and Imbil opened the 
way for similar services at Murgon. However, the situation at Murgon demonstrates 
the transporting of children to the Rural Schools was still highly dependent on the 
finances available through the agricultural education Vote. A bus service beginning 
                                                 
46  "Children Make Model of Farm," Brisbane Courier (Qld.), Saturday 1 August 1925, 6. 
47  Thomas J. McMahon, "Murgon Rural School: An Immediate Success," Brisbane Courier (Qld.), 
Saturday 11 July 1925, 15. 
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on 1 July 1925 was contracted to Henry Leslie Pilgrim to carry approximately twenty 
children from Boat Mountain to Murgon at 8am and back again at 4pm. The 
department agreed to pay Pilgrim one shilling and sixpence per child for the service, 
which operated each Tuesday.48 Given the success of this service, in 1927 Haughton 
arranged for pupils from the Windera and Cloyna districts to attend the Murgon 
Rural School. These districts had been advising Haughton regularly for more than 
eighteen months that they had children wishing to attend the Rural School. The 
difficulty these pupils faced was coordinating the trains and the days available for 
tuition in rural subjects. Prior approaches to the railways for an amended train 
schedule had been dismissed as unviable so Haughton rearranged the class timetables 
to accommodate pupils from Merlwood, Windera, and Cloyna on Fridays. ‘Acting on 
the assumption that the department was willing to subsidise a motor transport service 
as in 1925’ Haughton authorised the bussing of the children from these districts to 
and from Murgon each Friday. The first service on Friday, 18 March 1925 carried 
sixteen boys and ten girls to classes for the first time at a cost of two pounds. When 
Haughton notified the department of the arrangements, he was advised there were no 
funds available for the service and that the request would be reconsidered in the next 
financial year.49 
Parents, taking turns, continued to transport children from these districts over 
twenty miles to Murgon each Friday for their classes. Another attempt in 1929 to 
gain a bus service for this district to Murgon failed; again due to finances.50 The 
department not being able to assist twenty-six pupils to attend the Rural School 
because they were unable to fund two pounds per week, clearly demonstrates the 
considerable financial constraints they faced in expanding agricultural education.  
                                                 
48  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 16772, Murgon State Rural School. 25/25516, 'Murgon', 1 July, 
1925. 
49  ———, Item ID. 16772. 27/11424 & 27/12978, 'Motor Transport Service', 10, 16, 21 & 26 March, 
1927  
50  ———, Item ID. 16772. 29/10209 & 29/14487, 'Motor Transport to Rural School', 6 & 19 March, 3 
April, 1929. 
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Figure 0.2. The sixteen boys and ten girls from Merlwood, Windera and Cloyna, posed on arrival at 
Murgon Rural School with Mr Berlotti and his vehicle used to transport the children. Queensland 
State Archives, Item Id. 16772, Murgon State Rural School. 
One of the means they employed to overcome this situation was to create 
branches to the Rural School at the outlying districts and have the Rural School 
instructors go to those schools to deliver lessons. Murgon Rural School provided 
staff and assistance to branch schools teaching vocational and domestic science 
classes at the Kingaroy and Kilkivan State Schools from 1926 and 1927 respectively. 
Brydon, on recommending that classes be extended to Kilkivan, noted this would 
allow thirty-three girls and the same number of boys from Goomeri, Kilkivan, 
Annabar, and Woolooga access to the rural curriculum they would not get any other 
way due to conflicts with the train service. The same rationale had been used for the 
extension of classes to Kingaroy.  
Murgon faced the same difficulty concerning the train timetables as previous 
schools had experienced. In Murgon’s case, the best solution was to consolidate 
pupils attending the domestic science and vocational classes on to single days of 
instruction so that the instructor was free to teach at the branch schools on the days 
that were made available. This solution, unfortunately, was of little benefit to the 
communities from the Merlwood, Cloyna, and Windera districts.51 
                                                 
51  ———, Item ID. 16772. 29/10209 & 29/14487, 'Motor Transport to Rural School', 5, 19 March & 3 
April,1929 | "Kilkivan: Vocational Classes," Brisbane Courier (Qld), Thursday 7 July 1927, 21. 
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STANTHORPE 
The Stanthorpe community started advocating for a Rural School in the mid 
1920s. With over one thousand orchards in their region, it was felt a school with an 
agricultural bias would provide a great foundation for the boys and girls destined to 
be the future farmers.52 The Minister, John Huxham, advised the Stanthorpe 
community in February 1924, that they would be receiving a Rural School ‘but the 
matter has not yet been finalised’. The Minister’s lack of clarity starkly contrasts 
with the surety just one day earlier of Undersecretary, Bernard McKenna. He 
acknowledged; ‘a rural school on the lines of the Nambour Rural School, is to be 
established at Stanthorpe’. The Rural School, it was stated, would be fitted into the 
existing State school by raising the current classrooms and using the space created 
underneath for the vocational classes.53 With the region’s production dominated by 
fruit orchards, the intention was to direct lessons towards farm and orchard work and 
fruit preserving as well as the regular vocational lessons common to the other Rural 
Schools.  
A committee was formed on 22 April to raise the two hundred pounds the 
department required for school equipment before authorising the placement of a 
Rural School.54 The committee quickly raised the funds and in December 1924, the 
department announced the allocation of £3767 to remodel the school in preparation 
for the rural classes.55 The Queensland Governor, Sir Matthew Nathan, officiated 
over the Rural School opening on 30 July 1925. Following the ceremony, at the 
request of the school committee, he then presented the local member the 
community’s cheque for their contribution to establishing the school. Empathising 
with the community the Governor acknowledged a farming life was strenuous and 
market instability only added to the difficulties faced by the producer.  
                                                 
52  "The Summit: Rural School," Brisbane Courier (Qld.), Thursday 14 February 1924, 9. 
53  "Rural School for Stanthorpe," Brisbane Courier (Qld.), Thursday 28 February 1924, 6 | "Rural 
Education: Additional Schools," Brisbane Courier (Qld.), Friday 29 February 1924, 9. 
54  "Stanthorpe: Rural School," Brisbane Courier (Qld.), Tuesday 29 April 1924, 12 | "Stanthorpe. Rural 
School," Brisbane Courier (Qld.), Wednesday 28 May 1924, 16. 
55  "Public Works Expenditure." 
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The Rural School, he continued, aided this through the provision of ‘general 
competencies’. ‘With general competencies’ Nathan stated;  
Life would run smoothly, the man and his wife, the boys and girls, 
contributing to make it so. That was the sort of idea at the bottom of the rural 
schools—to make life run smoothly on the farm.56 
Soon after the Rural School began, District Inspector Baker questioned the 
competency of the head teacher, Harry Wright. In his report, the Inspector criticised 
Wright’s ‘poor discipline’ and ‘low standards’. ‘In disciplinary power, teaching 
ability, industry and personality’, Baker stated, ‘the Head Teacher is regarded as the 
weakest teacher in the school, his own daughter coming next’. Baker concluded by 
recommending Wright’s transfer, ‘as long as he remains here, Baker wrote, ‘there is 
little hope for the success of the Stanthorpe Rural School’.57 
A Transfer Advisory Committee was formed with the outcome resulting in 
Wright being placed on a one-month probationary period and Hugh Clifford Perina, 
an assistant teacher with recognised ability, was transferred from Toowoomba South 
Boys School to Stanthorpe and Wright was advised to utilise his knowledge and have 
him assist in the rural work.58 A few months later Wright’s probation had passed and 
the school was running smoothly. 
The early accomplishments of the Rural School were demonstrated to a visiting 
reporter from the Queenslander. Just four months from the beginning of the 
vocational classes, the reporter was amazed to see the quality of work produced by 
children between twelve and thirteen years of age. In the leatherwork class he viewed 
‘jockey pads, dray workers, sunshine satchel, lace sewn school bags, music cases and 
a host of articles of use and of value, which will become the property of the boy who 
has made them’. Learning to produce these items themselves saved the boys between 
thirty and forty percent of what they would have to spend to purchase the same items 
and the reporter added the quality of the boys’ work after just four months ‘would be 
no disgrace to a tradesman’. Similar results were seen in the woodwork and 
sheetmetal classes and this was attributed to the rule that no project was to be 
undertaken before the boy had mastered the trades’ basic skills and he had 
                                                 
56  "Granite Belt: Rural School Opened," Brisbane Courier (Qld.), Friday 31 July 1925, 8. 
57  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 16795, Stanthorpe State Rural School./00238, 'Comments on Mr 
Wright's Letter', 28 December, 1925. 
58  ———, Item ID. 16795./00238, 'Meeting of the Transfer Advisory Committee on 12.1.26'. 
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demonstrated a thorough knowledge of the tools at his disposal.59 The work in 
domestic science was just as impressive, ‘well cooked viands’ prepared by the girls 
were served each morning and as was becoming the custom in Rural Schools a two 
course lunch was sold to pupils and teachers for nine pence. The girls’ instruction 
encompassed dressmaking, cookery, laundry work and homecare, ‘all the necessary 
qualifications required’, the reporter noted, ‘in a good housewife and home 
manager’. All of the inside work was complimented by a quality garden work. 
Children managed their own gardens and supplied the school with fruit and 
vegetables; the surplus belonged to the children. Besides catering for its normal 
pupils, the school accommodated fifty-nine boys and sixty-five girls from the district 
schools.60  
SURVEY OF EX-RURAL SCHOOL PUPILS AND THEIR OCCUPATIONS 
In April 1925, the Department of Public Instruction instigated inquires into the 
vocations followed by past students of the Nambour, Boonah, and Marburg Rural 
School. The purpose the department stated was to ‘test… the efficacy of Rural 
School education’. The system of education had been in place at Nambour for eight 
years and for five years at Boonah and Marburg. The department was keen to judge 
the success of the schools by ascertaining the number of Rural School ex-pupils 
engaged in ‘agricultural or purely rural occupations’. It was continually voiced that 
one of the primary purposes of the Rural Schools was to keep population ‘on the 
land’. If after eight years it could be demonstrated that the graduates of the Rural 
Schools were not contributing to the city masses and were taking up positions in 
rural locations, then the schools were achieving a principal goal. This was not 
confined to just farming or farmer’s wives. The vocational and commercial classes 
enabled pupils, on leaving the Rural School, to take up positions in shops, 
businesses, councils, banks, or as tradespeople. In addition, these children, with the 
skills provided by the Rural School, became a great asset on a family farm. These 
children provided skilled labour on the family farm that eliminated the need to hire a 
                                                 
59  F. C. Sheldon, "Stanthorpe Rural School: Vocational Training and Secular Education," Queenslander 
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farm hand or pay a tradesman, whilst the girls working in the home relieved their 
mother to assist with farm work or provided more time for family and home care.61  
Table XI. Nambour: Ex-Students who have attended either Domestic Science or Commercial Departments, or 
both. (1917-1925) - Females. 
Occupation No. of  ex-pupils 
Domestic Science teachers 2 
School Teachers 3 
Married 62 
Married to farmers, who own and work own farms 13 
Shop Assistants 40 
Stenographers 33 
Nurses 11 
Students 4 
Bookkeepers and Typists 29 
In Postal Department 12 
Newsagent (own business) 1 
Horse Trainer 1 
Lady’s Attendant 2 
Total 213 
 
Between 1917, when the Nambour Rural School began, and July 1925, when 
the survey was conducted, one thousand, two hundred and thirty-five pupils had 
taken the rural curriculum and progressed on to life after school. As Nambour was 
the only Rural School for a number of years, pupils travelled long distances or 
boarded with friends or relatives so they could take classes. Consequently, a large 
number of pupils on completing their course of studies, returned to their home 
regions and the school could not determine the careers they followed. However, the 
occupations of eight hundred and sixty-eight ex-pupils could be established. 
Table X provides indications that the addition of commercial subjects to the 
curriculum led to more office based careers and likely a move to larger regional 
towns or the city for some of these girls. It would be difficult to perceive a town with 
a population of around two thousand eight hundred in 1925 having a need for an 
additional thirty-three stenographers, twenty-nine typists/bookkeepers, and forty 
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McKenna to Steele. 
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shop assistants over the eight years.62 Many of these could have been absorbed 
within the region, but it is likely at least some went to city positions. This provided 
the justification for the department insisting, Rural Schools starting after 1924 had to 
be fully established with secure agricultural and vocational classes, before they could 
offer commercial classes. 
Table XII. Nambour: Ex-Domestic Science Students. (1917-1925) - Females.  
Occupation No. of  ex-pupils 
Domestic duties in parents’ homes 268 
In Domestic Service 51 
Dressmakers 13 
Milliners 7 
Tailoresses 5 
Waitresses 13 
Dairy Maids 2 
Total 359 
 
Almost all of girls taking domestic science subjects stayed on the land and a 
vast majority of these girls took up duties in their parents’ home. This arguably 
served a greater good to the populating of rural areas than any other occupation. 
Mothers relieved of a large portion of their household burdens by a daughter trained 
in domestic duties were free to assist on the farm. This saved on the cost of 
employing a helper or better positioned them to have and care for more children. 
These girls would likely marry a man from the district and have families of their 
own. The domestic training for the girls is as significant to keeping ‘boys on the 
land’ as the vocational and agricultural classes were for the boys. 
All of the boys taking commercial subjects were employed in the district. The 
thirteen bank clerks might be questionable however; in 1925, Nambour did have 
three banks and five agencies within the region; the English Scottish and Australian 
Bank, with four local agencies; the Bank of New South Wales, with one agency; and 
the Commercial Bank of Australia.63 When boys took a combination of vocational 
and commercial classes, they tended to opt for trades or professional positions, and 
all of these were rural positions, with the exception of the two naval cadets. The 
                                                 
62  Theophills P. Pugh, Pugh's Almanac, Directory and Gazetter (Brisbane: Edwards Dunlop & Co Ltd, 
1925), p. 518. 
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inclusion of bookkeeping, accounting, and ledgers would have been a bonus to any 
employer and a distinct advantage to the boys starting their own businesses. 
Table XIII. Nambour: Ex-Commercial Students. (1917-1925) - Males. 
Occupation No. of  ex-pupils 
Accountants 7 
Bookkeepers, Junior Clerks, etc. 27 
Bank Clerks 13 
In Postal Department 9 
Auctioneers (in own business). 1 
Photographer (in own business). 1 
Salesman (in own business or in charge of staff). 4 
Total 62 
 
Table XIV. Nambour: Ex-Students who have attended either Vocational or Commercial Departments or both. 
(1917-1925) - Males. 
Occupation No. of  ex-pupils 
School Teachers 3 
Grazier 1 
Shop Assistants. (Including those in shops owned by own family) 22 
Students 2 
In Railway Department. (Clerical) 2 
Employed in Factories, principally Butter Factories. 5 
Naval Cadets 2 
Law Clerk 1 
Architect 1 
Dentist 1 
Chemists 3 
Engineers 2 
Carters 2 
Motor Mechanics, drivers, etc. 13 
Printers, operators, etc. 4 
Total 64 
 
The statistics for boys taking vocational and agricultural classes is even more 
definitive. All of these pupils were engaged directly in rural occupations and using 
the skills taught in their special classes. Some of the boys in this group also took 
subjects in the commercial department so that they were more adept at managing 
farm accounts or trade books. The vast majority of these boys—ninety-three out of 
one hundred and seventy—were directly involved as primary producers.  
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Table XV. Nambour: Ex-Vocational and Agricultural Students. (1917-1925) - Males 
Occupation No. of  ex-pupils 
Farmers either owning farms or working on, or in conjunction with their parents. 93 
Farm hands 15 
Carpenters 7 
Joiners 7 
Teamsters 4 
Saw-mill hands 11 
Farm contractors 1 
Saddlers 2 
Bakers 2 
Plumbers 2 
Boot-makers 5 
Butchers 2 
Barman 1 
Timber Getter 1 
Horse Trainers 2 
Ironmongers 1 
Sugar Workers 2 
Labourers 9 
Boat Driver 1 
Hair Dresser 1 
Paper Boy 1 
Total 170 
 
Nambour was the model for the Rural Schools that followed and consequently 
detailed records could be provided which showed the subjects taken and the 
occupation that followed. The records at Boonah and Marburg were not as detailed, 
with the head teachers of both of these schools compiling their details from the 
school records and community knowledge; as such they are more general in nature. 
In the five years Marburg had been in operation as a Rural School, three 
hundred and eighty ex-pupils had passed through the school. Seventy could not be 
accounted for however, the remaining three hundred and ten ex-pupils’ occupations 
were collated. The vast majority of these—more than two hundred—were living on 
the land as farmers and the remainder were all involved in rural occupations. 
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Table XVI. Marburg: Vocations of Ex-pupils of School.64 
Occupation Notes No. of  ex-pupils 
Home Duties 117 of 137 living on farms 137 
Farm Work All Males 77 
Married (Girls) Majority are wives of farmers 19 
Shop Assistants Majority in country positions 16 
Domestic Service  8 
Dressmakers 1 only working in city 6 
Teachers  7 
House Maids  4 
Post Office All in country post offices 4 
Blacksmiths  4 
Labourers Farm repair work 3 
Bakers  5 
Waitresses  2 
Mechanics  2 
Sawmill Hands  2 
Cooks  2 
Cabinet Makers  2 
Carpenters  2 
Saddler  1 
Clerks  2 
Auctioneer  1 
Banker  1 
Porter  1 
Bootmakers  2 
Unaccounted  70 
Total 380 
 
Boonah provided the least amount of information. Nonetheless, they did 
ascertain that one hundred and thirty-one of the one hundred and fifty-eight boys that 
had gone through the Rural School had come from farm or dairy homes and with 
very few exceptions these boys, on completing their rural education had returned to 
the land for work. A number of the town boys took up positions in and around 
Boonah. One boy, the son of a carpenter, as a direct result of his school training was 
now a carpenter and cabinetmaker himself. Three boys from the commercial classes 
took up positions with local banks, while two boys and two girls from the same 
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classes secured jobs with the post office. Six boys and four girls worked in shops or 
offices and one boy from the vocational classes became a pupil teacher and then the 
assistant teacher in those subjects. Another boy, from the vocational class, worked on 
the family farm and on Saturdays performed leatherwork repairs for neighbours. 
Two hundred and fourteen of the two hundred and eighty six girls that had 
been through the Boonah Rural School also came from farming or dairying homes. 
With the exception of six, all remained on the land, some either in the homes of their 
parents or marrying and settling in their own homes. Three of the girls that took up 
careers as dressmakers remained in the district and one girl settled in a ‘small 
Western town’ and started a business there. Another girl whose parents had a 
restaurant in town started baking and icing all the cakes for the business. 
Consequently, three hundred and fifty-nine of the four hundred and forty-four pupils 
could be linked to rural occupations. 
When the data of all three Rural Schools is combined the vocations of more 
than one thousand, six hundred from just over two thousand ex-students had been 
definitely determined as being rural based. This equates to eighty percent of pupils 
taking the rural curriculum choosing vocations that kept them on the land. This 
figure is the minimum and could have been much higher if all of the ex-pupils had 
been located.  
The primary objective of the Rural Schools, to keep the boys on the land, had 
been established and the agrarian curriculum justified. Consequently, the department 
continued expanding the scheme for the next fourteen years. Eighteen additional 
Rural Schools were opened between 1926 and 1939. Malanda, Beaudesert, 
Toogoolawah, Proserpine, Goondiwindi, Innisfail, and Killarney all started Rural 
Schools between 1926 and 1930. The next five years saw Rural Schools started at 
Atherton, Babinda, Mossman, Tully and Sarina, Then between 1936 and 1939 further 
Rural Schools began at Pomona, Ingham, Lowood, Mareeba, Monto, and Caboolture.  
Gracemere had already ceased operating as a Rural School in 1924 owing to it 
being poorly located for agricultural activities. Imbil was the only other school to 
cease being a Rural School well before the majority. Imbil Rural School was gutted 
by fire on 28 July 1937 and classes ceased from this time.65 However, it was not until 
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1938 that a decision was made not to restart the rural curriculum once the new school 
was completed. A Staff Advisory Committee was formed and they consulted all the 
head teachers of the district schools around Imbil Rural School. Their aim was to 
ascertain the most convenient location for pupils around Imbil to receive rural 
instruction. After careful consideration, they recommended that future vocational 
classes for pupils along the Mary Valley line were best delivered from Gympie rather 
than Imbil. The primary deciding factor was the convenience of the train timetable in 
attending classes at Gympie as opposed to Imbil. Consequently, Imbil Rural School 
reverted to a standard State school on being rebuilt after the fire.66 
Between 1926 and 1940, there were a further eighteen Rural Schools 
established. The location of these schools at Malanda, Beaudesert, Toogoolawah, 
Proserpine, Goondiwindi, Innisfail, Killarney, Atherton, Babinda, Mossman, Tully, 
Sarina, Pomona, Ingham, Lowood, Mareeba, Monto, and Caboolture demonstrates 
the departmental faith in the scheme. 
At the height of the scheme, in the late 1930s, there were twenty-eight Rural 
Schools spread along the Queensland coastline and the border with New South 
Wales. Each of these was located in prime fruit-growing, dairying or agricultural 
regions and each operated as a central school for the surrounding district schools for 
the teaching of domestic, agricultural, and vocational classes. The Rural Schools 
provided the potential for children from over three hundred Queensland schools to 
attend classes aimed at better preparing them for a life on the land. The Rural 
Schools started to diminish from 1942, although many of them were still referred to 
as Rural Schools well into the 1960s. In most cases, the change coincided with the 
addition of a high school top to the primary school. This was a high school classes 
attached to an existing primary school as opposed to a separate school specifically 
for the teaching of high school students. When a full high school was established in a 
region, the agricultural lessons inevitably became a part of the senior curriculum. 
Most of these primary or high schools still possess strong links to their Rural School 
days with school farms and agricultural classes still a significant part of the 
curriculum. 
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CONSOLIDATION 
Prior to 1917, the Queensland Department of Public Instruction offered little 
differentiation between the subjects taught to pupils in remote or rural communities 
and those in larger regional locations. All children in Queensland could secure a 
State scholarship to secondary school if they had the ability. However, if the children 
did not live within convenient distance of a State run institution that provided this 
secondary education, then attendance at these schools dictated leaving home. The 
expense this involved prevented many successful scholarship candidates from the 
rural districts pursuing a secondary education. Considerable thought and effort was 
applied to evolving a new type of school capable of providing opportunities for 
children in rural communities. The solution sought aimed to allow rurally located 
children to continue their education beyond the higher primary classes whilst 
incorporating a curriculum that would provide training more directly aligned with 
their future vocations. 
In January 1917, this concept became a reality with the establishment of a 
uniquely equipped primary school at Nambour, teaching a distinctive curriculum. 
This was the first Rural School in the State. The school provided vocational 
instruction to older pupils in a region well known for its farming, fruit growing, and 
dairying. Attending the Rural School was not restricted to children in Nambour; 
other pupils who could conveniently reach the school from the smaller neighbouring 
districts were allowed to attend and were provided with free rail passes courtesy of 
the State to encourage their attendance. This was further enhanced by allowing the 
head teachers of the district schools to mark the pupils attending the Rural School 
present at the home school. This reduced any possibility of resistance from district 
teachers worried their schools might be reduced in category. The unique curriculum 
of the Rural Schools originally included cookery, dressmaking, and millinery for the 
girls and agricultural science, woodwork, leatherwork and tinsmithing for the boys. 
Commercial training in business methods, shorthand, and typewriting was offered to 
both girls and boys and variation to the curriculum to meet local requirements was 
allowed at the head teachers’ discretion. The department elucidated that the object of 
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the Rural School was not to make tradesmen. The object was to equip country boys 
and girls with knowledge of, and dexterity in, elementary manual work likely to be 
useful in their daily life on the land. The success of the experiment at Nambour led to 
the establishment of schools generally following the Nambour model at twenty-nine 
other locations along the Queensland coast and along the border with New South 
Wales. However, these schools were not established without having to overcome 
difficulties and refine the scheme along the way. By the time the experiment at 
Nambour had proven Rural Schools were worthy of expansion the Vote for 
agricultural education in Queensland was facing financial constraints brought about 
by a credit boycott that restricted planned investment and a significant wage increase 
for teachers that demanded a larger cut of the overall education Vote. 
FINANCE CONSTRAINTS 
In 1920, London financiers downgraded Queensland’s credit rating. The 
associated increase in the cost of the State’s loans pushed the debt beyond the 
capacity of the government to service. As a result, the Theodore Government had 
difficulty securing further loans to fund development. The boycott, known as the 
London loans embargo, lasted until the mid 1920s. Cameron notes;  
The rural sector was to have been the greatest recipient of the loan money 
Theodore had hoped to raise in London in 1920, and his failure to do so was 
a serious setback to the developmentalists eager to usher in a new grand era 
for agriculture in Queensland.  
A significant part of the Theodore Labor Government’s plan, Cameron continues, 
‘was the development of scientifically based agricultural education and training 
programs and horticultural research and development’.1  
As the Rural Schools formed the base of the Department of Public Instruction’s 
systemised approach to agricultural education, this explains, in part, the reluctance of 
the department to utilise fully the agricultural education Vote, and why no Rural 
Schools were established between 1920 and 1924. Furthermore, it highlights another 
reason the department began asking for a commitment, in the form of fundraising, 
from communities seeking Rural Schools.  
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The financial boycott also compounded a prior funding problem that had 
affected education in Queensland. From 10 November 1919, Queensland teachers 
received an across the board salary increase that equated to more than a thirty percent 
adjustment.2 For the first time Queensland’s cost per head to deliver education in 
State schools exceeded the national average. Queensland rose from an average cost 
per head of £6-3-6 in 1919 to £9-13-11 the next year.3 The combination of the 
financial boycott and the increased costs to deliver education seriously affected the 
expansion of agricultural education during the first half of the 1920s. Despite this, 
the department still managed to expand the Rural Schools and this provides a clear 
indication of the importance placed on the scheme and its position in the 
systemisation of agricultural education in the State. 
Those schools that did open during this period served to further define the 
guidelines around the operation of Rural Schools. By their very nature each Rural 
School had to have variations in the subjects they offered and the content of those 
subjects so that the curriculum remained relevant to the region in which the school 
had been established. However, consistency and quality in the delivery of the 
curriculum was also necessary. An essential part of this was ensuring the correct 
teachers were in place and as was demonstrated at several schools the department 
had no compunction in removing or placing on probation any staff not considered the 
right material for the task. The Inspectors were asked to note and report to the 
department suitable candidates for the rural work and as the Minister informed 
teachers at their annual conference in 1922; 
Happily, we have discovered men and women in the Primary service who, 
by the trend of their individual inclinations, aided by special study, have 
equipped themselves as directors and teachers of subjects extraneous to the 
Primary curriculum.4 
GATTON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE AND HIGH SCHOOL 
The department consolidated the skills base and provided teachers displaying 
an inclination for the rural curriculum with an avenue to the Rural Schools through 
the provision of summer agricultural classes at Gatton. The Agricultural College had 
                                                 
2  Queensland Department of Public Instruction, "EOG, Vol. 27," p. 5. 
3  Charles Henry Wickens, Official Year Book of the Commonwealth of Australia for 1923. Vol. 16 | 
"Big Increase: Cost of Education. Figures from Annual Report," Brisbane Courier (Qld.), Thursday 6 
October 1927, 14. 
4  Queensland Department of Public Instruction, "EOG, Vol. 25," pp. 10-11. 
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transferred to the control of the Department of Public Instruction in 1923 and had 
been revamped to include a high school as well as a teaching staff at the college that 
according to the department, made the College ‘unsurpassed in any similar institution 
in Australia’.  
In August 1925 Undersecretary McKenna announced, ‘to materially strengthen 
the character of the instruction hitherto given in the Rural Schools’ the department 
would now utilise the staff and facilities of the Gatton Agricultural High School and 
College as a specific training establishment for teachers of the rural curriculum. The 
Brisbane Courier reported that the first batch of six assistant teachers had been 
selected to attend the Gatton course until the end of the year.5 Instruction during the 
Summer Course comprised lectures on ‘soil fertility; plant growth; manures and 
fertilisers; conservation of rainfall; conservation of fodder; afforestation; farm 
microbiology; power farming; butter and cheese making; milk and cream testing; live 
stock (including cattle, horses, sheep, pigs, poultry, and bees)’. The theoretical work 
was reinforced through demonstrations in practical farm work with the attendees 
actively participating in the work. This included horse and tractor operations and the 
feeding and caring for live stock, as well as ‘horticulture; microbiology; farm 
engineering; farm machinery and farm crafts’.6 
Bringing Gatton under the education banner also provided the opportunity to 
rectify one of the outstanding faults in the systemising of agricultural education. In 
1924 Huxham stated, ‘the ambition of every boy in the country should be to be a 
graduate from Gatton Agricultural College’.7 What Huxham was alluding to was the 
rectification of the missing link between the Rural School and tertiary agricultural 
education. 
As of 1 January 1925, the department advised that in ‘continuing the policy of 
encouraging and fostering agricultural education’, they would offer thirty selected 
students a scholarship to the Junior Agricultural Course at Gatton Agricultural High 
                                                 
5  "Rural Schools: Training of Teachers. New Scheme Adopted," Brisbane Courier (Qld.), Friday 7 
August 1925, 10. 
6  ———, "Education Office Gazette," Vol. 26 (1924): p. 342. 'Teachers' Summer School of Instruction 
in Agricultural Education'. 
7  "Gayndah Show: A Fine Display." 
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School and College.8 Invariably the boys selected for scholarships to Gatton were 
chosen from the Rural Schools and this provided the continuing educational link 
from primary school through to the university. Without this vital link, boys on 
completing the compulsory schooling at age fourteen would need to wait two more 
years before continuing their education at Gatton. In the interim, many would return 
to the family farm and assist their fathers.9 J.K. Murray, principal at Gatton had 
strongly advocated for this structured assent in agricultural education. ‘When the lad 
leaves school at fourteen’ Murray argued; 
He returns to the farm… instead of being filled with optimism and 
progressiveness… he becomes a slogger, content with father’s methods, 
which in turn had satisfied grandfather. 
Or, Murray wrote, the gifted country boy capable of further education is sent off to 
the city to continue his education and ‘loses touch with a desire for farming’. Those 
that returned to the farm often proved too useful to their fathers for them to be 
allowed to leave and continue their education on reaching the requisite age of 
sixteen. Condemning the fathers using their boys as cheap or unpaid labour, Murray 
pleaded; ‘to advance our agriculture, to make it pay better as a business, we must 
train our young farmers instead of selflessly using them as cheap child labour’.10 
VOCATIONAL BEFORE COMMERCIAL 
Training of the young farmers was the department priority that emerged from 
this period. Earlier Rural Schools had quickly embraced the commercial classes and 
received the department’s blessings to do so. As the Rural Schools developed, it 
quickly became apparent that the commercial classes were being favoured over the 
agricultural and vocational classes. The department’s attitude to commercial classes 
soon altered and later Rural Schools were advised that commercial classes should not 
commence until the vocational and agricultural subjects had been well established. 
This policy applied even when a proven demand for commercial classes had been 
shown. The commercial classes were originally considered a way to provide 
necessary skills to the future shop assistant, bank clerk, or small business owner in 
                                                 
8  "Gatton Agricultural High School and College," Nambour Chronicle and North Coast Advertiser, 
Friday 12 December 1924, 6. 
9  "From Our Special Representative," Brisbane Courier (Qld.), Saturday 2 May 1925, 15. 
10  "Agricultural Education," Nambour Chronicle and North Coast Advertiser, Friday 14 November 
1924, 5 | "Agricultural Education. Gatton High School and College: Remodelled and Modernized," 
Queenslander (Brisbane), Saturday 9 May 1925, 38. 
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the country towns. However, these skills were also transferable to city occupations 
and as such seen as a threat to the overarching purpose of the Rural School—to keep 
the boys and girls on the land.11 ‘This is the first purpose of the Rural School and not 
until this state has been attained’, the department advised, ‘will the extension of the 
School’s activities in the direction of commercial instruction be considered’.12 
The commercial classes were not the only impost on the agrarian curriculum. 
Disseminating the ideals of agricultural experimentation and investigation into the 
homes of country children was always an objective of the Rural School scheme. This 
objective was continually frustrated by a shortage of funds limiting the number of 
schools that could be established and the teaching hours of the specialist instructors 
at these schools. Further compounding the problem was the need to transport 
children to and from the central schools conveniently, without affecting too greatly 
on the functioning of the district school they ordinarily attended. Train services were 
seen as the most convenient means of transport; however, the schedules consistently 
clashed with the Rural School timetable and the reliability of the service was 
questionable. The alternative was to bus the children to school but this added to the 
cost of operating central schools. 
Regional and State-wide droughts further detracted the transposition of the 
knowledge taught in the Rural Schools into practical application on the farms. The 
Home Project Scheme introduced in 1923 alleviated many of these difficulties and 
engaged a much wider audience in agricultural experimentation. The widespread 
impact of the diverse array of clubs amounts to a mini agrarian revolution. 
THE IMPACT OF PROJECT CLUBS 
By 1935, twenty percent of the schools across Queensland had adopted some 
form of project club activities. Forestry clubs were active in many schools and 
involved children of the upper classes planting and caring for trees, then during their 
final year of school securing interest from the next wave of children to continue and 
add to their work. ‘What a training ground for citizenship’, the department wrote, ‘is 
participation in such a project, where years must elapse before the fruits of the 
                                                 
11  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 16719. 26/37131, 'Establishment of Commercial Classes', 12 
July & 6 August, 1926.  
12  ———, Item ID. 16795. 26/07675, 'Establishment of classes for Commercial Subjects', 17 February 
& 14 April, 1926. 
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endeavour can reach maturity’. Even so, the department recognised at this stage the 
economic and educational value of the project clubs had only been ‘scantily 
explored’. Driving the educative value of the club work was the departmental 
guidelines. These stated; 
Active and responsible participation in the work of the project by the child is 
implied; passive absorption of information is neither contemplated nor 
desired… observation and reasoning, rather than memorizing, are 
demanded… principles are developed and employed as they are needed. 
The guidelines clarified, traditionally a child ‘learns a principle, and then applies it in 
solving a problem’. Conversely, the aim of the projects was to establish a ‘principle 
as a result of experiment and experience’. 
Project work involved either home projects, where the practical work 
performed was carried out at the child’s home, as in pig or calf rearing, or, school 
projects, which involved pupils individually or as a group conducting the practical 
aspects of the scheme on the school grounds. This was particularly useful in 
engaging town children with no facility for a home project. School projects could 
include apiary studies, individual experimental plots that contributed to an overall 
group trial, or the pupils’ own personal experiment.13 
 
Figure 0.1. A club meeting chaired and administered by a member elected committee of fellow pupils 
                                                 
13  Queensland. Dept. of Public Instruction., Project clubs in Queensland schools (Brisbane: D. Whyte, 
Government printer, 1935), pp. 1-60 | W. Wood, "The Rural Schools of Queensland" (Melbourne 
Teachers' College, 1938), pp. 1-36 | Instruction Queensland. Dept. of Public, Agricultural Project 
Clubs in Queensland Schools (Department of Public Instruction, 1949), pp. 1-128. 
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This education through experiment and experience the department pointed out, 
provided an ‘education for life’. Children, in a ‘rapidly changing world’ they 
continued, ‘must learn…a power of adaption, mental ability to discover new truths, 
and the will to apply them despite every obstacle’ 
The department provided a set of rules on how to conduct and run a club 
meeting and these rules followed the strict format of any board meeting at the largest 
of companies. The format involved the Chairperson calling the meeting to order; 
followed by the Secretary reading the minutes of the previous meeting; business 
arising out of the minutes; correspondence, inward and outward; sub-committee 
reports; new business and finally, closure of the meeting by the Chairperson. During 
the meetings, the department advised strict parliamentary procedure needed to be 
followed in debating issues. This controlled the admission of motions for discussion, 
time allocated for questions, and the number of responses and follow-up questions 
allowed. The rules were quite comprehensive and demonstrate that this was not 
considered role-play or a simulation. The rules applied and the procedures followed 
were specifically training the club members in citizenship to assist them with future 
leadership roles in their community or in representing their community. By 1949, the 
Education Department openly acknowledged the association between project work 
and citizenship, announcing it was the ‘basis of a great Youth Movement’. The 
success of the project club work led to the expansion of the scheme to include older 
children. These children were the recent school graduates that had not yet embraced 
project work and as the next generation of potential farmers, it was seen as an 
imperative to include this cohort into the agrarian reforms. The department predicted 
expansion of the work to include membership of this higher age group would;  
Lead from untutored enthusiasm to highly developed knowledge and skill in 
agricultural matters, from love of country-side to appreciation of life of the 
wider community and of the world at large; from a relatively restricted social 
interest to the more embracing ideals of national and international 
citizenship.14 
The ordinary school syllabus allocated one hour per week for the teaching of 
agriculture and the choice of lesson was at the head teacher’s discretion. This hour of 
instruction was permitted to be devoted to project club work, either at home or 
                                                 
14  Queensland. Dept. of Public Instruction., Project clubs in Queensland schools, pp. 1-60 | Wood, "The 
Rural Schools of Queensland", pp. 1-36 | Queensland. Dept. of Public, Agricultural Project Clubs in 
Queensland Schools, pp. 1-128. 
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school. The time could be utilised to hold a meeting, the delivery of a lecturette by a 
pupil, the preparation of club minute books, or to write up observations or results in a 
project’s record book. The club work was not intended to be a stand-alone subject. 
‘In a good school, one subject dovetails into another’, the department advised. 
Lecturettes could be utilised as punctuation and grammar exercises with the pupils 
asked to construct varying forms of an introduction or of a vote of thanks for the 
child presenting. The children were required to refer to fellow club members using 
the titles of Master or Miss before their name. This instilled a sense of decorum 
preparatory to future committee or council positions. 
 
Figure 0.2. Club members assembling a silo to store fodder crops produce on the school experimental 
plot. 
In choosing a project to take up, the coordinating teacher was to consider 
projects suitable to the district and appealing to the greatest number of students. The 
educational value of the project was to be a primary consideration, however, the 
department advised, the economic value of a project should not be disregarded, even 
if it is only to attract the interest and support of the parents. 
The list of possible club projects that could be attempted was only limited by 
suitability to the locality and the imagination of the teacher and children. The 
department did prefer the first attempt at a home project to incorporate a school 
project component. This might involve each member growing a crop at home and the 
same crop being grown at school. In this way, club members could have lessons at 
school and be able to compare and contrast the efforts of each member and the 
school plot to determine the best method for growing that crop in their location. 
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In the case of a calf or pig club, the school component could be an agriculture 
plot growing, grasses, fodder or food crops for the livestock. The suggested projects 
included pig or calf rearing, poultry or bee keeping, vegetable or flower growing, 
crop production, forestry, and trials with grasses, legumes and fodders suitable for 
winter or summer.  
 
Figure 0.3. Club members with their winter fodder experimental plot trialling the best fodder under 
local conditions for; A. cutting; B. seeding; C. grazing. 
The mainstay of the project club was to ensure the children saw the project to 
completion. Realising ‘the average child’s capacity for sustained effort is limited’, 
the department advised that projects should not exceed five months in duration. As 
project work needed to be assessed by the visiting expert, the start date for a project 
could be determined by working backwards from this date. Where this was not 
possible, mainly due to growing seasons of a crop not coinciding with the expert 
visit, the club organiser arranged local experts to judge the club outcomes.15 
Once club members had gained a level of proficiency in their selected field, or 
an associated aspect of the project, they were encouraged to participate in 
‘demonstration work’. ‘It is one thing to know a subject’, the department guidelines 
advised, ‘but it is another and more difficult thing to pass that knowledge on to 
others’.  
                                                 
15  Queensland. Dept. of Public Instruction., Project clubs in Queensland schools, pp. 1-60 | Wood, "The 
Rural Schools of Queensland", pp. 1-36 | Queensland. Dept. of Public, Agricultural Project Clubs in 
Queensland Schools, pp. 1-128. 
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Figure 0.4. A club member conducting a demonstration lesson on a Nucleus Hive. Club members or 
the school could purchase from Gatton Agricultural High School and College, for seven shillings and 
sixpence, a nucleus hive comprising; three frames, brood honey and foundation; a fertile queen, with 
clipped wings to avoid swarming; and some worker and drone bees.  
A proficient club member might demonstrate the skill or knowledge they had 
acquired in topics such as; beginning bee keeping; the points to look for in judging 
various breeds of cows; how to grade or pack eggs or fruit; or the best method in 
constructing a feed bail, hopper or poultry perch. A child with the ability to speak 
confidently to a gathering of peers and clearly articulate and teach them what they 
know was ‘likely to prove a valuable leader in his district in later life’. As the 
proficiency of a club member increased so too did the difficulty of the project 
undertaken. Additionally, no project was to be repeated in its entirety by the same 
club member, as this would ‘defeat the ends of the project work’. 16 
 Record keeping and report writing were fundamental to the project club work. 
Many of the club members kept a field notebook in which they recorded the daily 
details of their project such as; live weight; egg production; ailments and treatment; 
feed and amounts; diet supplements; and so on. These details were then transferred to 
a neatly kept ledger at night. Scrap books with cuttings from newspapers and 
journals was a pupil initiated innovation, and while these scrapbooks did not 
contribute to the assessment, it was noted club members had annotated below the 
cuttings the pros and cons of the pictured animal or their solution to the ailment or 
                                                 
16  Queensland. Dept. of Public Instruction., Project clubs in Queensland schools, pp. 1-60 | Wood, "The 
Rural Schools of Queensland", pp. 1-36 | Queensland. Dept. of Public, Agricultural Project Clubs in 
Queensland Schools, pp. 1-128. 
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problem being discussed. The records and report did form part of the marking system 
and were to be presented at the assessment; usually coinciding with Club Day. 
The assessment was based on a scorecard with a possible one hundred points to 
be awarded. In the example of a club formed to test egg-laying, a member would be 
marked on the following criteria; general condition of the bird and its egg 
production, -15 points; general management of the project, -20 points; general 
knowledge of the subject, -25 points; detail, neatness and quality of the record book, 
-20 points; the written report, -10 points; and members of poultry clubs were 
required to grow a small plot of green feed for their birds, this was -10 points. 
Clearly, increasing egg production was the object of the exercise. However, the 
majority of the marks awarded were for managing a project, recording the details, 
and learning about the subject. Evidently, the overall objective for the club project 
was to experiment in order to find better farming practices, while the individual aim 
was to introduce and develop citizenship qualities and a scientific methodology for 
future primary producers. 
Vocational clubs were specifically targeted at the Rural Schools and other 
schools teaching vocational classes. These clubs were less directed and relied on the 
ingenuity of the members to construct items at home using the skills they had 
acquired at the school, overcoming the obstacles this presented along the way. 
Popular projects included the construction of useful items from material considered 
scrap or rubbish and toy construction clubs. Assessment of these clubs was organised 
locally and while records and a report still formed a significant part of the marks, 
points were also awarded based on the interest and ingenuity of the project and the 
quality of the member’s display at the club day. 
Club Day quickly became a regular feature of rural communities. Originally, 
the project clubs had their own section for their assessment at the regional show. 
However, in many cases, the project clubs for a region grew beyond the capacity of 
the local show. When this happened, the Club Day became an event of its own, 
incorporating demonstrations, and displays of all the schoolwork, music from the 
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school band, and athletic carnivals. Effectively, club day was the forerunner of the 
school fete.17  
The benefits of the project club work to Queensland’s agricultural industry 
were well recorded. The Central Queensland Herald noted that the benefit to the 
children extended beyond the experimental work. It included knowledge of costing 
projects and running a farm as a business. The Chronicle reported in 1932 that the 
training of children in fruit grading and packing was of ‘inestimable value to the 
citrus growers’ of the district.18 In 1935, the Courier-Mail reported on club day at 
Pullenvale State School. The Director of Education, Robert Riddell, all the 
metropolitan head teachers and fifty trainees from the Brisbane Teachers’ Training 
College attended the club day; which included a display by the Rural Schools. 
Keeping with the rules for club day, the club members organised, setup and ran the 
event including, meeting and greeting the dignitaries and escorting them on tours of 
the school and displays. Several of the dignitaries remarked on the benefits of the 
clubs, according to the Courier-Mail comments were made that, the independence 
and self-confidence the children displayed would provide the farmer of the future 
with ‘a bigger voice in the control of their industry’.19 Reports show the emphasis of 
project work through the war years changed. The Queensland Governor, Sir Leslie 
Wilson, called on project clubs to donate the proceeds of their endeavours to the war 
effort and to do all they could ‘to help the development of agriculture and stock’ In 
doing so he stated, ‘you will be helping to maintain Empire trade’. By 1942, the 
priority was the mass production of vegetables. As many as twelve thousand 
Queensland children produced vegetables in home gardens to aid the war effort.20 
The traditional club activities quickly resumed in the post-war period and were still a 
part of rural school life well into the 1950s; with experimentation, education, and 
                                                 
17  "School Club Day: Successful Gathering at Milora," Brisbane Courier (Qld.), Thursday 14 October 
1926, 18 | Queensland. Dept. of Public Instruction., Project clubs in Queensland schools, pp. 1-60 | 
Wood, "The Rural Schools of Queensland", pp. 1-36 | Queensland. Dept. of Public, Agricultural 
Project Clubs in Queensland Schools, pp. 1-128. 
18  "Home Project Scheme: Splendid Growth in Work," Central Queensland Herald (Rockhampton), 
Thursday, 11 June 1931, 43. 
19  "Project Clubs' Good Work: Demonstration at Pullen Vale," Courier-Mail (Brisbane, Qld.), Thursday 
7 November 1935, 17. 
20  "Aid of Project Clubs in Raising War Funds," Courier-Mail (Brisbane, Qld.), Monday 11 August 
1941, 7 | "Crops Grown By Scholars," Courier-Mail (Brisbane, Qld.), Thursday 23 July 1942, 4. 
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citizenship remaining the key features of the project clubs.21 The ‘call to arms’ 
during the war years exemplified the yeoman ideal of a farmer utilised during times 
of national need. 
 The project clubs were a major part of the Rural School curriculum and 
formed the beginning of extension lessons in agrarianism in the wider Queensland 
education system. The Rural Schools were used to trail project clubs before they 
were disseminated to a much wider audience. The project clubs provided children 
unable to attend a Rural School, due to transport problems, with the opportunity to 
participate. 
TRANSPORTING DISTRICT CHILDREN TO THE RURAL SCHOOLS 
The problem of getting children from outlying regions to the central school 
continued to plague the department. This was a more complex problem than simply 
changing train timetables to suit school hours. Each vocational subject only required 
a single class once per week, so a child from a district school taking just one rural 
subject was absent from their regular school for an entire day in order to take the 
rural topic. Consequently, many district pupils would avail themselves with as many 
rural subjects as they could fit into their day at the central school. Early in the 
scheme, difficulties were faced in convincing head teachers from the district school 
to advocate for their senior pupils to attend the Rural School. Some head teachers 
realised that if their pupils went to another school, their school classification, which 
was based on average attendance figures, would be impacted. This would result in a 
lower salary, less petty cash allowance and reduced staff. To circumvent this 
potential threat to the concept of Rural Schools the department decreed pupils 
normally attending a district school, but taking classes at a Rural School, would still 
be marked as present at their normal school. 
In order to accommodate the district pupils, set days were allocated for each 
different region to attend. The Rural School head teachers attempted to have all the 
girls and boys from a school receive their rural classes on the same day to minimise 
disruption at the district school. This all had to be coordinated with the train 
                                                 
21  "Mossman Rural School: Project Clubs Annual Day," Cairns Post (Qld.), Wednesday 11 September 
1946, 4 | "Malanda Junior Farmers," Cairns Post (Qld.), Tuesday 17 January 1950, 2 | "Club Day: 
Mareeba Rural School," Cairns Post (Qld.), Thursday 30 September 1954, 8. 
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schedules, to accommodate pupils and importantly, the instructors who shared their 
teaching time between different Rural Schools or the technical colleges.  
The bussing of pupils to the central school alleviated some of this difficulty but 
added further costs the department was not always willing to accept. Marburg 
provides an excellent example. Pupils attending the Rural School from the 
neighbouring town of Rosewood travelled by rail a distance of nine miles each way. 
The train ride for this trip took ninety minutes, making a round trip of three hours. 
Alternatively, if the children were bussed to and from school, the trip was less than 
half an hour each way. Despite this more convenient method of transport, the 
department elected to provide the cheaper alternative of train travel.22 One solution 
tried was the establishment of branch vocational classes—if it was too difficult for 
some regions pupils to attend the Rural School, then in some cases the instructors 
took the rural curriculum to them. The establishment of these branch schools 
teaching vocational subjects provided the department with the justification for not 
establishing further Rural Schools after Caboolture in 1939. Continued requests for 
Rural Schools were received into the late 1950s and the department rejected each 
application based on a greater need in other locations, or the proximity of the district 
requesting a Rural School to an alternative vocational or secondary education 
facility.23 Many of the smaller schools where it was deemed too difficult or 
expensive to transport pupils to a Rural School actively participated in project clubs. 
This provided these children with lessons in citizenship; a means of association; and 
developed their experiential learning. Where Rural Schools were established, the 
department ensured they could be utilised by as much of the community as was 
possible. Although the Rural Schools were considered primary schools, they catered 
for a much wider pupil base. 
THE PUPIL BASE 
The criterion for pupils to attend Rural School classes was set at halfway 
through fourth year and up to seventh year from any school within twenty miles 
radius of a Rural School. Free rail passes were supplied to eligible children and in 
some cases free road transport. Children qualifying in age from beyond this distance 
                                                 
22  Wood, "The Rural Schools of Queensland", pp. 10-11. 
23  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 996635, Rural Schools Various | ———, Item ID. 996636, 
Rural Schools Various | ———, Item ID. 996637, Rural Schools Various | ———, Item ID. 996638, 
Rural Schools Various | ———, Item ID. 996639, Rural Schools Various. 
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could apply for admission and if approved received free rail travel from the twenty 
mile perimeter. Adolescents no longer at school and under the age of seventeen years 
received the same considerations. This was a condition included so as no child 
having left Nambour, in the few years prior to the Rural School being established, 
would miss the opportunity of a rural education. This courtesy was extended to the 
adolescents around each new Rural School and other than a short interlude; this rule 
remained in place throughout the entire life of the scheme. The inclusion of this 
group of pupils provides an indication of the purpose of the Rural School. If the 
purpose was wholly to stop the drift of people off the land then adolescents 
remaining on the land on completion of their schooling would not have been 
included.  
It could be argued that some may have eventually drifted to the city. However, 
it is more likely the department realised these adolescents would be the first wave of 
the new type of farmer they hoped to produce, and changing the knowledge, 
perceptions, and disposition of the children at school, would do little to help the next 
generation of farmers, if their older brothers and sisters were on the farm learning 
from their parents. This point is even more pronounced when it is considered 
alongside the department’s view that all children meeting these criteria had the right 
to attend vocational or agricultural classes at the Rural School. This included 
children not attending State schools. As such, children from convent schools were 
entitled to the same free tuition and rail transport as the State school children.24  
The convent school children were not the only students outside the regular 
State schools to seek tuition at the Rural Schools. In 1926, the head teacher of 
Gayndah wrote to the department seeking clarification on the admission of three 
children from the Simpson family to the school. The school committee had 
unanimously opposed their admission on the grounds that the children were of 
Aboriginal decent and as such should attend the school specifically established for 
them adjacent to the town. The fear the committee expressed was that the admission 
of the Simpson family to the Rural School would create a precedent and all of the 
children from the Aboriginal school would then likely enrol for classes at the Rural 
School.  
                                                 
24  Wood, "The Rural Schools of Queensland", p. 12 | "Education Director: Visit to Tully. Proposed 
Rural School.," Cairns Post (Qld.), Wednesday 28 June 1933, 7. 
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The department recommended that the committee and head teacher could 
attempt to induce the father of the children to have them attend the school 
specifically established for them. If he declined, the department wrote, and the 
children were clean, not objectionable, and free from infectious disease;  
Regulation 130 provides that children who are otherwise eligible as pupils 
shall not be refused admission to any school on account of race or colour 
without the special direction of the Minister. 
And, they were informed, the Minister was not prepared to give this direction.25 
In some cases, Aboriginal children did attend the Rural Schools with the 
department’s blessing and encouragement. Furthermore, schools in the Rural School 
model were established specifically for Aboriginal children. The Rural School 
system of vocational education was seen as the means to provide part-Aboriginal 
children with the opportunity to secure work in rural communities and to integrate 
them into general society. A 1937 Report tabled in the Queensland Parliament 
detailed that the mission school on Hammond Island took the ‘half-castes and 
quadroons’ from Thursday Island and Torres Strait and provided them with an 
education based on the Rural School curriculum. 26 Boys between fourteen and 
sixteen years of age received lessons each week from ‘trained native artisans in 
woodwork, tinsmithing, saddlery, and ironwork’. The settlement matron, who was a 
qualified nursing sister, taught the fourteen to sixteen year old girls lessons in 
dressmaking, needlework, housekeeping, cooking, and the other domestic arts.27 
                                                 
25  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 16734, Gayndah State Rural School. 26/51109, 'Admission of 
Aboriginal Children', 21 October, 1926. 
26  Under Secretary C. E. Chuter, Department of Health and Home Affairs, Report upon the Operations 
of the Sub-Departments of Aboriginals, Diamantina Hospital for Chronic Diseases (South Brisbane), 
Dunwich Benevolent Asylum, Inebriates Institution (Dunwich), Eventide  Home (Charters Towers), 
Prisons, Queensland Industrial Institution for the Blind, Westwood Sanatorium, and Licensing 
Commission., 1937. 
27  C. E. Chuter, Report upon the Operations of the Sub-Departments | Queensland State Archives, Item 
ID. 506737, Correspondence, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander | "Technical Training for Half-
Castes," Courier-Mail (Brisbane), Wednesday, 29 September 1937, 16. 
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Figure 0.5. A sketch plan of the Aboriginal School at Palm Island. The area beneath the classrooms 
was utilised as workshops for vocational classes in metalwork, woodwork, and leatherwork.28 
A similar school for part-Aboriginals located on Palm Island had a Rural 
School head teacher delivering manual instruction classes in ‘well equipped 
workshops on the ground floor of the school’. 29 The head teacher, Fredrick August 
Krause, aided by assistant teacher Mervyn Ball, had also started project clubs in 
poultry breeding, bee keeping, vegetable growing and flower gardening.  
                                                 
28  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 506737. 37/204, 'Purga', 23 June, 1937. 
29  When not using a direct quote, Peters suggests the use of ‘part-Aboriginal’ as ‘suitably neutral for 
situations when complex ethnic origins and culture need to be acknowledged’. Peters, The Cambridge 
guide to Australian English usage, p. 345. 
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In advertising the position of head teacher the Education Office Gazette clearly 
outlined that the school followed a Rural School curriculum and applicants were 
required to have; 
Experience and satisfactory records as teachers and, in addition, 
qualifications fitting them for the organization, direction, and control of the 
teaching of Manual Training subjects - that is, all subjects of the Palm Island 
Aboriginal Settlement School curriculum, including Agricultural Work, 
Woodwork, Leatherwork, Sheetmetal Work, and Blacksmithing.30 
Krause met these requirements. He had started his teaching career as a 
provisional teacher at Marburg in 1918 and continued teaching at the school when it 
became a Rural School in 1920. He qualified in milk and cream testing in 1922; and 
taught boys and girls theoretical and practical agriculture at Marburg before taking 
the position of head teacher at Palm Island.31  
Classes in the Rural School mode were also being conducted for boys and girls 
at the Aboriginal school at Cherbourg. In addition to the domestic science classes for 
girls and the traditional Rural School subjects of woodwork, metalwork and 
leatherwork for the boys, there was also a sawmill and a 778 acre agricultural farm, 
where lessons in stock and crop management were taught.32 Plans were also in place 
for a Rural School, along similar lines, at Purga near Ipswich. Between 1938 and 
1942, funds for the project were allocated and then withdrawn for use in the war 
effort. By 1944 the grand plan for a community at Purga of self-sufficient part-
Aboriginals, trained in agriculture at their own Rural School had completely 
dissipated. Purga Mission was abandoned finally in 1949 and Maxwell Norton 
purchased 539 acres on a soldier settlement and converted the property into a dairy 
and crop farm.33 
A program was also in place for part-Aboriginal boys to attend classes at 
Murgon Rural School. The report stated that the program, which began in 1935, had 
been in place for two years, and had proven successful. Although the boys in this 
program had no opportunity for positions outside the settlements, the report noted 
                                                 
30  Queensland Department of Public Instruction, "Education Office Gazette," Vol. 37 (1935): p. 20. 
31  See; Chapter 4, Table VIII: The hours allocated to theoretical and practical agriculture at Marburg 
Rural School in December 1921. | ———, "EOG, Vol. 20," p. 289 | ———, "EOG, Vol. 24," p. 93. 
32  "Farm Training for Aborigines," Courier-Mail (Brisbane), Friday 8 December 1944, 3 | "New deal 
for Aborigines at Cherbourg settlement," Courier-Mail, Monday 7 November 1949, 5. 
33  "Crusading to end shanty squalor," Sunday Mail (Brisbane), Sunday 24 August 1952, 3. 
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that there was sufficient need on the missions to absorb all of the manually trained 
youth.34 
 
Figure 0.6. Map showing the location of; (A) Hammond Island; and (B) Palm Island in North 
Queensland. The inset map shows a portion of SE Queensland with the location of Purga and 
Cherbourg in relation to Brisbane. 
A number of authors assert that the vocational training received by the 
Aboriginal children at these mission schools was ‘used as a training ground for 
obedience, labour, and settlement life, intended to facilitate cultural hegemony’. 
‘Those living on the settlement’, Hilary Bambrick states, ‘were expected to earn their 
keep, and children were educated only to a degree that would enable them to function 
effectively in menial work as domestics and labourers’.35 This is a viewpoint shared 
                                                 
34  C. E. Chuter, Report upon the Operations of the Sub-Departments | Queensland State Archives, Item 
ID. 506737 | "Technical Training for Half-Castes." 
35  Hilary Jane Bambrick, "Child growth and Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus in a Queensland Aboriginal 
Community,"  (2003). 
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by Craig Campbell and Geoffrey Sherrington. Their opinion is that the vocational 
lessons taught at the Aboriginal Rural Schools had a vastly different agenda to those 
taught to Aboriginal children only decades before. 
Imagined occupational futures for Aboriginal children often meant no more 
than domestic service for girls and some kind of agricultural labor for boys. 
This justified a mean curriculum, and sometimes a curriculum, which on the 
grounds of vocational utility, involved plenty of practical domestic and 
agricultural labor from which the missionaries and runners of settlements 
undoubtedly benefited.36 
The success of the program that integrated Aboriginal boys into the Murgon 
Rural School is also questioned. Joanne Scott and Raymond Evans proffer that the 
parents of the white children opposed the boys’ presence at the Rural School. The 
authors offer as evidence a letter from the Murgon School Committee to the Director 
of Education stating;  
That following on numerous protests from parents this Committee 
unanimously resolves to protest against the policy of allowing aboriginal 
boys from Cherbourg and Woorabinda Settlements attending the Rural 
School, as if continued, it is evident that the attendance of white children 
will be seriously affected.37 
Although not stated, the inference is that pressure from the community led to the 
exclusion of the Aboriginal children from Murgon Rural School. However, as had 
been the case at Gayndah in 1926, the department did not bow to objections from the 
school committee, and the program continued.38 
In addition to the day pupils, the Rural Schools also catered for night classes. 
These classes for adults ran along the same guidelines as the technical colleges and 
delivered further education in rural communities where it was impractical to travel to 
larger centres for instruction. The addition of night tuition for adults further 
highlights the duality of purpose for the Rural Schools. The adults taking courses 
were already established on the land, therefore, these classes primarily served to 
improve their lives and increase their productivity. Teaching the same skills the 
pupils received at the vocational classes during the day to the adults of the 
                                                 
36  Campbell, Craig. "Schooling in Australia". in; Craig Campbell and Geoffrey Sherington, eds., Going 
to school in Oceania, The global school room (Westport, CT; London: Greenwood Press, 2007), p. 
23. 
37  Joanne Scott and Raymond Evans, "The moulding of menials: The making of the aboriginal female 
domestic servant in early twentieth century Queensland," Hecate 22, no. 1 (1996). 
38  C. E. Chuter, Report upon the Operations of the Sub-Departments | Queensland State Archives, Item 
ID. 506737 | "Technical Training for Half-Castes." 
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community at night  also served to hasten the acceptance of the new methods in 
agriculture and at the same time advance self reliance among rural communities. The 
commercial classes provided financial skills essential to the operations of a primary 
producer and prepared the settlers for production beyond subsistence. Furthermore, 
the dressmaking and millinery classes provided more than skills for self-sufficiency; 
they taught the necessary skills to allow enterprising settlers to establish small 
businesses in the rural townships.  
THE PROVISION OF SCHOOL LUNCHES 
Another point of difference between traditional State primary schools and the 
Rural Schools was the provision of hot meals at the latter. The Rural Schools appear 
to be the first State primary schools in Australia to offer school lunches. The 
provision of hot meals and other foods at these schools provided the pupils with an 
opportunity to realise the economic value of their training; whilst providing a cordial 
atmosphere for pupil and staff interaction. The pupils paid a small fee for the meals 
and the funds raised allowed many of the classes to be self-sufficient and alleviated 
some of the burden on a strained department budget. The children travelling to the 
Rural School often used means, and took time, that was not conducive to transporting 
an appetising lunch; and lunches at the school provided these children with a healthy 
nutritious alternative. It could also be argued, the provision of these meals; 
predominantly meat and two vegetables, with pudding and tea, was an initiative 
designed to secure the health, vitality, and growth of the State’s next rural 
generation. The lunchroom atmosphere also provided vital training for girls destined 
for careers in domestic service and the formality and civility of the setting establish a 
code of conduct among the pupils dining. The dining room setting, with girls serving 
meals they had prepared, to boys hungry after working on the agricultural plot or in 
the workshops, helped create a bond and establish roles between prospective future 
couples. This training in manners and social decorum formed a distinct adjunct to the 
other forms of citizenship being bestowed upon the Rural School pupils and furthers 
the belief that the Rural Schools extended beyond mere educative facility to a social 
experiment designed to create a new yeoman class. 
END OF THE RURAL SCHOOL ERA 
The slow demise of the Rural School scheme between the 1940s and the 1960s 
coincides with the increasing number of secondary schools and the movement of the 
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teaching of the domestic, vocational, and commercial subjects to the high school 
curriculum. This period also marked a change in the government ideal of closer 
settlement. By the later part of the 1940s, selectors were able to lease much larger 
properties and the priority had changed from small-scale intensive agriculture to 
mixed grazing and cultivation. This coupled with changes to local, interstate and 
overseas markets and legislation concerning land settlement ‘gave rise to a new bred 
of selector; the independent farmer-grazier’.39 With these changes the teaching of a 
specific agrarian curriculum to primary school children diminished and disappeared, 
leaving agricultural education, vocational classes, domestic science, and commercial 
courses the domain of secondary and higher education. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The title of this thesis is, The Rural School Experiment: Creating a Queensland 
Yeoman, and creating a Queensland yeoman was precisely the purpose of this 
experiment. In 1917 when the Rural Schools began, the Undersecretary of Public 
Instruction, J.D. Story, wrote; 
The Rural School is an important experiment in education which the 
Department is making; upon the result of that experiment will depend very 
largely the future organization of Agricultural Education in this State.40 
The Rural Schools incorporated a specific curriculum that varied regionally 
and was adjusted as required to produce farmers, their wives and the local 
tradespeople and business operators needed to fulfil Queensland’s closer settlement 
ideology. The experiment began at Nambour in 1917 and once proven successful was 
expanded over two decades to all of the State’s prime agricultural regions. The 
expansionist ideals of closer settlement were intended to mitigate urbanisation, 
bolster the State’s productivity, and populate the northern coastline. The Rural 
Schools were a significant factor in this plan.  
Boli, Ramirez, and Meyer contend education, in most cases, is the most 
important element in a person’s social status, and the education they are provided 
with will influence their chances in life more than any aspect other than their country 
                                                 
39  Clem Lack, Three decades of Queensland political history 1929-1960 (Brisbane: Government Printer, 
1962), pp. 351-352 | Davison, "Country Life." 
40  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 16777. 'Re Temporary Appointment of Miss Meredith to the 
Rural School at Nambour'. 8 June, 1917. 
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of birth. Given the importance placed on education to determine a person’s position 
in society, and their life chances, it would be reasonable for them to expect a degree 
of autonomy in the direction of their education. However, these authors state, 
‘education has become increasingly closely linked to the national project and is now 
a virtually indispensable element of national development’.41  
Francisco Ferrer argued that governments originally controlled the masses 
through educational ignorance. This changed according to Ferrer with the onset of 
industrialisation. The demand for competent, literate workers led to mass education. 
According to Ferrer, schools then became organisations designed to serve the 
interests of those with political power.42 Boli, Ramirez, and Meyer dismiss this view 
asking; 
If dominant groups, faced with social control problems, had the power to 
construct massive educational systems to legitimate themselves, why would 
they bother? Would not direct subordination of the unruly orders be a more 
probable and effective alternative? 
Theories such as these, concerning the evolution of mass education, may provide 
some insight into what drivers led the Queensland Department of Public Instruction 
to instigate an agrarian focussed curriculum at selected primary schools. 
The Rural Schools were only a portion of the State system of education. 
Nonetheless, they were a distinctly separate system of education more closely 
aligned to a modern high school with its differentiated curriculum, than to the 
structured format of a mid-twentieth century primary school. There are definite 
indications that the Rural Schools were intended to serve the interests of those with 
political power. Thomas Fisher, the head teacher of the first Rural School at 
Nambour, introduced the concept of the new type of education to the local 
community by informing them that ‘the ideal community is one in which a proper 
proportion of the inhabitants are connected with the primary industries’.   
The State and National agenda throughout the first half of the twentieth century 
was to increase population and productivity through closer settlement. ‘All food and 
clothing come directly or indirectly from the soil’, Fisher had informed the Nambour 
citizens, and ‘the congestion of enormous numbers of people in capital cities is 
                                                 
41  Boli, Ramirez, and Meyer, "Explaining the origins and expansion of mass education." 
42  Karier, Violas, and Spring, Roots of crisis, pp.216-220. 
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neither a benefit nor a blessing to a community’.43 This fear of urbanisation and its 
consequential high levels of unemployment is another reflection of the thoughts of 
the politically powerful. Many authors have noted the concern governments had over 
large numbers of disgruntled unemployed milling in the cities.44 This was 
particularly pressing with the soldiers returning from World War I. The anticipated 
restlessness was viewed as ‘a direct threat to the state, especially in the light of the 
communist uprisings in Russia, Germany, and Hungary between 1917 and 1919’.45 
Therefore, Fisher’s comments are an indication that the Rural Schools were viewed 
as part of the political strategy aimed at mitigating urbanisation in the first half of the 
1900s. 
 Fisher rounded out his statement by confirming that the State was determining 
the future lives of the community’s children through the provision of the Rural 
Schools. It is quite certain, he announced; 
That the State which most successfully solves the problem of how to keep a 
due proportion of her people on the land as primary producers, living happy, 
prosperous and contented lives, is laying with a firm and ample base the 
foundations of her national existence.46 
The use of the word problem and the term ‘how to keep’ people on the land, as 
opposed to; how to entice them to stay, or; the benefits of a rural life, intimate that 
the government had identified an issue, formulated a solution, and the people 
involved in this plan had little input. Fisher did however add ‘living happy, 
prosperous and contented lives’. This may have been the ideal, but it was not the 
reality at the time. Inspector Smith had made this abundantly obvious only one year 
earlier. ‘The majority of children’ Smith wrote, ‘have before them a life of manual 
labour and drudgery’. Smith attributed this meagre outlook to ‘the inequities of 
birth’.47  
Bowles and Gintis also suggest mass education was a means of social control 
intended to provide a well-trained and domesticated labor force to generate National 
                                                 
43  Fisher, "The Rural School: its aims and advantages." 
44  Lake, The limits of hope, p. 24 | Frost, "Soldier settlement after World War One in south western 
Victoria", pp. 64-65 | Johnson, "'Promises and Pineapples'." | Rost, "World War 1 soldier settlement." 
45  Andrew Spaull, "Federal government policies and the vocational training of World War One 
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46  Fisher, "The Rural School: its aims and advantages." 
47  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 995746. Report of Inspector N. H. Smith. 4 March, 1916. 
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or State wealth.48 A peripheral look at the Rural Schools and vocational education in 
general may indicate this was the intended purpose. It makes sense that if the State 
population increased and expanded, with a large proportion of the increase involved 
in primary production, then the State would generate more wealth.  
Indeed, the Undersecretary of Public Instruction, JD Story, had stated this to 
parliament the year he established the first Rural School at Nambour. The State’s 
‘future prosperity depends largely upon the adequate and efficient development of 
the primary industries’ he asserted, and the secondary industries ‘cannot hope to 
prosper unless the primary industries are properly developed’. If closer settlement 
farming were allowed to flourish, Story explained, ‘the huge burden of taxation, 
arising out of war loans and other loans, [would] be more easily met’.49 
This thesis has demonstrated that Queensland schools were utilised as 
experimental stations for the trialling of crops and agricultural methods, in a wide 
array of locations, to establish their viability. This experimentation was an inherent 
part of the Rural Schools and the contribution they made to Queensland’s 
productivity is well documented throughout this thesis. The betterment of dairy herds 
through milk and cream testing, or crops through seed selection, fertiliser tests, 
tillage trials, and more, all affected the wealth of the State and this position only 
improved when the project clubs were established. However, the Rural Schools and 
the project clubs contributed to Queensland in more ways than primary production. 
Citizenship formed an integral part of the training received through both of 
these programs. Many authors have noted the existence of citizenship or nation-
building connotations within education systems.50  
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For Boli, Ramirez, and Meyer ‘mass education is part of the effort to construct the 
universalistic and rationalized society’.  
The state incorporates the individual through the institution of citizenship, 
which both grants participatory rights in political, economic, and cultural 
arenas and imposes strong obligations to participate in state-directed national 
development.51 
This model proposes that education is used to create citizens. Pupils are taught to be 
loyal to the State and to accept their ‘obligation to vote, go to war, pay taxes, and so 
on’. Added to these obligations, in the case of the Rural School pupils, was the 
obligation to be better farmers or farmer’s wives, to build a home and family within 
their community, to settle the sparsely occupied portions of the State, and to 
participate in the functions of the community to help it grow. 
The problem with slotting the Rural Schools into this model is that the highly 
varied curriculum of the Rural Schools, with vocational, agricultural, domestic, and 
commercial courses, does not appear to fit the model proposed by these authors.52 
Their standardised curriculum, that builds general competencies, differs significantly 
from the Rural School curriculum. This is further enhanced when the variation in 
curriculum between Rural Schools, based on their regional requirements, is taken 
into account. Furthermore, the experiential learning facilitated through agricultural 
experiments and the project clubs does not correspond with the authors’ theory. 
Bendix and Bendix provide an explanation better fitting the Rural School 
scheme. Education’s philosophies and organisational structure, they state, were 
necessary to link the varied classes, ethnicities, genders, and regions, through 
citizenship, to a central political policy. These authors add that the mass qualities of 
education provided the State with full jurisdiction over the population, along with the 
means to prepare that population for the State’s purposes.  
Preparing the rural population for the State’s purpose of closer settlement and 
better productivity entailed convincing the rural population to send their children to 
school past the compulsory age of attendance. This was going to be a difficult task 
when they could use them on the farm. The solution was to provide a new sort of 
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school and a new curriculum incorporating the skills needed in a good farmer. The 
farming families were now provided with a reason to send their children to the 
school. An agriculturally trained son or daughter was an asset to a farming family, 
while at the same time; they were being prepared for their own lives on the farm and 
as leaders in rural communities.  
The dining experiences of the Rural School lunch hall; junior judging at the 
local and Brisbane show; serving in committee positions, and running their own 
project clubs; all developed the social and community skills necessary in a rural 
citizen and a potential representative of their community. Bendix and Bendix 
contend the consequence of the application of citizenship within mass education was 
to make it just as much a duty of the population to be educated as it was their right to 
receive an education.53 Correspondingly, when the education department provided 
agrarian training, families felt obliged to utilise it.  
The result was more than just an acceptance of this new extended curriculum 
by the rural communities as districts all over Queensland continually petitioned the 
department for a Rural School for their children. An educational solution to State 
development had been created and the community embraced the concept even though 
it conditioned their children for a future life on the land.  
Embracing a system of education that had been clearly articulated as an 
education designed to keep the recipient on the land lends itself to more than just 
strong citizenship. Other factors were contributing to the widespread community 
acceptance. One explanation that fits is that in creating a central school the whole 
region was invested in its success or failures. This was particularly relevant once the 
local communities were required to contribute part of the funds needed to establish a 
Rural School. Traditionally the Rural School had a second school committee, 
comprising a member from each of the school committees sending pupils to the 
Rural School. This committee was intended to keep all the district schools apprised 
of the central school activities. This created a common bond between these districts. 
Many of these farmers had chosen a selector’s life as it was the best option 
available to them and they accepted the isolation and the lack of services as part of 
their lot in life. Part of this life was an understanding that they had no secondary 
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school within easy reach and that they could not afford to board their children in 
order for them to attend one in a larger centre. Consequently, the addition of a Rural 
School to a town provided the entire region with a sense of achievement, even 
though the object of the school was to turn their sons and daughters into farming 
families. This ‘rural hegemony’ presents similarities to Andy Green’s theory of State 
formation. 
Working from Gramsci’s notions of hegemony, Green constructed the ‘state 
formation theory’ to explain the introduction of mass education across the globe.54 
His argument states, the introduction of standards in education were intended to 
groom children for their life as; 
The responsible citizen, the diligent worker, the willing tax-payer, the 
reliable juror, the conscientious parent, the dutiful wife, the patriotic soldier, 
and the dependable or deferential voter.55 
In the same way a traditional primary school prepared their students for these future 
roles, the Rural Schools were preparing their pupils to be all of these as well as 
steadfast yeomen.  
The Rural Schools were clearly a tool of State formation. They provided a 
centrally focussed concept in which all the surrounding districts were invested. The 
success or failure of the Rural School affected the development around it. If the 
school was viable in the region, the product it produced was a girl or boy skilled in 
the knowledge of how to farm, or support farmers, in that region. The agrarian 
focussed curriculum ensured the graduates were prepared for their future rural lives. 
However, the method in which the curriculum was delivered prepared the graduates 
for far more. The curriculum, designed in 1916, relied heavily on what we now know 
as experiential learning. As Stubbin had pointed out in 1911, ‘an hour’s practice is 
worth a week’s theory’.56 This learning by doing was further enhanced with the 
introduction of the project clubs in 1923.  
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According to Andresen, Boud, and Cohen; 
A key element of experience based learning is that the learner analyses their 
experience by reflecting, evaluating and reconstructing that experience in 
order to draw meaning from it in the light of prior experience. This review of 
the experience may lead to further action.57 
Many authors have proposed models to demonstrate this learning cycle, 
Dewey, Joplin, and Kolb to name a few. Working from the concepts proposed by 
these authors, T. Grady Roberts noted a number of similarities. Each author depicted 
the learning process as cyclic, with no distinct beginning or end. Furthermore, they 
all state or imply an initial focus of the learner as well as direct experience with the 
subject matter. This can be a preliminary study or an experiment based on a prior 
experience. Based on the outcomes, all the authors note the learner’s reflection and 
deduction followed by further testing of these deductions as the cycle continues. 
Grady synthesized these observations into his own variation called the Model of the 
Experiential Learning Process.58  
This model is an apt depiction of the learning skills taught to the children 
attending the Rural Schools and to the children that participated in the home and 
school project clubs. 
 
Figure 0.7. Roberts’ Model of the Experiential Learning Process.59 
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The work of the Rural Schools and the project clubs instilled in the children the 
skills to draw on previous experience in order to achieve different, and hopefully 
improved, outcomes in any new venture. Moreover, the group involvement through 
class, club, or competition ensured the prior experience the children could draw upon 
extended beyond their individual practice. This was further enhanced through the 
sharing of the journals kept during projects and the reflective essays prepared on 
completion. This form of education provided the Rural School children with a skill 
set that they could utilise for the rest of their lives. 
ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTION 
This thesis set out to achieve two tasks. Primarily, the intention has been to 
highlight a chapter of Queensland’s educational history that affected the economic 
and expansionist success of the State with connections and consequences linking the 
scheme to other Australian and international education and social development 
schemes. The opening up and exploring of this facet of Queensland’s history has 
contributed to new knowledge through the correction of a number of historical 
aberrations and through the extensive archival research that feeds the thesis. 
Moreover, this thesis has opened the door to a wide array of further research and 
provides a stepping-stone for this purpose. The accurately and definitively identified 
archival documents will greatly assist any future researchers and negate the 
difficulties experienced finding archival documents cited previously under a varying 
array of methods. This also provides a significant contribution to existing knowledge. 
The second purpose of this thesis was to determine the rationale for the Rural 
Schools. The thesis question proposed that the purpose was to create a Queensland 
yeoman class. To determine if this was the grounds for the Rural School scheme the 
drivers that led the Queensland Department of Public Instruction to instigate an 
agrarian focussed curriculum at selected primary schools was revealed. 
The thesis proposed that the department’s intention was to arrest or reverse the 
trend toward urbanisation — whilst increasing agricultural productivity — through 
the making of a farmer born of the land and accepting of the new scientific advances 
in agriculture. Moreover, the use of the term yeoman further proposed that the farmer 
produced through the Rural Schools was intended to serve as a deterrent to hostile 
foreign forces. The emphasis of the thesis is on what were the department’s 
intentions in creating the Rural Schools. Whether the schools achieved these goals is 
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not the object; the focus is on whether the department believed the Rural Schools 
could achieve these goals.  
MITIGATING URBANISATION 
Within Queensland, the bipartisan ideology of closer settlement was intended 
to drive expansionism and reduce urbanisation. However, to succeed under the closer 
settlement model, farmers required knowledge to survive beyond mere subsistence 
when farming in the State’s unique physiography. The role of educating the farmers 
and experimenting with stock and crops was primarily the responsibility of the 
Department of Agriculture. This department however had little hope of assisting on a 
local or regionally specific level. The Department of Primary Instruction moved to 
fill this void. A change in hierarchy in the early 1900s positioned JD Story as 
Undersecretary and set in motion the development of a new type of primary school, 
which was designed to train children in agriculture. These Rural Schools formed the 
base of a systemised approach to agricultural education in Queensland. 
There is sufficient evidence throughout the thesis to demonstrate the 
Queensland Department of Public Instruction believed the way to mitigate 
urbanisation was to educate the next generation of farmers in emerging scientific 
farming practices and that the Rural Schools were utilised for this purpose. 
Moreover, the data provided to the department by the Rural Schools at Nambour, 
Boonah and Marburg in 1925, shows that an outstanding majority of pupils taking 
the rural curriculum elected to follow vocations that kept them on the land.  
This is especially telling when these figures are compared to the school returns 
showing between ten and fifteen percent of pupils followed the traditional school 
path towards scholarship after fifth year: the Nambour Rural School returns for May 
1917 show twelve pupils progressing towards scholarship while one hundred and 
four enrolled in the rural classes. By September 1918, there were twenty-three in 
scholarship classes compared to one hundred and seventy five in the rural course. 
This differential only increased in following years, especially after the school was 
relocated to its significantly larger new position in Carroll Street in 1931. This 
situation remained constant until 1936 when Nambour Rural School, on being 
awarded a High Top, became Nambour Rural and High School; this took the school 
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classes to tenth year and encouraged greater participation in the scholarship 
pathway.60  
The difficulty here is the lack of comparative data to determine how many 
children remained in rurally located vocations prior to the establishment of the Rural 
Schools. This statistical data was beyond the scope of this thesis and not essential to 
demonstrate the department’s intentions. However, this does provide an opportunity 
for future research.  
Despite this omission, the data clearly revealed that the department strongly 
believed utilising the education system was a means to mitigate urbanisation. Story 
wrote ‘the school is becoming more and more the nursery of every part of our 
national life’ and ‘it was desired, if possible, to keep the children on the land and to 
direct a large number of children from the towns to the country’. 61 As he pointed out 
in 1916; increasing measures which ‘popularise rural occupations’ would ‘not only 
lessen migration from country to town but increase migration from town to country’. 
This in turn would lead to ‘the settlement of the partly occupied or unoccupied lands 
which are suitable for settlement’ and any growth in the rural districts ‘through more 
intensive settlement’ would lead to a ‘corresponding growth in the population in the 
towns’.62 Throughout the thesis, it has been demonstrated that this was a populist 
view that prevailed for several decades. 
Evidence of Queensland’s urbanisation levels can be found in the Queensland 
Year Book. Statistics show that the percentage of Queensland’s population living in 
Brisbane was 23.8% in 1917, rising 38% in 1954.63 However, the Year Book for 
1937, summarising the distribution of the State’s population, noted that although 
                                                 
60  Details obtained from school returns and scattered information throughout; Queensland State 
Archives, Item ID. 16777 | ———, Item ID. 16778 | ———, Item ID. 16779 | ———, Item ID. 
16780 | ———, Item ID. 16781, Administration file, Nambour State Rural School | ———, Item ID. 
16782, Administration file, Nambour State Rural School | ———, Item ID. 16783, Administration 
file, Nambour State Rural School | ———, Item ID. 16784, Administration file, Nambour State Rural 
School | ———, Item ID. 16785, Administration file, Nambour State Rural School | ———, Item ID. 
16786, Administration file, Nambour State Rural School | ———, Item ID. 16787, Administration 
file, Nambour State Rural School. 
61  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 995741. 11 August, 1911.' Deputation to the Under Secretary 
from members of the conference of teachers who are doing practical agricultural work.' 
62  ———, Item ID. 995789. 'Report of the Select Committee, appointed by the Senate, to Report upon 
the Question of the Organization and Development of Agricultural Education in Queensland'. 
63  Knibbs, Official Year Book of the Commonwealth of Australia for 1917. p. 122 | Charles Henry 
Wickens, Official Year Book of the Commonwealth of Australia for 1925. Vol. 18. p. 899 | ———, 
Official Year Book of the Commonwealth of Australia for 1955. Vol. 41. p.306. 
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nearly one-third of Queensland’s population resided in the capital, Brisbane, this was 
‘the lowest proportion of metropolitan population for any State except Tasmania’.64 
Sean Glynn in Urbanisation in Australian History 1788-1900 states; 
 Urbanisation is a demographic process where there is a rise in the 
proportion of people residing in urban locations within a particular spatial 
division, while at the same time the proportion of the population living in 
rural locations decreases.  
In Queensland the proportion of population living in rural locations, whilst 
fluctuating slightly, remained relatively the same. This demonstrates that as the 
population of the city rose, the population in rural areas was also rising. Glynn 
describes this situation as ‘urban growth’. This is ‘where urban growth and rural 
intensification occur simultaneously’. Therefore, Queensland was likely suffering 
from a mix of urban growth and urbanisation at varying times; and it was the rural 
intensification experienced between the 1920s and the 1960s, that circumvented 
greater levels of urbanisation. Glynn notes the driving factors for rural intensification 
are ‘an overall increase in the proportion of the population residing in rural areas due 
to the greater use of surplus land [or] the closer use of this land’. Alternatively, 
Glynn states, rural intensification can result from ‘a shift in the productive character 
of used and unused land’.  
It has been established that the Rural Schools, through the vocations followed 
by ex-pupils, ‘increased the proportion of population residing in rural areas’. It has 
also been established that the Rural Schools and their extension, the project clubs, 
aided in a shift in the ‘productive character’ of the land through experiments in areas 
such as seed and stock selection, crop rotation, tillage, irrigation or fertilisation. The 
Rural Schools also taught vocational subjects, and this is a facet of rural 
intensification Glynn does not investigate separately. This training allowed farmers 
in small communities to save money previously paid to skilled tradesmen or for the 
replacement of equipment. Furthermore, the commercial subjects taught at the Rural 
Schools and night classes empowered farmers with skills to aid the transition from 
subsistence farmer to primary producer. Taking this into account, along with the 
numerous statements throughout the thesis outlining that there was a perceived 
problem with rural drift to cities prior to the Rural Schools starting; it would seem 
                                                 
64  Queensland Year Book 1959. Vol. 20. pp. 42-43. 
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the belief was that the Rural Schools were mitigating urbanisation and aiding State 
expansion.  
PROTECTION AGAINST FOREIGN INCURSION 
The fear of foreign incursion, especially along the northern coastline, also 
pushed the search for a solution of how to occupy the sparsely populated portions of 
the State. Whether Queensland was susceptible to foreign incursion may have been a 
matter of perception or a reality. In either case, the action that was taken to mitigate 
the situation is clear. There is no doubt that the governments of the day, in the years 
leading up to World War I, perceived Germany’s presence in New Guinea, and their 
aspirations to purchase Timor, as a direct threat to Queensland sovereignty. There is 
also no doubt that the solution to the problem that carried the most weight was closer 
settlement of the sparsely occupied and unoccupied portions of the State. It has also 
been demonstrated that closer settlement relied on having farmers capable of thriving 
on the land and agricultural education was the key to achieving this; especially in 
Queensland.  
Kitchener, in his February 1910 report into Australia’s defence capabilities, 
articulated the vulnerability of Queensland to attack or foreign incursion. This 
vulnerability formed one of the justifications a Senate Select Committee in 1916 
used to advocate a systemised approach to agricultural education. Agricultural 
education, the committee reported, was the key to successful small-scale farming. 
Furthermore, with an increase in population comes the ‘obvious’ benefit of a more 
‘effective system of defence’ and for the sake of defence, the report emphasised, ‘our 
northern littoral should be settled as quickly as possible’ with settlers capable of 
‘earning a fair living for themselves and their families’.65 Effectively the report 
outlined that the State’s future success—economically, developmentally, and 
militaristically—hinged on agricultural success and that agricultural success was 
dependent upon a systemised approach to agricultural education. The report outlined 
that agricultural education was being used to train farmers so that they could survive 
on the land. Furthermore, it suggested that through their generational occupation of 
                                                 
65  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 995789. 'Report of the Select Committee, appointed by the 
Senate, to Report upon the Question of the Organization and Development of Agricultural Education 
in Queensland'. 
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the land they were intended to stave off the plans of foreign nations with an interest 
in colonising the north of the State. 
The threat of a German incursion into Queensland quickly dissipated with the 
outbreak of World War I. However, the belief that Queensland was vulnerable to 
foreign occupation or hostile action still prevailed. In the period between the First 
and Second World War, the fear of Asian invasion permeated Australian life. 
Newspapers, speeches and government documents all intimated at the threat 
Australia faced. Prime Minister William ‘Billy’ Hughes stated; Australia possessed 
expansive and vulnerable coastline and ‘near her small white population are the 
densely packed populations of Asia, which have caught the restless spirit of the 
modern world’.66 The rhetoric of an Asian threat was not confined to Federal 
politicians. The Queensland Premier, Edward Theodore, clearly articulated the need 
to increase the State’s population in a 1922 document outlining a new agenda for the 
agricultural sector. ‘The problem that looms above all others in Australia, and in 
Queensland particularly’, Theodore stated, ‘is how to obtain a larger virile 
population, and the solution of that problem is believed to be largely in the 
development of agriculture’. Closer settlement, he continued, was the solution to 
Australia’s ‘safety and wellbeing’. The settling of farmers on land however was not 
sufficient to ensure the Nation’s safety and wellbeing. In order for the farmer to stay 
on the land as a deterrent to foreign aspirations, Theodore stated; 
He must be able to gain sufficient to enable him to establish a good home, to 
bring up a family as they should be brought up, and to secure for himself in 
old age, if not opulence, at any rate reasonable comfort and wellbeing.67 
The fear continued throughout the inter-war period, becoming more focussed 
from the 1930s with the threat posed by Japan. The German Islands acquired by 
Japan for their support of the Allied cause in WWI, along with migration issues and 
the American presence in the Philippines, generated rising hostility between these 
                                                 
66  "Defence of Australia: London View of Policy. 'Restless Spirit of Asia'," Argus (Melbourne, Vic.), 
Monday 13 September 1920, 7. 
67  E. G. Theodore and W. N. Gillies, Scheme for the Organisation of the Agricultural Industry of 
Queensland: Presented for the Consideration of the Farmers of Queensland (Queensland Producers' 
Association, 1922) | Cameron, "Closer Settlement in Queensland." | ———, "Economic 
development, manufacturing and the political economy in Queensland", p. 388. 
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Nations. The tense situation in the Pacific region as the two Nations battled for naval 
supremacy created apprehension in Australia.68 
This rhetoric contributed to National and State held beliefs that Australia and in 
particular Queensland were at risk from invasion or hostility from restless and 
crowded nations eyeing our vast sparsely occupied and resource rich lands. These 
beliefs in turn drove the ideal of closer settlement; and agricultural education was 
seen as the means to facilitate this policy. The Rural Schools, as the base of 
Queensland’s systemised plan for agricultural education, where fundamental in the 
plan to expand the State’s population and have those settling these areas prosper. As 
such, the Rural Schools where considered essential to Queensland’s security and 
wellbeing. As James Stubbin stated in 1918; ‘It is through increasing the area of 
cultivation and the yield per acre that the War has been finally won by the Allies, and 
if this is true in War, surely it is true in peace’.69 
UTILITARIAN OR ALTRUISTIC? 
The motivation behind the establishment of the Rural Schools was to educate 
children in the emerging agriculture methods and that the purpose was to facilitate 
the settlement and development of Queensland’s sparsely occupied and unoccupied 
regions. It has been demonstrated that the rationale behind this was to circumvent 
urbanisation, aid State development and provide a deterrent to foreign incursion. 
Consequently, the Rural Schools, as the thesis proposes, were intended to create a 
Queensland yeoman. It has also been demonstrated that the purpose of the Rural 
Schools was not purely utilitarian; there was a level of altruism involved. 
Within the thesis, the financial constraints faced by the department during the 
early 1900s were detailed. Working within these constraints limited the department’s 
ability to deliver education across the vast, sparsely occupied State, in an equitable 
manner. Story stated that he had conceived the idea of Rural Schools whilst ‘working 
out some scheme that would enable country children to have the best that was 
offering in education’.70  He was aware that it was financially unviable to provide 
                                                 
68  "America and Japan: Threaten Trouble in the Pacific. Naval Race Likely," Northern Miner (Charters 
Towers, Qld.), Tuesday 17 April 1934, 3. 
69  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 16778. Stubbin to Department: Inspection of Nambour Rural 
School, 24 & 31 November, 1918. 
70  "Rural School Movement: Address by Mr J. D. Story." 
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secondary education in all rural locations and appreciated that parents in these 
locations rarely continued their children’s education beyond the compulsory 
attendance age. Consequently, any education scheme designed to encourage 
attendance by pupils older than fourteen needed to be part of the primary school 
system and it had to provide an education rural families would embrace. 
The strong enrolment figures for the Rural Schools provide some insight into 
why farmers would give up the use of farm hands, in the case of sons, and household 
help, in the case of daughters, in order to send them to the Rural Schools well past 
the compulsory school age. This seems counter-intuitive and may simply be a 
reflection of just how hungry the farming parents were for a better education for their 
children, irrespective of whether it was Rural or not. However, if this were the case, 
we would expect to see a large number of pupils continuing their education beyond 
the compulsory age prior to the Rural School curriculum starting in their region. 
 Contrary to this, the school returns for Boonah and Marburg fail to list a single 
pupil above fourth year attending any classes other than the rural course. This is 
consistent with the situation recorded in the Inspectors’ reports when these schools 
were being considered for Rural School status; 
The schools are apparently not proving attractive enough to discourage the 
people from taking advantage of the permission given by the Compulsory 
Education Clauses to leave school.71  
The result of the parents taking their children out of school as soon as legally allowed 
was that in all the schools visited in the district there was not ‘a single sixth class 
pupil’.72  
                                                 
71  ———, Item ID. 16762. 19/51394, 'Proposed Rural School in the Marburg District: Visit to the 
Marburg District 4:11:19'. 
72  It should be noted that, some students did continue past the compulsory school age in these districts. I 
am confident if the records were complete some scholarship students might be found, as news reports 
from the period do cite various individuals who did progress along this path; however, they are a 
distinct minority for the two decades between 1920 and 1940. Based on a detailed search of the 
school returns in: ———, Item ID. 16722 | ———, Item ID. 16762 | ———, Item ID. 16763 | ——
—, Item ID. 16764, Administration file, Marburg State Rural School | ———, Item ID. 16765, 
Administration file, Marburg State Rural School | ———, Item ID. 16766, Administration file, 
Marburg State Rural School | ———, Item ID. 16767, Administration file, Marburg State Rural 
School | ———, Item ID. 16723 | ———, Item ID. 16724, Administration file, Boonah State Rural 
School | ———, Item ID. 16725, Administration file, Boonah State Rural School | ———, Item ID. 
16726, Administration file, Boonah State Rural School | Fisher, "The Rural School: its aims and 
advantages." | "Rural School Movement: Address by Mr J. D. Story." 
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The thesis has demonstrated that the Rural Schools circumvented this action 
and encouraged pupil participation well beyond the compulsory attendance age of 
fourteen. Parents embraced this form of education knowing that their children were, 
in the majority, destined for a life on the land. The parents appreciated that the extra 
education their children were receiving would enhance their chances of success in a 
rural community. Consequently, the Rural Schools whilst being utilised to create a 
Queensland yeoman for the State’s purpose, also provided the pupils with a range of 
skills not available to them previously. These skills included trade knowledge, home 
and business management, citizenship and most importantly experiential learning 
techniques. This balancing act of utilising the education system to turn out the 
graduates the State needs to progress, whilst attempting to better the lives of these 
pupils, has existed as long as formal education. The Rural Schools are just another 
chapter in this continuing struggle. As RJW Selleck stated ‘government schools ... 
both control and empower their students. The balance at any one time is 
precarious’.73 
POSTSCRIPT 
There is no doubt that since colonisation the primary industries have played a 
significant role in the development of Australia. However, the course has not been 
straightforward. As this thesis has demonstrated, the allure of the towns and cities 
has often dominated over the call of the land. As James Stubbin observed in 1922, 
this disassociation with rural life encouraged ‘the rush to the city where the working 
hours are regular and short, the wages high and the amusements plentiful’.74 
An analogous situation still exists today. Australia’s primary industries are 
facing a range of unprecedented challenges. Concerns such as droughts, soil 
salination, cyclone damage, fire, and flood; the rising Australian dollar; competition 
from foreign markets; and the big-money drawcard of the mining sector, all 
negatively affect the primary production of the Nation. However, a population out of 
touch with contemporary agrarian practice is increasingly compounding these 
traditional threats. The city-country gap is widening and contributing to a lack of 
understanding about the origins of the food the community consumes. In 2012, a 
                                                 
73  Moore, "National and Denominational Board Schoolteachers in Ballarat and Buninyong", p. 10. 
74  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 995760. 22/24003, 'Suggestions I have made to the Department 
previously-with a few additional comments'. 2 June 1922. 
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survey of year 6 and year 10 students conducted by the Australian Council of 
Educational Research found ‘75 percent of students thought cotton socks were an 
animal product and 45 percent of students could not identify that everyday lunchbox 
items such as a banana, bread and cheese originated from farms’.75 
Initiatives such as the 2012 ‘Year of the Farmer’ or the inspired AgForce 
campaign highlighting ‘Every Family Needs a Farmer’ aim to raise the profile of 
primary production. Meanwhile, television programs profiling the potential of 
farmers, male and female, as wives or husbands, may help to underscore the benefits 
associated with living a rural lifestyle. However, these efforts, whilst improving the 
perception of agriculturists, fail to inspire young people to pursue careers in primary 
production or its associated fields. 
Around Australia, there has been a significant drop in the number of 
enrolments in agricultural colleges and the agrarian focussed courses at universities. 
At the same time, the courses that do remain have transitioned from having a 
vocational and practical content, to embracing a stronger theoretical content more 
consistent with the relocation of the courses into faculties dealing with the sciences.76 
As this decline continues, the opportunity for children from regional areas to pursue 
an education preparing them for life in the community in which they were raised also 
diminishes. The average age of farmers in Australia is now 54. If initiatives to entice 
younger people into farming are not found, Australia’s future as a high quality 
primary producer will be seriously jeopardised.77 This situation has led to a paradigm 
shift in agricultural education, and just as Stubbin predicted in 1916; 
So the time will come when farmers of all kinds will demand that the rural 
school shall give instruction in subjects that will fit the boys and girls to 
enter on their work on the farm as well equipped as the city child is for the 
city callings.78 
                                                 
75  Kylie Hillman and Sarah Buckley, "Food, Fibre and the Future: Report on surveys of students’ and 
teachers’ knowledge and understanding of Primary Industries,"  (Primary Industries Education 
Foundation, 2011) | Saffron Howden, "Cultural cringe: schoolchildren can't see the yoghurt for the 
trees," Sydney Morning Herald (NSW), March 5 2012, Online Edition | Primary Industries Education 
Foundation. "PIEF Brochure."  (2010), 
http://www.primaryindustrieseducation.com.au/pages/about.htm Accessed; 6 February, 2013. 
76  Cameron Archer, "Seed of 1788 became stewards of the land," Newcastle Herald (NSW), Friday, 
December 16 2011, 11. 
77  "It's time to train for the future," Maitland Mercury, Friday 4 May 2012, 16. 
78  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 995746. Letter from Stubbin to Story dated 24 January, 1916; 
regarding the future of his position. 
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To address the current issue Federal and State organisations have been 
established; and they realise, as did those addressing the issue in the early 1900s, that 
a major part of the solution has to be generated through the education system. As a 
2010 brochure from the Primary Industries Education Foundation states; 
The ability of Australia to meet these challenges depends upon a well 
informed community and highly skilled people working in all sectors of our 
primary industries. We must attract our best and brightest to pursue careers 
in primary industries.79 
However, to be able to deliver this type of education the educators require ‘credible, 
authoritative and user-ready resources’.80 As Stubbin noted ‘if we wish the teachers 
to teach certain subjects it must be our first duty to teach them’.81 Within 
Queensland, the State government initiative, Agribusiness Gateway to Industry 
Schools Program, has taken on this challenge. 
This program was launched in April 2011 at Sarina State High School. The 
program has since expanded to around twenty other schools; many of these located in 
the same towns that had previously embraced Rural Schools. The objective of the 
program is to facilitate; 
Meaningful partnerships between schools and industry provide students with 
access to industry relevant activities, curriculum and experiences while at 
school, assisting students to make informed career choices.82 
The association built between the schools and industry provides the students 
with the opportunity to participate in school-based apprenticeships and traineeships 
with local employers. Participating schools and teachers are provided learning 
resources and agribusiness related curriculum and activities to deliver in the 
classroom. Training is provided to prepare teachers for their role and they are 
encouraged to share knowledge and resources with other Gateway schools.83 These 
contemporary solutions bear a strong resemblance to the efforts taken in Queensland 
almost a century ago and demonstrate that the search for a solution of how to ‘keep a 
due proportion of [the] people on the land as primary producers, living happy, 
                                                 
79  Primary Industries Education Foundation. "PIEF Brochure." 
80  ———. "PIEF Brochure." 
81  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 995752. 'A resume of my work during the last six months under 
new conditions'. 30 July, 1915. 
82  State of Queensland (Skills Queensland), "Gateway to Industry Schools Program Annual Report 
2011-12,"  (2012). 
83  ———, "Gateway to Industry Schools Program Annual Report 2011-12." 
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prosperous and contented lives’ still continues.84 Perhaps Jonathon Swift said it best 
when he wrote in Gulliver’s Travels; 
And he gave it for his opinion, “that whoever could make two ears of corn, 
or two blades of grass, to grow upon a spot of ground where only one grew 
before, would deserve better of mankind, and do more essential service to 
his country, than the whole race of politicians put together”.85
                                                 
84  Thomas G. Fisher, "The Rural School: its aims and advantages," Chronicle (Nambour), Friday, 19 
November 1915, 4. 
85  Jonathan Swift et al. "Gulliver's travels." (Place Published: Oxford University Press, 2008), Accessed; 
8 August, 2012, 
http://www.qut.eblib.com.au/EBLWeb/patron/?target=patron&extendedid=P_422390_0. 
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APPENDIX A: MAPS OF QUEENSLAND COMPARING RURAL SCHOOL 
LOCATIONS AND POPULATION DENSITY IN 1954 
 
Figure A.1. Map of Queensland showing the location of the thirty Rural Schools; Blue indicates those 
established between 1917 and 1925; Red indicates those established between 1926 and 1939. 
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Figure A.2. Map of Queensland showing the population distribution in 1959. Queensland Year Book 
1959. Vol. 20. p.42. Notice the population clusters coinciding with the position of the Rural Schools. 
This was thirty-seven years after Nambour started and just fourteen years after the last Rural School 
had opened. 
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APPENDIX B: NAMBOUR RURAL SCHOOL PUPILS 1918 
Nambour Rural School pupils as at October 1918, showing their parent’s occupation, their enrolled 
school, the subjects taken, and whether their attendance is full-time or part-time.1 
Legend 
 
W- Woodwork 
L- Leatherwork 
T- Tinsmithing 
 
Sc- Agricultural 
Science 
C- Cookery   
 
D- Dressmaking 
M- Millinery 
 
 
B- Bookkeeping 
T- Typewriting 
S- Shorthand 
Schools Pupils Names 
 
Full-time/ 
Part-time 
Parents Occupation Subjects Taken 
Nambour Perren, James F Farm Labourer W,L,T,S. 
 Lowe, Harry F Dairyman W,L.T,S. 
 Swenson, Harold F Farm Labourer W, Sc. 
 Simmons, Ronald F Greengrocer W, S. 
 Collins, William F Baker W, S. 
 Lishman, Edward F Fancy Goods (shop) W, S. 
 Jones, Stanley F Joiner W, S. 
 Mason, Norman F Saddler W, S. 
 Myers, Gordon F Farmer W, S. 
 Carter, Charles F Farmer W, L, T, S. 
 Capper, Joseph F Fireman (Engr.) W, L, T, S. 
 Goodyear F Fruitgrower W, L, T, S. 
 Halpin, John F Engineer (Mill) W, S. 
 Richards, Walter F Farmer W. 
 Whitecross, Jas F Carpenter & Fruitgrower L, T. 
 Donaldson, Eric F Butcher T, S. 
 Grimes, Arthur F Sugar boiler W, L, T, Sc, T, S, B. 
 
                                                 
1  Queensland State Archives, Item ID. 16778. 
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Legend 
 
W- Woodwork 
L- Leatherwork 
T- Tinsmithing 
 
Sc- Agricultural 
Science 
C- Cookery 
 
D- Dressmaking 
M- Millinery 
 
 
B- Bookkeeping 
T- Typewriting 
S- Shorthand 
Schools Pupils Names 
 
Full-time/ 
Part-time 
Parents Occupation Subjects Taken 
Nambour Chadwick, Bessie F Draper D, C. 
 Conwell, Elsie F Farmer (Sugar) D, C. 
 Perren, May F Farmer (Sugar) D, C. 
 Vinnicombe, Mary F Farmer (Sugar) D, C. 
 Holmes, Jessie F Farmer (Sugar) D, C. 
 Cronk, Elsie F Widow D, C. 
 Saunders, Mavis F Farm labourer D, C. 
 Conwell, Florrie F Farmer (Sugar) D, C. 
 Kennedy, Geraldine F Farmer (Fruit) D, C. 
 Pearce, Myrtle F Widow D, C. 
 Thynne, Lucy P Journalist D, C, B, T, S. 
 Perren, Martha P Farmer (Sugar & Fruit) D, C, M. 
 Carter, Esther P Farmer ( General) D, C, M. 
 Ekin, Mary P Farmer (Dairy) D, C, M. 
 Erkacher, Sarah P Farmer D, C. 
 Cope, Beatrice P Carpenter D, C. 
 Priestley, Ruby P Farmer (Fruit) D, C. 
 Pidd, Daisy P Sawyer D, C. 
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Legend 
 
W- Woodwork 
L- Leatherwork 
T- Tinsmithing 
 
Sc- Agricultural 
Science 
C- Cookery   
 
D- Dressmaking 
M- Millinery 
 
 
B- Bookkeeping 
T- Typewriting 
S- Shorthand 
Schools Pupils Names 
 
Full-time/ 
Part-time 
Parents Occupation Subjects Taken 
North Arm Mc Cowan, Norman F Farmer W, T, L, Sc, B, S 
 Davison, John P Farmer (General) W, T, L. 
 Ham, Geo P Farmer W, T, L. 
Bridges Low, Eric P Farmer (Dairy) W, T, L. 
 Hall, Agnes F Sawyer B, T, S. 
 Low, Gladys P Farmer (Dairy) D, B, T, S. 
Coolki Duhs, Annie P Farmer (Dairy) D 
Yandina Malyon, Cyril F Grocer W, T, L, Sc. 
 Hamilton, Edward F Grocer’s Asst. W, T, L, Sc. 
 Steggall, Stephen 
P 
Farmer (Fruit) 
W, T, L, Sc, B, S, 
T. 
 Steggall, Julius 
P 
Farmer (Fruit) 
W, T, L, Sc, B, S, 
T. 
 Thomson, Evelyn F Farmer (General) B, T, S. 
 Chapman, Mary P Widow D, C, M, B, S, T. 
 Grummitt, Ivy P Farmer (Dairy) D, C, B, S, T. 
 Thompson, Rebecca P Farmer (Fruit) D, C, B, S, T. 
Palmwoods Cardinal, Ivy P Farmer D, C. 
 Coghlan, Madge P Lengthsman D. 
 Renouf, Gladys P Farmer (Fruit) D, M. 
 Briggs, Mary P Farmer (Fruit) D. 
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Legend 
 
W- Woodwork 
L- Leatherwork 
T- Tinsmithing 
 
Sc- Agricultural 
Science 
C- Cookery   
 
D- Dressmaking 
M- Millinery 
 
 
B- Bookkeeping 
T- Typewriting 
S- Shorthand 
Schools Pupils Names 
 
Full-time/ 
Part-time 
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Pomona Smedley, Isabel P Farmer D, C. 
 Parker, Ada P Timbergetter D. 
 Gallaway, Ethel P Fruitgrower D, C. 
 Kelleher, Doreen P Railway Ganger B, T, S. 
 Basso, Teresa P Dairy Farmer C 
Cooroy Cambage, Eva P  D. 
 Spence, Nellie P Dairy Farmer D. 
 Wilson, Vera P Farmer D. 
 Wilson, Doreen P Farmer D. 
 Ronlund, Senja P Dairy Farmer D. 
Eumundi Duffield, Merle P Bookkeeper D, C, B, T, S. 
 Ireland, Rita P Dairy Farmer D, C. 
 Lamb, Eunice P Fruitgrower D, C. 
 Etheridge, Olive P Sawmill Proprietor D. 
 Smith, Elsie P Dairy Farmer D. 
 Spickett, Irene P Dairy Farmer D. 
 Fritz, Nellie P Dairy Farmer D. 
 Wilson, Jane P Lengthsman D. 
 Spickett, Muriel P Dairy Farmer D. 
 Luke, Jessie P Dairy Farmer B, T, S. 
 Colthup, Imelda P Farmer D, B, T, S. 
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Woombye Mc Nall F Agent W, T, L, Sc. 
 Neilson, Stanley P Draper’s Asst. W. 
 Shurvell, Florrie P Auctioneer D, C. 
 Steele, Bessie P Farmer Retired D, C, M, T, S. 
 Tainton, Nellie P Farmer (Fruit) D. 
 Rogers, Suzy P Fruitgrower D. 
 Smith, Marion P Fruitgrower D, C. 
 Adams, Lily P Farmer (Fruit) D, C. 
 Mc Nall, Marjorie P Auctioneer D, C, B, S, T. 
 Neil, Marion P Maintenance Man (Road) D. 
 Shurvell, Sarah P Auctioneer D. 
 Collier, Marion P Farmer D. 
 Smith, Olive P Fruitgrower B, T, S. 
 Kleeman, Margaret P Farmer D. 
 Edwards, Elsie P Farmer (Fruit) D, B, T, S. 
 Valance, Ada P Widow D, T. 
 Blackburn, Grace P Farmer D. 
 Edwards, Edith P Fruitgrower  
 Brooks, Emma P Farmer D, C. 
 Stumer, Lily P Farmer (General) D. 
 Ambryn, Nellie P Farmer D. 
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Eudlo Rodgers, Florrie F Fruitgrower D. 
 Tomlinson, Ada P Fruitgrower D. 
 Usher, Marjorie P Fruitgrower D, C, M. 
 Hardy, Ruby P Fruitgrower D, M. 
 Hardy, Hazel P Fruitgrower D, M. 
Mooloolah Baldwin, Owen F Fruitgrower & Dairy W, SC. 
 Griffin, Thomas P Fruit & Dairy Farm W, T, L. 
 Griffin, Margaret P Fruit & Dairy Farm D, C. 
 Rose, Vida P Engineer D, C. 
 Knox, Doris P Agent and Farmer D, B, T, S. 
 Knox, Ivy P Agent and Farmer B, T, S 
 
Brandenburg, 
Florence 
P 
Dairyfarmer D. 
 Goodwin, Sarah P Widow D. 
 Baldwin, Audrey 
P Fruitgrower & 
Dairyfarmer 
D, M. 
 Jones, Mary P Grocer D, M. 
 Thornton, Ada P Fruitgrower B, S. 
Landsborough Kowald, Geo P Road Ganger W, T, L, B, S, T. 
 Batchelor, Sarah P Manager Sawmill D, C, B, T. S. 
 Templeman, Lily P Dairy Farmer D, B, T, S. 
 Kowald, Esther P Road Ganger D, C, M. 
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Beerwah Briggs, Ruby P Timber Salesman D, C. 
 Nichols, Ivy P Fruitgrower (A.I.F.) D. 
 Roberts, Maud P Labourer D. 
Glasshouse Mt. Gilvear, Chrissie P Fruitgrower (A.I.F.) D, C, B, T, S. 
 Gilvear, Marion P Fruitgrower (A.I.F.) D, C, B, T, S. 
Caboolture Coghill, Jessie P Milk Tester D, C. 
 Sullivan, Millie P Labourer D, C. 
Bald Knob Skipper, Ethel P Fruitgrower D, C. 
 Burgess, Ruby P Sugargrower D, C, M. 
 Hapgood, Edna P Sugargrower D, M. 
Buderim Burnett, Irene P Fruitgrower D, C. 
Rosemount Pidd, Doris P Sugargrower D, C, M. 
 Perren, Mildred P Sugargrower D, M. 
 Ambrose, Esther P Sugargrower D, M. 
 French, Margaret P Fruitgrower D, M. 
Bli Bli Nuttall, Marjorie P Farmer (Sugar) D. 
 Nuttall, Dorothy P Farmer (Sugar) D. 
Image Flat Hession, May P Dairy Farmer D, C. 
Perwillowen Wilson, Harry F Fruitgrower W, Sc. 
Dulong Stephens, Walter P Dairyfarmer L, T, W. 
 Stephens, Mollie P Dairyfarmer D. 
 Slattery P Dairyfarmer C. 
Kureelpa McKinnon, Samuel P Dairyfarmer W. 
 Sandilands P Dairyfarmer D. 
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APPENDIX C: NUMBER OF PUPILS TAKING EACH SUBJECT SORTED 
BY SEX.2 
Number of Nambour Rural School pupils, sorted by sex,  taking each subject in October 1918 
Subjects Taught 
 
Pupils Taking 
Boys 
 
Pupils Taking 
Girls 
 
Total No. of Pupils Taking 
Subject 
Woodwork 32  32 
Leatherwork 11  11 
Tinsmithing 14  14 
Agricultural Science 21  21 
  Stage 1 Stage2  
Cookery (Jams etc)  34 8 42 
Dressmaking  80 16 96 
Millinery  16 0 16 
Bookkeeping 6 24 30 
Typewriting 5 23 28 
Shorthand 3 29 32 
 
                                                 
2  ———, Item ID. 16778. 
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APPENDIX D: NRS PAST PUPILS, 1917 CLASS, AND THEIR 
OCCUPATIONS IN OCTOBER, 1918.3 
Pupils Name  (Girls) Enrolled School Parents Occupation Pupils Current Occupation 
Marting, Lois Nambour Farmer  
Hulse, Grace Yandina Farmer Continuing Studies C, T, C. 
Beaton, Lottie Yandina Farmer  
Hooper, Daisy Landsborough Shire Clerk  
Tytherleigh, R. Yandina Storekeeper  
Steggall, Miriam Yandina Farmer Pupil Teacher 
Hodges, Hilda Cooroy Carpenter General Service 
Hodges, Edith Cooroy Carpenter General Service 
Cook, Ethel Bli Bli Oyster man  
Deans, Violet Rosemount Boat-builder Domestic Duties (Home) 
Thompson, Annie Yandina Farmer (Fruit) Domestic Duties (Home) 
Wheeldon, Melba Cooroy Farmer (Fruit) Domestic Duties (Home) 
Duffield, Doris Eumundi Bookkeeper Clerk in Farmers’ Co-op. 
Burke, Kathleen Eumundi Widow  
Little, Irene Cooroy Bootmaker  
Bignell, Winifred Highworth Farmer Domestic Service 
Lamont, Maud Cooroy Contractor  
Russell, Florence Cooroy Dairy Farmer  
Larsen, Rita Cooroy Farmer General Service 
Neil, Jessie Woombye Farmer  
Richardson, G. Perwillowen Farmer Domestic Service 
Merritt, Hazel Woombye Farmer  
Saunders, Harriet Kureelpa Labourer  
Tierney, Agnes Cooran Dairy Farmer  
                                                 
3  ———, Item ID. 16778. 
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 (Girls) - Continued Enrolled School Parents Occupation Pupils Current Occupation 
Howe, Ellen Woombye Farmer  
Kuskopf, Emily Woombye Farmer  
Knight, Amelia Cooroy Labourer  
Shambler, Olive Buderim Fruitgrower Domestic Duties 
Mc Donagh, Min Cooroy Farmer  
Alford, Rose Woombye Teamster  
Hart, Frances Bald Knob Farmer  
Fraser, Grace Coolki Farmer  
Fraser, Ethel Coolki Farmer  
Cottell, Evelyn Nambour Bank Manager Domestic Duties 
Vinnicombe, G. Nambour Farmer (Cane) Domestic Duties 
Tyrrell, Mary Nambour Bootmaker Domestic Duties 
Welldon, Phyl. Nambour Sanitary Contractor Domestic Duties 
Wilkinson, Beryl Nambour Auctioneer Wynnum High School 
Bushnell, Joyce Nambour Solicitor’s Clerk Brisbane Girls H/School 
Ainsworth, R. Nambour Hotel-keeper Shop Assistant 
Boardman, A. Nambour Farmer Domestic Duties 
Aspland, Evelyn Nambour Farmer Domestic Duties 
Stewart, Nellie Nambour Plumber Shop Assistant 
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Pupils Name  (Boys) Enrolled School Parents Occupation Pupils Current Occupation 
Somerville, L. Yandina Farmer On Dairy Farm 
Jones, Walter Mooloolah Storekeeper Grocer’s Asst. 
Lowry, Lionel Mooloolah Dairy Farmer Railway Porter 
Hulse, John Yandina Farmer Farm Assistant 
Renouf, Percy Palmwoods Fruitgrower Farming 
Venning, Frank Yandina Farmer  
Prentiss, Claud Rosemount Farmer Farm Assistant 
Briggs, Edgar Palmwoods Farmer Farm Assistant 
Albrecht, Stan Nambour Fruitgrower Farm Assistant 
Reed, Fred Glasshouse Mts Timbergetter  
Parnell, Thos Rosemount Farmer  
Iowe, Geo Nambour Dairy Farmer Dairy Farmer 
Whalley, Jas Nambour Storekeeper Southport High School 
Clark, Percy Nambour Labourer Bootmaker’s Asst. 
Wilson, Keith Nambour Dentist Brisbane Grammar School 
Perren, Edgar Nambour Farmer Grocer’s Asst. 
Eggmolesse, J. Nambour Farmer Farm Hand 
Brown, Stan Nambour Farmer Farm Hand 
Martin, J. Perwillowen Farmer Farm Hand 
Gearside, Lyle Nambour Grocer’s Asst. Telegraph Messenger 
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APPENDIX E: LIST OF THE FILES HELD AT THE QUEENSLAND STATE 
ARCHIVES FOR THE THIRTY RURAL SCHOOLS, INCLUDING 
OPENING AND CLOSING DATES FOR THE FILES. 
Queensland Rural Schools-State Archive Files 
Date File 
Opened 
Rural School 
Name 
Date File 
Closed 
Series 
ID. 
First 
Item ID. 
Last Item 
ID. 
No. of 
Files 
29 Jan 1917 Nambour  2 Nov 1942 12610 16777 16787 11 
28 Oct 1919 Marburg  9 Sept 1942 12610 16762 16767 6 
23 Jan 1920 Boonah  18 Nov 1942 12610 16722 16726 5 
16 Feb 1920 Gracemere  21 Aug 1924 12610 16743 16743 1 
31 Jan 1921 Stanthorpe  13 Dec 1957 12610 16795 16799 5 
23 Mar 1922 Home Hill  24 Sept 1942 12610 16744 16748 5 
21 Mar 1923 Gordonvale  13 Dec 1937 12610 16741 16742 2 
31 Aug 1923 Imbil  29 Aug 1938 12610 16749 16750 2 
19 Mar 1924 Clifton  5 Jun 1952 12610 16728 16733 6 
14 Feb 1925 Murgon  26 Nov 1942 12610 16772 16776 5 
13 Mar 1925 Gayndah  7 Dec 1942 12610 16734 16738 5 
16 Mar 1925 Beenleigh  2 Dec 1942 12610 16719 16721 3 
22 Jul 1926 Malanda  3 Dec 1937 12610 16760 16761 2 
28 Oct 1927 Beaudesert  30 May 1956 12610 16716 
16718 + 
1042892 4 
17 Feb 1928 Toogoolawah  12 Dec 1942 12610 16800 16805 6 
22 Jun 1928 Proserpine  31 Jul 1942 12610 16790 16791 2 
11 Jun 1929 Goondiwindi  9 Nov 1942 12610 16739 16740 2 
24 Jul 1929 Innisfail  8 Dec 1942 12610 16753 16756 4 
7 Aug 1929 Killarney  17 Nov 1937 12610 16757 16758 2 
2 Jan 1931 Atherton  3 Oct 1941 12610 16712 16714 3 
31 Jul 1933 Babinda  24 Nov 1942 12610 16715 16715 1 
18 Sept 1933 Mossman  12 Nov 1942 12610 16770 16771 2 
1 Oct 1934 Tully  11 Dec 1942 12610 16806 16807 2 
5 Nov 1934 Sarina  12 Nov 1958 12610 16792 16794 3 
9 Dec 1935 Pomona  29 Dec 1942 12610 16788 16789 2 
16 Jun 1936 Ingham  6 Nov 1942 12610 16751 16752 2 
1 Feb 1938 Lowood  26 Oct 1942 12610 16759 16759 1 
20 Jul 1939 Mareeba  3 May 1944 12610 16768 16768 1 
30 Oct 1939 Monto  9 Nov 1942 12610 16769 16769 1 
1 Dec 1939 Caboolture  4 Dec 1942 12610 16727 16727 1 
Total Number of Files in Rural Schools at Queensland State Archives 97 
 
